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This book offers an introduction to epistemology, intended for readers who 
have some general background and/or aptitude in philosophy, but little if any 
previous knowledge of epistemology proper. It reflects material that I have 
used in a junior-level introductory epistemology course, one that is populated 
largely but not exclusively by philosophy majors. (In my department, there 
is also a more advanced senior-graduate-level course in epistemology that 
covers more advanced issues and material.) It is my belief that this book, 
supplemented by suitable additional readings, would also be suitable as a text 
for the single upper-division epistemology course that is offered by many 
departments. The book is in any case not mainly intended as a stand-alone 
text, but should be supplemented with readings that are appropriate to the 
level of the course and students. Many of the works that are discussed in the 
book would make good choices, but there are lots of other possibilities as 
well. I also hope that the book will be accessible and valuable to those who 
are not enrolled in formal courses, but who want to gain some idea of what 
epistemology is all about.

The book reflects two deep-seated convictions of mine, one about epis-
temology in particular and one about philosophy in general. The first and 
more important of these is that the place to start in epistemology is with the 
classical problems approached from the traditional, essentially Cartesian per-
spective. Much epistemological discussion and argument in the past century 
and especially the past four decades or so has in fact consisted in revolutions 
or attempted revolutions against this traditional approach, and an account 
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of what I regard the most important of these is offered in Part II of the book. 
But it seems to me a fundamental mistake to start, as is often done, with the 
revolutions, offering only a brief and frequently strawmannish indication of 
what is being revolted against. To do so often has the result of making the 
whole subject seem rather pointless to the student, since it seems to consist 
so largely of tearing down views that he or she has not yet developed any 
inclination to take seriously in the first place. It is primarily for this reason 
that much more than half of the book is devoted to the traditional problems 
and dialectic—though I should add that, having once played at least a mod-
est role in one of the anti-Cartesian revolts, I have since come to believe 
also that the Cartesian approach is to be preferred to the more revolutionary 
alternatives, and that the prospects for its success are much more hopeful 
than is usually thought.

The second, less problematic conviction is that philosophy is essentially 
dialectical in character, consisting of arguments and responses and further ar-
guments and further responses back and forth among the different positions 
on a given issue. It is this dialectic that I have tried to exhibit, though obvi-
ously not completely. It is important for a student who wants to understand 
this dialectical development to become, to some extent at least, a participant 
rather than a mere observer. To aid in this, I have tried to indicate points in 
the discussion where a view or issue has been presented fully enough to make 
it reasonable for a student to attempt to think about it on his or her own, try-
ing to form some independent reaction or assessment before seeing what else 
I may have to say. (This is why many such questions and challenges to the 
reader are initially placed in the text, rather than being limited to the study 
questions at the ends of the chapters.) Students who take seriously these 
repeated opportunities for independent reflection will get substantially more 
from the book—in part because they will be in a much better position to 
critically evaluate the conclusions and suggested assessments that are eventu-
ally offered here. I have also sometimes indicated further issues, not treated 
in the book, that are valuable to think independently about, and following 
up some of these will also lead to a richer engagement with the subject.

A word about pronouns and gender: Recent protests by feminists and 
others have rendered the use of the formerly generic “he” problematic at 
best. But—contrary to the practice of some academic writers—there is in my 
judgment still no linguistically proper generic use of “she,” nor is one likely 
to be created by occasional attempts in this direction. Constant use of “he 
or she,” while correct, is extremely clumsy, while alternating uses of “he” 
and “she” are distracting and puzzling to the reader. Thus I have chosen in 
the main to retain the generic “he” (and “him”), while stipulating here that 
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I of course mean it to refer to persons of both genders. (Very occasionally I 
have succumbed to the temptation to say “he or she,” where this issue seems 
particularly important for one reason or another.)

I am grateful to Robert Audi, the editor of the series in which this book 
appears, for giving me the opportunity to write it and for very helpful com-
ments on the penultimate draft of the manuscript; to students in several 
editions of the introductory epistemology course, whose reactions and puzzle-
ment and comments helped me to clarify my presentation of these ideas; 
and to my wife, Ann Baker, for many valuable comments and suggestions, 
unstinting encouragement, and much, much more besides.

In this second edition, in addition to adding the Questions for Thought 
and Discussion and the Glossary, I have made many changes throughout 
the book in the interests of clarity and accuracy. Most of these are relatively 
small. The most important changes are in chapter 7, where the argument for 
the representative realist view has been expanded and hopefully made clearer 
and more explicit; in chapter 9, where I have tried to better motivate and 
explain coherentism; and in chapter 12, where discussion has been added of 
the denial of epistemic closure and of contextualism, as recently understood, 
as responses to skepticism.
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Introduction

The book you are reading is an introduction to the philosophical subject of 
epistemology. As a first stab, epistemology is the philosophical study of knowl-
edge: its nature, its requirements, and its limitations. The best way to begin 
our inquiry into this area is to try to get some idea, in an initial and tentative 
way, of why and in what way knowledge seems to deserve or even require 
philosophical investigation and scrutiny—so much so, as it turns out, that 
epistemology has often been regarded as the most central area of philosophy 
in the period since the Renaissance. And to do that, it will be useful to say 
just a little about the general character of philosophy itself.

Philosophy has been described in many different ways, not all of them 
entirely consistent with each other. But perhaps the most helpful charac-
terization at a general level is that philosophy is the search for reflective 
understanding: in the words of a prominent recent philosopher, the effort “to 
see how things in the broadest possible sense of the term hang together in 
the broadest possible sense of the term.”1 As this might already suggest, the 
philosopher is particularly concerned with broad and general topics or areas: 
the nature and makeup of human beings, the basic ingredients and structure 
of reality, the nature and basis of value. Most of the general topics that the 
philosopher investigates can also be studied from other points of view, espe-
cially from the perspective of empirical science. But while the philosopher 
may make use of the results of these other investigations, his or her focus 
is different: more general, more abstract, and aimed in a distinctive way at 
intellectual problems that arise in the effort to understand, places where our 
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thinking seems to get tied into knots or tangles that are difficult to unravel, 
hard to make clear sense of. It is the presence of problems of this sort that 
makes a subject of particular concern to philosophers. And it turns out that 
that knowledge is a subject area in which the problems are especially dif-
ficult, pervasive, and troubling in their implications.

The most central and important of these problems will constitute the main 
subject matter of this book, and specific accounts of them will come later. 
But our goal for now is to get some initial idea of how and why such problems 
arise, of why knowledge, perhaps contrary to your first impressions, is puzzling 
or problematic in ways that make it difficult to achieve an intellectually satis-
fying understanding of it. One place to start is with a rough list of the various 
sorts of things that seem from a common-sense standpoint to be reasonably 
clear cases or instances of knowledge. To keep the project manageable, I will 
relativize the list to my own case, but such lists could obviously be similarly 
constructed for others or for whole groups of people. (Indeed, all of you who 
are reading this should try to construct a parallel list for yourselves.)

Here are some plausible general categories and specific examples of things 
that I know or at least confidently seem to myself to know:

1.  Facts about my present subjective experiences or states of conscious-
ness: that I feel an itch in my left thigh; that I am thinking about how 
to explain the problems pertaining to knowledge; that there is a large 
and variegated patch of green in the middle of my visual field.

2.  Facts about my presently perceived physical environment, including 
my own body: that I have two hands; that there is a computer screen 
before me; that music is playing in the background; that there are large 
evergreen trees outside my window.

3.  Facts about the larger perceptible and social world beyond my pres-
ent experience: that my wife is presently teaching her class at the 
University of Washington; that there is a large lake a few blocks from 
my house; that there is a large range of mountains called “the Rocky 
Mountains” several hundred miles east of here; that there are several 
million people in New York City; that there are two main governments 
in the British Isles, one centered in London and the other in Dublin.

4.  Facts about my personal past, the past that I actually experienced: that 
there was a black-capped chickadee on my bird-feeder this morning; 
that I took my dogs to an off-leash park last Sunday; that I used to live 
in Texas; that I have had various specific physical injuries at different 
times; that I taught various specific courses in the past (though here 
many details are fuzzy or altogether lacking).
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 5.  Facts about the historical past that were not part of my personal expe-
rience, though they were experienced at least in part by others: that 
my wife grew up in Spokane; that George Bush was elected president 
in 2000 and again in 2004; that there was a worldwide depression in 
the 1930s; that the United States was first a British possession and 
then achieved independence under the leadership of George Wash-
ington; that the Roman Empire once controlled a very large area of 
the world.

 6.  Facts about the experiences and mental states of other people and at 
least some animals, in the past and sometimes in the present: that my 
wife was anxious this morning about her first class of the term; that 
my dogs are excited by the prospect of a walk; that many of the people 
at the concert last week enjoyed and were enthusiastic about the per-
formance; that a certain student in one of my classes was very puzzled 
during a certain lecture last quarter; that one of my colleagues is often 
angry at the administration; that an injured protester (observed on 
television) was in severe pain.

 7.  Facts about the dispositional and character traits of myself and others 
(both people and some animals), again in both the past and present 
and extending into the future: that I am a rather cautious person; that 
some of my colleagues are not very responsible; that one of my dogs 
is easily frightened; that some people are afraid of water; that many 
students tend to be somewhat lazy about studying.

 8.  General and causal facts concerning observable objects and processes: 
that small amounts of sugar will always dissolve in large quantities of 
water; that green apples (of varieties that turn red or yellow when 
ripe) taste very sour; that indoor plants will eventually die if they 
don’t receive water; that a thrown baseball will bounce off a cement 
wall; that gasoline ignites very easily.

 9.  Facts about future events: that the pane of glass I am holding will break 
(as it slips out of my hands above the paved driveway); that it will rain 
again in Seattle; that my research quarter will come to an end; that the 
2012 presidential election will take place; that I will eventually die.

10.  Facts that were or are outside the range of anyone’s direct observation 
or that could not in principle be observed: that gases consist of tiny 
molecules; that the pinpoints of light in the sky are in reality large 
stars; that computers store information via magnetic coding; that 
evolution occurred; that the picture in my television set is produced 
by electrons striking the back of the screen; that it is very hot in the 
center of the sun.
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11.  Facts the knowledge of which does not seem to depend on sensory 
experience at all2: that 2 � 5 � 7; that triangles have three sides; 
that anyone who is a bachelor must be unmarried; that when a certain 
container A is larger in volume than a certain other container B, and 
container B is in turn larger in volume than a third container C, then 
container A must be larger than container C; that if the surface of a 
ball is uniformly red at a certain time, then it is not also uniformly 
green at that time; that either today is Wednesday or today is not 
Wednesday.

And this list is obviously quite incomplete. Each of the lists of specific ex-
amples could be extended in various directions (try doing some of this for 
yourself). And there are also further general categories that many people 
would want to include, though almost all would agree that these are more 
questionable: especially those facts supposedly corresponding to moral and 
religious beliefs.

As we will see, there are problems and issues that can be raised about 
each of these apparent categories of knowledge. Perhaps the most obvious 
questions to ask right now are these: First, what does it mean to say that I 
know each of these various things? What conditions or criteria or standards 
must be satisfied for such a claim of knowledge to be true or correct? Second, 
supposing that I do in fact know these things, how do I know them? What is 
the source or basis of my knowledge? In some cases, the rough answer to this 
second question seems fairly obvious: I know about my immediate perceived 
environment via sensory experience, about my past history via memory, about 
the mental states of other people via observations of their bodily behavior 
(including especially their verbal behavior: what they say or seem to say). 
But further questions can be raised about how each of these alleged sources 
of knowledge works—and about whether it is genuinely reliable, whether 
it leads to true (or at least mostly true) results. And for many of the other 
general categories of apparent knowledge, even a rough answer to the ques-
tion about its source or basis is much less obvious. How can we know facts 
about the future? How can we know facts about unobservable entities? How 
can we know facts like those in category 11, where sensory experience seems 
not to be involved at all? (Note also the important assumption being made 
throughout the list, one which is both natural and will turn out to be correct 
but must still eventually be discussed, that it is only things that are true that 
can be known, that are even candidates for knowledge.)

A further, though still closely related question arises from the reflection 
that there are also obviously even larger numbers of facts in each of the 
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indicated categories that I do not know. Some of these I could come to 
know with varying degrees of effort, but many of them would be difficult or 
impossible for me to know. So what then is the difference between the two 
sets of items, the known and the unknown? Again, rough answers suggest 
themselves for many of the categories, but elaborating these in detail often 
raises difficult questions.

One more important question that can be asked right now is whether I re-
ally do know all of the things that I think I do (or that common sense would 
say that I do)—or, much more radically, whether I really know any of them 
at all. What initially gives force to this question (along with uncertainties 
about how the various sorts of knowledge are obtained) is the familiar fact 
that sometimes I turn out not in fact to know something that I thought that 
I knew: that my dog is outside (the door was ajar and he slipped back in); 
that there are only three books on the table (there is another book hidden 
under one of the ones that I see); that there is a drugstore on a certain corner 
(it has burned down or closed); that there is a robin in the yard (it is really a 
varied thrush); that a certain student is following my lecture (she has merely 
learned when to nod or smile, but actually, as will be revealed when she tries 
to answer a question, has no real grasp of what I am saying); that a certain 
person is honest (he is really just a good liar); that vitamin C prevents colds 
(it really has no effect of this sort). As these examples reveal, it is easiest to 
find clear examples of apparent but nongenuine knowledge in categories 3, 7, 
8, and 9, but there is no obvious reason to think that mistakes are confined 
to these categories, as opposed to just being harder to discern in the others. 
(Whether mistakes of this sort are possible in all of the categories, most par-
ticularly 1 and 11, is a more difficult issue, one that will be discussed later 
on.) Another point suggested by the examples is that the clearest instances 
of seeming knowledge that turns out not to be genuine are those in which 
the claim in question is discovered to be false (again reflecting the idea that 
only truths can be known). But it should not be assumed, and will in fact turn 
out not to be true, that this is the only way in which a claim of knowledge 
can be mistaken.

The concern raised by cases of apparent knowledge that turns out not to be 
genuine, of what we might call “failed knowledge,” may seem relatively mi-
nor, unthreatening, and easily dealt with. From a common-sense standpoint, 
such cases are relatively infrequent and seemingly easy, at least in principle, 
to identify. Thus it is unclear that they should be taken as symptoms of a seri-
ous problem. But there are two reasons why such a response seems too easy, 
not really intellectually satisfying. One is the point already noted that merely 
the fact that easily noticeable cases of failed knowledge are rare provides 
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no clear reason for thinking that less easily discernible ones are not much 
more common, perhaps even quite pervasive. If our efforts at knowledge can 
sometimes seem to be successful when they actually are not, why could this 
not occur much more commonly than we think without our being able to 
tell—to know—that it does? Real confidence on this point seems to demand 
at the very least a much clearer understanding of how knowledge works, of 
what determines whether apparent instances of knowledge are genuine. And 
the second point is that such an understanding would be intellectually valu-
able in any case, even if the common-sense reaction to the problem of failed 
knowledge is basically correct.

It is this concern that apparent knowledge might not be genuine which 
motivates the French philosopher René Descartes, often described as both 
the father of modern philosophy and the father of epistemology, at the begin-
ning of his famous Meditations on First Philosophy (1641):

Several years have now passed since I first realized how numerous were the 
false opinions that in my youth I had taken to be true, and thus how doubtful 
were all those that I had subsequently built upon them. And thus I realized 
that once in my life I had to raze everything to the ground and begin again from 
the original foundations, if I wanted to establish anything firm and lasting in the 
sciences. [13]3

The problem in question was certainly much more obvious in Descartes’s 
time, when modern science was in its infancy and the cross-currents of con-
flicting opinion and doctrine were much harder to sort out and evaluate. But 
the problem for us is essentially the same, and it is at least not obvious that 
there is any easy and unproblematic solution to it to be found. The central 
risk is that in trying to decide whether we really know one thing we will in-
advertently appeal to other things that we think we know, but about which 
we are in fact mistaken. And this is probably the basic reason for the very 
radical character of Descartes’s proposed solution, suggested in the second of 
the quoted sentences, one that we will examine in the next chapter.

One last question of a preliminary sort: How much does it matter whether 
we know what we think we know? Why do we care about knowledge—in 
particular, what is it about knowledge that really matters for our lives? My 
eventual suggestion will be that it is in fact not so much knowledge itself but 
rather certain of its key ingredients that are our main concern. But this is 
getting ahead of ourselves and must await later discussion.4

We turn then, in the next chapter, to a discussion of Descartes’s his-
torically seminal epistemological program and of the basic principles that 
underlie it.
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As already noticed briefly in the first chapter, the work that is arguably the 
starting point of modern epistemology is Descartes’s Meditations on First Phi-
losophy (first published in 1641). It is likely that many readers of the present 
book are already familiar with the Meditations and the engaging though per-
haps also somewhat overly picturesque scenario that Descartes offers there. 
The main aim of the present chapter is not to offer yet another discussion 
and evaluation of that scenario and of the specific arguments and conclusions 
that Descartes offers in connection with it. Though we will have to pay some 
attention to the specific details of the Meditations, my main concern in this 
chapter is to discern and extract the underlying epistemological principles 
or assumptions that Descartes is relying on and, to some extent, defending 
there—which I will refer to as the principles of Cartesian Epistemology.1 It 
will turn out that these Cartesian principles provide a surprisingly good guide 
to the central issues that have been the focus of epistemological discussion 
from Descartes’s time all the way to our own.

The Method of Doubt

We have already taken note, in the previous chapter, of Descartes’s starting 
point. He has come to realize that very many of the things he has previously 
believed are false, and the question is what he should do about this. This is 
a question worth thinking about with some care. What would you do if you 
realized that many of your beliefs were mistaken, but had no very firm idea 
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of which ones or how many? One obvious alternative would be to continue 
to examine and scrutinize your various beliefs and opinions individually, 
looking for mistakes and trying to correct them. But the problem with this, 
also briefly noticed earlier, is that such an examination of a particular belief 
would inevitably rely in large part on your other beliefs and convictions, par-
ticularly on the underlying principles that you accept, explicitly or implicitly, 
concerning how to identify beliefs that are false and how to arrive at beliefs 
that are true.2 And if some or all of these other beliefs and principles should 
turn out themselves to be mistaken, then the whole project of identifying 
and eliminating mistaken beliefs would very likely be doomed to failure, 
since you would be as likely to retain old errors and even introduce new ones 
as to weed out the existing ones.

At least in part for this reason, Descartes proposes something much more 
radical: to tentatively reject any view or opinion or principle that is not 
“completely certain and indubitable,” any for which he can find “some rea-
son for doubt,” some way in which the claim in question might be false in 
spite of whatever apparent reasons or basis have led him to accept it so far 
[13]. Here it is important to understand that the way in which a particular 
belief might be false does not have to be probable or even very plausible—it 
is enough that it is merely possible, something that cannot be conclusively 
ruled out. Anything for which such a basis for doubt can be found is some-
thing that might conceivably be false and so is something that cannot be 
accepted or relied on if the goal is to conclusively eliminate all error.3 (It 
might of course be questioned whether the complete elimination of error is a 
reasonable goal, one that we have any realistic chance of achieving.)

There are several stages to the resulting progression of doubt, as Descartes 
considers different kinds of beliefs and the ways in which they might be mis-
taken, but it will be enough for our purposes here to focus on the final and 
decisive one: the famous “evil genius” hypothesis.

I will suppose . . . an evil genius, supremely powerful and clever, who has 
directed his entire effort at deceiving me. I will regard the heavens, the air, 
the earth, colors, shapes, sounds, and all external things as nothing but the 
bedeviling hoaxes of my dreams, with which he lays snares for my credulity. I 
will regard myself as not having hands, or eyes, or flesh, or blood, or any senses, 
but as nevertheless falsely believing all these things. [16–17]

According to Descartes, such an evil genius (in effect a being with God’s 
alleged omnipotence, but differing from more standard versions of God in 
being bent on deception) would be capable not only of deceiving me about 
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the material world (including the contents of such sciences as physics and as-
tronomy) and about my own physical nature, but also even about such areas 
as arithmetic and geometry: “May I not, in like fashion, be deceived every 
time I add two or three or count the sides of a square?” [15]

To repeat, Descartes is not saying that it is probable or even at all plau-
sible that such a being exists; indeed, he would probably concede that the 
existence of such an evil genius is extremely unlikely (though this too could 
obviously be doubted!). But that its existence cannot be conclusively ruled 
out is enough to provide a possible basis for doubt. And thus by the end of 
Meditation 1, it begins to look as though Descartes has found a reason to 
doubt every belief he has, whether about the material world or about such 
abstract subjects as arithmetic and geometry. The reason is simply the mere 
possibility that such an evil genius exists.

The Cogito

Does anything at all survive this process of systematic doubt? Descartes ini-
tially takes seriously the possibility that it may be “not within [his] power to 
know anything true,” or perhaps rather that he can only “know for certain 
that nothing is certain” [17]. But this turns out in the end not to be so. For 
as he famously argues, there is at least one thing that cannot be doubted on 
this basis, something about which even the evil genius cannot deceive him, 
namely, his own existence:

But doubtless I did exist, if I persuaded myself of something. But there is some 
deceiver or other who is supremely powerful and supremely sly and who is 
always deliberately deceiving me. Then too there is no doubt that I exist, if 
he is deceiving me. And let him do his best at deception, he will never bring 
it about that I am nothing so long as I shall think that I am something. Thus 
. . . “I am, I exist” is necessarily true every time I utter it or conceive it in my 
mind. [18]

Though he does not use exactly this wording here, the gist of this argument 
is captured in the famous Latin formula “Cogito ergo sum,” “I think, therefore 
I am,” and it has come to be referred to simply as the Cogito.

While there are many questions that can and have been raised about the 
Cogito,4 Descartes’s basic claim that his belief in his own existence cannot 
be doubted, that this is something that he cannot be mistaken in believing 
or accepting, seems plainly correct. (Doesn’t it? Think about this for yourself 
before proceeding.) What is not clear, however, at least initially, is that this 
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result can contribute very much to Descartes’s overall project of eliminat-
ing error from his beliefs and thus perhaps arriving at a substantial body of 
knowledge that is certified to be error-free. (The mere elimination of error 
could of course be achieved, in principle at least, by simply believing noth-
ing at all.) Descartes is careful to make clear that that result yielded by the 
Cogito is not that the flesh-and-blood, biologically constituted, historically 
located person René Descartes exists, for the evil genius could still obviously 
deceive him about the physical and biological and historical aspects of his 
nature. The secure and indubitable conclusion, he says, is only that he ex-
ists as “a thinking thing; that is, a mind, or intellect, or understanding, or 
reason” [19]. And this, even if correct, seems to amount to very little. If the 
evil genius could still deceive him about everything else, then the Method of 
Doubt seems to have left Descartes in a situation of extreme, albeit not quite 
complete skepticism: a situation in which his knowledge is confined to this 
single, crucially important but still extremely limited fact.

Descartes does not, however, view the result of the Cogito as being limited 
to this extent:

But what then am I? A thing that thinks. What is that? A thing that doubts, 
understands, affirms, denies, wills, refuses, and that also imagines and senses.

. . . Is it not the very same “I” who now doubts almost everything, who nev-
ertheless understands something, who affirms that this one thing is true, who 
denies other things, who desires to know more, who wishes not to be deceived, 
who imagines many things even against my will, who also notices many things 
that appear to come from the senses? What is there in all of this that is not ev-
ery bit as true as the fact that I exist—even if I am always asleep or even if my 
creator makes every effort to mislead me? . . . For example, I now see a light, I 
hear a noise, I feel heat. These things are false since I am asleep. Yet I certainly 
do seem to see, hear, and feel warmth. This cannot be false. [20]

Descartes’s claim in this passage, a claim that is absolutely crucial for his 
subsequent argument, is that the immunity from even possible doubt, the 
indubitability that is a feature of the claim about his own existence, is also 
in the same way a feature of his awareness of his specific conscious states of 
mind, his specific thoughts and desires and sensory experiences—that the 
evil genius could no more deceive him about the contents of those states of 
mind than about his own existence. And this in turn gives him an essential 
further starting point, over and above the bare fact of his own existence, for 
the project of reconstructing his knowledge.

But is Descartes right that the evil genius could not deceive him about 
the contents of his own mental states? The issue is difficult, and Descartes’s 
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claim here is certainly far less obvious than the analogous claim about his 
own existence. Consider as an example the awareness of a particular sensory 
content, such as my visual experience of a large green coniferous tree directly 
in front of me. Now the evil genius could surely deceive me about whether 
there is really a tree there, that is, could cause me to believe that there is a 
tree when there is not. It5 could also seemingly, though somewhat less obvi-
ously, deceive me about the significance of the sensory experience I am hav-
ing, for example, could cause me to believe mistakenly that my experience is 
of the sort that depicts or is usually caused by or associated with a large green 
coniferous tree.6 But could it deceive me even about the existence or char-
acter of the specific sensory experience itself? (Think about this for yourself 
before proceeding, but don’t leap too quickly to a conclusion.)

Well, why couldn’t the evil genius deceive me about this? Couldn’t it, 
being omnipotent, produce in me the belief that I was having such-and-such 
a specific sort of experience when actually I was not? Suppose that it can: 
it makes me believe that I am having a visual experience of a green square 
(to take a somewhat simpler case) when it is in fact false that I am having 
such an experience.7 And wouldn’t this amount to deceiving me about even 
the existence of the experience? But think carefully here: according to this 
supposition, I believe that I am having an experience that I am not in fact 
having. Do you think that this is really possible? Could I really believe that 
I am having an experience of a green square (or of pain or of the taste of 
fudge), when I am not really having such an experience? Wouldn’t I at once 
notice the discrepancy between the belief and my actual experience and so 
cease to accept the belief?8

Though he never explicitly considers this issue, I think that Descartes 
would have responded to it in the way just suggested: As long as the evil 
genius produced only such a belief in me without also producing the actual 
conscious sensory experience itself, I would be deceived by such a belief, if at 
all, only for the briefest instant. The falsity of the momentary belief would be 
immediately apparent to me by comparing it with whatever conscious experi-
ence I actually was having.9 (And, of course, if the evil genius also produced 
in me the relevant sort of conscious sensory experience, then I would no 
longer be being deceived about its existence.) There will be more to be said 
later about the issues in the vicinity of this question,10 but for now I propose 
to grant Descartes this further claim, at least provisionally, and proceed to 
examine the use he makes of it.

So by using his Method of Doubt, Descartes has tentatively rejected 
the vast majority of his beliefs, but not quite all of them. Two important 
kinds of beliefs have, he claims, survived the application of the Method 
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of Doubt: (1) the belief that he exists as a thinking thing; and (2) the 
many specific beliefs that he has about the contents of his various specific 
experiences or states of mind.

The Existence of God

Descartes now has what he describes as his “first instance of knowledge” [24]: 
he knows that he exists and that he has states of mind of various specific 
sorts. But how is he to go beyond this still pretty meager beginning? The only 
very obvious way to get from such a purely subjective starting point to further 
conclusions of any sort about the world outside his mind is to find some sort 
of rationally cogent inference from the former to the latter, from the premise 
that he has such-and-such specific states of mind to the conclusion that 
something of such-and-such a specific sort exists in the mind-external world. 
If there are no rationally compelling inferences of this sort to be found, then 
it seems that Descartes’s knowledge will be confined forever to his own mind 
and its contents. This would still be a severe sort of skepticism, even though 
slightly less severe than the one that would limit his knowledge to the mere 
fact of his existence.

Is there any cogent inference of this general sort to be found, any ratio-
nally legitimate way of inferring from the contents of our subjective mental 
states to facts about the external, at least primarily material world? Perhaps 
the most prevalent view from Descartes’s time to our own, and especially in 
recent discussions, has been that there is not, that Descartes and the others 
who have followed his lead have backed themselves into a corner from which 
there is no escape.11 Whether this is indeed so is quite possibly the most 
difficult of all epistemological issues. We will return later to the question 
of whether this pessimistic assessment is correct12 and still later to the issue 
of whether there are viable epistemological approaches that can somehow 
avoid the issue entirely.13 For the moment, our task is to examine the general 
structure of Descartes’s own approach.

Considered at a very abstract level, Descartes’s strategy is to argue that (1) 
the fact that the content of his mental states has a certain specific feature (or 
features) can only be explained by supposing that (2) that feature is caused by 
and correctly represents something existing outside of his mind. Since he al-
ready knows that his mental states have the specific content that they do, he 
can then infer that the external cause in question must exist. What is needed 
then are defensible specific instances of this general pattern of argument.

Descartes considers briefly [26–27] the possibility that he might be able 
to infer from (1a) the fact that he has perceptual ideas of various kinds of 
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material objects to (2a) the existence of actual external objects that those 
ideas resemble14 and that produce them. But to be justified in claiming that 
facts of the sort indicated by (1a) can only be explained by facts of the sort 
indicated by (2a), he would need some background premise or principle to 
this effect, one that he already somehow knows to be true if he is to thereby 
know the resulting conclusion. According to Descartes, however, his reason 
for thinking (prior to the Doubt) that facts of the sort indicated by (1a) must 
be explained by facts of the sort indicated by (2a) is only that he “has been 
so taught by nature,” that is, that he is “driven by a spontaneous impulse 
to believe this,” an impulse that he eventually characterizes dismissively as 
“blind.” And this, he argues, is plainly not good enough. Such spontaneous 
impulses have often led him astray; and (a deeper point that is only suggested 
but not really stated explicitly) they involve no insight into how or why the 
claim in question must be true.

The specific argument that Descartes eventually endorses [28–34] is in-
stead that (1b) he has an idea of God, understood as “a certain substance 
that is infinite, independent, supremely intelligent and supremely powerful, 
and that created [him] along with everything else that exists,” and that the 
existence of this particular idea can only be explained by supposing that (2b) 
it is ultimately caused by a being actually having those characteristics, that 
is, by God himself (or herself), who therefore must exist. (And, as we will 
eventually see, it is by appeal to the supposed fact of God’s existence that 
Descartes attempts to reconstruct his other knowledge of external reality in 
a way that is allegedly free from error.)

This argument also obviously requires some sort of background premise or 
principle that establishes that (1b) can only be explained by supposing that 
(2b) is true. Unfortunately, the principle that Descartes actually suggests is 
extremely implausible, indeed difficult to really make very clear sense of. It 
is the principle that “there must be at least as much reality in the efficient 
and total cause as there is in the effect of that same cause” [28]. Here “real-
ity” means something like perfection; and the sorts of reality to which the 
principle applies are supposed to include both “formal reality,” that is, the 
reality (or perfection) that a thing has by virtue of its actual existence and 
qualities, and “objective reality,” that is, the reality (or perfection) that an 
idea supposedly has by virtue of the formal reality that what it represents 
would have, if it existed.15 The suggestion is then that these two seemingly 
very different sorts of “reality” (or perfection) are nonetheless on a par from 
the standpoint of causation, that is, that what causes an idea of something 
must have as much reality (formal or objective) as the object represented by 
that idea would have; and hence that the objective reality (or perfection) 
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of Descartes’s idea of God can ultimately be explained (since an infinite se-
quence of ideas is impossible) only by the existence of something having the 
same degree of formal reality (or perfection) as the idea has objective reality 
(or perfection), that is, by the actual existence of God (since only God has 
that degree of perfection).

The “Light of Nature”

There is no way, in my judgment, to make either the foregoing argument or 
the causal principle that underlies it at all plausible, the most obvious prob-
lem being that merely objective reality seems obviously easier, “cheaper” to 
produce than formal reality, thus allowing the idea of God to be produced 
by something much less exalted in its characteristics than God himself (or 
herself), for example, by human imagination. Our immediate concern, how-
ever, is to understand the epistemological status that this causal principle 
is supposed by Descartes to have—even though he is surely wrong that it 
actually has it. Descartes’s claim is that the causal principle has a status that 
is different from and epistemologically superior to that of the principle dis-
cussed earlier concerning ideas of material objects and the objects that they 
supposedly resemble. Whereas his belief in the latter principle results merely 
from a spontaneous but “blind” impulse, the causal principle is revealed to 
him by what he refers to as the “light of nature,” whose results “cannot in 
any way be doubtful” [26].

But what exactly is this “light of nature,” and why are the beliefs or con-
victions that it produces supposed to have this status? Descartes refers to 
it as a cognitive “faculty” and says that “there can be no other faculty that 
[he] can trust as much as this light and which could teach that [the things 
revealed by the light of reason] are not true” [26–27]. Somewhat more help-
fully, he describes the results produced by this faculty as “evident” and as 
“manifestly true” [28]. The underlying idea seems to be that the causal prin-
ciple and other beliefs and convictions (if there are any) that result from the 
“light of nature” are self-evidently true, that is, are things that can be seen to 
be true simply by thinking about their content. It is this self-evidence that 
Descartes somewhat picturesquely describes as being revealed by the “light 
of nature.” And in virtue of being self-evident, beliefs or convictions hav-
ing the status that the causal principle is alleged to have can seemingly be 
known independently of any reliance on sensory and introspective experi-
ence: known a priori, as later philosophers would put it (though Descartes 
does not use this phrase).

To repeat, it is more than doubtful that Descartes’s causal principle actu-
ally has this status. But even if this particular candidate for the status of self-
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evidence is unsuccessful, it seems pretty obvious on reflection that Descartes 
needs something having this general sort of status if he is going to infer suc-
cessfully from the contingent fact that he has such-and-such specific mental 
states (especially states of sensory experience) to the existence of specific 
kinds of external, especially material reality. Such an inference will, as we 
have already seen, require a known connecting principle of some sort, a prin-
ciple saying that if someone has mental states with those specific contents, 
then it follows (somehow) that a certain sort of external reality must exist as 
well. But how is any such principle itself to be known, since what it says is not 
a fact merely about mental states? To say that it too is inferred from the fact 
that Descartes has mental states with various specific contents would mean 
that the knowledge of this principle would have to depend on another known 
connecting principle, one saying this time that if certain specific mental 
contents occur then the first connecting principle must be true. And then 
how is this second principle to be known? To say that it is also known in this 
same way would then require a third known connecting principle, and so on, 
leading to an infinite and apparently vicious regress of such principles, each 
dependent on the next, none of which would ultimately be known, since the 
series could never be completed. And the only apparent way to avoid this 
regress is to say that some principle (and it may as well be the first one in the 
sequence) can be known without reliance on this sort of inference, that is, 
can be known independently of the fact that Descartes has certain specific 
mental, especially sensory states.16 And the only way that this can apparently 
be so is if the principle is self-evident in the way just described.17

If Descartes is right that there are beliefs or principles having this status, 
then he has seemingly identified a second sort of possible knowledge that 
he can use as a starting point for further reconstruction, even if the specific 
instance he appeals to is highly dubious: if there are claims or principles that 
are genuinely self-evident, then they can be used to supplement his knowl-
edge of the contents of his own mental states (and of his own existence), 
thus possibly providing a basis for inference to further knowledge, including 
knowledge of the material world. This idea of self-evidence also raises a num-
ber of problems and issues that we will consider later on in this book.18 But 
there is one specific difficulty, growing out of Descartes’s own position, that 
needs to be discussed now, in concluding the present section.

In developing the idea of self-evidence that seems to underlie Descartes’s 
appeal to the “light of nature,” we have temporarily lost sight of the specific 
problem that motivates his whole discussion, namely the concern that his 
various beliefs and convictions might result from the actions of the envis-
aged evil genius who uses all of its power to deceive. This is indeed pretty 
much the way that Descartes himself proceeds, but we must now ask the 
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obvious question: Couldn’t the evil genius deceive Descartes about the 
causal principle itself, making it seem to be self-evident, seem to be revealed 
by the “light of nature,” even though it is actually false (and analogously 
for any other allegedly self-evident principle to which Descartes might ap-
peal)? Indeed, at a point prior to the specific discussion of the causal prin-
ciple and of the resulting argument for God’s existence, Descartes himself 
lends force to this question by mentioning the truth of the proposition 
that two plus three equals five (or rather, equivalently, the falsehood of 
the proposition that two plus three does not equal five), surely an obvious 
example of a claim that can be plausibly regarded as self-evident, as some-
thing of which he cannot be certain until the worry about the evil genius 
has somehow been laid to rest [25].19

Moreover, reflection on this point suggests an even deeper problem for 
Descartes’s position: not only is it far from clear that self-evident claims 
can escape the doubt that results from the evil genius hypothesis; but, even 
worse, Descartes’s attempt to meet this doubt turns out to be a circular, ques-
tion-begging argument (involving the so-called Cartesian circle). Descartes 
proposes to alleviate the doubt by proving the existence of a perfectly good 
God, who is therefore not a deceiver, and whose existence thus rules out the 
existence of an all-powerful evil genius. The proof relies, as we have seen, on 
the causal principle, which in turn depends on the underlying principle that 
self-evident claims revealed by the “light of nature” are true. But this last 
principle is not secure from doubt, according to Descartes himself, as long as 
the existence of the evil genius has not been ruled out. The resulting circular 
argument thus moves from the general principle that self-evident claims are 
true to the specific causal principle to the existence of a nondeceiving God 
to the nonexistence of the evil genius to the conclusion that self-evident 
claims are true and can be trusted. It thus establishes the nonexistence of 
the evil genius only by relying on a general principle that cannot be known 
to be trustworthy until that nonexistence has already been established, thus 
rendering the argument circular and so futile.

Though this objection to Descartes’s actual argument is quite clear and 
pretty obviously fatal, it is not obvious what further conclusions we should 
draw from it. While it might seem at first to suggest that the practice of ac-
cepting claims and principles on the basis of their supposed self-evidence 
does not yield knowledge after all and accordingly should be rejected, it is 
unclear, as Descartes himself suggests in the passage quoted earlier, what 
the alternative to self-evidence might be, at least with regard to beliefs or 
principles warranting inferences that go beyond the contents of one’s own 
mental states. Such beliefs or principles cannot be justified by appeal to the 
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mental states that they attempt to go beyond, and self-evidence seems to be 
the only other possibility. Again the threat of skepticism looms.

An alternative suggestion is that what the objection shows is that 
Descartes’s implicit standard for knowledge is too demanding: that knowl-
edge does not after all require overcoming all possible doubt. We will return 
to this issue later.20 For now, I turn to an examination of how Descartes, 
having (as he supposes) established the existence of a nondeceiving God 
(and thus having eliminated the possibility of the evil genius), tries on that 
basis to reconstruct the rest of his knowledge, in particular knowledge of 
the material world.

Knowledge of the Material World

The account of knowledge of the material world that Descartes offers in the 
last of the six Meditations is in fact disappointingly thin. We have already 
taken brief note of the central theme: that the God whose existence has alleg-
edly been established, being perfectly good, cannot be a deceiver. And since 
God “has given [him] a great inclination to believe” that his sensory ideas “is-
sue from corporeal things,” Descartes says that he cannot see “how God could 
be understood not to be a deceiver, if these ideas were to issue from a source 
other than corporeal things,” which accordingly must exist [52].

Even this most minimal conclusion about the material world could hardly 
be more shaky, relying as it does on proofs of the existence of God that few 
other than Descartes would accept and on further claims about what such a 
being would or would not do that are questionable at best. But even if these 
problems are provisionally set aside, a further, more immediate question is 
how much he can know in this way about such “corporeal things” (beyond the 
bare alleged fact of their existence). Descartes can hardly claim that God’s 
not being a deceiver means that all of the specific beliefs about the material 
world that he or we arrive at via sensory experience are guaranteed to be cor-
rect, since it is too obvious, to him as to us, that these beliefs are sometimes 
internally contradictory. But then which, if any, of his or our more specific 
beliefs about the material world, beliefs about the existence of specific sorts 
objects in particular places at particular times, can be salvaged from the 
doubt on this basis?

Descartes makes a number of remarks that bear on this question, but 
none that yield a very clear and definite answer. The main ones are the 
following: First, since our “sensory grasp” of material objects “is in many 
cases very obscure and confused,” we have no reason to think that “all bod-
ies exist exactly as I perceive them by sense” [52]. Second, we can know 
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that material bodies have all of the features that are clearly and distinctly 
understood, “that is, everything, considered in a general sense, that is en-
compassed in the object of pure mathematics” [52]. This seems to mean only 
that we can know that material objects have the general kinds of qualities 
subsequently labeled “primary qualities” (by John Locke21 and others): such 
qualities as size, shape, and motion; but not necessarily that we can know 
that specific instances of these qualities are present in a particular case 
(“for example, that the sun is of such and such a size or shape”). Third, for 
other kinds of perceived qualities, the ones that do not lend themselves to 
mathematical measurement (“colors, sounds, odors, tastes, levels of heat, 
. . . grades of roughness, and the like”), we can conclude only “that in the 
bodies from which these different perceptions proceed there are differences 
[of some sort] corresponding to the different perceptions—though perhaps 
the latter do not resemble [that is, are not accurately represented by] the for-
mer” [53]. Fourth, our perceptions are still adequate to the primary purpose 
of “signifying to the mind what things are useful or harmful” to the person, 
even though they tell us nothing about “the essence of bodies located out-
side us” (that is, nothing very specific about the true natures of material 
bodies) “except quite obscurely and confusedly” [55]. Descartes sums all 
of this up by saying that we should not doubt that there is “some truth” in 
our perceptions, adding that the fact that God is not a deceiver means that 
where there is falsity in our opinions, he must have also given us a faculty 
that allows us, at least in principle, to correct our mistakes [53].

Thus, despite the rather upbeat tone on which the Meditations ends, 
Descartes’s attempted reconstruction of our knowledge actually salvages little 
that is very specific from the doubt induced by the evil genius hypothesis, 
and thus leaves us in a state of severe, albeit not total skepticism with regard 
to knowledge of the material world. We will have to consider in later chap-
ters22 whether it is possible to do any better in this regard.

It is worth noting in passing, however, that there are at least traces in 
Descartes’s discussion of an argument that might prove more successful and 
that at least avoids Descartes’s extremely dubious reliance on theology. At 
certain points in his discussion, Descartes notices two important facts about 
our sensory experiences of the material world: First, our sensory experience 
is involuntary, independent of our will [26, 49]. Second, our various sensory 
experiences are, in general, related to each other in such a way as to fit to-
gether into a cohesive whole, thus differing significantly from the fragmen-
tary experiences characteristic of dreams [58–59]. Taken together, these two 
facts seem to demand some sort of explanation (think about why this is so), 
with the claim that the experiences in question are systematically caused by 
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and are reflections of an independently existing world representing at least 
one obvious explanatory possibility.23 We will consider later whether or not 
this general sort of argument has any real hope of success.24

The Principles of Cartesian Epistemology

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, we are now in a position to for-
mulate the central principles or basic assumptions of Cartesian epistemol-
ogy, principles that have largely shaped the subsequent 300-plus years of 
epistemological discussion (though often, especially in recent years, only by 
providing a target for criticism):

1.  The concept of knowledge. The view that has been standardly ascribed to 
Descartes is that only beliefs that are infallible, beliefs that are guaran-
teed to be true, can really count as knowledge. Descartes never actually 
states such a view, but the way that he employs the idea of knowledge 
in relation to the doubt suggests it pretty clearly. (Notice that the 
propositions that are the objects of such beliefs need not be neces-
sary truths, that is, need not be true in every possible world: my own 
existence is, alas, merely contingent, but I still cannot, as the Cogito 
argument shows, be mistaken about it.) Presumably the person who 
has knowledge must actually have the infallible belief in question; and 
Descartes seems to suggest that this belief must also be very strongly 
held: the person in question must have no doubt at all that the proposi-
tion in question is true. And, finally, it seems clear that for Descartes 
the person must realize that the belief is infallible, must see or grasp the 
reason why its truth is guaranteed (since a belief that is in fact infal-
lible but not recognized as such could still be doubted). Thus we have 
the following three-part Cartesian account of knowledge: knowledge 
is a belief held with no doubt for which the person has a reason25 that 
guarantees truth.

2.  The rational or a priori basis of knowledge. One initial basis for knowledge 
is provided by claims that are revealed by the “natural light,” that is, 
that are self-evident. Claims that have this status are knowable a priori, 
without reliance on sensory or introspective experience. Things known 
in this way thus provide one starting point or foundation for knowledge, 
on the basis of which other kinds of knowledge, including most impor-
tantly knowledge of the material world, can perhaps be inferred.

3.  The empirical basis of knowledge. According to Descartes, the specific 
contents of one’s own conscious states of mind, including beliefs, 
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desires, sensory states, and many others, are known with the same cer-
tainty as one’s own existence. This knowledge resulting from immediate 
experience thus provides a second starting point or foundation for further 
knowledge.

4.  The inference to the external, material world. Everything else that we 
know, especially knowledge of the material world, is known via infer-
ence from these two foundational elements. The general form of such 
an inference that Descartes’s discussion suggests is an explanatory infer-
ence, in which the reason for accepting various claims about the mate-
rial world is that they provide the best explanation for facts about the 
contents of our mental states, especially our sensory states, with this 
inference being governed by self-evident principles. Descartes’s own 
version of this inference uses the existence of God as an intermediate 
step and is extremely dubious. But there is at least a hint of a different 
version, appealing to the involuntary and cohesive character of our 
sensory experience, that might prove more successful.

Whether it is possible to build a tenable epistemology around these 
principles, despite Descartes’s own rather obvious failure to do so, is an is-
sue that will occupy us in various ways for most of the present book. The 
conclusion most widely accepted by recent philosophers is that the answer 
to this question is “no,” that an acceptable epistemology, if possible at all, 
will have to depart very substantially from these Cartesian principles. My 
own belief is that this conclusion has been too hastily drawn and in fact that 
the principles of Cartesian epistemology are, when appropriately generalized 
and supplemented and with only minor corrections, still quite defensible as 
the basis of a satisfactory epistemological account—though it will take most 
of the rest of the book to make even a preliminary case for this conclusion. 
Subsequent chapters in Part I consider the issues raised by each of these 
principles in the order listed, though with a digression after the first to deal 
with an important issue that Descartes does not consider and a digression at 
the end to deal with some further questions. In Part II, we then consider the 
most important of the contemporary criticisms of, and alternatives to, the 
Cartesian epistemological program.
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The Concept of Knowledge

Having examined Descartes’s epistemological view as a kind of prologue, we 
will now turn to a more detailed consideration of a variety of more specific 
epistemological issues, focusing mainly on those that naturally arise out of his 
discussion. Our first specific concern will be to achieve a deeper understand-
ing of the concept of knowledge itself. What is it to know something? What, 
that is, are we saying of a person when we ascribe knowledge to him or her? 
A further set of questions, already briefly noticed in chapter 1, concerns the 
significance of the concept of knowledge. Why does it involve the specific 
conditions that it does? How do those conditions fit together or connect 
with each other in an intelligible way? And, most fundamentally, why do or 
should we care about knowledge? Why is having knowledge important and 
valuable in the way that we normally take it to be (if indeed it really is)?

We have already encountered one specific account of the concept of 
knowledge, the one that Descartes seems to have roughly in mind (though 
without formulating it very explicitly) in the Meditations. According to that 
account, for a person S to know some proposition1 P at some time t, the fol-
lowing three conditions must be satisfied (with the subscripts indicating that 
these are the conditions of the Cartesian conception of knowledge):

1C. S must believe or accept P at t without any doubt.
2C. P must be true.
3C.  S must have at t a reason or justification that guarantees that P is 

true.2
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It is obvious on reflection that condition (3C) makes condition (2C) redun-
dant and so unnecessary: If S has a reason that guarantees P’s truth, then it 
follows automatically that P is in fact true. But since there are other accounts 
of knowledge that we will want to consider and compare with this one in 
which the condition that is parallel to Descartes’s condition (3C) does not in 
this way entail that the condition parallel (and in fact usually identical) to 
(2C) is satisfied, it will be clearer to list condition (2C) separately in spite of 
its redundancy in this case.

The Cartesian account of knowledge is in fact one specific version of a 
more general account of knowledge that has come to be generally referred to 
as “the traditional conception of knowledge.” According to this more gen-
eral account, knowledge requires the satisfaction of three conditions at least 
roughly parallel to Descartes’s: (1) a belief or acceptance condition, (2) a 
truth condition, and (3) a reason or justification condition (so that accounts 
of this kind are often referred to as justified true belief accounts or definitions 
of knowledge). Other specific versions of this general account almost always 
share Descartes’s truth condition (2C), but differ somewhat in their specifica-
tion of the belief or acceptance condition parallel to (1C) and to a wider and 
more serious extent in their specification of the reason or justification condi-
tion parallel to (3C). As we will eventually see, there are also many recent 
accounts that add a further condition (4), while still retaining conditions 
parallel to Descartes’s three.

We will begin by examining the three general kinds of conditions in-
cluded in the traditional account, considering the rationale for including 
each of them as an essential part of the concept of knowledge, trying to 
understand the general nature of each condition, and discussing, briefly for 
condition (1) and more extensively for condition (3), some of the different 
ways in which the general condition in question has been further specified 
by different versions of the traditional account.

The Belief or Acceptance Condition

The basic rationale for this first general condition is quite straightforward: 
Someone who is in serious doubt as to whether a particular proposition is true 
or, perhaps even more obviously, who has never so much as considered or en-
tertained that proposition can surely not be correctly said to have knowledge 
of it. If I am completely uncertain about whether it will rain tomorrow, then 
I do not know that it will (or that it won’t). And if it has never so much as 
occurred to me that my roof might be leaking, then again I plainly do not 
know that it is—even if in fact it is leaking and even if I have what would 
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be good evidence for this being so if I were to recognize it as such (there are 
damp spots on the rug and distinctive streaks on the walls).

The most obvious way to satisfy a condition of this general sort would be 
for the person in question to be in the conscious state of explicitly consider-
ing and assenting to the proposition in question. This might involve, as the 
formulation just given seems to suggest, a two-stage process: for example, my 
wife suggests to me that perhaps the roof is leaking, and after considering the 
evidence, I end up becoming convinced that this is indeed what is going on. It 
is also possible, however, that the truth of the proposition strikes me as obvious 
as soon as it enters my mind, without any preliminary stage of consideration.

But while this is one way in which a condition of the indicated sort might 
be satisfied, it seems reasonably clear that it is not the only way, that people 
can and do know many things at a particular time that they do not have 
explicitly in mind at that time. I am about to give you an example of such a 
piece of knowledge, something that it seems plain that you in fact know even 
as you read these words though you do not at the moment have it explicitly 
in mind. (It was, of course, precisely to produce this situation that I didn’t 
initially specify the proposition in question.) Consider, then, the claim that 
you are a human being, where what is intended is that each reader formulate 
the appropriate version of this general sort of claim, the one that applies to 
himself or herself. My suggestion is that the claim in question is something 
that you knew to be true while reading the earlier part of the present para-
graph, even though you almost certainly did not have it explicitly in mind. 
If this is right, then a correct formulation of the belief or acceptance condi-
tion for knowledge should not require explicit, conscious acceptance of the 
relevant proposition at the time in question, even though this is clearly one 
way in which such a condition might be satisfied.

Perhaps the most standard way of handling this point is to first formulate 
the condition in question as the requirement that the person who has knowl-
edge believe the proposition in question and to then distinguish two different 
kinds of belief (or, as it is often put, two “senses” of the term “belief”): oc-
current belief, which is what happens when the person has the proposition 
explicitly in mind and accepts or assents to it; and dispositional belief, where 
the person does not have the proposition explicitly in mind, but is disposed 
to accept or assent to it, that is, would accept or assent to it if the issue were 
raised. Thus in the case of the example just given, the suggestion would be 
that each of the readers of this book had a dispositional belief (or believed 
dispositionally) that he or she is a human being, though it is quite possible 
that none of you had an occurrent belief to this effect at the time just before 
the proposition was explicitly mentioned.
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There is, however, a problem lurking here which needs to be dealt with. 
The following situation sometimes, perhaps even fairly frequently, occurs: 
there is a proposition that a person has never consciously or explicitly con-
sidered, still less consciously assented to, but which is in some way obvious 
enough that he or she would immediately accept or assent to it if it were 
proposed. In such a case, the requirements of the so-called dispositional sense 
of “belief,” as just given, seem to be satisfied, but it still seems plainly wrong 
to say that the person believes the proposition in question—and even more 
plainly wrong to say that he or she knows it, even if all of the other condi-
tions for knowledge should happen to be satisfied.3 Consider as an example 
here the version of the leaking roof case discussed earlier in which I would 
accept at once the proposition that my roof is leaking if proposed by my wife 
or if it just happened to occur to me, but where I neither have it presently in 
mind nor have accepted or assented to it earlier, and suppose also that Des-
cartes’s conditions are at least roughly on the right track. In such a situation, 
even if the evidence I have (the wet spots on the floor and distinctive streaks 
on the wall) would be enough to satisfy the correct version of the reason or 
justification condition, and even if the claim in question is in fact true (and 
even if whatever further conditions there might be in addition to or instead 
of these two are also satisfied), it still seems plainly wrong to say that I know 
that my roof is leaking—even though it does not seem wrong to say of the 
readers of this book that they knew that they were human beings even at the 
time prior to my explicitly suggesting this proposition to them.

For this reason, rather than defining dispositional belief in the way sug-
gested earlier, it should be specified instead as the dispositional state in 
which (a) one has previously explicitly considered and consciously accepted 
or assented to the proposition in question, and (b) as a direct result of this 
prior acceptance or assent, would accept or assent to it again if the question 
were explicitly raised. It is also perhaps a bit clearer not to use the term 
“belief” for the first alternative of conscious or explicit acceptance or assent. 
We can then say that condition (1) of the standard conception of knowledge 
should be understood to require that the person in question either explicitly 
and consciously accepts or else (dispositionally) believes the proposition in 
question at the time in question. (Having clarified the point, I will some-
times for the sake of brevity follow fairly standard philosophical practice by 
using the term “belief” to cover both dispositional belief under the corrected 
specification and conscious, explicit acceptance or assent.)

One further issue, the main one that distinguishes different versions of 
the belief or acceptance condition, is how strongly the person must accept 
or believe the proposition in question, that is, how strongly they must 
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be convinced that it is true. The Cartesian view, as formulated earlier, 
requires that the person have no doubt at all that the proposition is true, 
a condition that is also sometimes formulated by saying that he must be 
certain of it. This is a very strong version of the belief or acceptance require-
ment—one that many or probably most of the things that we seem ordinar-
ily to regard as instances of knowledge (see the list of examples in chapter 
1) would not satisfy, though this fact is obscured somewhat by a tendency 
to exaggerate when saying that claims are certain or indubitable. Thus I 
might well say that I am certain that my dog is in the yard where I just left 
him or certain that Obama was elected president in 2008 or certain that it 
is very hot in the center of the sun; but if pressed, I would have to admit 
that none of these claims is really beyond all possible doubt. (Try to think 
in each of these cases and in various others of ways in they might be false 
that you can see to be at least possible. Do so, if you can, without appealing 
to anything as outlandish as the Cartesian evil genius.)

A significantly weaker version of the belief or acceptance condition 
would say instead merely that the person must be fairly confident, reason-
ably sure in his or her belief or acceptance of the proposition in question. 
This is a requirement that seems to agree much better with our common-
sense judgments about the extent of our knowledge (as reflected in the 
list in chapter 1). Is this a good reason for thinking that it is this second, 
weaker requirement that is in fact correct as one part of an account of the 
concept of knowledge?

A Digression on Method

There is an important—and difficult—issue of philosophical method per-
taining to this last point, one that is indeed also relevant to the earlier 
examples, and this is as good a place as any to discuss it. As we have already 
seen, there are many claims of many different kinds, roughly indicated in the 
earlier list, that from a “common-sense” or “intuitive” standpoint count as 
cases of knowledge (with obviously some significant variation from person 
to person). What this means is that most ordinary people and even most 
philosophers, if asked to consider whether such an example is a case of 
knowledge, would be inclined to say without much hesitation that it is. Thus 
we have (a) a proposed requirement for knowledge, the Cartesian require-
ment that a proposition that is known must be believed without any doubt 
or with certainty, together with (b) a large number of commonsensically or 
intuitively accepted cases of knowledge that do not satisfy the requirement in 
question—and so, if this requirement is correct, must not be genuine. Either 
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the intuitive judgments about these particular cases or the proposed require-
ment must apparently be mistaken (assuming that the concept of knowledge 
is unambiguous), but how are we to decide between these two alternatives?

There are at least two reasonably clear things to be said about this issue, 
though they are not, alas, sufficient to resolve it. First, common-sense or 
intuitive judgments about particular cases are a central and essential part 
of our basis for understanding and delineating concepts like the concept of 
knowledge. This is just to say that if all such judgments were dismissed as 
undependable, we would have little handle left on such concepts. (Imagine 
trying to figure out what knowledge is if you have no idea at all which par-
ticular examples in fact qualify as cases of knowledge. How would you begin? 
What would you rely on?)

But, second, while common-sense or intuitive judgments of the sort in 
question are in this way indispensable, there is no apparent reason to regard 
them as somehow simply incapable of being mistaken. This would be so even 
if it were not the case—as in fact it is—that the common-sense or intuitive 
judgments of different people or of the same person at different times often 
conflict with each other. And if it is possible for such judgments to some-
times be mistaken, then it is hard to rule out completely the possibility that 
they might be largely or even entirely mistaken, so that some requirement 
that most or all of the intuitive or commonsensical cases of alleged knowl-
edge fail to satisfy might still be correct.

The upshot of these considerations is thus rather inconclusive. It seems 
right to say that the fact that the Cartesian version of the first condition 
conflicts with our common-sense or intuitive judgments about cases of 
knowledge counts against it and in favor of the weaker version mentioned 
above. (Similarly, on an earlier issue, the fact that it seems intuitively wrong 
to say that I know that my roof is leaking when the proposition in question 
has never explicitly occurred to me counts in favor of a version of the first 
condition that would not be satisfied in that case.) But this resolution of the 
issue between the two versions of the first condition is not decisive, since 
there is no guarantee that the relevant “intuitions” are correct. At least some 
possibility remains that the Cartesian condition is correct after all—in which 
case, hopefully, we might be able to find further reasons of some sort that 
point in this direction.

The Truth Condition

The rationale for the truth condition is simply that one cannot know what is 
not the case, something that almost no philosopher has seriously disputed. If 
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I know that my car is in the parking lot, then it must actually be there; if it is 
not, then I did not in fact know that it was there, no matter how sure I may 
have been and how strong my reasons or justification may have been.

One thing that sometimes makes people balk at accepting the truth con-
dition is that someone can, of course, think that he knows something when 
in fact it is not true. Thus in the case just given, I may still think that I know 
that my car is in the parking lot. Similarly, many people living prior to the 
exploits of Columbus believed that the earth was flat and thought that this 
was something that they knew. And many scientists and others living prior 
the work of Einstein believed that Newtonian mechanics was an exactly 
correct description of the behavior of material bodies and again thought that 
this was a case of knowledge, indeed an exceptionally clear one. Moreover, 
in describing cases of this kind, it is sometimes tempting, and perhaps even 
useful in some ways, to temporarily take the point of view of the people in 
question and thus describe the situation by saying that they knew the claim 
in question—that is, that from their perspective it clearly seemed that they 
knew. According to all versions of the traditional conception of knowledge, 
however, such ascriptions of knowledge where the proposition in question 
is false are always mistaken, however reasonable and obvious they may have 
seemed to the people in question.

Here we have a somewhat more subtle example of the appeal to intuitive 
or common-sense judgments. In general, it seems intuitively wrong to ascribe 
knowledge where the claim in question is not in fact true. This is why a per-
son who claims to know something will normally withdraw that claim when 
it is demonstrated in some way that the claim in question is mistaken and 
will concede that he or she did not know after all. But there are also certain 
cases, such as that of beliefs about the shape of the earth prior to Columbus, 
where there seems to be something right about saying that the people in ques-
tion knew something that wasn’t so. This conflict is resolved by pointing out 
that the ascription of knowledge in such cases in effect reflects the point of 
view of the people in question, from which the proposition seemed true; thus 
this ascription can still be said to be mistaken from a more objective stand-
point in which the falsity of the claim is acknowledged.

A related problem that you may perhaps have with the truth condition 
arises from worrying about how you could ever tell that it is satisfied. As we 
will see further below, a person does in a way have to determine that the 
proposition is true, according to the traditional conception at least—some-
thing that is accomplished by appeal to the reasons or justification for it. But 
it is tempting to make the mistake of thinking of the truth condition as one 
whose satisfaction has to be somehow determined by the would-be knower 
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independently of the satisfaction of the other two conditions, and the prob-
lem is then that there is no apparent way to do this. As the point is some-
times put, you cannot just “step outside” of your own subjective perspective 
and observe independently that the claim that you believe and for which you 
perhaps have good reasons or justification is also true—there is just no way 
to occupy such a “God’s-eye” perspective. But a proponent of the traditional 
conception will reply that what this shows is not that the truth condition is 
mistaken, but rather that it is a mistake to think of it as a condition that a 
person must determine independently to be satisfied in order to have knowl-
edge; instead, it is just a condition that must in fact be satisfied (something 
that is in fact true of all of the conditions in question).

A useful way in which this point is sometimes put is to say that the 
concept of knowledge is a “success” concept, that is, that it describes the 
successful outcome of a certain kind of endeavor. The aim of the cognitive 
enterprise is truth: we want our beliefs to correctly describe the world. And, 
according to the traditional account of knowledge, we attempt to accomplish 
this by seeking beliefs for which we have good reasons or strong justification. 
When this endeavor is successful, that is, when the justified beliefs thus ar-
rived at are in fact also true, then we have knowledge; when it fails, when 
the resulting strongly justified beliefs are not in fact true,4 we have only what 
might be described as “attempted knowledge.” But the distinction between 
genuine and merely attempted knowledge is not one that we have to, or 
indeed in the short run could, independently draw. (A crude but still helpful 
comparison: When shooting an arrow at a target, the aim is to hit the target, 
and this is something that we attempt to achieve by aiming carefully. But 
whether or not we succeed depends on whether the arrow does in fact hit 
the target, and this may be so, in which case we have succeeded, even if we 
have no independent way to establish that it is so—even if the target is only 
briefly visible and cannot, for some reason, be examined later.)

A deeper and more difficult question, one that is rather more metaphysi-
cal than epistemological in character, concerns the nature of truth itself: 
What does truth amount to? What does it mean to say that a particular 
proposition is true? Here there is one answer that is both the most widely 
accepted and also the one that is seemingly in accord with common sense. 
But it is an answer that philosophers of very different persuasions have often 
regarded as problematic or even as not fully intelligible. Thus we need to take 
a brief look at this controversy, even though a full discussion of it is beyond 
the scope of this book.

The widely accepted, commonsensical view is what has come to be 
known as “the correspondence theory of truth.” It says that a proposition 
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is true if it corresponds to or agrees with the relevant aspect or part of reality. 
Thus, for example, for the proposition that my car is in the parking lot to 
be true, according to the correspondence theory, is for the content of this 
proposition (that is, what I believe or accept when I believe or accept this 
proposition) to agree with or match the appropriate aspect or chunk of in-
dependent reality—in this case, the physical configuration that involves a 
certain complicated structure of metal, plastic, rubber, and so forth (my car) 
being physically juxtaposed in the right way or not with a certain piece of 
asphalt (the parking lot). The physical configuration that would make the 
proposition true is something that one could point to or physically mark off 
(with police tape or by building a box around it) quite independently of the 
proposition or the various beliefs that involve it; the various ones that would 
make it false are in general less localized, but could also be pointed at in a 
way by indicating the two separate elements and their failure to realize the 
indicated relation.

Many different sorts of problems and objections have been raised in rela-
tion to the correspondence theory, but probably the most widespread of these 
involve doubts about how the relation of correspondence should itself be 
explicated or clarified—or indeed whether it can be intelligibly explicated 
at all. It has often been suggested that correspondence must be construed as 
some sort of complicated structural isomorphism or relation of “picturing” 
between (a) the components of the proposition, or perhaps of the linguistic 
expression of the proposition, and (b) the relevant chunk or aspect of reality. 
And intelligibly defining or specifying a relation of this sort has been argued 
to be difficult or perhaps impossible. One reason offered for this claim is that 
the relation would have be realized by propositions about very widely dif-
ferent sorts of subject matter, such as concrete physical situations (as in the 
example just discussed), general physical laws, historical facts, facts about 
mental states, abstract logical and mathematical facts, and perhaps norma-
tive or valuational facts. But how, it is asked, could there be one relation of 
the sort in question that is realized in cases as different as these? How could 
the very same relation that obtains between the proposition that my car is 
in the parking lot and the physical configuration described earlier also ob-
tain between the proposition that 2 � 3 � 5 and the abstract mathematical 
fact to which it would presumably have to correspond? A second, perhaps 
even deeper reason often given for thinking that a specification of the cor-
respondence relation is impossible is that to formulate such a specification, 
we would have to be able to talk about or indicate both sides of the relation: 
both the conceptually formulated, linguistically expressible propositional 
content and the mind-independent, nonconceptual aspect or chunk of 
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reality. But, the argument goes, we have no way to get at the latter element 
except via further conceptual, propositional descriptions, which thus, it is 
claimed, merely presuppose the correspondence relation (assuming for the 
sake of the argument that the correspondence theory is true) without really 
helping to explain it. In effect, an attempted account of an instance of the 
correspondence relation only exhibits a relation between two conceptual, 
propositional descriptions and not one between such a description and a 
hunk of independent, nonconceptual reality.

These reasons for doubting whether an intelligible specification of the 
correspondence relation is possible raise difficult issues, and it would take 
quite a bit of discussion, more than there is room for here, to get to the bot-
tom of them. Fortunately, however, there is a way of seeing that the problems 
they raise, though perhaps important in other ways, need not be solved in 
order to make sense of the correspondence theory of truth itself. The mistake 
that is made by these reasons and the objection that they support is thinking 
that the intelligibility of the correspondence theory requires a generally ap-
plicable specification of the relation of correspondence in the way that they 
suppose, at least if such a specification is supposed to be more than utterly 
straightforward and trivial. Any intelligible proposition, after all, says that 
reality (in the broadest sense of the term) is a certain way or has certain fea-
tures that the content of the proposition specifies. And the best way to un-
derstand the correspondence theory, following Aristotle’s original statement 
of it,5 is to construe it as saying no more than that such a proposition is true if 
reality is whatever way or has whatever features the proposition describes it as 
having. In some cases, the content of a supposed proposition may be less than 
fully clear or intelligible, but that is a problem for that supposed proposition 
and not for the correspondence theory. A way of putting this point is to say 
that the only specification needed as to how reality would have to be to cor-
respond to a particular proposition and so of what correspondence for that 
particular proposition involves is provided by the propositional content itself 
and need not be independently specified by the correspondence theory—a 
point that also allows for very different sort of propositions to describe and 
so correspond to reality in their own distinctive ways. (There is no room 
here for a consideration of the various other objections that have been raised 
against the correspondence theory, though none of these seems to me in the 
end to have any more force than the one just discussed.)

The belief that the correspondence theory is untenable has also led phi-
losophers to propose a variety of alternative theories or accounts of truth, 
some of which have also been motivated by related doubts as to whether 
truth would be knowable or accessible if understood in the way indicated by 
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the correspondence theory. These views cannot be discussed in any detail 
here, but a brief enumeration of the most important alternatives and their 
main problems may help to give you some idea of what they involve:

(1) The coherence theory of truth. According to this view, the truth of a 
believed proposition simply consists in its fitting together coherently with 
other propositions that are believed, where coherence involves both logi-
cal consistency and (usually) other relations of mutual support or explana-
tion. (It is important to understand that this is supposed to be what truth 
ultimately amounts to, not merely—which would be substantially more 
plausible—a test or criterion for determining what is true.6) Since this view 
seems implicitly to deny the existence of any objects of knowledge beyond 
beliefs and their propositional contents (for admitting such objects would 
lead inevitably back to the correspondence theory), it seems to require an 
idealist metaphysics in which only mental states (and the minds that have 
them?7) genuinely exist.

In addition to the intuitive implausibility of this idealist view, there is 
the further objection (among others) that it seems possible for there to be 
many different and incompatible coherent systems of believed propositions, 
all of the members of which would be true according to the coherence 
theory—which appears (think about it) to be an absurd result. (This point 
is sometimes made by suggesting that the propositions reflected in a well-
written novel might seemingly satisfy the requirement of coherence, so that 
the beliefs of someone who accepted all of them would thereby be true ac-
cording to the coherence theory.)

(2) The pragmatic theory of truth. There are a number of different versions 
of this view, but we will limit ourselves here to the simplest, advanced by 
the American pragmatist William James,8 which holds that the truth is what 
“works”: that is, that for a believed proposition to be true is for the holding 
of that belief to lead in general to success in practice. Now there can be little 
doubt that believing true propositions often leads to success in this way and 
that believing false propositions often leads to failure: for example, if I have 
a true rather than a false belief about the location of my car, then my efforts 
to get to it and drive home are obviously much more likely to succeed.9 But 
is such a belief true because it produces success, since producing success is 
just what truth is (as the pragmatic theory claims)? Or isn’t it exactly the 
other way around: doesn’t the belief lead to success because it is true (in the 
correspondence sense)?

(3) The redundancy or “disappearance” theory of truth. Some recent phi-
losophers, seeking to avoid the problems that (as they see it) arise from the 
correspondence theory and these other theories of truth, have suggested that 
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there is really no need for any philosophical theory of the nature of truth. 
They point out the necessary equivalence between assertions of the form 
“P is true,” for some proposition P, and the simple assertion that P, for ex-
ample between the assertion that it is true that my car is in the parking lot and 
the assertion simply that my car is in the parking lot: if one of these claims 
is true, then the other must be true also, and vice versa (think about it). 
But this equivalence means, they argue, that the assertion that a particular 
proposition is true means or says no more than the simple assertion of that 
proposition, in which case the former can always be replaced by the latter, 
and any mention of truth thus disappears. Their conclusion is that talk of 
truth is simply redundant—nothing more than a needlessly elaborate way of 
asserting the propositions in question.

One problem with this view is that there are cases where the claim is made 
that something is true but where the proposition in question is left unstated 
(“what Tom said was true”), so that the proposed replacement doesn’t work. 
A deeper problem is that the equivalence after all works both ways, and thus 
could at least as reasonably be taken to show that all propositional assertions 
are implicitly assertions that the proposition in question is true—which 
would make an understanding of truth essential for even understanding the 
idea of assertion or belief.

Having briefly canvassed these alternatives, I propose to follow common 
sense and the main weight of philosophical opinion by assuming that it is 
the correspondence theory that gives the correct account of truth, and un-
derstanding the second condition for knowledge accordingly.10

The Reason or Justification Condition

The easiest way to understand the need for this third general condition as a 
part of the concept of knowledge is to consider briefly the suggestion that no 
such condition (and no other condition beyond the two already discussed) 
is necessary, that knowledge can be correctly understood merely as true be-
lief. In fact, there are a few kinds of situation where it does seem reasonably 
natural to say that a person knows something, even though only these two 
conditions are satisfied. Here the clearest examples are cases where (a) some 
secret is being hidden from someone, and (b) in which the purpose for the 
secrecy will be defeated if the person being kept in the dark comes to have 
a confident true belief about the matter in question, whether or not he or 
she has any reason or justification at all for this belief. Thus, for example, if 
I am hiding from Susan (whether seriously or in a game) and she confidently 
guesses my location and heads in that direction, I might say to myself or to 
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someone hiding with me “Susan knows where I am hiding”—even if it is just 
a hunch for which she has no basis at all or even if it results somehow from 
some sort of mistake or confusion on her part.

But apart from such relatively rare cases in which the truth of the belief 
in question is in effect all that matters, it seems clear (a point that has been 
recognized at least since Plato11) that a mere lucky guess or hunch does not 
suffice for knowledge even though it undeniably may produce a true belief. 
Really clear illustrations of this point are not easy to find because it is unusual 
for a person to believe confidently that something is so even when he or she 
lacks any real basis for the belief. But what is clear is that in a case where 
the proposition believed happens to be true only by mere luck or accident, a 
person does not come to know merely by somehow managing to have a suf-
ficiently confident belief. Thus, for example, if a person on a multiple-choice 
type quiz show has no idea at all about the answer to a particular question 
and simply hits the right answer by luck, it would be mistaken to ascribe 
knowledge to them (prior to their being told that the answer was correct) 
even if they did manage to believe confidently that the choice was correct. 
(Here again we have an appeal to intuition.) Similarly, a rabid sports fan who 
is utterly sure that his team will win a certain game even though there is no 
real evidence or other basis for this claim did not know beforehand that his 
team would win even if in fact it does. And even in the case discussed earlier, 
it would be easy to challenge the claim that Susan really knows where I am. 
The right account seems to be rather that in that specific case (and some 
others) a true belief is just as good as knowledge and can therefore, in what 
amounts to a kind of exaggeration, be described as such.

What more then is needed for knowledge than a true belief, perhaps a 
very highly confident one? The answer offered by the traditional conception 
of knowledge is that one further ingredient is needed: a sufficiently strong 
reason or justification for thinking that the claim in question is true. Here the 
last part of the specification is essential, for there are other sorts of reasons or 
justification that I might have for holding a belief that would not be of the 
right kind to yield knowledge. I might believe something out of loyalty to a 
friend or out of commitment to a religious tradition (also a sort of loyalty) 
or perhaps even just because it makes me happier to do so, but such beliefs 
do not thereby constitute knowledge even if they should happen to be true. 
What is needed for knowledge, according to the traditional conception, is 
a reason or justification of a sort that is truth-conducive: one that increases 
or enhances (to the appropriate degree—see below) the likelihood that the 
belief is true. Such a reason or justification is standardly referred to as an 
epistemic reason or as epistemic justification.
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The most familiar and obvious way to have an epistemic reason for some-
thing that I believe is to have evidence in favor of the truth of the proposi-
tion in question. In the clearest sort of case, evidence consists in further 
information of some appropriate sort in light of which it becomes evident 
that the proposition is true. Thus, for example, a police detective might have 
evidence in the form of fingerprints, eyewitness testimony, surveillance pho-
tographs, and the like, pointing strongly to the conclusion that a particular 
person is guilty of the crime he or she is investigating. A scientist might have 
evidence in the form of instrumental readings and laboratory observations 
in favor of the truth of a particular scientific theory. And a historian might 
have evidence in the form of manuscripts and artifacts for the occurrence of 
a particular historical event.

It is less clear whether the concept of evidence can be extended to en-
compass all cases in which someone has an epistemic reason or epistemic 
justification. From an intuitive standpoint, it seems clear that my belief that 
2 � 3 � 5 is epistemically justified, that I have a reason or basis of some sort 
for thinking that it is true. (I am not merely guessing, nor am I accepting the 
claim on the basis of authority; rather, I see or grasp directly why the claim is 
true, indeed why it must be true.) But do I really have evidence that supports 
the proposition in question? If so, what exactly is it? As we saw in the previ-
ous chapter, philosophers have spoken in cases of this kind of self-evidence, 
where this seems to mean that the very content of the proposition in question 
somehow provides or constitutes evidence for its own truth. We will investi-
gate this idea of self-evidence more fully later on,12 but it is clear at least that 
self-evidence does not involve evidence in the most ordinary sense—that is, 
it does not involve a separate body of information that supports the proposi-
tion in question, for otherwise it would not be self-evidence.

There are still other sorts of cases of apparent epistemic reasons or jus-
tification to which the concept of evidence does not comfortably apply. 
What about cases of ordinary sensory perception, for example, my present 
perception of a large green coniferous tree outside my window? Do I have 
evidence for the existence and character of the tree, and if so what might it 
be? Philosophers have sometimes spoken in such cases of “the evidence of 
the senses,” but it is far from obvious how this idea should be understood 
or, here again, that it involves a separate body of supporting information. 
(Though it is worth noting that philosophers have also sometimes spoken of 
“sensory information”—can you see anything in such a case that this might 
refer to?) What about cases of memory? I believe and seem to know that I had 
Grape-Nuts for breakfast this morning, but do I have evidence for this claim 
when I simply remember it (as opposed to checking the traces left in the 
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bowl)? And what about my apparent knowledge of my own states of mind, of 
my “immediate experience”? I believe and seem to know that I am currently 
thinking about the concept of knowledge, that there is a large patch of dark 
green in my visual field, that I have an itch in my left elbow, and that I am 
determined to finish this chapter today, but do I have evidence for any of 
these claims? In this last sort of case, philosophers have also sometimes ap-
pealed to the idea of self-evidence. This too will be considered later, but we 
can see immediately that this is again a rather strained use of the ordinary 
notion of evidence.

All of these matters will require further discussion later on in this book. 
For the moment, we can say that the concepts of an epistemic reason or of 
epistemic justification as they figure in the traditional concept of knowl-
edge are, if not simply identical to the concept of evidence, at least fairly 
straightforward generalizations of that concept. First, they involve a basis of 
some sort for thinking that the proposition in question is true or likely to be 
true, even if not necessarily the sort of separate body of information that the 
idea of evidence most naturally suggests. Second, on the most standard and 
obvious interpretation, these concepts also seem to involve the idea that this 
truth-conducive basis is something that is within the cognitive possession of 
the person whose belief thereby comes to be justified, that is, that it is some-
thing that he or she is aware of in some way that would allow it to be cited 
as a reason or as giving justification for the belief in question.13

Yet a further issue pertaining to the reason or justification condition for 
knowledge is how strong the reason or justification must be, that is, how 
likely it must make it that the proposition in question is true, for knowledge 
to result. We have already seen Descartes’s apparent view on this point: the 
reason must be conclusive, must guarantee the truth of the proposition in the 
sense that it is impossible for the proposition to be false, given that reason. 
Accounts of knowledge that, like the Cartesian account, involve this strong 
version of the reason or justification condition are sometimes referred to as 
versions of the “strong conception of knowledge” (or the strong sense of the 
term “knowledge”).14

It is fairly easy to see the appeal of the strong version of the reason or 
justification condition and the strong conception of knowledge that results. 
If, as suggested earlier, the aim of our cognitive endeavors is truth and our 
reasons or justification are our means for achieving this goal, then only a 
reason or justification that satisfies the strong version of the condition allows 
us to be sure that the goal has in fact been achieved; with anything less than 
this, success would be to some extent uncertain. Moreover, this interpreta-
tion of the third condition for knowledge seems to agree with at least some 
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of the ways in which we ordinarily use the term “know”: given inconclusive 
evidence, it is natural for a person to say, at least if pushed, that he or she 
doesn’t really know that the claim in question is true despite having a fairly 
good reason for believing it.

But the main problem with the strong conception of knowledge is that 
there seem to be many, many cases that we commonsensically or intuitively 
regard as cases of knowledge where the strong version of the reason or justi-
fication condition is clearly not satisfied. As we have learned from Descartes 
(even though he himself seems sometimes to lose sight of this lesson in the 
later stages of the Meditations), it is very hard to find beliefs for which there 
is not some possible way in which the proposition in question could be false 
in spite of the reasons or justification for thinking that it is true. Given pos-
sibilities like the evil genius, it is doubtful whether any beliefs about the 
material world outside of our minds or about the past will count as knowl-
edge, according to the strong conception. Indeed, contrary to Descartes, it 
can even be questioned whether beliefs about our own states of minds will 
constitute knowledge according to this strong standard: is it really impossible 
(given my evidence or basis, whatever exactly it is) that I could be mistaken 
about whether I am experiencing a specific shade of color or about how se-
vere a sensation of pain is? Thus if the strong conception is the right account 
of knowledge, it may well follow that we have virtually no knowledge at all, 
perhaps nothing beyond the minimal knowledge for each of us of his or her 
own existence. And this result seems to conflict both with common-sense in-
tuition and with our ordinary usage of the terms “know” and “knowledge.”

It is this sort of objection that has led most recent philosophers to adopt 
versions of what is sometimes referred to as the “weak conception of knowl-
edge” (or the weak sense of “knowledge”).15 According to these views, the 
correct version of the reason or justification condition does not require con-
clusive reasons or justification for there to be knowledge. What is required is 
instead only reasonably strong reasons or justification, strong enough to make 
it quite likely that the proposition in question is true, but not necessarily 
strong enough to guarantee its truth. It is at least fairly plausible to suppose 
that most or all of the beliefs that we intuitively regard as cases of knowledge 
do in fact satisfy this less demanding condition.16

In fact, there is a connection here between the first and the third condi-
tions of any particular version of the traditional conception of knowledge. 
It seems to be plainly irrational for a person to believe something more 
strongly than the strength of their reason or justification would warrant 
(and perhaps also, though less obviously so, to believe it less strongly). 
Thus if we assume, reasonably enough it would seem, that knowledge in-
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volves beliefs that are rationally held, then accepting the weak version of 
the reason or justification condition is a good reason for also accepting the 
weaker version of the belief or acceptance condition that was mentioned 
at the end of the discussion of that condition; whereas one who accepts the 
strong version of the reason or justification condition has no reason not to 
accept (and perhaps good reason in favor of accepting) a comparably strong 
version of the belief or acceptance condition.

One very obvious question to ask about the weak conception is how likely 
the truth of the proposition must be to satisfy this weaker version of the 
reason or justification condition. If, as seems at least initially reasonable, the 
level of likelihood can correctly be thought of as something like a level of 
probability, then just how probable must it be in light of the reasons or justi-
fication available that the proposition is true in order for it to be adequately 
justified to count as knowledge? Presumably more than mere 51 percent 
probability is required, since it seems intuitively wrong to say that a person 
knows something that is only barely more likely to be true than false—and, 
of course, obviously wrong to say that something that is less likely to be true 
than false is known. But how much more is required? Is 80 percent probabil-
ity adequate or is that still too low? Should it be 90 percent, or 95 percent, 
or 99 percent, or 99.9 percent? There is no very obvious way of answering 
this question, and the even more striking fact is that almost none of the ad-
vocates of the weak conception of knowledge have ever seriously tried to do 
so.17 Even more important, it is simply unclear what sort of basis or rationale 
there might be for fixing this level of justification in a nonarbitrary way. 
However problematic the strong conception of justification may be in other 
ways, its intuitive significance and importance is clear. But nothing like this 
seems to be true for the weak conception.

This last problem calls into serious question whether any clearly moti-
vated version of the supposed weak conception of knowledge even exists as 
an alternative to the strong conception. But it will be convenient to defer 
further discussion of this issue until we have considered a quite different and 
somewhat surprising problem that has been recently (by philosophical stan-
dards) raised in relation to the traditional conception of knowledge.

The Gettier Problem

It is reasonable to say the some version or other of the traditional conception 
of knowledge was taken for granted, often without very much in the way of 
detailed specification, by virtually all philosophers seriously concerned with 
knowledge in the period from the time of Descartes until the middle of the 
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twentieth century. In 1963, however, Edmund Gettier published a remark-
ably short (three-page) paper that seemed to many to show clearly that the 
traditional conception was at the very least seriously incomplete and quite 
possibly even more badly mistaken.18

Gettier’s argument relies on examples (so-called “Gettier cases”) in which 
the conditions required by the traditional conception of knowledge are sup-
posedly satisfied, but which are nonetheless intuitively not cases of knowl-
edge. Here are two such examples:19

Case 1:
Eleanor works in an office in which one of the other workers, Tom, 

drives a Mercedes, talks about how much fun it is to own a Mercedes, wears 
Mercedes T-shirts, receives mail from the Mercedes owners club, and so 
forth. She infers and comes to strongly believe on this basis the proposition 
that one of her co-workers owns a Mercedes. In fact, however, Tom does 
not own a Mercedes: the car he has been seen driving is rented and all of 
the other evidence is part of an elaborate hoax aimed at convincing people 
that he owns a Mercedes. In fact, however, one of Eleanor’s other co-work-
ers, Samantha, does own a Mercedes, which she keeps garaged, hardly ever 
drives, and does not mention to anyone, though Eleanor has no evidence of 
this at all. (Note carefully: the belief at issue is the general belief that one or 
another of Eleanor’s co-workers owns a Mercedes, not the specific belief that 
co-worker Tom does, though Eleanor of course has the latter belief as well.)

Case 2:
Driving in the country, Alvin sees what looks like several sheep stand-

ing behind a fence beside the road and hence believes strongly that there 
are sheep in that field. There are indeed sheep in the field in question, but 
they are out of sight behind a grove of trees, and the animals that Alvin sees 
are in fact large dogs bred and groomed so as to resemble sheep very closely. 
(Note carefully: the belief at issue is the general belief that there are sheep in 
the field in question, not the belief, which Alvin also has, that the particular 
animals he sees are sheep and are in the field.)

Gettier’s first claim is that in cases of this sort (which are surprisingly easy 
to construct), the three conditions of the traditional conception of knowl-
edge are satisfied. Clearly this is so for the truth condition, but it is plausibly 
so for the other conditions only if it is the weaker versions of those condi-
tions and thus the weak conception of knowledge as discussed above that 
is in question—which is clearly what Gettier has in mind.20 But, he claims 
further (think very carefully about this point), neither Eleanor nor Alvin has 
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knowledge of the specific claim in question when this issue is judged from a 
common-sense or intuitive standpoint. Intuitively, though their beliefs are 
both justified (in the weak sense) and true, they are not true in the way that 
their reasons or justification suggest, but rather as a matter of something 
like a lucky accident. It is merely a lucky accident (without which her belief 
would have been justified but false) that one of Eleanor’s other co-workers 
happens to own a Mercedes, even though the specific one to whom her 
evidence pertains does not. And the same sort of point is true in a different 
way of Alvin.

Think again of the archery analogy mentioned earlier. The analogy to a 
Gettier case would be one in which someone aims well but, perhaps because 
of the difficult conditions, would still have missed the target, and then hits 
it by accident, due, for example, to a random gust of wind at the last instant; 
such a person has indeed hit the target, but not as a result of his or her 
skill—the endeavor to hit the target by using the person’s skill has in fact 
not succeeded. And analogously, in a Gettier case, the person in question has 
indeed achieved true belief, but not in the right way for knowledge: not as a 
result of his or her reasons or justification. (Here is a good place to stop and 
think: Do you see the problem with the traditional conception of knowledge 
clearly? If so, can you see any way around it? Does it show that the concep-
tion in question is mistaken, and if so, in what way?)

The conclusion reached by most of the philosophers who have discussed 
the Gettier problem is that the traditional conception of knowledge is in-
complete, that a fourth condition has to be added to the standard three in or-
der to rule out such cases as cases of knowledge. Many such conditions have 
been proposed, but we may focus here on one that has the virtue of being 
closely related to the intuitive account just given of what goes wrong in such 
cases. The proposed condition is that for a person to have knowledge, given 
the satisfaction of the other three conditions of the traditional conception 
in its weak version, it must also not be an accident, in relation to the person’s 
justification, that their belief is true.21

Thus we would have the following modified version of the weak concep-
tion of knowledge. For person S to know proposition P at time t:

1W. S must confidently believe or accept P at t.
2W. P must be true.
3W.  S must have at t a reason or justification that makes it highly likely 

that P is true.
4W.  It must not be an accident, in relation to S’s reason or justification, 

that P is true.
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The Modified Weak Conception versus the Strong Conception

How are we to decide between the weak conception of knowledge (as modi-
fied to handle the Gettier problem) and the strong conception of knowledge, 
that is, the Cartesian conception formulated earlier? The main argument for 
the modified weak conception is that it seems to accord pretty well with our 
common-sense or intuitive judgments about whether or not we have knowl-
edge in various particular cases, whereas the strong conception seems to lead 
to the skeptical conclusion that we have almost no knowledge, perhaps even 
that each person can only know of his or her own existence. Given that 
these intuitive judgments represent at the very least a large part of our basis 
for delineating the concept of knowledge, this is a strong objection to the 
Cartesian conception and so a strong argument in favor of the weak concep-
tion—one that may indeed seem at first to be totally decisive. But things are 
not quite this simple, as I will now attempt to show. For one thing, as we 
will see toward the end of our discussion, there is a way to mitigate at least 
somewhat the apparently decisive objection to the Cartesian conception 
just mentioned. And, moreover, it turns out that there are also the following 
pretty serious objections to the modified weak conception.

First. Though condition (4W) was added to solve the Gettier problem, it is 
not clear that it entirely works. The problem is that in relation to the weak 
version (3W) of the reason or justification condition, it could be argued that 
the truth of the belief is always to some extent an accident. There is always 
some chance that a belief that is only weakly justified will turn out to be false 
(since weak justification does not guarantee truth), and it thus seems to be 
always to some extent a matter of luck or accident whether this chance of 
falsity is realized in any specific case, as it will in fact inevitably be in some. 
And if this is so, then no case in which merely the weak justification condi-
tion (3W) is satisfied will be able to fully satisfy condition (4W) and qualify 
as knowledge.

Second. As we noticed earlier, there is a problem about the precise degree 
of justification that the weak conception requires, that is, about how likely 
the truth of the proposition must be in relation to the reason or justifica-
tion that the person has. This is a very serious and quite possibly unsolvable 
problem. One thing that it calls into question is whether the concept of 
knowledge has the importance that is often attributed to it: how important 
could it be (and why) that the strength of one’s reason or justification for a 
claim is above rather than below a line that cannot be clearly and nonarbi-
trarily defined?
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Third. Another problem for the weak conception grows out of an el-
ementary fact of probability theory, on the assumption again that levels of 
justification can be regarded as probabilities (or at least as behaving like 
probabilities). According to the weak conception, a person achieves knowl-
edge (assuming that the other conditions are satisfied) when the level of 
their justification reaches a certain specific (though not yet clearly specified) 
level—that is, we are assuming, when the believed proposition is probable to 
that degree or greater in relation to their reason or justification. Suppose now 
that a person has knowledge, according to this account, of two propositions, 
P and Q. One of the strongest intuitions about knowledge is that he or she 
should then be able to infer the conjunctive proposition P-and-Q, together 
with any further consequences that follow from P-and-Q, and thereby have 
knowledge of these further results. What, after all, is knowledge good for 
except to draw further conclusions that will usually involve also appealing 
to other known premises? But it is a fact of probability theory that the prob-
ability of a conjunction is equal to the product of the probabilities of the 
conjuncts, which means that if the probabilities of P and Q separately just 
barely meet the required level of probability, whatever it is, the probability 
of the conjunction P-and-Q is guaranteed not to meet it. (For example, if 
the required level is 0.9, then the probability of the conjunction will be only 
0.81, and similarly for any level of probability short of certainty.) Thus if 
the weak conception were the correct one, one would not in general have 
knowledge of the consequences of one’s knowledge, making it again unclear 
whether and why the concept of knowledge has any real importance.

Fourth. A final problem for the weak conception grows out of what has 
become known as “the lottery paradox.” Suppose that the weak concep-
tion is correct and, just to make the presentation of the argument simpler, 
that the “magic” level of probability required for adequate justification is 
0.99. Suppose further now that a lottery is going to be held in which a prize 
(perhaps a turkey) will be awarded to the holder of the winning ticket (one 
ticket that is drawn out of the 100 tickets sold). It follows (assuming that 
the drawing is fair) that the probability that any particular ticket will win is 
0.01 and the probability that it will lose is 0.99. Suppose then that I believe 
strongly of each ticket that it will lose (so that I thereby have 100 separate 
beliefs). Out of these, 99 are true, and for each of these true beliefs I have the 
“magic” level of justification. It is perhaps less clear, for the reason discussed 
in connection with the first of this series of objections, that condition (4W) 
is satisfied; but if that condition is ever satisfied in a case of less than con-
clusive justification, it seems reasonable to suppose that it is satisfied here. 
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Thus a proponent of the modified weak conception must apparently agree 
that I know that each of the losing tickets will lose—though I obviously do 
not know this about the winning ticket, since neither condition (2W) nor 
condition (4W) is satisfied there. But from an intuitive standpoint this result 
seems plainly mistaken: in the case as described, I have no knowledge at all 
concerning which specific ticket will win (though I do know that each of 
them is quite unlikely to win).

These problems, of which the second is in my judgment the most impor-
tant, seem to suggest strongly that all is not well with the modified weak 
conception of knowledge, thus raising the further question of whether any 
way can be found to make the strong, Cartesian conception more palatable 
from an intuitive standpoint.22 The best suggestion that I know of in this 
connection is the following.23 Think of the concept of knowledge as charac-
terizing an ideal cognitive state: I am completely certain that a proposition 
is true, and I have reasons or justification adequate to guarantee that I am 
correct. Like many ideals, this ideal state is rarely achieved in practice; but, 
also as with many ideals, other states of the same general kind can be use-
fully viewed and assessed as approximating, in varying degrees, the conditions 
realized in the ideal state. And further, again in a way that seems to be true 
of other sorts of ideal states, common sense is characteristically inclined to 
underestimate the various reasons that make it difficult to achieve the ideal 
state and so to judge that it has been achieved in cases that actually fall short, 
perhaps even very significantly short.

Such a view of the concept of knowledge is supported to some extent at 
least by the fact that initially confident common-sense ascriptions of knowl-
edge, to others or to oneself, often tend to be withdrawn in the face of serious 
challenge or especially when the issue at stake turns out to be very important. 
Thus, for example, I might be willing to say that I know that the liquid in a 
certain container is water or that the pills in a certain bottle are ibuprofen, 
but if challenged (“are you really sure?”) or if the issue is whether the liquid 
can safely be poured on a fire or the pills safely consumed to relieve a head-
ache by someone who is allergic to aspirin, I may well be willing to admit 
that I don’t really know.

Nonetheless, in spite of this point, it still remains highly doubtful that 
common-sense assessments of knowledge, even in these relatively serious 
cases, ever come very close to employing the extremely high standard laid 
down by the Cartesian conception. It thus remains the case that the Carte-
sian conception is radically incompatible with our common-sense intuitions 
about cases of knowledge—which are, to repeat, our main and indispensable 
basis for deciding what the concept of knowledge really amounts to.
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The apparent upshot of this discussion is that the traditional conception 
of knowledge is seriously problematic with regard to the strength of the rea-
son or justification that should be required for knowledge (and, correlatively, 
with regard to the proper strength of the belief or acceptance condition). We 
seem forced to choose between (a) a view of knowledge that is so demanding 
that few if any of our ordinary beliefs even come close to satisfying it and 
(b) a view that leaves the required level of justification unspecified and prob-
ably unspecifiable, and that has other serious problems as well. In this way, 
the concept of knowledge turns out to be something of a mess.

This result might seem to seriously threaten the whole enterprise of epis-
temology, leaving it without any clearly defined subject matter. I believe, 
however, that the correct conclusion is substantially less dire. What reflec-
tion on this problem seems to me to suggest is instead that the concept of 
knowledge, though it provides a necessary starting point for epistemological 
reflection, is much less ultimately important in relation to the main episte-
mological issues than it has usually been thought to be. For whichever of the 
two main candidates for an account of the concept of knowledge should turn 
out to be correct, the main issues will be whether and how we have reasons or 
justification for our beliefs of various kinds and how just strong such reasons 
or justification in fact turn out to be. This will be so whether we think of our 
cognitive goal as approximating as closely as possible to the Olympian ideal 
of the strong, Cartesian conception or as seeking to achieve the ill-defined 
level prescribed by the modified weak conception.24 And if we are unable 
to decide firmly between those two conceptions (or even come to suspect 
that there is no clearly correct choice to be made), the main questions just 
mentioned—(a) whether we have reasons or justification in light of which 
our various beliefs are likely to be true and (b) how strong or compelling such 
justification is—will be no less urgent or important.

For this reason, most of our concern in the succeeding chapters will be with 
issues pertaining to reasons and justification, with the concept of knowledge 
falling very much into the background. We begin in the next chapter by con-
sidering an issue that Descartes does not raise and that, surprisingly enough, 
neither he nor the philosophers that came before and even immediately after 
him seem to have even noticed clearly, even though it is quite important for 
other issues that they do discuss: the problem of induction.
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The Problem of Induction

Having obtained, with Descartes’s help, an initial overview of the epistemo-
logical landscape and having explored the general concept of knowledge, 
we now turn in this and the next several chapters to a consideration of 
some more specific epistemological problems or issues, all of them having 
to do with the justification of specific kinds of beliefs. We will begin with a 
problem that has the merit of being tightly focused in a way that makes the 
epistemological issue exceptionally clear.1 The problem of induction has to 
do with what reasons or justification there are for accepting general conclu-
sions on the basis of observations of particular instances falling under them, 
for example, for accepting the general conclusion that a cube of sugar will 
always dissolve in a large glass of water at room temperature on the basis of 
many observations of such cubes dissolving under those conditions and none 
where they fail to dissolve. Clearly we often reason in this general way, but 
what may not be immediately apparent is how utterly central such reason-
ing is to most of our supposed knowledge of the world (a point that will be 
further discussed below).

What exactly is the problem about such reasoning? We commonly regard 
the observation of many particular instances as providing a good reason 
for the corresponding general conclusion, but are we in fact justified or 
rational in reasoning in this way? And if so, why? What specific form do 
the reasons or the justification take? How, that is, could you explain to 
someone who somehow failed to see the point just why a conclusion of 
this sort genuinely follows from the corresponding observational premises? 

47
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Are there perhaps intermediate steps of some sort that could be filled in to 
make the reasoning clearer, or is there some other way to do this? Without 
some more specific account of this sort, the claim that reasoning of this sort 
is in fact good reasoning remains open to challenge—and it has in fact been 
very seriously challenged.

As mentioned earlier, the problem of induction is a relatively recent addi-
tion to the catalog of fundamental epistemological problems, having almost 
entirely escaped the notice of Descartes, all of his predecessors, and his im-
mediate successors. It was first explicitly formulated by David Hume,2 who 
advocated the skeptical thesis that observations of particular instances pro-
vide no good reason at all for the corresponding general conclusions, that such 
inductive reasoning is reasoning in name only and is in fact quite unjustified. 
From the standpoint of common sense, this is quite a startling conclusion, 
and you may be even more surprised to learn that a very substantial majority 
of recent philosophers have agreed that Hume is essentially right—though 
many of them, as we shall see, have tried to find ways to put a cosmetically 
better face on this intuitively unappealing result. We will have to try to de-
cide whether or not this quite skeptical conclusion is in fact correct.

Inductive Reasoning: Two Examples 
and a General Characterization

We will begin by trying to get a clearer and more detailed idea of the precise 
sort of (supposed) reasoning whose justification is in question. I begin with 
two relatively simple examples, one of them already briefly mentioned, on 
the basis of which we can arrive at a more general characterization of the 
essential features of inductive reasoning.

Example 1. I put a small cube of ordinary white sugar (sucrose) into a large 
(approximately twelve-ounce) glass of tap water at room temperature (which 
I will specify broadly as the range from 60 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit), and in 
a fairly short time the cube dissolves completely. It occurs to me to wonder 
whether white sugar always behaves in this way, and so I proceed to do a series 
of tests. I purchase as many different brands and configurations of white sugar 
as I can find (beet sugar and cane sugar, sugar from different regions and coun-
tries, cubes and tablets, large bags and small packets) and put approximately 
the same quantity of each sample of sugar into the corresponding number of 
separate glasses of water, all of approximately the same volume and again at 
approximately room temperature. Though the time required varies somewhat, 
the sugar always dissolves. I do the same thing over and over, as I travel around 
the country and to different parts of the world. I also ask all of my friends 
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and acquaintances in this country and abroad and perhaps even on the space 
shuttle to do likewise, and to report the results to me. In this series of tests, the 
source and other specific details concerning the sugar vary widely, as do the 
source of the water, the shape of the container, the time of day, the day of the 
week, the season of the year, and so forth. Under all of these varied conditions, 
the sugar still always dissolves, as long as both it and the water are reasonably 
pure. Assume also that I have no relevant background information of any kind, 
that my information relevant to the behavior of sugar in this respect is entirely 
confined to these specific tests. Eventually I conclude on the basis of my in-
formation that small quantities of sugar (approximately one teaspoon in size) 
always dissolve when placed in twelve ounces of water at room temperature. 
Am I epistemically justified in accepting this conclusion? That is, do I have a 
good reason to think that the conclusion in question is highly likely to be true? 
And if so, what exactly is that reason? Does it depend only on the set of obser-
vations or is there perhaps some sort of further premise or principle involved? 
(Stop and think about this question for yourself before proceeding further. Do 
you think that this conclusion is justified, and if so, why?)

Example 2. I own a new air gun (essentially a fancier version of a BB gun), 
and I become curious about how consistently it shoots, that is, about how 
much variation there is in where the pellet hits that is due to the gun itself 
and not to the steadiness of aim of the person using it or to outside conditions 
that affect either the gun itself or the flight of the pellet. I therefore decide 
to perform the following experiment. I carefully and firmly fasten the gun to 
a fixed support (thereby avoiding the problem of steadiness of aim) so that 
it is aimed in a horizontal direction at a blank target. I proceed to fire an 
extended series of shots, using one specific kind of pellet and being careful to 
avoid gusts of wind and variations in the temperature of the gun itself (such 
as might be produced by sunlight). The result is that the shots cluster, with 
most of them in a very small area and the rest distributed fairly symmetrically 
around that area in different directions. Measuring and counting carefully, 
I determine that approximately 90 percent of the shots fall within a two-
inch-diameter circle centered on the area of greatest concentration. I repeat 
the experiment and have it repeated by others in many different locations, 
continuing to use the same pellets and new samples of the same brand and 
model of gun, having the target in a horizontal direction at the same approxi-
mate distance, keeping the temperature range fairly constant and avoiding 
windy conditions, but varying the other circumstances as much as possible. 
The results are always the same, within a close measure of approximation: 
the percentage of pellets within a two-inch-diameter circle centered on the 
area of greatest concentration is always between 88 percent and 92 percent. 
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Assume again that I have no relevant background information (though I 
have made the untested conjectures that wide temperature variation might 
affect the behavior of the gun and that wind might affect the flight of the 
pellets). I eventually conclude that under the specified conditions, approxi-
mately 90 percent of the shots from a new gun of that brand and model us-
ing those pellets will fall within such a two-inch circle. Do the experiments 
described give me a good reason for thinking that this conclusion is highly 
likely to be true? (Though these are quite simple examples, notice how care-
fully I have had to describe them in trying to make sure that nothing relevant 
has been left out—something that in fact took repeated additions and correc-
tions when I was writing this section. Have I succeeded in this, or can you 
think of further things that should have been mentioned?)

How might we give a more general characterization of the structure of 
these and similar examples and of the reasoning involved? First, we have two 
observationally determinable features or conditions (which may be as com-
plicated as we choose): first, the feature or condition that fixes the general 
sort of case being investigated (call this A); and, second, a further indepen-
dently observable feature or condition that may or may not result from or be 
associated with a particular instance of condition A (call this B). Thus in 
example 1, condition A would be the specified quantity of sugar being placed 
in the specified quantity of water with the temperature falling in the indi-
cated range; and condition B would be the subsequent dissolving of the sugar. 
And in example 2, condition A would be an air gun of a certain specific type 
being fixed in place and fired with a certain specific kind of pellet at a target 
a certain horizontal distance away under the further conditions specified; and 
condition B would be the clustering of the shots within the specified area to 
the degree indicated. Second, we have many observed instances of A, with 
the observers and other circumstances (those not specified in the description 
of A) being varied as widely as possible, out of which some fraction that we 
may formulate as m/n are also observed to be instances of B. (In the first ex-
ample, this fraction is just all or 100 percent, while in the second example it 
is 90 percent.) A full description of all of these observations for such a case is 
what I will call a standard inductive premise. Third, on the basis of this premise 
and with no other relevant information, the conclusion is drawn that ap-
proximately m/n of all instances of A will also be instances of B (a standard 
inductive conclusion). This is intended to be understood as claiming not only 
that this will be true of past, present, and future instances, but also that it 
would have been true of possible instances that never became actual: sugar 
that was never put in water or even sugar that might have been produced but 
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never was; guns that could have been so tested but weren’t and even guns 
that might have been manufactured but weren’t. Inductive reasoning or an 
inductive inference is just reasoning from a standard inductive premise to the 
corresponding standard inductive conclusion, that is, concluding on the basis 
of this kind of premise (and no other information) that this kind of conclu-
sion is highly likely to be true.

The problem of induction then is just whether or not reasoning of this sort 
is rationally cogent (and of course why): whether and why such a premise does 
indeed provide a good epistemic reason or strong epistemic justification for 
the resulting conclusion; that is, whether and why the truth of a standard in-
ductive premise makes it highly likely—or even, for that matter, likely to any 
degree at all—that the corresponding standard inductive conclusion is true.3

Sometimes a version of this issue is formulated in terms of an envisaged 
further premise that could be added to the argument so as to make the rea-
soning more obviously cogent. Such a premise, often labeled the Principle 
of Induction, is perhaps most often formulated as the claim that the future 
will resemble the past, but this is not really adequate to justify the full scope 
of the standard inductive conclusion. A somewhat better version would say 
that unobserved and merely possible instances are likely to resemble ob-
served instances. But if such a premise were added, this would merely shift 
the issue to that of how this new premise is itself justified. Thus adding such 
a further premise really does nothing to advance the main issue.

We will first look at Hume’s argument for a skeptical response to this 
problem, an argument that is interesting on its own and has also had an 
enormous impact on subsequent discussions of the issue.

Hume’s Dilemma

Hume begins by raising a challenge to those who think that inductive infer-
ence is rationally cogent. A standard inductive premise and the correspond-
ing standard inductive conclusion are, he points out, two quite distinct 
propositions. The transition from the one to the other thus requires some 
inferential “process of thought” that needs to be spelled out and explained:

If you insist that the inference is made by a chain of reasoning, I desire you 
to produce that reasoning. The connection between these propositions is not 
intuitive [that is, not just self-evident]. There is required a medium which 
may enable the mind to draw such an inference, if indeed it may be drawn by 
reasoning and argument.4
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Hume’s point here is that the supposed inferential connection between a 
standard inductive premise and a standard inductive conclusion is certainly 
not so straightforward and obvious as not to require any sort of explanation.

One way to see this point more clearly is to notice that the conclusion 
of such an inference goes very far beyond the information contained in the 
premise, making claims about indefinitely many unobserved instances and 
even about merely possible ones. Why then should the relatively narrow 
information in the premise be regarded as a reason for thinking that this 
much wider and more sweeping conclusion is true? This is not something 
that can be just taken for granted or assumed without question. If the con-
clusion is to be reasonable at all, Hume is suggesting, then some further ac-
count must be possible of the inferential process of thought or the steps of 
reasoning whereby it is reached. Hume confesses that he is unable to arrive 
at any satisfactory account of this reasoning, and suggests that others will do 
no better. (This is an exceptionally clear example of the general form that 
epistemological problems typically take: we have some sort of evidence or 
basis E upon the strength of which some sort of further claim or conclusion 
C is accepted, and the question is whether and why the transition from E to 
C is rationally cogent.)

While the force of a challenge of the sort that Hume is raising obviously 
increases as philosophers over the years try and apparently fail to meet it, this 
failure alone obviously cannot establish conclusively that, as Hume claims, 
there is no such account to be given because the so-called inference is in 
fact not rationally cogent at all. As he himself suggests [48–49], perhaps the 
reasoning in question is very subtle or very difficult, and this accounts for 
the repeated failure to give a clear account of it. Hume’s response to this sug-
gestion is that the reasoning cannot be as difficult as that, indeed cannot be 
very difficult at all, since it is apparently familiar to young children and even 
animals, who generalize from experience in more or less the same way. This, 
however, is inconclusive: it is certainly possible that a cogent line of reason-
ing of the sort in question genuinely exists, even though animals, children, 
and even unsophisticated adults arrive at their conclusions in some other 
way—perhaps by a process of conditioned habit formation that is not really 
governed by reason (this being Hume’s eventual suggestion for a general ac-
count of how such conclusions are arrived at—but not justified).

But Hume also offers a much more powerful line of argument, one that 
purports to show conclusively that no cogent reasoning of the sort in ques-
tion is even possible. The argument in question is what logicians call a 
dilemma: that is, it argues (a) that there are only two relevant possibilities 
(in this case two possibilities for the sort of reasoning that might justify 
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induction), and (b) that each of these possibilities leads to the same conclu-
sion, which must therefore be correct (in this case the conclusion that no 
possible reasoning could genuinely justify an inductive inference). More 
specifically, Hume claims that there are two and only two general kinds of 
reasoning: what he calls “demonstrative reasoning,” which proceeds a priori 
(by thought or reason alone, without reliance on experience), and what he 
calls “moral reasoning” (or, later and much more clearly for a modern reader, 
“experimental reasoning” [51]), which relies on experience [49]. His claim 
is that neither of these two fundamental sorts of reasoning can do the job of 
establishing that a standard inductive conclusion genuinely follows from the 
corresponding standard inductive premise.

Consider first demonstrative or a priori reasoning. Hume here advances 
(though without very much in the way of argument) the claim that all de-
monstrative or a priori reasoning (i) pertains only to “relations of ideas,” that 
is, to relations among our concepts, and (ii) relies essentially on the avoid-
ance of contradiction.5 It is part (ii) of this claim that is most immediately 
relevant to the present discussion. Here it is important to bear in mind that 
what we are concerned with is the justification of the inference or transition 
from the premise to the conclusion of an inductive argument; the standard 
inductive premise itself is, of course, justified by experience, specifically the 
experiences involved in making the various observations, but that fact has 
no direct bearing on how the inference from that premise to the inductive 
conclusion is justified. Hume is claiming that the only way to be justified 
on a purely demonstrative, a priori basis in inferring from a premise to a 
conclusion, that is, without relying in any way on experience to justify this 
transition, is if accepting that premise and rejecting that conclusion leads 
to a contradiction. Thus, to take a very simple example, the reason that it is 
raining follows demonstratively from the claim that today is Monday, and it is 
raining is that it would be contradictory to deny the former claim (by saying 
that it is not raining) while accepting the latter (that today is Monday, and 
it is raining): this would amount to saying that it is both false and true that 
it is raining, which is an explicit contradiction (the simultaneous assertion 
and denial of the very same proposition).6

But this does not work for the inference we are interested in, for: “it im-
plies no contradiction [to say] that the course of nature may change and that 
an object, seemingly like those which we have experienced, may be attended 
with different or contrary effects” [49]. Applied to our examples, the point 
is that it is in no way contradictory to say that all of the actually observed 
quantities of sugar have dissolved under the conditions indicated earlier, but 
that others have not or will not or would not; and similarly that there is no 
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contradiction involved in saying that in the observed instances 90 percent of 
the pellets fired from air guns under the conditions indicated have hit in the 
indicated area, but that this is not true for other actual or possible instances 
where no such tally has been made. Therefore, Hume concludes, these al-
leged inferences cannot be justified by demonstrative or a priori reasoning.

Hume’s discussion of the second alternative, namely reasoning that relies 
on experience, is a bit less straightforward and introduces some irrelevant 
complications having to do with causality. But the essential point can be 
seen by asking how an appeal to experience could possibly justify an infer-
ence from a particular standard inductive premise to the corresponding 
standard inductive conclusion. Clearly the correctness of such a conclusion 
is not itself a matter of direct observation, since it makes a claim about un-
observed instances (and otherwise, the inductive inference would of course 
not be necessary). Thus the only apparent way that experience could play a 
justificatory role would be by (i) appealing to particular observed instances 
in the past where standard inductive premises were observed to be true and 
where the corresponding standard inductive conclusion turned out to be true 
also (and the absence or rarity of contrary instances), (ii) concluding on that 
basis to the general thesis that whenever a standard inductive premise is true, 
the corresponding standard inductive conclusion is highly likely to be true 
also, and then (iii) using this general thesis to justify the particular inductive 
inference in question.

There are, however, two obvious difficulties with an attempted justifica-
tion of this sort (only the second of which is mentioned explicitly by Hume). 
The first is that the truth of even past inductive conclusions is not in fact 
something that can be simply observed: because such conclusions apply to 
indefinitely many future, possible, and unobserved past instances, the most 
that can be known by observation is that they have never (or probably rather 
only very rarely) been subsequently refuted. And this does not seem to be 
a strong enough result to do the justificatory work that is needed: that past 
arguments of this sort have usually led to true conclusions as far as we can 
tell does not show that the conclusion of the argument we are interested in 
will be true without this qualification. (This is a tricky point that you should 
think about carefully.)

The second, much more fundamental and obvious difficulty is that the 
inference from the observations in step (i) of the proposed justification to the 
general thesis in step (ii) is itself just another instance of inductive reasoning 
(think carefully about just how this is so), whose rational cogency is thus just 
as much in question as that of any other instance of such reasoning. Thus, 
Hume argues, to attempt to justify inductive inferences in general by appeal 
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to this particular instance of such an inference “must be evidently going in a 
circle and taking that for granted which is the very point in question” [50]. 
As long as it is inductive reasoning in general whose justification is in ques-
tion, the cogency of the argument from step (i) to step (ii) is just as much 
in doubt as that of any other case of such reasoning and so cannot help to 
remove that doubt.7

Thus, according to Hume, inductive inferences cannot be justified by 
either of the two possible kinds of reasoning, and so cannot be justified at all! 
In thinking about the significance of this claim, it is important to be clear 
about an aspect of the point that has in fact been mentioned above, but 
not emphasized: Hume’s claim is not merely that such inferences are not 
conclusive, that we cannot be completely certain that the conclusions are true, 
a claim that would be at most mildly unsettling. It is rather that inductive 
inferences yield no justification at all for their conclusions: that is, that they 
fail to increase or enhance to even the smallest degree the likelihood that their 
conclusions are true. If he is right, then what we call “inductive reasoning” 
does not really deserve that label, for it is in fact of no value at all for sup-
porting its supposed conclusions.

The Implications of Hume’s Conclusion

Before turning to a consideration of the ways in which subsequent philoso-
phers have responded to Hume’s argument, we should pause to reflect on the 
consequences that would follow if he were correct—consequences that seem8 
from an epistemological standpoint to amount to almost total catastrophe. It 
is hard to develop this point fully at this stage in our discussion, but we can 
get some idea of it by considering briefly how some major kinds of belief and 
putative knowledge apparently depend, directly or indirectly, on inductive 
reasoning for their justification.

First, consider beliefs about the properties of various kinds of material ob-
jects and material substances. What justification do I have for the belief that 
the wooden floor I am walking on will support my weight, that various kinds 
of food will nourish rather than poison me, that the detergent I use to wash 
dishes will clean them rather than exploding in my face, and so on? The issues 
here are complicated by the presence of background knowledge and many 
levels of reasoning, but it is nonetheless impossible to see how beliefs of this 
kind could be justified without relying on inductive generalizations about the 
behavior of the objects and substances in question. (In fact, the first of our 
earlier examples was a simple case of this kind of reasoning.) One particularly 
important category of belief included under this general heading is beliefs 
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about the persistence of various kinds of objects and substances through 
time—what reason do I have for thinking that an object, such as a tree or a 
building, that I observe at one time will continue to exist at later times (un-
less disturbed or destroyed in some definite way)? How do I know that such 
objects don’t just vanish or pop into and out of existence for no reason?

Second, consider scientific beliefs about causal laws and also about various 
kinds of unobservable entities and processes (electrons, radioactivity, and 
the like) alleged by science to exist. Contrary to what Hume suggests,9 there 
is almost certainly more to causality than just the regular succession of the 
events in question, but it is still impossible to see how we could have any 
justification for beliefs that one specific kind of event causes another without 
relying on inductive generalizations about the sequences in which events 
of those kinds or perhaps similar kinds occur. And though theories about 
unobservable entities and processes obviously cannot be directly justified 
by inductive inferences based on observation, the main arguments for the 
truth of such theories is that they provide the best explanations for patterns or 
regularities pertaining to things that are observable in various sorts of experi-
mental situations, with the existence of these patterns or regularities being 
itself established by induction. Thus if inductive inference is unjustified, so 
also apparently are all such scientific beliefs.

Third, consider my beliefs about past events that are not based on memory 
of my own direct observations, for instance the belief that some particular 
historical event, such as the Battle of Waterloo or the adoption of the Amer-
ican Constitution, occurred. Any justification that I have for such beliefs 
must clearly rely on evidence falling into various general categories: written 
reports of various kinds, reported memories of other people, photographs, ar-
tifacts of various kinds, and so forth. But how could I be justified in thinking 
that any of these sorts of alleged evidence are genuinely reliable indications 
of the sorts of events that they are alleged to be evidence for without relying 
in some way on inductively established generalizations pertaining to the rela-
tion between such events and the production of the corresponding evidence, 
for example, between the occurrence of major political or social events and 
the production of written accounts of them that are at least roughly accurate? 
(None of these last three points is particularly obvious, and a full explana-
tion of them would take us too far afield. For the time being you should take 
them as challenges to think about how beliefs of the various kinds might be 
justified and see whether you can think of any sort of justification that does 
not rely at some point on inductive conclusions.)

Later on, we will see how the justification of beliefs about the material 
world in general and also of beliefs about the mental states of other people also 
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apparently rests in large part on generalizations that are in turn established 
by inductive reasoning. In fact, it has been argued pretty convincingly (see if 
you can see how the argument would go) that without inductive reasoning, 
I would be justified only in beliefs about my own existence and subjective 
experience at the present moment. For now, we need not decide in any firm 
way whether this extreme conclusion is really correct; but we can at least see 
that the skeptical consequences of accepting Hume’s conclusion that there is 
no justification for inductive inferences would be very severe indeed.

How, then, have other philosophers responded to Hume’s arguments, 
especially the dilemma argument? Although there have been a number of 
attempts through the years to show that Hume is mistaken, none of these has 
ever been very widely accepted. On the contrary, as noted earlier, the pre-
vailing response, especially in recent times, has been that Hume is basically 
correct: that his argument succeeds in showing that inductive inferences 
cannot be justified if that means showing that such inferences establish that 
their conclusions are to any degree likely to be true on the basis of the truth 
of their premises. Indeed, the main recent responses to Hume have been 
to concede completely this central point and then try to soften or mitigate 
its significance by arguing that inductive reasoning can still be said to be 
justified or rationally acceptable in other ways that do not conflict with 
Hume’s conclusion. We will consider next the two main versions of this sort 
of attempt: first, the pragmatic “vindication” of induction; and, second, the 
“ordinary language” justification of induction.

The Pragmatic “Vindication” of Induction10

The main idea of the pragmatic approach to induction is that while inductive 
reasoning cannot, as the pragmatist agrees that Hume showed, be justified by 
showing that it is likely to lead to true conclusions, the inductive method of ar-
riving at general statements about the world can nonetheless be “vindicated” 
by showing that in the long run it is guaranteed to find the truth, if there is 
a truth of the relevant sort to be found. As thus summarily formulated, the 
pragmatic thesis should seem extremely puzzling (how, you should be asking, 
can there be such a guarantee if Hume is right?), and it will take some careful 
work to arrive at a clear understanding of it.

We must first try to understand what the pragmatist has in mind by the 
inductive method, as contrasted with inductive reasoning. Consider again 
the air gun example given earlier, but think now of the investigation as an 
extended process in time during which I gradually acquire more and more 
evidence, from my own experiments and those of others, concerning the 
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behavior in the relevant respect of air guns of the kind in question. Suppose 
that I am at a relatively early stage in this process: I have done a few trials and 
perhaps received a relatively small amount of similar information from oth-
ers. Then what the inductive method instructs me to do is to (i) tentatively 
accept the claim that the proportion of pellets falling in the indicated sort of 
two-inch circle so far is the true or correct proportion in general, and then 
(ii) revise this claim when and if the overall observed proportion changes as 
new trials are performed. (Of course, if the proportion remains approximately 
constant, then no actual revision may be necessary. And this would be the 
case if in particular, as in the other example, the observed proportion was 
and remained simply all or 100 percent.)

The pragmatist uses a special term to refer to these tentative claims about 
the proportion of A’s that are B’s that we are instructed by the inductive 
method to adopt in such a case: he calls them posits. A posit is a statement or 
claim that is not asserted or believed to be true or even probable, but is rather 
temporarily adopted and treated, for some further purpose, as though it were 
true—in the case of induction so that it can gradually be modified, hopefully 
in the direction of something closer to the real truth. (But whether there is 
any real basis for such a hope is, of course, the central issue.) Such a posit is 
described by the pragmatist as a kind of intellectual wager: it is analogous, 
according to him, to a bet made in a gambling situation, for example, to bet-
ting that the ball in the roulette wheel will land on red. But whereas in at 
least many gambling situations, such a bet is an “appraised posit,” in that the 
gambler knows the odds that it will be correct (slightly less than 50 percent 
in the example just given), an inductive posit, according to the pragmatist, is 
a “blind posit,” for which it is impossible to know the chances of success—or 
even that there is any chance at all!11

To see why this is so, we need to consider more explicitly what “success” 
in the inductive case, according to the pragmatist, would amount to. What 
we are seeking is a statement of the true proportion of A’s that are B’s, as 
opposed to the proportion that has been observed so far. But what exactly 
would such truth amount to? In fact, there is a problem here that is easy to 
miss. We understand what a true proportion would be where the instances of 
A constitute a fixed, definitely delimited set. Thus if A’s are just the people 
in a certain classroom at a certain time and B’s are the females, then the true 
proportion of A’s that are B’s is just the ratio of the number of females in the 
room to the total number of people in the room. But this simple account does 
not apply straightforwardly to the issue we are mainly concerned with, which 
concerns not only indefinitely many actual instances of A (in the unobserved 
past and in the future), but also merely possible instances of A (ones that 
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might have occurred even though they actually did not). In this sort of issue, 
it is much less clear what the “true” proportion even amounts to.

The pragmatist approaches this issue by drawing an analogy with math-
ematics (though it must be clearly borne in mind that this is only an analogy). 
Mathematicians speak of what they call limits: for example, the limit of the 
value of the mathematical expression 1/x as the value of x increases indefi-
nitely, that is, gets larger and larger without ever stopping, is zero. Of course 
for any specific value of x, however large, 1/x does not equal zero, but rather 
is equal to some small positive value. But as the values of x get larger and 
larger, the value of 1/x gets closer and closer to zero, converges on zero, so that 
the difference between that value and zero can be made smaller than any fixed 
value just by making the value of x large enough; and this is precisely what it 
means, according to the standard mathematical definition, to say that the limit 
is zero. Analogously, according to the pragmatist, the true proportion of A’s 
that are B’s is what he calls “the limit of the frequency”: the value, if any, on 
which the observed proportion of A’s that are B’s converges, in approximately 
the same sense,12 as the number of observed instances increases indefinitely. 
Thus if there is such a limit in, for example, the air gun example, then the dif-
ference between the observed proportion of pellets hitting inside the specified 
circle and the limit value can be made smaller than any small fixed value—and 
made to remain smaller for all further total observations—simply by making 
the number of observed pellets sufficiently large.13

It should be obvious that there is no guarantee or even likelihood that 
the method of induction will arrive at such a limit value in any relatively 
short number of trials. In the short run, chance variation could always yield 
values that are quite different from the limit value, in principle different to 
any specified degree. For the pragmatist, this point is really just an applica-
tion of Hume’s original argument: there is no contradiction between (1) the 
claim that the limit of the frequency has one value and (2) the claim that 
the observed proportion in any finite number of instances has some different 
value; and any appeal to experience would again be circular.

Moreover, much more seriously, there is no guarantee or even likelihood, 
according to the pragmatist, that the inductive method will find such a limit 
even if pursued in the long run, even the infinitely long run, for the very simple 
reason that there is no guarantee or even likelihood in general that such a 
limit even exists. Again apply Hume’s argument, which the pragmatist en-
dorses: there is no contradiction in saying that such-and-such proportions are 
observed at various times, but that the series of observed proportions never 
converges on a definite limit value; and again there is no noncircular way to 
argue for the existence of such a limit by appeal to experience.
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This is perhaps a surprising result, but it is in fact fairly easy to think of 
examples where it is not at all implausible to doubt the existence of such 
a limit. Consider the proportion of people who are left-handed: perhaps 
left-handedness results from cultural and/or environmental factors that vary 
enough over time to prevent the proportion from ever converging on a limit. 
Or for an even clearer example, consider the proportion of people who wear 
pink shirts on Tuesdays: here it is very plausible that this proportion varies 
according to fads and fashions, the discovery and availability of dyes, reli-
gious or cultural values, changes in the work week, and the like, so as to vary 
widely over time and never converge on a limit.

The pragmatist’s point is then that any case we happen to be interested 
in might turn out to be like these, with no limit value to be found. Thus if 
inductive success means finding such a limit value, there is no guarantee 
or even likelihood that induction will succeed in any given case. This is 
in fact the fundamental reason, according to the pragmatist, why inductive 
reasoning cannot be justified in the sense of showing that it is likely to lead 
to the truth.

What we can be sure of, according to the pragmatist, is that following the 
inductive method will succeed in finding the truth if such success is possible, 
that is, if there is a truth of the kind in question, a “limit of the frequency,” to 
be found—or rather, strictly speaking, that the inductive method will yield 
a value for the proportion of A’s that are B’s that approximates the true or 
limiting proportion to any degree of closeness that we specify. And this is so 
simply because of the way that the limit in question was defined. If there is 
such a limit, then a large enough number of observations must, by definition, 
bring the observed value within any specified distance of the limit value. It 
would be a contradiction to deny that this is so, to say that there is a limit but 
that the observed proportion never approaches it, no matter how large the 
number of observed instances.

Thus this guarantee of success if success is possible is a demonstrative or a 
priori result that even Hume would accept. Moreover, the pragmatist claims, 
nothing better can be established for any other method of arriving at general 
conclusions on the basis of observation. Hence while the pragmatist’s argu-
ment does not, for the reasons already discussed, constitute a justification of 
inductive reasoning, it does, according to him, constitute a vindication of the 
inductive method by showing that it is rational or reasonable to adopt it: what 
could be more reasonable than to adopt a method that is guaranteed to suc-
ceed if success is possible when there is nothing better than this to be had?

Is the pragmatic vindication of induction an adequate response to the 
problem of induction? In particular, is it plausible that this is really the best we 
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can do? Though the account of why adopting the inductive method is reason-
able sounds initially pretty good, there are in fact two large problems with it. 
These do not show that the pragmatist’s claims are mistaken in themselves, 
but they do suggest strongly that their significance is much more limited, and 
the resulting skepticism much more dire, than it might at first appear.14

First, given the claim that induction will succeed in the long run if suc-
cess is possible, we need to ask how long the long run in question must be. 
The answer, already implicit in our earlier discussion, is that no run of any 
finite length is guaranteed or even likely to be long enough. The pragmatist 
argument guarantees success eventually (if such success is possible), but not 
success by any particular point in the sequence of observations. (If you don’t 
see clearly why this is so, you should reread the three paragraphs before the 
previous one.) This means that for any actual application of induction we are 
interested in, such as the two earlier examples, there is no number of trials, 
however large, for which we can have any degree of justified confidence that 
the observed proportion is a reasonable approximation of the limit even if 
such a limit does exist. At any given point, we might in fact have succeeded in 
approximating the limit, but we can never have any reason at all for thinking 
that this is so—or, accordingly, for being confident that we can safely act on 
our results in ways that depend for success on their being true. This seems 
to mean that induction is practically more or less useless if the pragmatic 
vindication is the best we can do. Indeed, while induction is guaranteed 
to succeed in the long run if success is possible, its likelihood of success 
in any short run is on the pragmatic view no better than that of a random 
guess—and guessing is of course a much less labor-intensive “method” than 
careful experimentation.

Second, if this is really the best we can do in justifying induction, the result 
is of course skepticism—and, as we saw briefly above, very probably a quite 
deep and severe version of skepticism that would leave little of our supposed 
knowledge standing. Here is a rather picturesque description of our resulting 
epistemic situation, given in fact by the leading advocate of the pragmatic 
approach, the German-American philosopher Hans Reichenbach:

A blind man who has lost his way in the mountains feels a trail with his stick. 
He does not know where the path will lead him, or whether it may take him so 
close to the edge of a precipice that he will be plunged into the abyss. Yet he 
follows the path, groping his way step by step; for if there is any possibility of 
getting out of the wilderness, it is by feeling his way along the path. As blind 
men we face the future, but we feel a path. And we know: if we can find a way 
through the future it is by feeling our way along this path.15
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And even this seems too optimistic: probably he should have said that it 
is only an apparent path that may in fact lead directly into the abyss. And 
moreover, we will also never be able to be justifiably confident to any degree 
that we have in fact emerged from the wilderness.

It is surely overwhelmingly implausible, as we look around at our orderly 
world and at the various scientific and technological marvels that it con-
tains, that our epistemic situation is as dismal as this. This does not show 
conclusively that the pragmatist is wrong, since for all that we have seen so 
far, it is at least possible that there is no better justification for induction 
to be found. But it surely gives us a very strong motivation to seek a better 
solution and to anticipate with some confidence that one will turn out to 
be available.

The “Ordinary Language” Justification of Induction16

A second, quite different attempt to defend the rationality of induction while 
still conceding the correctness of Hume’s basic argument has been advanced 
by adherents of the approach to philosophy known as “ordinary language 
philosophy.” The basic claim of this once popular philosophical approach is 
that the traditional problems of philosophy, including the problem of induc-
tion and the other main problems of epistemology, are “pseudo-problems” 
that arise from misuse of language or inadequate attention to ordinary lin-
guistic usage. Such supposed problems, it is claimed, need to be “dissolved” 
rather than solved: they evaporate under careful scrutiny.

In fact, as we will see, the appeal to linguistic usage is rather inessential, 
particularly in the case of induction, and the specific view in question could 
just as well be described as the common-sense justification of induction. The 
main claim is that inductive reasoning is reasonable or justified simply be-
cause reasoning in this way is what we commonsensically call “reasonable” in 
the kinds of cases in question. Consider again the examples described earlier 
in this chapter. Clearly, from a common-sense standpoint, a person who, on 
the basis of the evidence indicated in the first example, accepts the conclu-
sion that small quantities of sugar always dissolve in the way indicated would 
be described as having drawn the reasonable conclusion; and someone who 
concludes instead that such quantities will sometimes fail to thus dissolve 
would be said to be unreasonable. Similarly, in the second example, draw-
ing the indicated conclusion would be described as reasonable, and drawing 
any significantly different conclusion as unreasonable. Thus, the ordinary 
language philosopher claims, there is no meaningful issue to be raised about 
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the reasonableness or justification of reasoning inductively—or at least none 
that cannot be easily and trivially dealt with.

According to the ordinary language philosopher, the very idea that there 
exists a significant “problem of induction” is therefore a mistake, a kind of 
intellectual illusion. One account17 of how this illusion arises is the follow-
ing. The basic mistake is to demand implicitly that inductive reasoning meet 
the standards of deductive reasoning if it is to be reasonable or justified. In 
a deductive argument, such as the ones that occur in areas like logic and 
mathematics, the conclusions follow conclusively from the premises, so that it 
is impossible to consistently accept the latter and deny the former. It is alleg-
edly because they notice that this is not so for inductive arguments—that (as 
Hume pointed out) it is possible to consistently accept the premise of such an 
argument and deny the conclusion—that philosophers are led to think that 
there is a problem about whether and why induction is reasonable: one that 
might perhaps be solved by adding something like the Principle of Induction 
mentioned earlier, if only that principle could itself be somehow justified. 
But this whole approach, according to the ordinary language philosopher, is 
just a confusion. Deduction is one kind of reasoning, and induction is simply 
a distinct, fundamentally different kind of reasoning. Each of the two pos-
sesses its own autonomous standards of correctness or reasonableness, and 
there is no reason at all to expect one kind of reasoning to meet the standards 
of the other or for demanding that it do so. And if this mistake is not made, 
then it is obvious at once that induction is reasonable or justified by inductive 
standards, those reflected in ordinary usage and common sense, which are 
the only standards that are genuinely relevant in this sort of case. Thus the 
supposed problem allegedly disappears.

But there is in fact very much less force to this supposed dissolution 
of the problem than there may at first seem to be. For the main concern 
underlying the problem of induction is not whether inductive reasoning is 
“reasonable” or “justified” when judged by the standards that are implicit 
in ordinary usage and common sense, something about which there is no 
serious doubt—and which Hume does not question. The issue is instead 
whether those standards are themselves correct or reasonable or justified 
in a deeper sense: whether reasoning in accordance with those standards 
is in fact likely (as common sense of course would say) to lead to conclu-
sions that are true. And this is not a question that is in any way answered 
by pointing out that the standards in question are the ones that we com-
monsensically accept. Nor, in fact, does the proponent of the ordinary 
language solution in fact claim that it is. On the contrary, proponents of 
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this approach commonly concede, as indeed they must, that the fact that 
inductive reasoning is “justified” or “reasonable” in the way that they have 
explained does not in any way establish that conclusions reached in this 
way are likely to be true.18 Thus the real problem of induction has been 
neither shown to be senseless nor in any real way dissolved.

An analogy may help to bring out the point more clearly. Suppose that 
there is a religious community that accepts the practice of settling certain 
sorts of issues, including many issues that we would regard as factual or 
scientific in character, by appeal to a body of sacred texts. Imagine that a 
skeptic about this practice emerges in the community in question, someone 
who asks whether there is any good reason or justification for thinking that 
the answers yielded by the texts are in fact likely to be true. And imagine 
an ordinary language philosopher who attempts to meet this challenge by 
pointing out that accepting the answers that are indicated by the texts is just 
what being reasonable means in the kinds of cases in question (according 
to the common-sense standards of the community in question). Clearly this 
does not genuinely answer the skeptic’s challenge, which is really a challenge 
to the very practice of appealing to the texts and so cannot be satisfactorily 
answered by simply invoking that practice. And the situation is no different 
with the analogous case of induction. As one critic has nicely put the point, 
the ordinary language defense of induction seems to amount to no more than 
this: “If you use inductive procedures you can call yourself ‘reasonable’ [by 
common-sense standards]—and isn’t that nice!”19

Can Inductive Reasoning Be Justified A Priori?

Thus the two most prominent recent attempts to show that it is possible to 
accept Hume’s conclusion while still defending inductive reasoning as in 
some way reasonable or justified seem to come to very little. In particular, 
the skeptical implications of Hume’s argument remain as deep and troubling 
as ever. Since there is no other attempt in this direction that seems to do any 
better, it seems pretty clear that the only way to avoid these deeply skeptical 
results is to find some more direct answer to Hume’s dilemma that allows us 
to avoid his conclusion.

There appears to be no hope of refuting Hume’s argument that induction 
cannot be justified by appeal to experience. Though a few recent philoso-
phers have made attempts in this direction, the circular or question-begging 
character of such a justification seems too clear to be denied. Thus any 
defense of induction will apparently have to be independent of experi-
ence—that is, a priori. It also seems undeniable that Hume is again right that 
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there is no contradiction involved in accepting a standard inductive premise 
and rejecting the corresponding standard inductive conclusion, so that an a 
priori argument defending induction cannot be of the simple, straightforward 
type that is based on avoiding contradiction. What is much less clear, as 
will be suggested here for this specific issue and defended in a more general 
way and at much greater length in the next chapter, is that Hume is correct 
that all a priori reasoning must be based in this way on the avoidance of 
contradiction—where, to repeat, a contradiction is being understood here 
as the simultaneous assertion and denial of the very same proposition. (The 
possibility to be discussed could in fact be regarded either as a third alterna-
tive to Hume’s two, a different kind of a priori reasoning, or as a challenge to 
Hume’s construal of the demonstrative, a priori alternative, but it makes no 
ultimate difference in which of these ways it is put.)

Reflect again on the two examples of inductive reasoning offered above 
and on other examples of the same kind. It certainly seems intellectually 
compelling to reason in this way in such cases, and there seems to be no par-
ticular plausibility to holding that this seeming reasonableness is somehow 
based on experience or observation (beyond that required to establish the 
standard inductive premises), nor that it is (as in the religious community 
case) merely a reflection of communal standards that we just happen, for no 
good reason, to accept. On the contrary, that the likelihood that the conclu-
sions in question are true is substantially increased or enhanced by the cor-
responding observational premises seems very obvious, indeed just as intel-
lectually obvious as the conclusion in many cases of logical or mathematical 
reasoning (even though the degree of support is less than conclusive). All this 
could still, for all we have seen so far, be an illusion of some sort, but if so, it 
is an extremely powerful and persistent illusion, and it is time to see whether 
we can find some better way of making sense of it.

What sort of an a priori reason might there be, then, for thinking that 
a standard inductive conclusion is likely to be true if the corresponding 
standard inductive premise is true? Here there is an important lesson to be 
learned from our earlier discussion of the pragmatic approach. The pragmatist 
claimed that there is in fact no a priori guarantee of any sort that in a series of 
observations of the kind that is summarized in a standard inductive premise, 
the proportion of A’s that are B’s will in fact converge on a definite value 
rather than varying irregularly among very different values, and I think he is 
right about this. Consider, then, a series of nonconverging observations, one 
in which the observed value over time does not approach closer and closer 
to any particular value, but simply fluctuates through the range of possible 
values in a way that exhibits no discernible pattern. (Perhaps the series of 
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observed values of the proportion of people who wear pink shirts on Tuesdays 
might behave like this.) At any particular point in such a series, there will 
of course be some definite value so far of the observed proportion of A’s that 
are B’s, one that merely summarizes the observations to that point, and this 
fact could of course be formulated in a standard inductive premise. But does 
such a premise constitute any reason at all in this kind of case for thinking 
that the corresponding standard inductive conclusion is true? My suggestion 
is that the answer to this question is plainly “no.” Without any appearance 
of convergence, such a conclusion may reflect only one temporary stage in 
an irregular series of values, and there is no reason at all to ascribe to it any 
more significance than that.

Consider in contrast the sort of case in which there is apparent conver-
gence, that is, in which the observed values seem on the whole to be ap-
proaching closer and closer to one particular value, albeit perhaps with small 
fluctuations along the way—and let us modify the idea of a standard induc-
tive premise for the rest of this discussion so as to include the stipulation that 
such apparent convergence has taken place. Now we do seem intuitively to 
have a good reason to accept the corresponding standard inductive conclu-
sion, which in effect states that the convergence value is (approximately) the 
true value of the proportion of A’s that are B’s. But why? Why do observa-
tions that apparently converge in this way provide a kind of justification for 
a corresponding conclusion that nonconverging observations cannot?

My suggestion is that we now have a fact, the fact of apparent conver-
gence, that seems to demand some sort of explanation. To be sure, it is al-
ways logically possible that such apparent convergence results merely from 
chance, but this seems more and more unlikely the longer it persists. (Think 
very carefully about this point: If only chance is at work, then convergence of 
the sort in question represents a striking coincidence, one that is unlikely to 
occur just because there are so many other possibilities that are equally likely, 
so many other patterns in which A’s that are and are not B’s could occur—all 
of which would destroy the apparent convergence.)

How then might such an apparently convergent series of observations be 
explained? Here is a two-part explanation that seems obvious and straight-
forward: (i) there is an objective regularity in the world, due in some way to 
the natures of A and B and the way in which they relate to each other, as 
a result of which just that (approximate) proportion of A’s tend to be B’s, 
and (ii) a series of observations of the sort in question will naturally tend to 
reflect that regularity, once enough instances have been observed to cancel 
out the effects of chance variation with regard to just which A’s happen to 
be observed. Thus in the case of the air gun example, the idea would be that 
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there is something about the construction and materials and operation of the 
guns in question that is regularly correlated, and in this case no doubt causes, 
the pattern of pellet distribution that is observed. And if this sort of explana-
tion is the right explanation in such a case, then the proportion reflected in 
the convergent observations is (approximately) the true proportion, and the 
standard inductive conclusion is true. (Notice that we have here an account 
of what it is for a given proportion to be the true proportion in such a case 
that is significantly different from the pragmatist’s and rather more natural: 
it is for it to reflect such an objective regularity in nature.)

Is there any reasonably plausible competing explanation for such a con-
vergent series of observations that might upset this conclusion? Once chance 
has been ruled out as extremely unlikely, the only other possibility seems 
to be that (i) there is indeed an objective regularity involving A’s and B’s, 
resulting in a proportion of A’s that are B’s that is objective and regular, but 
that (ii) the A’s that are actually observed represent a sample that is in some 
way or other skewed or unrepresentative in relation to the total set of A’s, in 
such a way as to produce an observed proportion to which the observations 
converge, but one that does not accurately reflect the true proportion overall. 
If this were so, the conclusion of the explanatory argument would be false.

But why would the skewing reflected in (ii) occur, that is, why would the 
sample of A’s be unrepresentative in spite of the variation of conditions, 
observers, and so forth, that is part of what is claimed by a standard induc-
tive premise? A skewing due merely to chance would be extremely unlikely 
to produce regular enough results to account for the observed convergence. 
Thus the skewing in question would itself have to be systematic, that is, would 
itself have to result from some regular process or mechanism, which in this 
case could apparently only be due to the fact of observation itself: it would 
apparently have to be the case that the act or process of observation itself 
affects or somehow selects A’s whose tendency to be B’s differs from that of 
the overall population of A’s.

It is in fact very hard to be sure in a particular case that a possibility of this 
sort does not obtain. In the case of the air gun example, perhaps merely the 
proximity of an observer somehow affects the gun so as to alter the results 
in a systematic way. This might be due to heat from handling the gun to the 
degree necessary to fire it repeatedly or to quantum mechanical effects of 
some sort20 or to some still further, perhaps unknown mechanism.

But, somewhat surprisingly, this possibility, when carefully considered, 
turns out to have no bearing at all on the justification of inductive reason-
ing. It is entirely obvious that in at least some cases observational results 
may be influenced by the fact that observation has taken place; and it is 
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equally obvious that observational results involving such influence have no 
genuine value as evidence of what would take place if observation were not 
occurring, so that generalizing from them would clearly be a mistake. But 
the claim that inductive reasoning is justified should not be construed as 
denying these obvious facts, and the problem of induction is not concerned 
with this sort of possibility. Instead, the standard problem of induction 
should be understood as the problem of whether and why observational 
results of the sort summarized in a standard inductive premise (including 
the claim of convergence) provide good evidence for a standard inductive 
conclusion—that is, as we now see, for the existence of an objective regu-
larity—on the assumption that this sort of observational influence does not occur, 
for this is the only genuine issue.

Thus it turns out that the only apparent competitor to the explanation 
which makes the standard inductive conclusion true turns out not to be a 
genuine competitor at all, but rather reflects a possible circumstance that 
would make inductive reasoning not correctly applicable to the case. And, 
therefore, in the cases where the assumption just indicated holds, where 
observation is mere observation and does not itself affect the results, we have 
good reason to think that the standard inductive conclusion, representing 
as it does the only nonchance explanation available of the fact of apparent 
convergence, is true.

There is one further potential objection to be considered. As quoted in 
our earlier discussion, one of the things that Hume says is that inductive 
conclusions cannot be shown to be likely to be true because “the course of 
nature may change.” Why doesn’t this possibility still defeat our attempted 
justification? Even if the convergent observations were due to an objective 
regularity of the sort indicated, couldn’t that regularity simply change in 
the next instant, so that even if the standard inductive conclusion still cor-
rectly describes at least the observed part of the past, it no longer correctly 
describes future or possible instances (and perhaps also not unobserved past 
ones)? This objection raises metaphysical issues that we cannot go very far 
into here. But the simple answer, which I believe to be correct, is that the 
regularity in question is not supposed to be just an ungrounded, coincidental 
pattern, but rather something that results in some way from the very natures 
of A and B themselves. Thus as long as those natures persist, that is, as long 
as there are A’s and B’s at all, the regularity in question is also at least very 
likely to persist, which is enough to safeguard our conclusion.

The foregoing defense of induction at least appears to be purely a priori in 
character. At no time did any sort of observational or experiential evidence 
(beyond the standard inductive premise itself) need to be brought in and 
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appealed to in order to show either (i) that the truth of a standard inductive 
premise (understood as including the appearance of convergence) requires 
some explanation or (ii) that the existence of an objective regularity that 
would make the corresponding standard inductive conclusion true is the 
best explanation for such a fact. Instead, both of these points were defended 
on what appear to be entirely a priori grounds. Nonetheless, there are many 
philosophers who doubt strongly whether an a priori argument of this sort 
can genuinely be cogent. Their reservations have mainly to do, not with the 
specific issues surrounding induction, but rather with general views of the 
possibility and nature of a priori reasoning generally, a topic we will turn to 
in the next chapter.
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C H A P T E R  F I V E
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A Priori Justification and Knowledge

As we saw in chapter 2, one of Descartes’s fundamental epistemological as-
sumptions is that certain propositions can be justified and known purely via 
“the natural light of reason”: that is, purely in virtue of their self-evidence, 
without any essential reliance on experience. In the most standard terminol-
ogy, such propositions are said to be justified a priori: prior to or independently 
of sensory and introspective experience. Propositions justified in this way are 
for Descartes one part of the ultimate basis or “foundation” upon which all 
the rest of our knowledge rests, with the other part being constituted by im-
mediate experience of our own existence and specific states of mind.1 As dis-
cussed earlier, it is self-evidence or a priori insight to which Descartes appeals 
for the justification of the general principles that he attempts to use to go 
beyond his knowledge of his own mind to knowledge of the material world. 
We have also seen in the previous chapter that a somewhat similar appeal 
to a priori justification appears to be essential for a nonskeptical justification 
of inductive reasoning, one that yields the result that inductive conclusions 
are likely to be true.

How plausible is this idea of a priori justification (and resulting a priori 
knowledge)? It is easy to be suspicious here. The way in which sensory or 
introspective experience can justify claims about the world is—or at least ini-
tially seems—straightforward and obvious. But the idea of a reason for think-
ing something to be true that does not depend, directly or even indirectly, 
on such experience may seem puzzling or even paradoxical. Where is the 
justification for an allegedly a priori or self-evident claim supposed to come 
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from? What does such justification really amount to? What is the difference, 
it is natural to ask, between a claim of self-evidence and a purely dogmatic 
assertion with no real justification at all?

We will begin by exploring the idea of a priori justification, trying first to 
get clearer about what it really amounts to and then considering two funda-
mental reasons for believing that such justification genuinely exists. Only then 
will we be in a position to investigate the main philosophical views about the 
ultimate nature and significance of this alleged species of justification.

What Is A Priori Justification?

The initial conception of a priori justification is that it is justification that 
does not depend at all on experience. But in order to understand clearly what 
that means, both the relevant conception of experience and the relevant sort 
of dependence need to be explicated further.

What then is experience? Clearly my sensory experiences of various specific 
sensory qualities count as kinds of experience: for example, my awareness 
of patches of a distinctive, slightly yellowish green color (which leads me 
to believe and seemingly be—somehow—justified in believing that there 
are new leaves on the tree outside my window) or my consciousness of a 
faint whooshing sound (which leads me to believe, again seemingly with 
justification, that the furnace has come on). Also plausibly included in the 
general category of experience are my ongoing introspective experiences of my 
own specific conscious mental states and processes (which again may lead to 
apparently justified beliefs): my conscious awareness of a very slight back-
ground headache, of the nagging background thought that I really ought to 
reply to my e-mail, or of the foreground thought that I need to find good, 
clear examples of experience.2 Another kind of experience worth mention-
ing is memory experience, the experience of recalling various events that I 
experienced at some earlier time, from eating toast for breakfast this morning 
to breaking my collarbone in a touch football game many years ago. A priori 
justification, then, is supposed to be justification that is independent (in the 
relevant sense, not yet clarified) of experiences of all these various sorts.

Contrast the justification derived from experiences of these various sorts 
with the following two fairly typical examples of (allegedly) a priori justifica-
tion. Seeking a really clear example of a priori justification, I focus on the 
claim that 2 � 3 � 5 and consider very carefully whether and (if so) why it is 
true (something that I would, of course, be very unlikely to do under ordinary 
circumstances). Presumably this simple arithmetical fact is something that I 
learned long ago in grade school, and perhaps the resulting memory that this 
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claim is true is somehow a basis for justification (though I certainly have no 
specific memory of the occasion in question). But it at least seems quite clear 
that I need not rely on such a memory, that even if my teachers somehow 
inadvertently failed to mention this specific proposition or if I have in the 
meantime entirely forgotten it, I can still come to be justified in believing it 
just by thinking carefully about the proposition in question and its ingredi-
ents. One way to do this, though it is probably not essential, would be to run 
through my mind several specific imagined scenarios in which I have two 
objects of a certain kind and three more of the same kind (and none beyond 
those) and thus inevitably five altogether. Or perhaps I just think very care-
fully about the claim in the abstract, without bringing in specific examples. 
Either way, it appears that just by thinking about this proposition, I can come 
to see clearly that it is true and indeed that it must be true, that it could not 
be false. As this is sometimes put, I seem to apprehend that the proposition 
in question is necessary: that it must be true in any possible world or situa-
tion.3 And this in turn seems to be a perfectly adequate basis for justification: 
that the claim apparently cannot fail to be true seems to be a good, indeed an 
excellent reason for thinking that it is true. (If this still strikes you as inad-
equate because, after all, it only seems that the proposition in question must 
be true, you should ask yourself carefully whether any basis for justification, 
even the (seemingly!) clearest sense perception, ultimately offers any more 
basis for justification than this.)

Consider a second example, this time one involving an inference. Won-
dering whether the weather will be conducive to taking my dogs for a walk 
this afternoon, I consult the morning paper, which predicts rain later in the 
day. I proceed to reason as follows: (1) Whenever the paper predicts rain 
that doesn’t start until later, the afternoon turns out in fact to be sunny and 
pleasant. (2) The paper today predicts rain arriving later. Hence, (3) the 
afternoon will be sunny and pleasant. (And I anticipate a nice walk.) You 
might well question whether the track record of the paper is really so dismal 
as to make me justified in accepting premise (1) of this little argument. And, 
as we will see later,4 there are problems of a much less obvious sort pertaining 
to the justification of premise (2). Our immediate concern, however, is with 
the justification of the inference from premises (1) and (2) to the conclusion 
(3) (or, equivalently—think about this—with the justification of the hypo-
thetical proposition that if (1) and (2) are true, then (3) is true). Here again 
it seems that if I think about the case carefully, I can simply see (where this 
is intellectual, not sensory seeing) that the conclusion follows from the prem-
ises, that it must be true if they are. And again this seems to be a perfectly 
adequate basis for justification.
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But is the justification in these two cases, supposing for the moment 
that it is genuine, really independent of experience in the way required for 
it to count as a priori? One issue here concerns the understanding of the al-
legedly self-evident propositions or inferences, which is clearly an essential 
precondition for grasping their (apparent) necessity. To understand these 
propositions requires understanding the concepts that they contain. But it is 
plausible to suppose that the understanding of at least some of the relevant 
concepts depends on sensory experience: that understanding the concepts 
of 2 and 3 and 5 depends on sensory experiences of the appropriate-sized 
collections; and, even more plausibly, that understanding the concepts of a 
sunny day and of rain and of the newspaper depends on sensory experiences 
of the corresponding sorts of situations and objects. If this is right, then the 
alleged justification in each case does depend, albeit indirectly, on sensory 
experience, and so is apparently not a priori after all.5

As the concept of a priori justification is standardly understood, however, 
this objection, though initially plausible, is in fact mistaken. The key point 
is that while not only the allegedly a priori justification in these cases, but 
indeed any sort of justification at all of course presupposes an understanding 
of the proposition (or propositions) in question, that understanding does not 
thereby constitute a part of the justification itself, that is, a part of the reason 
for thinking that the proposition in question is true. And the issue on the ba-
sis of which the distinction between a priori and empirical (or “a posteriori”) 
justification is drawn is precisely whether the justification itself involves an 
appeal to experience of the relevant sort as an essential ingredient—that is, 
whether, assuming that the claim in question has been understood (whatever 
that may require), a further appeal to experience is still needed to provide a 
reason to think that it is true. Thus while justification of the sort that seems 
to be present in the two examples plausibly could not exist without sensory 
experience, that dependence is not of the right sort to prevent the justifica-
tion from being a priori. (Note carefully, however, that the justification in 
question would not count as a priori if the experience needed to understand 
the claim had to be appealed to again as evidence in order to have a reason 
for thinking that the claim is true.)6

We may sum up the discussion so far by saying that a priori justification is 
justification that does not depend (a) on sensory or introspective or memory 
experience7 in a way that (b) makes that experience an essential part of the 
very justification or reason for the claim in question. But a priori justification 
may depend on experience as an essential precondition for understanding the 
concepts involved in the claim in question, as long as that experience does 
not also function as part of the justification or reason.
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The Epistemological Indispensability of A Priori Justification

But is there any reason to think that a priori justification as thus understood 
genuinely exists? We have examined two examples for which such a claim is 
at least reasonably plausible, and it would in fact be easy to offer many more 
broadly similar ones. But while a careful consideration of such examples may 
be fairly persuasive, it is probably not sufficient by itself to settle the issue to 
the satisfaction of anyone who is initially inclined to be skeptical. While the 
justification that seems to exist in such cases does not depend on experience 
of the relevant sort in any easily discernible way, perhaps there is a depen-
dence of some more subtle sort. Or perhaps (a much more skeptical thought) 
the claims in question are not really justified after all.

We have also seen how the notion of a priori justification plays an indis-
pensable role in Cartesian epistemology and how it apparently offers the only 
hope for a justification of inductive reasoning. These two considerations, es-
pecially the second, are more powerful—but still inconclusive, at least until 
it can be shown more clearly that there is no alternative to a priori justifica-
tion for the justification of induction and, more generally, of claims that go 
beyond direct experience. But reflection on them leads in fact to two more 
general arguments, the second in effect a generalization of the first, that give 
very strong reasons for thinking that a priori justification exists—or at least 
that it must exist if extremely pervasive and intuitively implausible versions 
of skepticism are to be avoided.

To understand the first argument, we need to focus on the general issue 
of how claims that go beyond what can be justified by direct observation or 
experience alone are justified. In the Cartesian view direct observation by 
itself justifies only claims about the existence and specific mental states of 
the person in question, leaving all knowledge of things outside that expe-
rience (assuming of course that there is any) to be justified via some sort 
of inference from this directly experiential knowledge. We will consider, 
in the following two chapters, both the main arguments in favor of this 
Cartesian view and also whether any broader account of what is justified 
by direct observation or experience alone is defensible (for example, one 
according to which external material objects are, contrary to Descartes, 
known via direct experience).

All that matters for the moment, however, is that on any view of the 
scope of direct observation or experience that has ever been seriously ad-
vanced, it is completely obvious that a large proportion of the things that we 
commonsensically think that we know (see again the list in chapter 1) are 
not and could not be simply justified by direct observation alone—whether 
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we think (as would Descartes) in terms of the direct observations of a single 
person or instead somehow manage to pool together the direct observations 
of many persons or even of all of them. These things that are not justified by 
direct experience would include claims about the past, especially about mat-
ters that were not directly observed by anyone, such as the ongoing existence 
of trees or buildings when no one was around (but even things justified by 
memories of past direct observations still are not, at a later time, justified by 
direct observation alone8); claims about present but unobserved objects and 
situations, again any sort of inanimate object located where there is at the 
moment no observer; claims about the future; claims about unobservable 
entities, such as the electrons or gravitational fields of theoretical science; 
and general claims about such things as laws of nature. How then are claims 
of these various sorts justified? A possible answer, of course, is that they are 
not in fact justified at all, but this is very implausible from the standpoint of 
common-sense intuition and would result in a very deep version of skepti-
cism (how deep obviously depending on what the right account of the scope 
of direct observation turns out to be).

A helpful way to think about this issue in relation to a particular claim 
that is not justified by direct observation alone (a trans-observational proposi-
tion) is to imagine forming a conditional proposition (that is a proposition of 
the “if . . . then . . .” form) in the following way: The antecedent (the “if” part) 
is to include everything that is justified by direct observation or experience 
alone (at the time in question), that is, everything that is justified directly by 
the relevant kinds of experience without the need for any further inference. 
Much of this observational or experiential content will presumably be irrel-
evant to any particular trans-observational proposition, but it does no harm 
and is simpler to include it anyway. The consequent (the “then” part) of the 
conditional is to be just the particular trans-observational proposition we are 
interested in. The conditional proposition as a whole thus says that if all of 
the various things justified by direct observation or experience alone are true, 
then this further trans-observational claim is true also. (Pretty obviously we 
can’t actually formulate such a proposition, since the list of things that would 
go into the antecedent is impossibly long. But we can still think about them 
clearly enough for the following argument—can’t we?)

Are any conditional propositions of this sort justified, and if so, how? If 
you consider this question carefully, it becomes clear that such a conditional 
proposition is at least not justified by direct observation or experience alone: 
direct observation alone cannot tell us that if the results of direct observa-
tion are true, then something further that is not a result of direct observation 
is true, which is exactly what such a conditional proposition says.9 But if a 
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particular conditional proposition of this sort is not justified at all, then it 
is apparently impossible for the trans-observational proposition in the con-
sequent to be justified by any justified inference from the things known by 
direct observation: for how could I be justified in inferring from the anteced-
ent claim to the consequent claim if I have no justification, no reason, for 
thinking that the latter claim will be true if the former claim is true? Thus it 
apparently follows that there are only two possible ways in which any such 
trans-observational claim could be justified: either (i) it is justified on its 
own, independent of any inference from any appeal to direct observation or 
experience—that is, is itself justified a priori; or (ii) the relevant conditional 
proposition is justified a priori, and the consequent, trans-observational 
claim is justified by inference from this justified conditional claim and the 
observationally justified antecedent.10

It apparently follows that if there is no a priori justification, then no 
trans-observational claim of any sort is justified, so that justified belief and 
knowledge would be limited to what can be justified by direct observation 
alone. This would amount to a quite severe and intuitively implausible ver-
sion of skepticism (though just how severe and implausible will again depend 
on the scope of direct observation). Thus if common-sense intuition is even 
approximately correct about the scope of our knowledge,11 it follows that a 
priori justification must exist.12

A closely related but even more powerful argument for the existence of a 
priori justification, one that does not depend in any specific way on claims 
about the scope of our knowledge or the falsity of skepticism, can be ar-
rived at by reflecting on the very notion of reasoning. To reason is to make 
a transition in thought from one (perhaps complex) proposition to a second 
proposition in a way that involves at least conditional justification: justifica-
tion for the claim that if the first proposition is true, then the second one will 
be true also. Reasoning is thus quite different from mere free association, in 
which no conditional justification of the sort indicated need be involved. It 
is also obviously quite different from being justified in adopting the second 
claim by appeal to direct observation or experience or in some other way that 
involves no inference. My suggestion is that the very idea of reasoning really 
only makes sense if the conditional justification in question (as opposed to 
the justification of the first of the two propositions) is a priori in character. 
Observation or experience can of course play a role by justifying part or all 
of the first proposition. But once observation or experience has done its job, 
once all the claims that are directly justified by observation or experience 
have been accepted, either there is no justification for any further transi-
tion, and accordingly no genuine reasoning can take place, or else there is a 
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priori justification of at least a conditional sort for the reasoned transitions. 
(Reasoning can also involve drawing the conclusions that would follow from 
propositions that are merely possible, even from those that are known in fact 
to be false. But this would still have to involve conditional justification of 
the sort indicated.)

Think about this very carefully. Perhaps we can just barely imagine a 
being who is entirely unable to reason, whose justified claims are limited 
things that can be directly known through direct observation or experi-
ence. Such a being would also, of course, be unable to engage in practical 
reasoning to decide what to do or how to act on the basis of its directly 
observational knowledge, and so would have to simply have its actions or 
behavior spontaneously triggered somehow by its observational states. It 
would also be unable to reason hypothetically, that is, unable to consider 
the hypothetical results of various possible actions or occurrences. It would 
be unable to plan for the future or wonder about alternative possibilities in 
the past. The content of its justified beliefs would be limited to whatever 
it is that can be justified by direct observation or experience alone, and 
would have no further justified significance or implications of any sort—at 
least none that such a being could appreciate. Whether beings of this sort 
are really imaginable is perhaps uncertain, but what does not seem at all 
uncertain is that we ourselves are not at all like that. And it is also clear 
that there could be no reason or argument for the conclusion that we are 
after all like that which was not intrinsically self-defeating—since it would 
itself have to be an instance of the very reasoning that it seemingly rules 
out as impossible for us. (Think about this point very carefully: is there any 
further possibility that is being overlooked?)

Together these two arguments seem more than sufficient reasons for 
accepting the idea of a priori justification and proceeding to investigate 
the two main philosophical views of how it works and what it amounts to, 
which is what we will now proceed to do. We will first investigate a rela-
tively modern view, moderate empiricism, which holds that a priori justifica-
tion, while perfectly genuine, is limited to the consequences of definitions 
or meanings—and so is, in a sense to be further explained below, essentially 
trivial or verbal in character.13 Despite much recent criticism, this view 
is very probably the most widely held position on the nature of a priori 
justification, and we will accordingly begin with it. Later we will turn to a 
more traditional and in some ways much more ambitious view, rationalism, 
according to which a priori justification depends on genuine insight into 
the necessary character of reality.
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Moderate Empiricism

Someone who finds the very idea of a priori justification rather mysterious, 
but who has become convinced by the foregoing examples and arguments 
that its existence is undeniable—or at least can only be denied by accepting 
skeptical results that are even more implausible—is very likely to hit upon 
and be strongly tempted by the idea that such justification is merely a matter 
of meaning or definition or conceptual content. In fact we have already encoun-
tered the first relatively clear historical version of this idea in Hume’s view 
that demonstrative or a priori knowledge derives from “relations of ideas” and 
depends entirely on the avoidance of contradiction. In Hume’s view, such 
knowledge, although perfectly genuine in its own way, really tells us nothing 
substantive about the world (which is why it cannot, according to him, be 
used to justify the substantive conclusions arrived at in inductive reasoning), 
but instead merely spells out the content of our ideas and the ways in which 
they are related to each other. Such a view would make a priori justification 
much less puzzling and problematic than it might otherwise seem, and it ac-
cordingly deserves careful consideration. As will emerge, however, it is also a 
slippery view, difficult to come to grips with clearly and cleanly, and we will 
have to proceed very carefully.

The best way to explain the moderate empiricist view more fully is to 
begin with a standard example for which its main claim is initially quite 
plausible. Consider the proposition that all bachelors are unmarried. It seems 
plain that this proposition is one for which a priori justification is available. 
To be sure, it is perhaps barely imaginable that someone might not realize 
this, and might accordingly seek empirical justification for this claim: say 
by knocking on lots of doors, collecting statistics as to the proportion of 
those who identify themselves as bachelors who also say that they are un-
married, and then reasoning inductively. But it is clear that this is unneces-
sary, that merely thinking reflectively about the content of the proposition 
in question, without any reliance on experience, will readily enable one to 
see that it is and indeed must be true. (A reminder: whenever I say that 
anything is thus clear or obvious, part of your job as a budding philosopher 
is to satisfy yourself that it really is clear, that there are no problems or 
doubts that you can find.)

But how does such a priori justification work in this case? Where does the 
justification for the claim come from? The moderate empiricist answer is that 
it derives from the definition or meaning of the term “bachelor” or, more or 
less equivalently, from the content of the concept bachelor. A bachelor is, by 
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definition, an unmarried adult male, and so any person who is in fact a bach-
elor must also be unmarried.14 Perhaps the best-known formulation of this 
point is due to the German philosopher Immanuel Kant15: the proposition 
in question is justified on an a priori basis because its predicate concept (the 
concept of being unmarried) is included or contained in its subject concept 
(the concept of a bachelor, that is, of an unmarried adult male); thus to deny 
that the predicate is true of the subject would be to implicitly contradict the 
very content of the subject concept. Kant calls propositions having this sort 
of structure “analytic”; his view is that the a priori justification of analytic 
propositions is in this way straightforward and obvious, not in any way puz-
zling or problematic from an epistemological standpoint. And the moderate 
empiricist claim (which Kant—on the surface at least16—does not accept) 
is that something like this is true of all genuine cases of a priori justification, 
thus allegedly establishing that a priori justifiable claims are in general mere 
matters of definition, trivial or tautological (look up this word in a dictionary) 
in character, and thus say nothing substantive about the world.

Something like this, perhaps, but not exactly this in all cases. One problem 
with the Kantian conception of analyticity is that there are other proposi-
tions that have seemed to many to have essentially the same tautological sta-
tus, but that are not of subject-predicate form at all and so obviously cannot 
satisfy Kant’s definition. Consider, for example, the proposition that either the 
tallest tree in the quad is a redwood or the tallest tree in the quad is not a redwood. 
Assuming that the criteria for being a redwood are clear and sharp, and that 
it is also clear which quad is intended and what its boundaries are, it seems 
obvious that this proposition is also one that is justified a priori and also 
plausible that it has something like the same trivial, nonsubstantive quality 
as does the bachelor example.17 But this proposition taken as a whole has no 
subject and predicate (though its two component propositions do), and it is 
thus clearly not analytic under Kant’s conception of analyticity.

Moderate empiricists have reacted to this problem, and to more serious 
ones yet to come, by adopting expanded or modified conceptions of ana-
lyticity (or definitions of “analytic”), conceptions that allegedly amount 
to much the same thing and have the same epistemological significance 
as the Kantian conception, but that nonetheless apply to a wider range of 
cases. The result of this strategy is that the term “analytic” has in fact no 
univocal, generally accepted meaning, but has rather been used to express 
a fairly large number of allegedly similar, but nonetheless distinct ideas. 
And this in turn has, not surprisingly, been a source of both confusion and 
occasional obfuscation.
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The crucial point to bear in mind here is that whether moderate empiri-
cism really succeeds in accounting for all a priori justification in the way 
that it claims to do depends not on the mere applicability of the technical 
term “analytic” (in one or another of its meanings) to all a priori justifi-
able propositions, but rather on the underlying claim that the applicability 
of this term is supposed to support: the claim that all a priori justifiable 
propositions are, like the original bachelor example, nonsubstantive, trivial 
or tautological consequences of something like meaning or definition or 
conceptual content. The truth of this claim in a particular case seems to 
follow fairly straightforwardly from the applicability to the proposition in 
question of Kant’s conception of analyticity (though, as we will see, there is 
at least a small problem even here), but it cannot be just assumed to follow 
from the applicability of these other, different conceptions of analyticity 
simply because the same word is used to express them. What matters is not 
the use of the term “analytic,” but rather the particular conception or con-
ceptions that this word is used by a given version of moderate empiricism to 
express. (As an example, one that will turn out to be less far-fetched than 
it might at first seem, suppose that some philosopher were to define “ana-
lytic” as meaning simply the same thing as “justified a priori.” Obviously, 
on this conception of analyticity, all a priori justified propositions would be 
analytic, but equally obviously this would do nothing at all to explain how 
a priori justification is possible.)

The Fregean Conception of Analyticity
The alternative conception of analyticity that deals most straightforwardly 
with the redwood example and others like it is one due originally to the 
nineteenth-century German logician and philosopher of language Gottlob 
Frege. Frege defined an analytic proposition as one that (i) is a substitution 
instance of a truth of logic or (ii) can be transformed into such a substitution 
instance by replacing one or more of its component concepts with synony-
mous or definitionally equivalent concepts.18 Here a truth of logic is to be 
understood as a general, abstract proposition that is true on logical grounds 
alone and so would be provable as a theorem in an adequate system of logic. 
Thus the relevant truth of logic for the redwood example is the abstract 
proposition that for any proposition P, either it is the case that P or it is not the 
case that P—something that you should be able to see intuitively to be true 
solely on logical grounds, simply because of the meaning or significance of 
the logical idea of disjunction expressed by the word “or” and the logical 
idea of negation expressed by the word “not.” This proposition says in effect 
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that the either-or part will be true no matter what proposition is substituted 
for the variable P. The original redwood proposition is then clearly such a 
substitution instance, with the proposition that the tallest tree in the quad is a 
redwood substituted for P. Thus the original redwood proposition qualifies as 
analytic under the Fregean definition, specifically under clause (i).

What about clause (ii) of Frege’s definition? The significance of this 
clause can in fact be illustrated by returning to the bachelor example. The 
proposition that all bachelors are unmarried is not a substitution instance of a 
truth of logic as it stands. Its explicit logical form would be all F’s are non-G, 
and this is clearly not a truth of logic since there are many instances of it that 
are not even true (for example, all snakes are nonreptiles). But if we replace 
the concept bachelor with the equivalent or in some sense identical concept 
unmarried adult male,19 we get the proposition that all unmarried adult males 
are unmarried, which is a substitution instance of the logical truth that for any 
properties or classes F, G, H, all FGH’s are F—which again you should be able 
to intuitively recognize as having that status. Thus the bachelor proposition 
too is analytic under the Fregean conception, which we thus see includes or 
subsumes the Kantian conception as a special case.20

One specific version of the general moderate empiricist thesis would 
then be that all a priori justifiable propositions (a) are analytic according 
to Frege’s conception of analyticity, and therefore (b) are merely trivial or 
verbal in character and hence nonsubstantive. Here part (b) is supposed to 
imply that there is no epistemological problem or puzzle about how such 
propositions could be justified a priori, that their a priori justification is, as 
I will say, epistemologically unproblematic, not in need of any further explana-
tion from an epistemological standpoint. But, as we will see next, there are 
in fact serious problems with both parts of this thesis.

The more obvious problem is with part (a). It is that there are many ex-
amples of propositions that are seemingly justifiable a priori but that do not 
appear to be analytic according to Frege’s conception. Here is a short list of 
examples, including one of our original ones, a list that could easily be ex-
panded with further examples of these same general kinds and others:

• Nothing can be red and green all over at the same time.
•  For any solid objects A, B, and C, if A is larger in volume than B, and 

B is larger in volume than C, then A is larger in volume than C.
• All triangles have three sides.21

• 2 � 3 � 5.
• No object can be spherical and cubical at the same time.
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None of these propositions is a substitution instance of a truth of logic as 
it stands.22 Nor is there any clear way to transform any of them into such a 
substitution instance by substituting synonyms. (This issue will be discussed 
below in relation to some of these examples, but you should think about it 
yourself for the others.) Thus, an opponent will claim, the version of moder-
ate empiricism just offered is mistaken, because there are clear examples of 
a priori justifiable claims that are not analytic (in Frege’s sense), but instead 
are synthetic (� nonanalytic). (And that there is justified belief and knowl-
edge that is in this way synthetic a priori is one formulation, albeit not the 
most perspicuous, of the opposing view known as rationalism.23)

To more fully appreciate the force of this objection, we will consider two 
of these examples more fully, starting with the first, the proposition that 
nothing can be red and green all over at the same time. I will assume that 
you are in agreement that this proposition is justifiable a priori and also 
that it is not as it stands a substitution instance of a truth of logic. But might 
there not be, contrary to what was just claimed, a way to transform this 
proposition into such a substitution instance? Let’s think about how this 
might be done. Pretty clearly the key terms or concepts in the proposition are 
red and green, so that it would be a definition or equivalent concept for one 
or both of these that would be required. Moreover, these conceptual equiva-
lents would seemingly have to connect somehow with each other, for if they 
were entirely unrelated, the resulting form could still not be a substitution 
instance of a truth of logic: it could not be a truth of logic that two unrelated 
concepts could not both apply to the same thing. (Think about this until you 
see clearly why it is so.)

Do you see any way to define one of these concepts so as to yield this 
result? Indeed, are they definable at all? (Think a bit about these questions 
before proceeding.) Well, one initial thought at this point is that since red 
things cannot also be green, maybe red could simply be defined as not green. 
Then the original proposition would say that nothing can be not green and 
green all over at the same time, which does seem like a substitution instance 
of a truth of logic. But is this a correct definition of red? (Think again before 
you read on.) The answer seems to be plainly “no,” for if we also defined blue 
in a parallel fashion as not green, we would get the obviously absurd result 
that red and blue are equivalent, indeed identical, concepts.

But suppose we consider defining red instead as not green and not blue and 
not yellow . . . and so on, for all of the other possible colors. One problem 
with this is that it is less than clear exactly which and how many colors 
would have to go into the list of negations or exclusions, but this might be 
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manageable. (Is it?) Is such a definition of red plausibly correct otherwise? 
(Think about this question for yourself before reading further.)

In fact, it is pretty clear that both of these suggested definitions of red are 
simply wrong, in two related ways, as an account of the actual meaning or 
content of the concept red (don’t forget that this is what such a definition 
is supposed to give!). The basic point here is that red is a positive concept, 
the concept of the presence of a certain property, and not merely a negative 
concept having to do with the absence of certain other properties. This can 
be seen clearly by imagining two unlikely, but still possible cases. Imagine 
first someone who has never experienced or even hallucinated anything red, 
but is familiar with all of the other colors whose negations or exclusions 
are listed in the proposed definition. Such a person would have no problem 
understanding that definition, but would seemingly still not understand the 
concept of red, that is, would have no clear idea of the specific positive prop-
erty in question.24 Now imagine what is in a way the opposite case: someone 
who lives in a world where everything is red, and who has never experienced 
or even hallucinated any other color. Such a person could presumably under-
stand the concept red, but would seemingly be utterly unable to understand 
the proposed definition or allegedly equivalent concept. Either of these cases 
seems to show that the concept red and the proposed definitionally equiva-
lent concept are not in fact the same concept.

Is there any way to do any better than this with the red-green example? It 
is far from obvious that there is or what it might be, and in fact philosophers 
disposed toward moderate empiricism have struggled mightily without much 
success.25 This is a good (though not conclusive) reason for thinking that 
there is no equivalent concept that can replace the concept red in the exam-
ple in question in such a way as to turn that proposition into a substitution 
instance of a logical truth (and, of course, an exactly parallel argument would 
apply to green). If this is right, then the red-green proposition, though justi-
fied a priori, is not analytic in the Fregean sense, in which case the version of 
moderate empiricism that uses that conception of analyticity is mistaken.

There is no space here for a thorough discussion of each of the other ex-
amples given, so I will consider only one more of them, namely the proposi-
tion that 2 � 3 � 5, which is in fact the one out of this list that was histori-
cally regarded as the most hopeful for the moderate empiricist and also the 
one most explicitly considered by Frege himself. (A warning: the discussion 
of this example is unavoidably a bit technical—be prepared.)

Here the obvious candidates for definition are the numerical concepts 2, 
3, and 5, and this time there are much more plausible definitions available. 
If we take 1 as the undefined starting point, then 2 can be defined as the suc-
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cessor of 1, that is, as the number that is greater than 1 by 1, that is, as 1 � 1. 
And analogously, 3 can be defined as the successor of 2, that is, as (1 � 1) � 
1. Here the parentheses are crucial: 3 is arithmetically equal to 1 � 1 � 1, but 
that is not the definition of 3 (any more than 3 is to be defined as, say, 7 � 4). 
Finally, 5 can be analogously defined as the successor of the successor of 3, that 
is, as {[(1 � 1) � 1] � 1} � 1 (with all of the parentheses again essential, for 
the same reason). Given these definitions, which I am willing to accept as 
correct, the original proposition can be transformed into:

(1 � 1) � [(1 � 1) � 1] � {[(1 � 1) � 1] � 1} � 1

Here, though this is inessential to the main point to be made, extra paren-
theses and brackets have been added on the left-hand side of the equation to 
make it clear that it is conceptually equivalent to 2 � 3, rather than to 1 � 
1 � 2 � 1, which is quite a different concept, even though the two numbers 
are again arithmetically equal.

The problem now is that while there is no doubt that this equation is cor-
rect, its correctness does not seem to be merely a matter of logic, as it would 
have to be if it were just a substitution instance of a truth of logic. Intuitively, 
what is needed to make the two sides identical is the addition or subtraction 
or movement of some parentheses. The needed adjustments do not affect the 
correctness of the equation, but this is again not a matter of sheer logic, but 
rather depends on the specific subject matter in question (numbers and the 
addition relation); for example, if the plus signs were replaced by minus signs, 
the equation would no longer be correct, even though the logical form would 
be exactly the same. (Check this for yourself.) Thus the equation resulting 
from the substitutions could itself just as well have been on the list of those 
which are not analytic on the Fregean conception.

We have been talking about the main problem that arises for part (a) of the 
version of moderate empiricism that employs the Fregean conception of ana-
lyticity, but now it is time to turn to part (b), the claim that propositions that 
are analytic on Frege’s conception are, as I put it earlier, epistemologically 
unproblematic, because their being justifiable a priori is due merely to their 
trivial, definitional, and hence nonsubstantive character. Consider again the 
proposition, discussed earlier, that either the tallest tree in the quad is a redwood 
or the tallest tree in the quad is not a redwood. This proposition is, as we saw, 
justified a priori: one need not look in the quad nor know anything about red-
woods to be able to see that it is true. But we now need to think harder than 
we have so far about what exactly the version of moderate empiricism that we 
are now considering wants to say about how this proposition is justified.
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Pretty obviously part of the account is that the proposition in question is 
justified by virtue of being recognized as a substitution instance of the general 
truth of logic that was also cited earlier, namely that for any proposition P, 
either it is the case that P or it is not the case that P. No definitional or conceptual 
replacement is involved in this case, making it a bit artificial to describe the 
justification in question as a matter of definition or conceptual equivalence, 
but perhaps this can be thought of as the limiting case in which the propo-
sitions occurring in the propositions can serve as their own definitions for 
the purpose in question. The real problem, however, is that in order for this 
specific proposition to be justified a priori in virtue of being a substitution 
instance of the indicated general logical truth, the logical proposition in 
question must itself be justified and indeed justified a priori. Though masked 
somewhat by referring to this more general proposition as a “logical truth” 
and by pointing out that it is intuitively obvious that it has that status, this 
point is still essential. If one were not justified a priori in accepting the logi-
cal truth itself, then merely recognizing that the specific proposition was an 
instance of the general form in question would yield no reason to think that 
the specific proposition was true and so such a recognition would yield no 
justification. And the same issue also arises about our other example, the 
proposition that all bachelors are unmarried, and indeed about any application 
of the Fregean conception of analyticity.

Does the version of moderate empiricism that we are considering have any 
account to offer of how such truths of logic are themselves justified a priori? 
It seems clear on reflection that in fact, perhaps surprisingly, it does not. The 
whole idea of this version and of the conception of analyticity that it appeals 
to is, after all, that a priori justification can be accounted for by showing that 
the proposition in question is transformable into, reducible to, an instance 
of a truth of logic, but this idea is obviously incapable of accounting fully for 
the justification of logic itself. Perhaps some truths of logic are themselves 
transformable into instances of still more general truths of logic, but this 
process must come to an end at some point, leaving the justification of the 
remaining, most general truths of logic unaccounted for. But if this is so, then 
the justification of the other propositions that were reduced to these most 
general logical truths was not really fully accounted for either.

This is a subtle point, and we need to reflect on it carefully, “chew” on 
it a little, to make sure that its full significance has been grasped. Moder-
ate empiricism offers the hopeful promise that a priori justification can be 
accounted for in a way that removes the aura of mystery that allegedly sur-
rounds it. This is supposedly to be done by showing that such justification is 
really just a matter of meaning or definition or conceptual content, so that 
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the a priori justified claims in question do not really say anything substan-
tive about the world, but, as it is sometimes put, are “merely a matter of 
semantics.” But the version of moderate empiricism that we are presently 
considering has failed to fulfill this promise. On more careful scrutiny, it 
turns out to explain the a priori justifiable propositions that it does apply 
to only by showing that they are instances of, reducible to, more general 
truths, truths whose justification it does not account for. But then even the 
justification of the truths that are in this way explained has not been shown 
to be merely a matter of definition, merely semantical. What has been shown 
is only that the more specific, less general truths are specific instances of the 
more general truths of logic. But if the latter are themselves substantive, not 
merely matters of definition, genuinely about the world—and no reason at 
all has been found so far for denying or questioning this—then so also, it 
would seem, are their specific applications, with meaning or definition or 
conceptual content being relevant only to revealing that these applications 
do indeed have that status. (And we are now in a position to see that even 
the Kantian conception of analyticity faces the same objection: it too relies 
on truths of logic, albeit very simple and seemingly obvious ones, whose a 
priori justification it does not and cannot in principle account for.)

Thus the Frege-inspired version of moderate empiricism we have been 
considering clearly does not succeed. (But, something that applies to every 
such claim in this book, this does not mean that you should agree until and 
unless you have thought carefully on your own about whether this is right, 
whether there is any good reply on behalf of the view in question that has 
been overlooked.) Moreover, both of the objections raised against it in fact 
also apply to a conception of moderate empiricism built around the Kantian 
conception of analyticity, though I will leave you to spell these points out 
for yourselves. The question to which we must now turn, necessarily more 
briefly, is whether any other version of moderate empiricism, based on some 
different concept of analyticity, can do any better.

Another Conception of Analyticity
There are in fact, as already suggested, many other conceptions of analyticity 
and corresponding versions of moderate empiricism, far too many for them 
all to be considered in this book. Here I will focus on only one of these, 
chosen because it is probably one of the two conceptions of analyticity that 
have been mostly widely adopted (the other being the Fregean one already 
discussed).26 This version offers a much simpler conception of analyticity, de-
fining an analytic proposition as simply one that is true solely by virtue of its 
content or meaning. The advantage offered by this conception of analyticity 
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is that it may seem on the surface to handle the cases that caused problems 
for the Fregean conception, such as the examples listed above and the truths 
of logic, while dealing just as well with the examples to which the Fregean 
and Kantian conceptions apply.

But does it really? Indeed, does this conception of analyticity really offer 
a satisfactory explanation of any case of a priori justification? To try to get 
a handle on this issue, let us consider again one of the examples discussed 
earlier, the proposition that nothing can be red all over and green all over at the 
same time. Is this proposition true solely by virtue of its content or meaning 
in a way that explains how it is justified a priori?

Here we need to make sure that we keep the issue clearly in focus. Clearly, 
as we have already seen, the content of this claim is at least relevant to the is-
sue of justification: one who did not even understand that content obviously 
could not be justified in accepting the claim. (This, however, seems true for 
any sort of justification, shedding no special light on a priori justification in 
particular.) Moreover, anyone who understands that content can apparently 
also see at once that the proposition must be true, without the need for any 
appeal to anything further, such as experience—but this is just to say that 
this proposition is justified a priori and rather obviously so, while saying 
nothing yet about how or why this a priori justification obtains.

Thus the real issue here is not whether the content or meaning of the 
proposition is relevant in these ways, as it obviously is, but whether it is 
somehow by itself sufficient for justification. And if this issue is carefully 
considered, the answer seems to be “no.” To understand this content is to 
understand both which two specific properties are in question and the idea of 
there being an incompatibility between them. But to have a reason to think 
that the proposition is true, one must also see further that the two specific 
properties in question really do stand in this relationship of incompatibility, 
that redness and greenness are in fact so related that they cannot occupy the 
same region—and that is something over and above merely understanding 
the claim at issue, something which thus seems to require a further, inde-
pendent act of intellectual insight. It may be hard to imagine someone who 
grasps the content of this proposition without also at once having this further 
insight, but that does not in any way show that these are just the same thing. 
Thus, it seems, this version of moderate empiricism fails to really explain the 
a priori justification of this proposition.

My suggestion is that what is true in this case is true in general: that this 
version of moderate empiricism fails in fact to offer any genuine explanation 
of the a priori justification of any proposition—or at least none over and 
above the partial insight offered by the Fregean version previously discussed. 
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In every case, seeing that the proposition in question must be true will be 
an insight that goes beyond a mere understanding of its content, however 
invariably this further insight may in fact occur (which will in fact vary sub-
stantially from case to case). In effect, this version of moderate empiricism 
relies in an illegitimate way on the intuitive obviousness of many (though 
decidedly not all) a priori justified propositions. Because the truth of the 
propositions in question is so obvious once their content is understood, it is 
easy to think that an understanding of this content is all that is required for 
justification. But this, I am suggesting, is an illusion. Given a grasp of the 
content, there is always the further question of whether the claim in ques-
tion is true, and this will remain so no matter how obvious the answer to this 
further question may be. Indeed, it is just this obviousness, which is of course 
just self-evidence under another name, that needs to be accounted for, not 
just taken for granted. (That this further question always exists is again a 
claim that you should carefully reconsider on your own, thinking about the 
various examples that have been given here and about others that you think 
up for yourself.)

I would also suggest more generally that all other versions of moderate 
empiricism (and correlative conceptions of analyticity) have in fact one or 
the other of the same kinds of failings that we have found in the ones we 
have considered explicitly: either they merely reduce some cases of a priori 
justification to others, while leaving these remaining ones unaccounted for; 
or else, when carefully considered, they turn out to fail to really explain or ac-
count for a priori justification at all, relying tacitly on the very intuitive ob-
viousness (or seeming necessity) that is most in need of explanation. (Some 
few versions manage to combine both of these mistakes.) But this is not 
something that can be demonstrated or even further discussed here.27 Instead 
I will conclude this chapter with an examination of the other main position 
regarding the nature of a priori justification: the traditional rationalist view 
held by Descartes, Plato, and many other historical philosophers.

Rationalism

The central idea of the rationalist view concerning the nature of a priori 
justification is, at least at first glance, extremely simple and straightfor-
ward: a priori justification involves a direct insight (or apparent insight28) 
into the nature and structure of reality—where successful, one whose 
content is necessary, reflecting features and relations that could not fail to 
obtain. Consider again the proposition that nothing can be red and green all 
over at the same time. According to the rationalist, once I understand this 
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proposition, I am able to see or apprehend directly that the two properties 
do stand necessarily in the indicated relation of incompatibility, that each 
of them necessarily excludes the presence of the other, and so also that 
the proposition in question must be true. Similarly when I consider and 
understand the proposition that 2 � 3 � 5, I am apparently able to see or 
grasp directly that the sum indicated on the left-hand side of the equation 
is necessarily equal to the number indicated on the right-hand side, that is, 
that in any situation in which there are two things of some relevant kind 
and three more things of that kind and no more, there will necessarily al-
ways be exactly five things of the kind in question.

These a priori insights (as I will refer to them) obviously depend on an 
understanding of the content or meaning of each proposition, but they are 
not somehow merely reducible to that understanding. According to the ra-
tionalist, this is what is involved in every case of a priori justification, even 
those that conform to the Kantian or Fregean conceptions of analyticity. 
All that is special in those cases is that the insights in question conform to 
certain structural patterns that are shared by other parallel insights, where 
one can also see or grasp in a more general way that any proposition having 
that same structure must be true. But there is no apparent reason to think 
either that such common structures can be identified for all cases of a priori 
justification, nor, more importantly, that the presence of such a general 
structure somehow removes the need for the sort of insight into truth that 
the rationalist view advocates.

What should we think about this view? At one level, it accurately reflects 
what seems intuitively to go on in a case of a priori justification—seems, that 
is, before doubts and criticism have set in. In these cases, and many, many 
others, merely thinking carefully about a proposition and its ingredients 
seems to result in a clear conviction that the proposition in question must 
be true, and moreover a conviction that involves as an essential aspect an 
insight into why the proposition must be true. Many philosophers would ar-
gue, however, that the simplicity and initial intuitive plausibility of the view 
are purchased at the severe price of making it utterly mysterious at a deeper, 
more reflective level what a priori justification really amounts to or how it is 
supposed to work. Indeed, rationalism, though accepted more or less without 
question by almost all philosophers from Plato and Aristotle down to Des-
cartes and his immediate successors (including Locke), has been more or less 
constantly under attack since the time of Hume and Kant, and especially so 
for most of the last century. We must attempt to understand why this is so, 
what is supposed to be so objectionable or problematic about the rational-
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ism. I will approach this issue by considering some of the main questions and 
objections that have been raised in relation to the rationalist view.29

First, one important issue is how strong a claim the rationalist view can 
or should make about the a priori insights to which it appeals. Historically, 
most rationalists have claimed, or at least have seemed to claim, that a priori 
insight is infallible, that is, that claims justified in this way can never be 
mistaken—and indeed that this is itself a necessary fact that can be known 
a priori.30 But is such a claim at all plausible? And is there any good reason 
why the rationalist needs to make it?

The answer to both of these questions appears to be “no.” With regard to 
the first, it is hard to see how any human cognitive process could be entirely 
free from the possibility of error. What possible reason could there be for 
thinking that a priori insight is not affected by such things as lack of full at-
tention, failure to notice subtle detail, confusion, distraction, and the like, 
factors that seem to afflict every other sort of human cognitive operation? 
Moreover, this general reason to suspect fallibility is strongly reinforced by 
what seem to be clear examples of actual mistakes, including routine errors 
of calculation and reasoning, apparently clear but paradox-inducing insights 
in logic and mathematics, and at least many of the errors that are so con-
spicuous in the history of philosophy (a point that does not depend on being 
able to decide which philosophical views are mistaken or correct, but just on 
noticing the pervasive disagreement that makes it impossible for all or even 
very many of the historical views to be correct).

Is there any room for serious disagreement about this point? A proponent 
of infallibility might perhaps insist that the apparent a priori insights from 
which the erroneous judgments resulted were not real cases of a priori in-
sight, that genuine a priori insight is and must be infallible. But apart from 
any clear rationale for this claim, it is inherently futile if a priori insight is to 
serve as a basis for internalist justification in the way that the Cartesian view 
and most historical rationalists advocate.31 If mock a priori insights (as we 
might call them) cannot be distinguished from genuine ones by the person 
who has them, as the cases of error seem to plainly show to at least sometimes 
be the case, then the consequence of saying that justification results only 
from genuine insights will be that a person will be unable to tell whether or 
not a belief is justified on this basis—until its truth or falsity is established in 
some other way, making the justification supposedly provided by the insight 
no longer essential.32

Thus the rationalist must apparently say that the basis for a priori justifica-
tion is the appearance of a priori insight: the person’s seeming, given adequate 
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understanding and reasonably careful reflection, to find a proposition to be 
necessary.33 The belief that results from such an insight might still be mis-
taken (though there is no reason to think that the chance of error is very 
large—is there?). And such an error might be corrected in at least two ways: 
(i) by comparing that a priori belief with other, related ones, or (ii) by think-
ing even more carefully and fully about the claim in question and thereby 
coming to see the mistake.

Second, a closely related issue is whether beliefs justified a priori must 
be, as the historical rationalist tradition again on the whole seems to claim, 
immune to any possibility of refutation by experience. It is again unclear why 
a rationalist needs to make such a claim. His main thesis is that a priori in-
sight provides a source of justification distinct from experience, a thesis that 
is seemingly unaffected by the further issue of whether and to what extent 
the resulting justification is capable of being defeated or overridden by other 
sources of justification, whether by other a priori insights or by experience 
or by anything else.

But a further, related question is whether experience, and here we may 
limit ourselves for simplicity to sensory experience, ever does in fact conflict 
directly with a priori insight. Think about this in relation to the various ex-
amples discussed in this chapter: What sort of sensory or perceptual experi-
ence would conflict with the insight that nothing can be red and green all over 
at the same time? Or with the insight that 2 � 3 � 5? In a way it is easy to 
specify such conflicting experiences: they would be experiences of something 
that is red and green all over at the same time or of a situation in which 
there are two things and three more and no others, but still somehow not 
five altogether. But what is extremely doubtful is whether we can make sense 
of such specifications in any genuinely intelligible way, that is, whether we 
have any real idea of what such experiences could possibly be like. (Consider 
this question on your own: Do you think that you can clearly imagine such 
experiences?)

What this suggests (but obviously does not fully establish) is that in fact 
the issue of direct conflict between experience and a priori insight simply 
does not arise in any significant way. This would not mean that experience 
is simply irrelevant to claims supposedly justified a priori. What it would 
mean instead is that conflicts between experience and a priori justification 
are always indirect, depending on inferential connections of some sort whose 
justification can in the end only itself be a priori.34 And this would mean in 
turn that experience could undercut or refute one a priori claim only in a way 
that relies at the same time on other a priori justified claims, and thus could 
not pose a challenge to a priori justification in general.
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Third, a fairly pervasive, but rarely fully articulated concern among 
philosophers about the idea of a priori insight focuses on its nondiscursive 
character: on the fact that appeals to direct a priori insight involve in gen-
eral nothing like steps of reasoning or the appeal to independent criteria or 
standards (for how would those be justified?—think about it), nothing but 
the bare and seemingly brute fact of the insight itself.35 Is it not fundamen-
tally irrational to rely on something as unargued, as inarticulate as this? This 
description is at least a bit misleading in that the insights in question can 
often be elaborated to some degree or intellectually displayed and discussed, 
but it is fundamentally correct that for rationalism the a priori insight is an 
autonomous and irreplaceable basis for justification that cannot be somehow 
translated into or reduced to something more discursive.

The question is whether there is any real objection to be found in the 
vicinity of this point. The rationalist will happily agree on the fundamentally 
unargued, direct or immediate character of a priori insight, but will insist that 
any nonskeptical view must accept something having this sort of status. For 
what is the alternative? Criteria or standards must themselves be justified. 
Steps of reasoning require premises, not all of which can be derived from fur-
ther steps, on pain of an infinite regress; and the correctness of the steps still 
has to be directly, nondiscursively recognized. Thus some variety of justifica-
tion that does not depend on further reasons or steps is apparently required if 
there is to be any justification at all, and (as argued above) a nonexperiential 
one if there are to be any justified claims that transcend experience—so that 
its having that character is in itself no objection to a priori insight.

Fourth, a closely related concern focuses on the possibility that the a priori 
insights of different people, or even of the same person at different times, 
might conflict with each other. This, it might be argued, is what is wrong 
with the appeal to brute, nondiscursive insight: it leaves no recourse in cases 
of disagreement. Of course, if the point just made that discursive procedures 
must ultimately rely on such nondiscursive insights is correct, then such 
procedures could not, even if available, provide a general solution to this 
problem. (Think carefully why this is so.) But even if this is right, the issue 
of how to resolve conflicts of a priori insight still remains.

Probably there is no general solution to this problem. There are many 
things that can be tried: Those involved can investigate separately or, even 
better, together whether there is some ambiguity or unclarity in their under-
standings of the claim or claims in question that accounts for the disagree-
ment. They can look for independent premises, some justified a priori and 
some perhaps empirically, which they both accept, that can be used in vari-
ous ways to resolve the conflict. They can each try to articulate their insights 
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in different, perhaps somewhat more detailed ways, in the hope that some 
change or refinement in one or both insights will occur in a way that resolves 
the dispute. They can enlist the aid of others, who may be able to find ways 
to help one or both to see how their seeming insights were mistaken. They 
can each ponder and reflect on their own to try to find some mistake or con-
fusion. In other words, they can do all of the various things that people have 
always done in such situations. But there is also no guarantee that any of 
these approaches will work in a particular case, and thus at least the possibil-
ity exists that some such conflicts will persist even though all such means of 
resolution have been thoroughly tried. (Though it seems doubtful—doesn’t 
it?—that this situation occurs very frequently.) What each of those involved 
should do or think in a case where such a conflict of insights remains unre-
solved is a difficult and subtle issue, one that depends on the details of the 
case and on the apparent clarity and sureness of their individual insights. But 
does the possibility of such cases pose any general objection to the reliance 
on a priori insight—even in the many cases where no such conflict occurs? 
It is hard to see why it should. (Is this an adequate response, or can you see 
some way to push the objection further?)

Fifth, many philosophers have asked what metaphysical picture lies behind 
the appeal to a priori insight. Here the most obvious and standard answer 
was well articulated by the British philosopher Bertrand Russell, in a rela-
tively early work,36 and I will briefly summarize his view. For Russell, a priori 
knowledge ultimately has to do with relations of universals. These are abstract 
entities: such things as properties (the property of redness or the property of 
being a tree), relations (the relation of being larger than, the relation of be-
ing a necessary consequence of), numbers (2, �), and the like. Such entities 
are, according to Russell, part of reality, but are neither physical nor mental 
in character. They do not exist in time or space. (Russell puts this by say-
ing that they do not exist at all, though they do subsist or have being.) Not 
only a priori justifiable truths but in fact all truths of any kind have at least 
partially to do with such universals. Thus in order to know any truths, we 
must directly apprehend (or, as Russell puts it, must be acquainted with) the 
relevant universals. One way to do this, according to him, is to abstract from 
the experience of particular instances of the universals in question: for ex-
ample, one who experiences several different red items can thereby become 
acquainted with the general property of redness that they all possess.

According to Russell, a priori knowledge results from directly apprehend-
ing necessary relations between the universals with which we are acquainted. 
This is, in his view, what is happening in examples like the ones involving 
the proposition that nothing can be red and green all over at the same time or 
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that 2 � 3 � 5, as discussed earlier in this section. Such propositions are 
self-evident. That is, they are evident by virtue of the very content of the 
propositions itself, where what determines that content is the particular uni-
versals they involve and the specific way in which these universals are put 
together or structured in each case. (Look back at our earlier discussion of 
these examples to see how well it fits this picture.) Many other philosophers, 
both rationalists and nonrationalists, have believed that the rationalist ac-
count of a priori insight and its role in justification implicitly involves a 
metaphysical picture of at least approximately this sort. And many recent 
philosophers especially have thought that such a “Platonistic” metaphysics 
is fundamentally untenable, so that this would constitute a further objection 
to rationalism, perhaps the most serious of all.

In fact, however, neither of these claims is obviously correct. While there 
is undeniably some plausibility to the idea that rationalism is ultimately com-
mitted to the sort of picture that Russell presents, this has surely not been 
established or even investigated in anything like a thorough way. And, more 
importantly, the supposed objections to such a view are, in my judgment, 
much less compelling than they are usually taken to be. But further discus-
sion of these matters is impossible in this book, so I will have to leave them 
to your further consideration, in light of whatever background in metaphys-
ics you either presently have or eventually acquire.

I have suggested that there are serious problems with moderate empiri-
cism and have tried to suggest that rationalism presents at least a more at-
tractive option than it is usually regarded as doing. But, like all the discus-
sions in the present book, our discussion of a priori justification has been 
very much less than conclusive, with plenty of loose ends and further issues 
left for you to pursue.

There is, however, one last important point to be made about the choice 
between these two views, before we turn to issues having to do with empiri-
cal justification. We saw in chapter 4 that an appeal to a priori justification 
seems to offer the only hope for a nonskeptical response to the problem of 
induction,37 and we will see in chapter 7 that something similar seems to 
be true for the problem of justifying beliefs about the material world on the 
basis of our sense experience. In fact, however, it is very doubtful that either 
of these appeals to a priori justification, or indeed the a priori justification 
of any inference whose conclusion goes beyond direct experience, could 
succeed if the moderate empiricist view of a priori justification were cor-
rect. Here I will focus on the issue of induction, leaving the application of 
essentially the same point to the issue of the external world to be made after 
you have learned about that issue. The basic question is whether, given a 
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moderate empiricist view, it could possibly be justifiable a priori that a stan-
dard inductive conclusion is likely to be true if the corresponding standard 
inductive premise is true. And the answer seems to be that it could not, that 
the latter claim obviously goes beyond the meaning or content of the former 
in a way that would rule out its being merely a tautological consequence of 
that meaning or content.38 (Seeing this point clearly will require getting re-
ally clear, probably clearer than you are so far, about just what the moderate 
empiricist is saying.) This does not, of course, resolve the issue between the 
two views of a priori justification, but it does perhaps bring out a little more 
clearly just how much is at stake.
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Immediate Experience

We have now examined the first main part of what many, beginning with 
Descartes, have regarded as the basis or foundation for justification and 
knowledge, namely a priori insight and the beliefs that it allegedly justi-
fies. In this chapter, we turn to what has been regarded as the second main 
foundational component: immediate experience and the justification that 
allegedly results from it. Though we will have to discuss the general idea 
of immediate experience, our main focus will be on the particular variety 
of immediate experience allegedly involved in sense perception—for it is 
here, according to most philosophers in the general Cartesian tradition, 
that the main basis for knowledge of the material world “external” to mind 
is to be found.

The Concept of Immediacy

What then is immediate experience? What exactly is the significance of 
describing it as “immediate” (or, alternatively, as “direct”)? The contrast, 
as the term itself suggests, is with things that although still experienced in 
some sense, are experienced via the mediation of something else, something 
that is itself experienced more directly or immediately. But just what sort of 
mediation is at issue here?

Perhaps the clearest examples of experience that is less than fully imme-
diate are those involving explicit inference. Thus, for example, suppose that 
upon hearing a certain distinctive thumping or vibrating noise, I am puzzled 
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(and perhaps slightly alarmed) for just a moment, and then realize (because 
this is the overwhelmingly best explanation for the sound) that my dog Willy 
is scratching himself, as he often does, and bumping against the dining room 
table as he does it. Here it would be quite natural to say that I hear, and thus 
experience, my dog scratching and bumping into the table. But it also seems 
reasonable to say that my experience of the scratching and bumping is medi-
ated by (a) an experience or awareness of the sound this activity produces 
that is more direct and (b) an inference from the awareness of this sound to 
the thought that the dog is behaving in the way described.

Why exactly might we be tempted to say this? In the first place, my aware-
ness of Willy’s activity is obviously caused by my awareness of the sound, 
which is thus in a sense prior. And, second, the reason or justification both (i) 
for the belief that I come to have in this case that Willy is indeed scratching 
and bumping, and (ii) for the belief (whether held by me or by an external 
observer) that I do hear Willy behaving in this way (think carefully about 
the difference between these two beliefs) clearly depends on my having an 
awareness of the sound.1 We need not worry for the moment about whether 
my inference is really justified and, if so, how. All that matters for the mo-
ment is that it takes place and that my experience of Willy’s activity conse-
quently depends on my prior experience of the noise in both of these ways.2

Consider now a series of modified examples. As I become more familiar 
with this particular doggy activity, my momentary hesitation becomes briefer 
and briefer and the inference in question becomes less and less considered 
and explicit. Eventually we reach a case where it is no longer clear that any 
explicit inference is taking place at all: one in which I just think at once, 
with no hesitation or uncertainty at all, that Willy is again scratching and 
bumping the table. In this last case, I may no longer focus on the noise in any 
very explicit way, and it might even be questioned whether I am very explic-
itly aware of it at all. Intuitively, what I am primarily aware of experiencing 
is just the scratching and bumping activity of the dog.

But even in this case, it seems clear that my experience or awareness of 
the dog’s activity is still causally dependent on an awareness of some sort of 
the sound. After all, if my ears were plugged or otherwise disabled, I would 
obviously no longer be aware in any sense of the dog’s activity (assuming, of 
course, that I do not perceive it in some other way). Moreover, if someone 
(perhaps someone who does not know what is causing the sound) were to ask 
whether I heard that funny thumping and vibrating noise, the answer would 
plainly be “yes”; and (a trickier and less obvious point—think carefully about 
it) it would also seemingly be true that my awareness of the sound did not 
just begin at the point when the question was asked, but rather was present 
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earlier as an element in my total conscious experience, even though I was not 
focusing on it explicitly. In addition, the most crucial point, both the belief 
that the dog’s activity is taking place and the belief that I am hearing this 
activity still seem to depend for their justification (assuming for the moment 
that they are justified at all) on my awareness of the sound, even though 
there is no longer an explicit inference involved—at least, this is something 
that many, many philosophers have taken to be obviously true.3 The main 
reasons for such a view are, first, the continuity of this case with the earlier 
ones in which the justificational dependence is clearer and also, second, the 
alleged absence of any good alternative account of where the justification 
might come from.4

We now have a reasonably clear set of examples in which one thing (the 
noise produced by Willy’s activity) is experienced more immediately than 
something else (that activity itself). But most if not all philosophers who 
have ever invoked the notion of immediate experience would also deny 
that the sound is itself immediately experienced. Sounds, after all, are still 
physical occurrences external to the mind: vibrations in the air. As Des-
cartes would have been quick to point out, a sound is thus something about 
which the evil genius might deceive me. Hence, he might argue, what is 
experienced most immediately in this situation is not the external, physical 
sound, but rather something subjective and mental, about which, in his view, 
I could not be deceived: the aural sensations or apparent aural qualities that 
would still occur even if the evil genius were deceiving me about the physical 
sound or, alternatively, even if I were merely hallucinating it or experiencing 
it in a dream.5 And here too the claim would be, first, that my experience 
of the physical sound, assuming that I really am experiencing one, clearly 
depends on or results from my experience or awareness of these subjective 
sensations; and, second, that my reason or justification (if any) for thinking 
both that such a sound has actually occurred and that I have experienced it 
also depends on my experience of these sensations, making that experience 
also prior from a justificatory standpoint.

In fact, according to the general view held by Descartes and many others, 
essentially the same thing is true of all cases in which we experience or seem 
to experience external material objects or processes: in each such case, it is 
subjective sensations or subjectively experienced qualities that are experi-
enced most immediately; and it is upon the experience of these subjective 
entities or processes or whatever exactly they are (more on this shortly) 
that the justification, if any, for the resulting claims about both the material 
world and my (less immediate) experiencing of it depends. This is obvi-
ously a major and not at all initially obvious philosophical thesis, for which 
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some substantial argument is accordingly required. One argument here is 
Descartes’s own, invoking the specter of the evil genius. (This argument was 
briefly suggested but not developed in the previous paragraph—you should 
think more about just how much force, if any, it has.) We will look at some 
further, more widely advocated arguments shortly.

Before doing that, however, we need to probe further into the idea of im-
mediacy itself. If something is experienced less immediately when the experi-
ence of it is dependent in these ways on an experience of something else, so 
that the latter experience is prior in both the causal and justificatory order, 
then a thing that is experienced fully immediately would apparently be one 
the experience of which is not in these ways dependent on the experience 
of anything else. The intuitive picture that proponents of immediacy seem to 
have in mind, often without articulating it very explicitly, is that the object 
of immediate experience is directly before “the eye of the mind,” directly 
present to its mental gaze. This is why the awareness of this object is not 
dependent in any way on the awareness of anything else. The fundamental 
Cartesian assumption is that it is with such immediate awareness that all 
justification that is not purely a priori begins.

Another quasi-metaphorical term that has sometimes been used to ex-
press this idea of immediate experience is acquaintance, sometimes also with 
the added adjectives “immediate” or “direct.”6 Again the suggestion is that 
there is no gap of any sort between the mind and the object with which it 
is immediately or directly acquainted (as seems commonsensically to be the 
case when a person is directly introduced to someone else), thus no need for 
anything like inference, and accordingly also no room for doubt of any sort. 
(It is important to recognize that both such talk of acquaintance and the 
invocation of the “eye of the mind” are highly metaphorical in character; a 
large part of the issue here is just how appropriate these metaphors really are 
and how much weight they can bear.)

What things are we supposed to be immediately aware of or “acquainted” 
with in this sense? As we saw earlier, Descartes’s view is apparently that we 
are immediately aware of the existence and contents of all of our conscious 
states of mind, a view that has been adopted by many others. These would 
include, first, sensory experiences of the sort that we have just been discuss-
ing, about which we will shortly have a good deal more to say. Included also 
would be, second, bodily sensations, such as itches, pains, tingles, and the like. 
These are naturally regarded as experiences of various events and processes in 
the physical body, but Descartes’s point again would be that there is in each 
of these cases something directly or immediately present to consciousness, 
something that cannot be doubted, even though the more remote bodily 
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cause certainly can be.7 The third main category of states of whose existence 
and content we are allegedly immediately aware are conscious instances of 
what are sometimes referred to as “propositional attitudes”: conscious beliefs 
or acceptances of propositions, together with conscious wonderings, fearings, 
doubtings, desirings, intendings, and so forth, also having propositional con-
tent. In these cases, the view would be that I am immediately aware both of 
the propositional content (what it is that is believed, doubted, or whatever) 
and of the distinctive attitude toward that content that such a state involves 
(believing or accepting it, wondering whether it is true, fearing that it might 
be true, and so forth). On the other hand, I am of course not immediately 
aware of the contents of those merely dispositional states that are also often 
classified as mental: dispositional beliefs and desires, emotions like fear or 
hatred or anger (as opposed to the conscious manifestations of those emo-
tions), traits of character, and the like. (Think carefully about the difference 
between these two general kinds of things that are standardly included in the 
category of “mental states.”)

For epistemological purposes, the most important—and commonsensi-
cally implausible—part of this general set of doctrines is the view that in 
ordinary sensory perception, I never immediately or directly experience the 
ordinary objects and events in the material world that I seem to be per-
ceiving, but instead only subjective objects or processes or states (the right 
category is not quite clear at this point) of the sort that have so far been 
indicated with the perhaps not altogether appropriate term “sensation.” If 
this view is correct, as was believed without much question by Descartes 
and his immediate successors (again, especially Locke), then, as we will see 
in the next chapter, it has very momentous consequences for the further 
issue of how beliefs about the material world are justified and indeed of 
whether they can be justified at all. We will look next at the two main 
arguments, over and above Descartes’s appeal to the evil genius, that have 
been offered for this general view.

The Argument from Illusion

First Stage
The standard label for the first argument (as indicated in the heading) is in 
fact something of a misnomer: it would be better described, as we will see, as 
“the argument from illusion, hallucination, and perceptual relativity,” with 
these two added kinds of examples probably playing in the end a more im-
portant role than examples of illusion proper. The argument was first stated 
explicitly by Berkeley,8 but it is hard to avoid thinking that Descartes and 
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Locke also had something like it in mind. The argument falls fairly naturally 
into two main stages.

We will honor the traditional label by starting with an example of illu-
sion. Consider the case of a straight stick, say an ordinary broomstick, that 
looks bent when half of it is immersed in reasonably clear water. (If you have 
never actually encountered such a case, it might be a good idea to perform 
this or a similar experiment yourself: a pencil in a clear glass of water will do 
fine.) The argument would then be as follows. What I am immediately aware 
of, the thing that is directly before my mind, that object or entity or what-
ever it is that is just there in my “visual field” in such a case, is undeniably 
bent: I observe directly that it has two straight sections that are clearly at 
an angle to one another. But the only relevant material object, the broom-
stick itself, is not bent in this way (as determined by viewing it out of water, 
feeling along it, inserting it successfully into a straight piece of pipe, and so 
on). Therefore, by the logical law that things having different, incompat-
ible properties cannot be identical (one aspect of what is often referred to 
as “Leibniz’s Law”), the immediate object of my experience, the thing that 
according to the proponents of this argument really is bent, cannot be the 
physical broomstick, but must instead be something else that is apparently 
not to be found in the material world at all, but rather exists only in or in 
relation to my experience. The British philosophers John Locke and George 
Berkeley spoke here of “ideas” or “ideas of sense,” while more recent philoso-
phers have used the term “sense-data” (singular: “sense-datum”—see further 
below).9 But this latter term, especially, introduces a substantial amount of 
theoretical baggage that will be considered later on, but should not be pre-
supposed yet. (You should try to think of other examples that are referred to 
as examples of perceptual “illusions,” and see if a parallel argument seems to 
apply to them; in some cases it will, but in others the application is at least 
not so straightforward.)

Consider now a second example, this time an example of hallucination. 
Having had quite a bit too much to drink, I seem to see very lifelike green 
rats scurrying around me, darting between my legs and under the furniture. 
In this case, so the argument goes, the things that I am immediately experi-
encing are undeniably green and variously rat-shaped: again such objects (or 
instances of whatever metaphysical category they ultimately fall into—see 
below) are just there in my visual field, not arrived at by inference or anything 
analogous to inference, but just basic, undeniable elements of my experience. 
But, although I may not fully realize this at the moment in question, there 
is in fact nothing at all in the immediately adjacent material world that has 
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these two properties of being green and rat-shaped, nor indeed, we may eas-
ily suppose, either one of them. I might come to know this by asking other 
people or perhaps by closing and locking the door and looking carefully after 
I have sobered up, but all that really matters is that it is true. Thus here too, 
it is argued, the green and rat-shaped elements undeniably present in my im-
mediate experience cannot be identified with anything physical,10 but must 
again apparently be entities that somehow exist only in or in relation to that 
experience. (Again, you should try to think of parallel examples and assess 
this general line of argument in relation to them.)

Consider, finally, an example of perceptual relativity. Looking from some 
distance at what I know independently to be a table with a rectangular top, 
I am immediately aware of a roughly trapezoidal shape, with what I think of 
as the closer edge of the table presenting an appearance that is quite discern-
ibly longer than that presented by the farther edge. But there is once again 
no external material surface in the vicinity having such a trapezoidal shape, 
something that could again be determined in a variety of ways. Thus, it is 
argued once again, the trapezoidal element present in my immediate experi-
ence, since it has a shape that no material thing in the relevant vicinity has, 
cannot be identified with anything in the external material world and so 
must once more be some distinct experiential or experience-related entity 
that actually has the trapezoidal shape that I experience.11 (Here too, you 
should try to think of parallel examples, which are in this case much more 
numerous and easy to find.)

The conclusion arrived at so far is that in all three of these examples and 
in others that are similar, the immediate object of my experience is not some-
thing in the external material world,12 but rather some other sort of entity 
or entities with quite a different sort of nature and status (to be discussed 
further below). Obviously the first two examples, especially the second, are 
relatively unusual in character. But examples like the third one are much 
more common, reflecting an aspect that seems to be present in one way or 
another in virtually all of our perceptual experience. It is very, very common 
when perceiving a material object or situation to be immediately aware, at 
least in part, of properties, including relational properties, that the object 
or objects in question do not, according to our best judgments about them, 
actually possess: colors that are affected or distorted by such things as reflec-
tions, varied lighting, and colored glasses or windows; shapes that are in part 
a reflection of perspective and distance; perceived relative sizes that do not 
correspond to the actual sizes of the relevant objects; felt temperatures that 
are affected by whatever was handled just before; and so forth.
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Second Stage
If this conclusion is right (something that we will eventually have to con-
sider further), then there are at least many cases of sensory experience (or, in 
the examples of hallucination, apparent sensory experience) in which what 
we immediately experience is something other than material objects and 
situations: relatively rare cases of illusion and hallucination and much more 
common cases of perceptual relativity. But nothing said so far comes even 
close to justifying the stronger thesis mentioned earlier: the thesis that what 
we are immediately aware of in all cases of sensory experience, whether actual 
or apparent, is never an ordinary, external material object. To support this 
much more sweeping conclusion, a second, supplementary stage of argument 
is needed, comprising three distinct, but mutually supporting subarguments.

First, it is possible to extend the result of the discussion of perceptual 
relativity in the following way. There are obviously lots of examples where a 
material object is experienced in which some of the immediately experienced 
qualities are not different from and incompatible with (at least not clearly 
so) the relevant qualities that common-sense judgment ascribes to that ob-
ject. Thus, for example, although I can immediately experience a trapezoidal 
shape in connection with the table, I can also, by putting myself in an opti-
mum position (think about how I might have to do this!), immediately ex-
perience a rectangular shape, one whose proportions correspond more or less 
exactly to the “real” shape of the table (as specified by common sense). And 
similarly for color, temperature, and many other kinds of perceivable quali-
ties.13 So far, then, the foregoing line of argument would provide no reason 
for thinking that when I experience these “true” qualities, I am immediately 
experiencing anything other than a material object itself.

But there is an important feature of at least many such cases that we need 
to take note of. Think again of the table example. Suppose that I have ob-
tained a perspective from which I experience the “true” rectangular shape of 
the table. But suppose that I am, from that perspective, still not experiencing 
the “true” color of the table: in reality, it is a light blond color, but due to my 
colored glasses or the dim lighting, I am experiencing a much darker, more 
reddish shade of brown. Think now of what my actual experience would be 
like in such a case. What would happen, at least roughly, is that there would 
in a clearly intelligible sense be a rectangular patch of reddish brown color in 
my “visual field.” The issue we are presently considering is whether although 
my immediate experience of the color is not an immediate experience of the 
material table (since that isn’t its “true” color), my immediate experience 
of the “true” rectangular shape might still be an immediate experience of 
the table. But does this view really make good sense? After all, what both 
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outlines and fills the rectangular shape that I experience is precisely the 
very reddish brown color that I experience, so that apart from the awareness 
of the color, I would have no awareness of the shape. Given this intimate 
connection between them, it is hard to see how that very shape and that very 
color could be immediately experienced features of two quite different kinds 
of objects or entities, one an external, independently existing material object 
and the other an object, entity, or whatever it is that, as we have been put-
ting it so far, exists only in or in relation to my experience. On the contrary, 
the immediately experienced object or entity or whatever it is that has the 
immediately experienced “true” shape seems necessarily to be the very same 
one that has the immediately experienced non-“true” color, so that if the 
latter is not the material table, then neither is the former.14

And there seem to be many other examples of the same general sort: ex-
amples (i) where though some of the immediately experienced qualities are 
those that commonsensically are the “true” qualities of the material object, 
others are not; and (ii) where the “true” qualities are related in experience 
to the “false” ones in such a way as it make it difficult or impossible to make 
sense of the idea that the entities to which the two kinds of qualities belong 
are distinct. To give one more example, if what I immediately experience in 
relation to an external, material sound has a pitch that is different from the 
sound’s true pitch (perhaps due to some problem with my ears), but a timbre 
that is the same as its true timbre then neither my immediate experience of 
the pitch nor my immediate experience of the inextricably connected timbre 
can be an immediate experience of the physical sound, since the same im-
mediately experienced object has both properties. If this is right, then even 
many cases in which we immediately experience some of the “true” qualities 
of material objects will still turn out not to be cases where we immediately 
experience those material objects themselves. Exactly how far this argument 
can be pushed is not altogether clear, however, and it is at least not entirely 
clear that it has the result that ordinary, external material objects are never 
immediately experienced. (Think about this issue by considering a variety 
of examples for yourself. The main question is whether there are any clear 
examples of perception in which all of the set of immediately experienced 
qualities, or at least all those that are inextricably bound up with each other 
in the way indicated, can be plausibly regarded as the “true” qualities of the 
relevant material objects.)

Second, philosophers attempting to extend the conclusion of the first 
stage of the argument from illusion have pointed also to the fact that the 
conscious character of an immediate experience in which (assuming that 
we accept the first stage) we are immediately experiencing something other 
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than a material object is often indiscernible from the conscious character of 
an immediate experience in which we might still, for all that has been shown 
so far (not counting, for the moment, the first of the second-stage arguments 
just given), be immediately experiencing a material object itself. Thus if my 
experience of the green rats is sufficiently lifelike, which is apparently often 
true in such cases, I may well be unable to tell whether it is an experience of 
real green rats (dyed for some purpose) or not by simply scrutinizing the con-
scious experience itself. Instead, I will have to appeal to collateral informa-
tion involving such things as my failure to find any trace of rats when I wake 
up in the morning or the fact that rats of that color do not occur naturally 
or perhaps my general awareness of my state of inebriation. Similarly, and 
even more obviously, if I want to distinguish cases where I am experiencing 
the “true” color of an actual object from cases in which I am not, it will do 
no good to carefully scrutinize the color experiences themselves. Instead, I 
have to rely on further information about lighting conditions, the presence 
of sunglasses, previous knowledge of the specific objects or kinds of objects 
in question, knowledge of the way in which light reflecting of a surface can 
produce a glare that distorts the “true” color, and the like.

The case of shape is more complicated and at least somewhat debatable. 
Clearly I can normally tell when I am looking at an ordinary object from the 
sort of perspective that makes something other than its “true” shape appear 
as the immediately perceived quality in my visual field. (Thus, while I am 
often fooled about the “true” colors of things, I am much more rarely fooled 
about their “true” shape.) But even here it is doubtful that my experience 
of the trapezoidal shape could be distinguished from my experience (from a 
different perspective) of the “true” rectangular shape of the tabletop simply 
by examining the conscious character of those shape experiences themselves. 
Instead, I am able to tell when I am experiencing the “true” shape by rely-
ing on cues having to do with my perceptions of the legs and other distinct 
parts of the table, my perceptions of other objects in the vicinity of or lying 
on the table, my knowledge of how light looks when reflected off such a 
surface at an angle, my background knowledge of this table and of tables in 
general, and so on. What I am suggesting is that in a case where all of these 
background elements were systematically eliminated, the immediate experi-
ence of the “true” shape would be indiscernible in its conscious character 
from the perspectivally distorted experiences that did not reflect the true 
shape. (Imagine a set of tabletops of various regular and irregular shapes, thin 
enough for the edges not to be very distinctly perceivable, hung at different 
angles to the observer by thin, invisible wires, and so lighted and of such 
surface reflectance as to give no clue to the angle on the basis of anything 
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like the presence or absence of glare. Then the point is that the immediate 
experiences of the various shapes would not be distinguishable as experiences 
of the “true” shapes or not simply by appeal to the conscious character of the 
experiences themselves.)

Suppose that we accept, at least provisionally, this claim that immediate 
experiences of “true” qualities are not distinguishable by appeal to their con-
scious character from immediate experiences of “false” qualities. The further 
argument is then that if in some cases the immediate object of experience 
is really an ordinary, external material object (such as the table), while in 
others it is something other than any such object, something that exists only 
in or in relation to the experience itself, then it would surely be reasonable 
to expect there to be some discernible difference between the conscious 
characters of these two sorts of experiences. The idea here is that if what is 
“directly before the mind” in these two sorts of cases is as different in nature 
as an external material object is from these subjective, mind-dependent or 
mind-related entities (whose nature we have admittedly not yet said any-
thing very specific about), then this difference should surely make some dif-
ference to the conscious character of the experience itself. Thus if the two 
experiences are really indistinguishable in their conscious character, and if 
the immediate experiences involving “false” qualities cannot, as already ar-
gued, be immediate experiences of external material objects, it would follow 
that the immediate experiences involving “true” qualities are not immediate 
experiences of the external material objects either. Instead, it is suggested, 
what is immediately experienced in both sorts of cases are objects or entities 
or whatever exactly they are of the same basic kind, ones that exists only in 
or in relation to the experience. At least in the cases involving the “true” 
qualities, we can also be properly said to experience the material object that 
really has those qualities—but not immediately.

Third, in addition to the indiscernibility in conscious character of the 
immediate experiences involving “true” qualities and those involving “false” 
ones, there is also in many cases a striking continuity between immediate ex-
periences of these two kinds. Consider the table case again, and suppose that 
I am able to move continuously from the immediate experience of the “false” 
trapezoidal shape to an immediate experience of the “true” rectangular 
shape. (Perhaps I am lying at the end of the sort of mechanically controlled 
movable platform used in making motion pictures.) Think of the series of im-
mediate experiences that I would have in such a situation: first, of the clearly 
trapezoidal shape; then, as I move closer to being directly over the table, a 
series of less and less trapezoidal shapes (that is, shapes in which the angles of 
the sides in relation to the farther edge become smaller and those in relation 
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to the nearer edge larger, so that all of these angles gradually get closer to 
right angles); then finally an immediate experience of an exactly rectangular 
shape; and then, if I look back and continue to move, a series of shapes that 
are at first again slightly trapezoidal and then become more and more so.

According to the hypothesis being argued against, the one that accepts 
the first stage of the argument from illusion but still holds that at least some 
immediate experiences involving “true” qualities are immediate experiences 
of the external material object itself, all of the immediate experiences in this 
sequence except the one involving the exactly rectangular shape are immedi-
ate experiences of entities existing only in or in relation to experience, but 
that single immediate experience is an immediate experience of the table 
top itself. But, the argument now goes, this is very difficult to believe in light 
of the continuity just described. How can it be, given a series of immediate 
experiences that shade into each other so gradually and continuously, that at 
some point there is a radical shift of this sort in the object or entity or what-
ever it is that is being immediate experienced? Surely this sort of “jump” from 
the entities existing only in or in relation to experience (whatever exactly 
their nature may be) to an external material object would have to involve 
some sort of consciously discernible break or discontinuity in the experiential 
sequence? Thus if, as seems to be the case, no such break or discontinuity can 
be found, the conclusion indicated is that no such “jump” occurs, that the 
object or entity or whatever it is that is being immediately experienced at the 
instant when the shape is perfectly rectangular is of the same general sort as 
those being immediately experienced in the other cases, and thus is not an 
external material object.

The same sort of argument can be made for many of the other examples 
in which there are immediate experiences of both “false” and “true” qualities: 
lighting can be gradually varied, the darkness and tint of glasses gradually in-
creased or decreased (think here of the sunglasses that darken gradually when 
exposed to sunlight and then lighten gradually when such light is absent), 
the broomstick can be very slowly and gradually immersed in the water, the 
motion that distorts the pitch of sounds can be varied gradually, and so on. 
To be sure, it does not seem to work for at least the most striking cases of 
hallucinations, such as the green rats, to which only the second of the three 
sub-arguments is really applicable.

The Argument from Illusion: Evaluation
What evaluation should we make of the argument from illusion? Does it re-
ally establish the conclusion that it purports to establish, namely, that in sen-
sory experiences (and apparent sensory experiences, as in the hallucination 
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case), we never immediately experience external material objects in the way 
that we commonsensically think that we do? This is a very complicated 
question that I will largely leave to you to consider and discuss, offering only 
a few further suggestions as to some of the issues involved. Pretty clearly in 
thinking about this question, you should think separately about the two main 
stages of the argument.

First, is there any defensible way to reject the conclusion of the first stage? 
This is very hard to do in the hallucination case, in which it seems most 
clear that there is something (though not necessarily, as we will see, a genuine 
object) being immediately experienced that cannot be an external material 
object. Could the conclusion be rationally rejected in the other sorts of cases? 
Could we say, for example, in the stick in water case that what is being im-
mediately experienced is just the two parts of the material stick, with the 
circumstances merely creating the illusion that they are at an angle to each 
other? (But isn’t it the result of that illusion that is immediately experienced, 
and what exactly is that?) Could we say in the table case that even where the 
immediately experienced shape is trapezoidal, we are still experiencing the 
material table, which merely looks trapezoidal from that perspective? (But 
what is it for it to look trapezoidal?) Could we perhaps even deny that there 
is anything genuinely trapezoidal involved? (But then what about that appar-
ent shape in my visual field? What exactly is it?)15

Second, even if we were to decide that the first stage of the argument 
cannot be rejected, is there perhaps some defensible way to reject the conclu-
sion of the second stage? Here the three subarguments need to be separately 
assessed. In fact, it is pretty clear that none of these is conclusive by itself, 
and hence also that they are not conclusive together.16 Thus, for the first sub-
argument, isn’t it still possible that the immediate experience of the “true” 
shape could be an immediate experience of the material object, even though 
the conjoined immediate experience of the “false” color is not? And, in ad-
dition, it would be very difficult to show conclusively that all cases in which 
a “true” quality is immediately experienced are also cases in which at least 
one “false” quality is also immediately experienced in the closely connected 
way discussed earlier. (Again, can you think of clear cases to the contrary?) 
As for the second subargument, it is surely not impossible that immediate 
experiences of very different sorts of objects or entities might be indiscernible 
in their conscious character. (But isn’t it nonetheless seriously unlikely, es-
pecially when the difference is this large?) And as for the third subargument, 
it is surely also not impossible that an indiscernible shift in what is being im-
mediately experienced could occur in an experientially continuous series of 
such experiences. (But doesn’t it again seem quite unlikely?) The issue that 
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you should think about is thus how strongly these subarguments separately 
and together support the conclusion in question.

The Causal or Scientific Argument

The second main argument for the thesis that the immediate object of sen-
sory (or apparently sensory) experience is never the external material object 
that we seem commonsensically to be perceiving (assuming that such an 
object is actually present) appeals to broadly scientific facts about the percep-
tual processes that are causally responsible, in at least normal, nonhallucina-
tory cases, for such experiences. Consider a perceptual experience in which 
I seem to see a light yellow ball about the size of a basketball sitting on the 
ground some distance away on the other side of my yard. What I immediately 
experience is something that occupies a round region in my visual field and 
is light yellow (with the sorts of perceived variations in color that seem to 
reflect the curvature of the ball’s surface and the effects due to lighting and 
shadow). As so far described (and setting aside the argument from illusion for 
present purposes), this immediately experienced entity could just be a mate-
rial ball. But is this really plausible, given our common-sense and scientific 
knowledge of the process of perception?17

If there really is a material ball of at least approximately the sort in ques-
tion, then it may very well be part of the cause of my having that immediate 
experience. But it is surely not all of the cause. Think what else is involved 
and how these other elements could and perhaps do affect the experience 
that results. In the first place, my seeing of the ball depends on there being 
light of the right sort present in the situation and reflected off the ball toward 
my eyes. If the color or intensity of the light were different, the qualities that 
I immediately experience would also be different, even though the ball itself 
might be exactly the same. Second, the reflected light must be transmitted 
through the space separating me from the ball, and there are a variety of ways 
in which what occurs there could affect the experienced result, even though 
the ball itself is again unchanged. For example, if there were a colored haze 
in the air, this would affect the color that I experience. Or if there were panes 
of glass or pieces of transparent plastic, either large ones off in the distance or 
small ones that I wear like glasses, then they could affect either the color or 
the shape that I experience. Third, what I immediately experience depends 
on the functioning of the eye and the optic nerve, and there are a variety of 
ways in which defects or abnormalities here can affect what is ultimately ex-
perienced, even though the ball itself is again unchanged. Finally, the signal 
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from the eye needs to be received and processed in the brain, and again there 
are a variety of ways in which changes or abnormalities at this level can affect 
what I immediately experience, even though the material ball, assuming that 
there is one, once again remains unchanged. (There are lots of possibilities 
at each of these stages, and you should again use your imagination to explore 
and assess some of them.)

It is possible that in an actual case of the sort described, the character of 
my immediate experience is being affected in one or more of these ways. Per-
haps, for example, I am suffering from jaundice, and this accounts for the yel-
low color; and my glasses are distorted in a way that affects the experienced 
shape and size. Suppose that this is so, and that the external object that is 
really there is white and egg-shaped and substantially smaller than it appears 
to be. How in such a case could I be said to experience it immediately?

But, of course, it might also be the case that no such distortion is taking 
place, and that I am experiencing the external ball exactly as it really is. Even 
then, is it not obvious that the character of my immediate experience is a re-
sult, not just of the ball and its characteristics, but of all of these other kinds 
of factors, even though they do not in this case produce any alteration or 
distortion? The conclusion that has seemed to many philosophers to follow 
from these considerations is that the object or entity or whatever it is that 
is immediately experienced is not the external material object, but is instead 
the end result in my mind of this complicated causal process to which that 
external object, if it exists, is merely one out of many contributing factors, 
and a relatively remote one at that. This is a conclusion that is strikingly 
similar to that of the argument from illusion.18

Tentative Conclusion and Further Problems

We now have two different arguments in support of the thesis that what we 
immediately experience in actual and apparent sensory experience is not 
an external material object, but rather something else, something, as we 
have put it, that exists only in or in relation to the conscious experience in 
question. Philosophers have differed widely as to whether the resulting case 
for this conclusion is strong enough to compel rational assent, with earlier 
philosophers mostly accepting the thesis in question on this basis and recent 
ones being predominantly inclined to reject it. For the moment, I propose to 
conclude only that the conclusion in question is strongly enough supported 
to make it interesting and important to explore the consequences of accept-
ing it, something that will occupy us for the rest of the present chapter and 
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most of the next. Eventually, toward the end of the next chapter, when those 
consequences have become reasonably clear, we will reconsider whether 
there is a defensible way to avoid accepting this claim.

Before we get to that point, there are two main issues to be considered. 
One is the metaphysical nature of immediate experience and its objects—
including, as we will see, the issue of whether they are even properly described 
as objects at all. In the last part of the present chapter, we will consider the 
two most widely held views on this question: the sense-datum theory and the 
adverbial theory. As we will eventually see, the issue between these two views 
may well make no real difference to the epistemological questions that are 
our primary concern, but this can hardly be decided until we have examined 
them. The second main issue is how and indeed whether it is possible to jus-
tify beliefs about external material objects on the basis of perceptual experi-
ences whose immediately experienced objects (or entities or whatever they 
turn out to be) are, as we are presently assuming, quite distinct from material 
objects. This will be the main topic of the next chapter.

The Sense-Datum Theory
The sense-datum (plural: sense-data) theory is the historically more promi-
nent view, growing as it does rather naturally out of the fuzzier talk of “ideas” 
or “impressions” to be found in philosophers like Locke, Berkeley, and 
Hume.19 As the term itself suggests, sense-data are supposed to be the enti-
ties that are directly or immediately given (a variant term for immediately 
experienced20) in sense experience. But what exactly is the nature of such 
entities supposed to be?21

First, sense-data are supposed to be objects or entities that actually pos-
sess the very qualities that are immediately experienced. Indeed, much of 
the point of the notion is to explain why a material object that actually has 
one quality can lead to an experience of quite a different quality, or why, 
as in the rat hallucination case, qualities can be experienced when there 
is no material object having even approximately those qualities present at 
all. Thus, according to the sense-datum theory, if I experience a trapezoidal 
shape of a certain shade of dark reddish brown, then the immediate object 
of my experience is a sense-datum that actually is trapezoidal in shape and 
that shade of dark reddish brown in color. If I experience a bent shape in 
the stick case, then the sense-datum that I am immediately experiencing 
actually is bent in just that way. And when I hallucinate the green rats, 
the sense-data that I am immediately experiencing actually are green and 
rat-shaped. (Implicit here is the idea that while I can misperceive material 
objects, I cannot misperceive sense-data, for the sense-datum is precisely 
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what has whatever qualities I am most immediately aware of, leaving no 
apparent logical room for misperception.)

Second, there is an important and difficult issue here as to whether sense-
data are two- or three-dimensional as regards their spatial characteristics. 
The historically most standard view has been that they are two-dimensional, 
and that the third dimension, though experienced in some sense, is actually a 
result of inference or suggestion, rather than being immediately experienced. 
Berkeley was the original philosopher to argue explicitly for this view, claim-
ing that distance in the third dimension amounts to “a line turned endwise 
to the eye” and is thus incapable of being immediately seen.22 Though a 
few philosophers have challenged this view, insisting that the third dimen-
sion is experienced as immediately as the others, we will mostly follow the 
more traditional view here.23 There are also similar questions about whether 
sense-data are capable of having various other sorts of properties, though the 
underlying principle is always that they have whatever qualities are actually 
experienced immediately (and hence that any qualities that they are inca-
pable of having are not immediately experienced).

Third, it is clear that sense-data are supposed to be distinct from ordinary, 
external material objects.24 It is also clear that they cannot be identified with 
entities (or processes) existing in the brain, since these also fail in general 
to possess all of the immediately experienced qualities, most obviously col-
ors.25 Sense-data seem, therefore, to be distinct from anything in the material 
world. They have sometimes been thought of as existing in the mind, but 
if the mind is thought of in a Cartesian way as a nonspatial substance, it is 
difficult to see how it can literally contain entities having shape and color, 
as the sense-data involved in visual experience seemingly do. This in turn 
has sometimes led to the view that sense-data are neither physical nor mental 
in character, that they somehow exist in relation to the mind, but are not 
literally in it.26

Fourth, sense-data have often been thought of as momentary entities, 
incapable of persisting through time in the way that material objects and 
persons are commonsensically thought to do. In fact, there seems to be no 
clear reason why what is immediately experienced in a temporal passage of 
experience in which the immediately experienced qualities do not change 
could not be one and the same sense-datum (or set of sense-data) through 
the entire time in question. But since sense-data have been introduced solely 
as the bearers of immediately experienced qualities, there does not seem to 
be any easy way to make sense of their qualities changing over time, since 
there is no apparent basis on which to identify the sense-datum existing af-
ter a change in the immediately experienced qualities as the same one that 
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existed before the change. And since changes of some sort or other are al-
most ubiquitous in immediate experience, this comes at least very close to 
securing the result that sense-data never persist through time.

Fifth, an obvious question to ask is how many sense-data are being imme-
diately experienced at a particular moment, for example, as I look across my 
study and out the window, seeing the edge of my computer table, a reading 
chair, a floor lamp, the window frame itself, the edge of the house, a number 
of trees, and patches of cloudy sky. Are there distinct sense-data for each 
object or perhaps even for each distinguishable part of an object, or is there 
just one large and variegated sense-datum having all of the immediately ex-
perienced qualities involved in the whole visual array? In fact, proponents of 
sense-data have worried very little about this issue, seeming to suggest that 
any of these answers will do, in a way somewhat analogous to the way in 
which it seems to make no real difference whether I think of, for example, 
my television set as one material object or as a collection of smaller mate-
rial objects, where the division into smaller objects could be done in a wide 
variety of ways. (Is there in fact any serious issue here?)

Sixth, two more puzzling questions that have sometimes been asked are 
(i) whether sense-data can exist at times when they are not being immedi-
ately experienced, and (ii) whether the same sense-datum could be experi-
enced by more than one person. The most standard version of the sense-da-
tum theory gives a negative answer to both of these questions, and virtually 
all proponents of sense-data have given a negative answer to (ii). But the 
rationale for these answers is less than fully clear, in part because the nature 
of the entities in question is so puzzling. (For present purposes, I will simply 
assume that the two negative answers are in fact correct.)

It should be clear that sense-data are at least puzzling entities, particularly 
as regards their apparently being neither physical nor mental in character. 
But before attempting a further assessment of the view, we will consider its 
main rival, a view not formulated until the last century.

The Adverbial Theory
The sense-datum theory is often characterized as an act-object theory of the 
nature of immediate experience: it accounts for such experience by postulat-
ing both an act of awareness or apprehension and an object (the sense-datum) 
which that act apprehends or is aware of. The fundamental idea of the ad-
verbial theory, in contrast, is that there is no need for such objects and the 
problems (such as whether they are physical or mental or somehow neither) 
that they bring with them. Instead, it is suggested, merely a mental act or 
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mental state with its own intrinsic character is enough to account for im-
mediate experience.

According to the adverbial theory, what happens when, for example, I im-
mediately experience a dark reddish brown trapezoidal shape is that I am in 
a certain specific state of sensing or sensory awareness or of being appeared to: 
I sense in a certain manner or am appeared to in a certain way, and it is that 
specific manner of sensing or way of being appeared to that accounts for the 
specific content of my immediate experience. This content can be verbally 
indicated by attaching an adverbial modifier to the verb that expresses the 
act of sensing27 (which is where the label for the view comes from). Thus in 
the example just mentioned, it might be said that I sense or am appeared to 
dark-reddish-brown-trapezoid-ly—where this rather artificial term is supposed 
to express the idea that the qualitative content that is treated by the sense-
datum theory as involving features or properties of an object should instead be 
thought of as somehow just a matter of the specific manner in which I sense 
or the specific way in which I am appeared to. Similarly, when I hallucinate a 
green rat, I sense or am appeared to a-green-rat-ly—or, perhaps better, a-green-
rat-shape-ly. And analogously for other examples of immediate experience.

The essential claim here is that when I sense or am appeared to dark-red-
dish-brown-trapezoid-ly, there need be nothing more going on than that I 
am in a certain distinctive sort of experiential state. In particular, there need 
be no object or entity of any sort that is literally dark reddish brown and 
trapezoidal—not in the material world, not in my mind, and not even in the 
netherworld of things that are neither physical nor mental.

Assessment of the Sense-Datum and Adverbial Theories
How might the choice between these two different accounts of the meta-
physical nature of immediate experience be made? Each of the two views 
has fairly obvious virtues and equally obvious drawbacks. The sense-datum 
theory accounts much more straightforwardly for the character of immedi-
ate experience. I experience a dark reddish brown trapezoidal shape because 
an object or entity that literally has that color and shape is directly before 
my mind. But both the nature of these entities and (as we will see further 
below) the way in which they are related to the mind are difficult to under-
stand. (One more specific question worth asking here is whether we really 
have a clear understanding of how shape in particular could be a property of 
a nonphysical entity.)

The adverbial theory, on the other hand, has the advantage of being 
metaphysically simpler and of avoiding difficult issues about the nature of 
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sense-data.28 The problem with it is that we seem to have no real understand-
ing of the nature of the states in question or of how exactly they explain or 
account for the character of immediate experience. It is easy, with a little 
practice, to construct the adverbial modifiers: simply hyphenate the descrip-
tion of the apparent object of immediate experience and attach “ly” at the 
end. But it is doubtful that anyone has a very clear idea of the meaning of 
such an adverb, of what exactly it says about the character of the state—be-
yond saying merely, unhelpfully, that it is such as to somehow account for the 
specific character of the experience.

Here I will limit myself to a brief consideration of one further, less obvi-
ous argument on each side, and then to pointing out why the issue between 
these two views, though of great metaphysical significance, may not matter 
very much if at all for epistemological purposes. One major proponent of the 
sense-datum theory has advanced the argument that the adverbial theory 
cannot adequately describe cases in which we experience a number of dif-
ferent apparent objects having a variety of different properties in a way that 
keeps straight which object has which property.29 Thus compare a case in 
which I am experiencing a red circle and a green square with one in which 
I am experiencing a green circle and a red square. In both cases, I might be 
said to be sensing or to be appeared to red-and-green-and-round-and-square-
ly, thus apparently failing to capture the clear distinction between the two 
cases. And the suggestion is that only the sense-datum theory can success-
fully distinguish what is going on in such cases, by making explicit reference 
to each of the apparent objects.

But this objection seriously underestimates the resources available to the 
adverbial theory. In the example in question, the adverbialist can say that 
I sense red-circle-and-green-square-ly in the first case and green-circle-and-
red-square-ly in the second case, thus capturing the difference between them 
perfectly well. More generally, if it is possible to capture the content of a 
particular immediate experience adequately in sense-datum terms, as the 
sense-datum theorist must surely agree that it is, then the adverbialist can 
construct a description that is equally adequate insofar as the present issue is 
concerned by simply making the entire sense-datum description the basis for 
his adverbial modifier, that is, by saying that the person is sensing or being 
appeared to [such and such sense-data]-ly, with the appropriate sense-datum 
description going into the brackets.

The additional argument in the opposite direction is, in my judgment, 
more telling. A sense-datum theorist needs some account of the relation 
between a person and a sense-datum when the former immediately experi-
ences the latter. The natural thing to say is that the sense-datum somehow 
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influences the internal state of the person (that is, of his or her mind) in 
a way that reflects the sense-datum’s specific character. But the resulting 
state of mind would then be just the sort of state that the adverbial theory 
describes, one which is such that a person who is in it will thereby experi-
ence the properties in question. And there would then be no apparent 
reason why such a state could not be produced directly by whatever process 
is supposed to produce the sense-datum, with the latter thus becoming an 
unnecessary intermediary. Thus the sense-datum theorist must apparently 
say that the immediate experience of the sense-datum does not involve any 
internal state of the person that reflects its character, but is instead an es-
sentially and irreducibly relational state of affairs. The person simply experi-
ences the sense-datum, but without there being any corresponding change 
in his or her internal states that would adequately reflect the character of 
the supposed sense-datum and so make its existence unnecessary in the way 
suggested. But does this really make good metaphysical sense, and, more 
importantly, would it allow the person to grasp or apprehend the nature of 
the sense-datum in a way that could be the basis for further justification and 
knowledge? It is very hard to see how such a view is supposed to work—how 
the character of the sense-datum is supposed to become internally accessible 
to the person in question.

Both views thus have serious problems, though, in light of the last argu-
ment, I would assess the problems of the sense-datum theory as the more se-
rious. Fortunately, however, as already suggested, it does not seem necessary 
for strictly epistemological purposes to decide between these two views. The 
reason is that while they give very different accounts of what is ultimately 
going on in a situation of immediate experience, they make no difference 
with respect to the experienced content of that experience. And it is on that 
experienced content, not on the further metaphysical explanation of it, that 
the justificatory power, if any, of such an experience depends. Thus when we 
turn, in the next chapter, to the issue of whether and how immediate sen-
sory experience can justify beliefs in external material objects, we may safely 
leave the issue between the sense-datum theory and the adverbial theory 
unresolved—though it will prove more convenient to talk as though the 
sense-datum theory is true, leaving the corresponding adverbial description 
of experience to be constructed by the reader in the way already indicated.
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Knowledge of the External World

We have so far tentatively accepted the conclusion that the immediate object 
of awareness in perceptual experience is never an external material object, 
but is instead something of a quite different sort: either a sense-datum or else 
the content of a state of sensing or being appeared to (in the latter case there 
is of course, strictly speaking, no object at all). It will be useful to have a brief 
label for this disjunctive result, and I will refer to it here as perceptual subjec-
tivism.1 We have not tried to decide in any firm way between these two views, 
which, I have suggested, are in fact more or less equivalent in their episte-
mological (though obviously not their metaphysical) implications. In the 
present chapter, however, it will be convenient, for reasons of simplicity, to 
couch our discussion mainly in terms of sense-data, leaving the alternative, 
rather more cumbersome adverbial version to be supplied by the reader.

We have now to consider the implications of perceptual subjectivism for 
the epistemological issue upon which it bears most directly, which is also 
arguably the most central issue of the modern period of epistemology begin-
ning with Descartes: the issue of whether and, if so, how beliefs concerning 
the external material world and the objects that it allegedly contains can be 
justified on the basis of our immediate sensory experience, thus understood. 
We have already looked briefly at Descartes’s rather unsatisfactory theologi-
cal response to this problem. In this chapter, we will first look at the views 
of Descartes’s immediate successors, the so-called British Empiricists Locke, 
Berkeley, and Hume, whose arguments played a major role in shaping the sub-
sequent discussion. We will then examine the two main alternative accounts 
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of “knowledge of the external world” (on the assumption that perceptual sub-
jectivism or something like it is indeed true) that have subsequently emerged, 
mainly in the forms that they took in the ongoing discussion of these issues 
in the last century: phenomenalism and representative realism. Difficulties with 
these views will then prompt, in the last part of the chapter, a reconsideration 
of whether rejecting perceptual subjectivism might make available a further, 
more promising alternative.

Locke, Berkeley, and Hume on 
Perception and the External World

As noted earlier, Locke and Berkeley speak not of sense-data or adverbial 
contents, but of “ideas” or “ideas of sense”—with the former term being 
applied also to contents of thought and indeed apparently to conscious con-
tents of any kind. The way that they use these rather slippery terms suggests 
in many places something like a sense-datum theory of the immediate objects 
of sensory experience.2 For our purposes, however, it will suffice to take the 
term “idea” merely to refer to conscious contents of any sort, and “ideas of 
sense” to the distinctive contents of sensory experience, without supposing 
these terms to indicate any definite metaphysical picture of the nature of 
such contents.

Locke’s view is clearly that our beliefs or opinions about material objects 
existing outside of our minds can be justified by appeal to our ideas of sense.3 
But his discussion of this point is both rather uncertain and quite guarded. 
He says that our assurance on this basis concerning material objects “deserves 
the name of knowledge” [631], thus seeming to suggest that it is not knowl-
edge simply and with no qualification. He also questions whether anyone 
can be genuinely skeptical about the existence of the things that he sees and 
feels, and speaks rather vaguely of “the assurance we have from our senses 
themselves, that they do not err in the information they give us” [631–32].

But the closest that Locke comes to explaining how such beliefs are justi-
fied by sensory experience is his citing of four “concurrent reasons” that are 
supposed to further confirm the assurance derived from the senses: First, 
we can know that sensory ideas are “produced in us by exterior causes” by 
observing that those lacking a particular sense organ can never have the cor-
responding sensory ideas [632]. (Thus, for example, a blind man can never 
have immediate sensory experiences of visual qualities such as color.) Sec-
ond, another reason for thinking that our sensory ideas result from external 
causes is their involuntary character, as contrasted with imagination and, to a 
lesser extent, memory [632]. (Thus if I have my eyes open and am facing in 
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a particular direction, I have no choice as to what apparent objects or prop-
erties I will experience—that is, in Locke’s view, what ideas of vision I will 
experience. For example, as I look out my study window, I cannot help being 
aware of a mass of variegated green and brown that I take to be a perception 
of trees, branches, and leaves.) Third, another difference between our imme-
diate sensory experiences and other sorts of ideas, such as those of imagina-
tion and memory, is that sensory ideas of certain kinds are accompanied by 
pain, whereas the corresponding ideas of imagination and memory are not 
[633]. (For example, if I have the immediate sensory experience of appar-
ently hitting my hand with a hammer while attempting to drive a nail, I will 
usually experience pain along with it; but if I merely imagine or remember 
such an experience, there is no pain.4) Fourth, “our senses, in many cases, 
bear witness to the truth of each other’s report, concerning the existence 
of sensible things without us” [633]. (For example, my visual experience of 
the appearance of a fire close to my body is normally accompanied by tac-
tile experiences of heat, apparent smells of burning, the apparent hearing 
of cracklings or other distinctive firelike sounds, and so on—think here of 
other examples of your own.) But Locke has little to say as to just how these 
“concurrent reasons” are supposed to show that our beliefs concerning mate-
rial objects that are arrived on the basis of our immediate sensory experiences 
are justified by those experiences. Does such a conclusion really follow, and, 
if so, how and why? (Stop and think about this question on your own before 
reading further. How much force in this direction, if any, does each “reason” 
have and why? Do they support the desired conclusion separately, or is there 
perhaps some way that some or all of them work together?)

In fact, Locke’s supposed reasons are of very unequal weight. The first one 
is totally worthless, because it begs the very question at issue and also would 
require a prior solution of another, related epistemological problem. Until 
the problem of justifying belief in external objects on the basis of his sensory 
experience has been solved, Locke is obviously not in a position to appeal 
to supposed facts about other people’s sense organs, since sense organs are 
themselves physical structures, and so beliefs about them would have to be 
justified in some way, presumably in just the way that is in question. More-
over, to invoke this first reason, he would also have to have justified beliefs 
about the mental states of other people, specifically concerning whether they 
do or do not have sensory ideas of the relevant sort. How this latter sort of 
knowledge is possible is a serious problem in itself (the “problem of other 
minds”—considered briefly in the next chapter). But it is pretty clear on 
reflection (think about this) that knowledge of other people’s mental states 
normally depends on prior knowledge of the behavior and condition of their 
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physical bodies, thus again presupposing the very knowledge of the material 
world that has not yet been accounted for. (This obviously assumes that we 
have no other way of justifying beliefs about the material world and about 
other minds.)

Locke’s second reason is at least a bit better. The involuntary or spontane-
ous character of my sensory experience does at least distinguish it from other 
sorts of mental states and experience (albeit perhaps not in a completely 
sharp way—aren’t many memories and even some imaginings similarly in-
voluntary?). But this fact does not by itself seem to establish that immediate 
sensory experiences are, as he claims, caused by something external to the per-
son who has them. Why couldn’t my involuntary sensory experiences result 
instead from some subconscious or unconscious faculty of my own mind that 
is outside my voluntary control? And, even more obviously, that the ideas are 
involuntary tells us nothing at all about whether the external cause, if there 
is one, has the specific properties that my sensory experience seems to portray 
(whether it “resembles my ideas,” as Locke would put it). Why couldn’t the 
external cause of my idea of a green tree, again if there is one, neither be green 
nor have the other properties of a tree? Indeed, why couldn’t it, as Berkeley 
will suggest, be something utterly different from a material object: God (or 
perhaps a Cartesian evil genius)? And the third reason, while again perhaps 
showing that sensory experiences are importantly different from many other 
mental phenomena, also does not seem to support in any clear way a conclu-
sion about what is responsible for this difference. (Does it?)

What about the fourth reason? Surely it is a striking fact that my various 
sensory experiences fit together in an extremely orderly and coherent fashion 
to depict an ongoing world that is both quite complicated and highly regular 
or law-governed. The information or apparent information derived at a given 
time from one sense agrees to a very great degree with both that derived at 
that time from other senses and also with that derived from both the same 
sense and others at other times—allowing, of course, for the ongoing change 
and development of the world, which is also something that is reflected in 
regularities within our sensory experience. Thus if I seem to see a chair, I can 
normally also have the experience of touching it, given that I also have the 
experience of moving my body in the right direction and far enough. And 
the experiences that I have of the furniture and contents of my office before 
leaving for a class agree very well with the similar experiences that I have 
after I have apparently returned—allowing, in some cases, for the actions of 
the janitor or my dog (who is sometimes left there) or my wife (who has a 
key). (You should try to spell out some further, more detailed examples of 
this general order and coherence of experience on your own.)
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But how exactly is this admittedly striking fact supposed to support 
Locke’s intended conclusion, namely that there is good reason or justifica-
tion for thinking that the beliefs about the material world that we arrive at 
on the basis of our immediate sensory experience are likely to be true? On 
this obviously crucial question, Locke has very little to say. (Can you see 
how an answer might go, given what has been said so far?—think about this 
question before continuing.)

In fact, if you think carefully about it, the order of my immediate sensory 
experience and the seeming agreement between experiences apparently 
produced by different senses would not be striking, or at least not nearly so 
striking, if those ideas were under my voluntary control—for then I could 
deliberately imagine an orderly world, in something like the way in which 
this is done by an artist or novelist. What makes the order so noteworthy 
is precisely that it is not voluntarily created, but just occurs spontaneously 
and, in many of its details, unexpectedly. Thus we see that Locke’s fourth 
“concurrent reason” needs to be supplemented by his second, and that it is 
these two together that might provide at least the beginnings of a real argu-
ment. Experience that was involuntary but chaotic would show very little, 
and neither would experience that was orderly but voluntarily controlled. 
It is experience that is both involuntary and highly orderly that seems to 
demand some sort of further explanation: what is it that produces and sustains 
the order? Thus it is natural to interpret Locke as arguing, admittedly without 
formulating the point very clearly or explicitly, that the best explanation of 
his involuntary but orderly experience is that it is systematically caused by a 
world of independent material objects which it depicts with at least approxi-
mate accuracy.5 (The main way in which the depiction is only approximately 
accurate is that, according to Locke, material objects have only primary quali-
ties like size, shape, and motion,6 but not secondary qualities like color, smell, 
taste, and temperature (as felt).)

Does this argument really show that our beliefs about the material world 
that are arrived at on the basis of our involuntary sensory experience are 
likely to be true and hence are justified? It seems reasonable to think that 
there must be some explanation for these features of our sensory ideas, which 
is just to say that the sort of order that they exhibit is extremely unlikely 
to result from mere chance.7 But is Locke’s proposed explanation the best 
explanation of this experiential order? (And if so, why?)

Berkeley, while appealing to essentially the same features of our sensory 
ideas (their being independent of our will and their being orderly and co-
herent8), offers a quite different and in his view superior explanation: that 
our sensory ideas are produced in our minds by God, who determines and 
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controls their orderly character, so that there is thus no need or justification 
for supposing that the independent material realm advocated by Locke really 
exists. Berkeley’s God obviously bears a striking resemblance to Descartes’s 
evil genius, with the crucial difference that whereas Descartes assumes that 
the evil genius would be deceiving us, Berkeley’s view is in effect that having 
sensory ideas systematically produced in us by God (presumably reflecting 
God’s ideally complete picture of the world thus depicted) is just what it is for 
a world of ordinary objects to exist, so that no deception is involved.9 Thus 
we have at least two competing explanations for the same facts concerning 
our sensory experience, and the question is how we should decide between 
such explanations.

Assuming, that is, that we can rationally decide at all. Hume’s response 
to the problem is to deny that any such attempt to explain our experience 
by appeal to objects or entities existing outside of that experience could ever 
be justified. An essential ingredient of both Locke’s and Berkeley’s proposed 
explanations is the claim that our immediately experienced sensory ideas (or 
“impressions,” as Hume calls them, in order to distinguish them from other 
kinds of ideas) are caused by the external entities that those explanations 
invoke—by material objects, according to Locke’s explanation, and by God, 
according to Berkeley’s. Moreover, it seems obvious that any similar attempt 
to explain experience by appeal to something existing outside experience 
(even the person’s own unconscious mind) will require a similar causal 
claim (for how else would the explanation work?). But, argues Hume, causal 
relations can be known only by experiencing the regular sequence of cause 
and effect, something that is impossible in the case of an alleged causal rela-
tion between something outside immediate experience and that experience 
itself.10 In relation to Locke’s explanation specifically, the point is that I 
cannot immediately experience material bodies regularly causing my sensory 
ideas because I have no immediate experience of such bodies at all; and the 
claim that I indirectly perceive material bodies presupposes for its justification 
an explanation relying on the very causal relation in question and so cannot 
be used to establish that such a causal relation exists.

Hume’s further discussion of the issue of the external world11 is charac-
teristically muddled by his general tendency to conflate and confuse issues 
concerning justification with issues having to do with the psychological cau-
sation or genesis of the beliefs in question. Thus he mainly tries to explain 
how the belief in a mind-transcendent material world could have arisen 
psychologically. His rather implausible suggestion is that we confusedly 
take the immediate objects of our experience, our impressions of sense, to 
be mind-transcendent objects. But it is nonetheless easy to see how a Hume 
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who was clearer about the distinction between psychological explanation 
and epistemic justification might have argued that the content of our claims 
about material objects, to the extent that this is justified, must have to do 
solely with features and patterns of our sensory experience, rather than with 
genuinely mind-transcendent objects. (This is an extremely puzzling and 
commonsensically implausible view, one that you will very likely not be able 
to fully understand until we have discussed it further.)

Thus we have initial adumbrations of the two main views that we will 
now proceed to discuss more systematically. Locke’s view, according to 
which our subjective sensory experience and the beliefs that we adopt on the 
basis of it constitute a representation of the external material world, one that 
is caused by that world and that we are justified in thinking to be at least 
approximately accurate, is a version of the more general position known as 
representative realism or representationalism.12 (So also is Descartes’s view.) The 
second main view, which Hume’s discussion suggests but never quite arrives 
at, is that (i) we can have no knowledge (or perhaps even no intelligible 
conception) of a realm of external causes of our experience, but also (ii) that 
our beliefs about the material world can still be in general justified and true 
because their content in fact has to do only with the features and order of 
our subjective experience. This is the view that has come to be known as 
phenomenalism, a version of idealism. (Contrary to what is often suggested, 
Berkeley’s “idealist” view is not in fact in any clear way an anticipation 
of phenomenalism, but rather in effect a curious version of representative 
realism—one in which our perceptual ideas constitute partial representations 
of the much more complete picture of the material world constituted by 
God’s much more complete ideas; to take Berkeley to be a proto-phenom-
enalist is to ignore the central role of God in his view.) Yet a third possibility 
would be the essentially skeptical view that we can know that our experi-
ences are externally caused in some way, but can know nothing further about 
the nature of those causes.13 Such a skeptical view would, of course, not be 
a solution to the problem of the external world, but rather a confession that 
there is no solution; it is thus a view to be adopted only after the other two 
possibilities have clearly failed.

Historically, the objections to the representative realism of Descartes and 
Locke, especially the Humean one discussed above, were widely taken to be 
decisive, with positions in the direction of phenomenalism being viewed as 
the main nonskeptical alternative, especially in the first two-thirds or so of 
the twentieth century.14 Thus we will begin our more systematic discussion 
with a consideration of phenomenalism, and then return later to the consid-
eration of representative realism that was begun in the discussion of Locke.
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Phenomenalism

As just briefly formulated, the phenomenalist view is that the content of 
propositions about material objects and the material world is entirely con-
cerned with features and relations of the immediate objects of our perceptual 
experience, that is, the features and relations of our sense-data.15 According 
to the phenomenalist, to believe that a physical or material object of a cer-
tain sort exists just is to believe that sense-data of various sorts have been 
experienced, are being experienced, will be experienced, and/or would be 
experienced under certain specifiable conditions. Thus, for example, to be-
lieve that there is a large brown table in a certain room in the University of 
Washington library is to believe, roughly, (i) that the sorts of sense-data that 
seem from a common-sense standpoint to reflect the presence of such a table 
either have been, are presently, or will in the future be experienced in the 
context of other sense-data, themselves experienced concurrently or shortly 
before or after, that reflect the location as the room in question; and in ad-
dition—or instead, if the table has never in fact been perceived and never 
in fact will be perceived—(ii) that such sense-data would be experienced if 
other sense-data that reflect the perceiver’s going to the library and to that 
room were experienced. (This is quite a complicated specification, and you 
will have to think very carefully about what it is saying.)16

In a fairly standard formula, to believe that such a material object exists 
is, according to the phenomenalist, to believe nothing more than that sense-
data of the appropriate sort are actual (in the past, present, or future) and/or 
possible—where to say that certain sense-data are possible is to say, not just 
that it is logically possible for them to be experienced (which would appar-
ently always be so as long as the description of them is not contradictory), 
but that they would in fact actually be experienced under certain specifiable 
circumstances (specifiable in sense-datum terms); thus it would be somewhat 
clearer to speak of actual and obtainable sense-data. The British philosopher 
John Stuart Mill put this point by saying that material objects are nothing 
but “permanent possibilities of sensation,”17 that is, of sense-data—where, of 
course, the possibilities in question are only relatively permanent, since ob-
jects can change or be destroyed. The crucial thing to see is that what Mill 
and the other phenomenalists are saying is that there are no independently 
existing objects that are responsible for the possibilities of sensation or the 
obtainability of sense-data; the actuality and obtainability of sense-data are 
all there is to the physical or material world. These facts are the bottom line, 
not explained or explainable by anything further.
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Phenomenalism is in fact one of those occasional (some would say more 
than occasional) philosophical views that is so monumentally bizarre and 
implausible, at least from anything close to a common-sense standpoint, as 
to perhaps make it difficult for some of you to believe that it really says what 
it does—and even more difficult to believe that such a view has in fact some-
times been widely advocated and (apparently) believed, indeed that it was 
arguably the dominant view concerning the problem of the external world 
for a good portion of the last century and, in less explicit versions, in earlier 
times. The first and most important thing to say about this situation is that 
you must not, as sometimes happens, allow it to cause you to fail to under-
stand what the view is saying by trying to make it more reasonable than it is. 
The phenomenalist really is saying that there is nothing more to the material 
world (including, of course, our own physical bodies!—think carefully about 
that) than our subjective sensory experiences and the possibility, in the sense 
explained, of further such experiences (though there is, as we will eventually 
see, a serious problem about the “our”).

But why should such an obviously implausible view be taken seriously, 
even for a moment? We have already in fact encountered the essential ingre-
dients of the main argument for phenomenalism, but it will be helpful to reit-
erate them in a somewhat more explicit fashion. The background assumption 
is what I have here called perceptual subjectivism: the view that the immedi-
ate object of awareness in perceptual experience is always something other 
than a material object. One main premise of the further argument is the 
Humean thesis that causal relations can be known only via experience of 
the causal sequence, so that, as already explained, there is no way in which 
a causal relation between the immediate content of experience and some-
thing outside that immediate content could be known, and hence no way 
to justifiably invoke such external causes as explanations of that experience. 
This thesis has a good deal of initial plausibility, and can be rebutted only by 
offering some other account of how such causal relations can be known. The 
other main premise is simply the common-sense conviction that skepticism 
is false, that we do obviously have justified beliefs and knowledge concerning 
ordinary objects like trees and rocks and buildings and about the material 
world in which they exist. And the argument is then just that the only way 
that such justified beliefs and knowledge are possible, given that no causal 
or explanatory inference from immediate experience to material objects that 
are genuinely external to that experience could ever even in principle be 
justified, is if the content of our beliefs about the material world does not re-
ally have to do with objects existing outside our immediate experience, but 
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instead pertains just to that experience and the order that it manifests. Most 
phenomenalists will admit that this seems initially very implausible, but will 
try to argue that this apparent implausibility is in some way an illusion, one 
that can be explained away once the phenomenalist view and the consider-
ations in favor of it have been fully understood.18

Objections to Phenomenalism
The foregoing argument, like most arguments for implausible philosophical 
views that are nonetheless widely held, is a serious argument, one not easily 
dismissed. Neither premise is easy to rebut, and the conclusion does seem to 
follow from these premises. But it is, of course, still abundantly obvious that 
this conclusion cannot be correct, and so that something must have gone 
wrong.19 For it is obvious upon even the slightest unbiased reflection that the 
content of beliefs about physical or material objects does pertain, whether 
justifiably or not, to a realm of entities that, if genuine, exist outside of our 
minds and experiences in an independent physical realm: to mind-indepen-
dent objects.

This basic insight seems in fact to constitute by itself a more than adequate 
reason to reject phenomenalism. But since it nevertheless amounts to little 
more than a direct, unargued denial of the view, it will be useful to see if we 
can find further objections and problems of a more articulated sort pertaining 
to phenomenalism. (Considering such objections and the responses available 
to the phenomenalist will also help you to better understand the view.) In 
fact, there are many such objections and problems that have been advanced. 
Here we will be content with a few of the most interesting ones.

Consider, as our first main problem, what is perhaps the most obvious 
question about the phenomenalist view: Why, according to the phenomenal-
ist, are the orderly sense-data in question obtainable or “permanently pos-
sible”? What is the explanation for the pattern of actual and obtainable sense 
experiences that allegedly constitutes the existence of a material object or 
of the material world as a whole, if this is not to be explained by appeal to 
genuinely external objects? As we have already seen, the only possible phe-
nomenalist response to this question is to say that the fact that sensory expe-
rience possesses this sort of order is simply a fundamental fact about reality, 
not further explainable in terms of anything else. For any attempted further 
explanation, since it would obviously have to appeal to something outside of 
that experience, would be (for the reasons already discussed) unjustified and 
unknowable.20 The phenomenalist will add that it is obvious anyway that not 
everything can be explained, since each explanation just introduces some 
further fact for which an explanation might be demanded.
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But while this last point seems correct (doesn’t it?), it still seems enor-
mously implausible to suppose that something as large and complicated as 
the total order of our immediate experience has no explanation at all—and 
also very obvious that common sense (at least if it accepted perceptual 
subjectivism) would regard claims about material objects as providing such 
an explanation, rather than as just a redescription of the experiential order 
itself (as the phenomenalist claims them to be). Perhaps, for all we have 
seen so far, the phenomenalist is right that we cannot ever know that any 
such explanation is correct, but this, if so, is an argument for skepticism 
about the material world, not a justification for perversely reinterpreting 
the meaning or content of claims about material objects. (Here it is impor-
tant to be very clear that phenomenalism is not supposed to be a skeptical 
view, but rather an account of how beliefs about material objects are indeed 
justified and do constitute knowledge—given the phenomenalist account 
of the content of such beliefs.)

A second main problem (or rather a set of related problems) has to do 
with the specification of the conditions under which the various sense-data 
that (according to phenomenalism) are what a material-object proposition 
is about either are or would be experienced. It is clear that such conditions 
must be specified to have even a hope of capturing the content of at least 
most such propositions in sense-datum terms. To recur to our earlier exam-
ple, to say merely that the sense-data that are characteristic of a brown table 
are actual or obtainable in some circumstances or other may perhaps capture 
the content of the claim that the world contains at least one brown table 
(though even that is doubtful), but surely not of any more specific claim, 
such as the one about such a table being in a particular room in the Uni-
versity of Washington library. For that, as we saw briefly, conditions must 
be specified that say, as it were, that it is in relation to that particular room 
that the sense-data are or would be experienced. (But remember here that 
for the phenomenalist, the room does not exist as a mind-external place; talk 
of a room or of any physical location is to be understood merely as a way of 
indicating one aspect of the order of immediate experience, namely that the 
various sense-data that reflect the various features ascribed to the room tend 
to be experienced together or in close succession, with this whole “cluster” of 
sense-data standing in similar relations to the further sense-data that pertain 
to the surrounding area.)

What makes this problem extremely difficult at best is that for phenom-
enalism to be a viable position, the conditions under which sense-data are 
experienced or obtainable must themselves (as just in effect indicated) be 
specifiable in terms of other sense-data, not in terms of material objects and 
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structures such as the library or room in question. For the essential claim of 
phenomenalism is that the content of propositions about material objects 
can be entirely given in terms of sense-data. If in specifying the conditions 
under which the actual and obtainable sense-data relevant to one material-
object proposition would occur, it were necessary to make reference to other 
material objects, then the account of the content of the first proposition 
would not yet be completely in sense-datum terms. And if in specifying the 
conditions relevant to claims about those other material objects, still other 
material objects would have to be mentioned, and so on, then the phenom-
enalist account would never be complete. If the content of propositions 
about material objects cannot be given entirely in terms of sense-data, if that 
content involves essential and ineliminable reference to further such objects, 
then phenomenalism fails.

There are in fact many more specific problems here, but we may continue 
to focus on the one suggested by the example of the table in the library 
room. How can the idea that sense-data are or would be observed in a certain 
location be adequately captured in purely sense-datum terms? The natural 
response, which was in effect invoked when the example was originally dis-
cussed, is to appeal to the idea of a sensory route: a series of juxtaposed and 
often overlapping sense-data that would be experienced in what we think of 
intuitively as moving to the location in question. For the case in question, 
these might involve the sense-data that would be experienced while walking 
to and into the library, taking the elevator or climbing the stairs, walking 
down a specific corridor in the right direction, and opening a door with a 
certain number on it. (But, to reiterate, there is not supposed to be any real 
mind-external location or bodily movement; according to the phenomenal-
ist, claims about this sort of experienced movement have to do only with 
sequences of sense-data that are experienced or could be experienced—
including those that we think of intuitively as the feelings associated with 
bodily movements like walking.)

There are at least two serious problems pertaining to this answer, how-
ever. One is that there are normally many different sensory routes to a given 
location, depending on where one starts and how one approaches it; and if 
the starting location is itself determined by a previous sensory route, then a 
regress threatens, in which the sensory conditions must go further and fur-
ther back in time without ever reaching a place from which they can unprob-
lematically begin. A second problem is that it seems clear that we can often 
understand the claim that a certain material object or set of objects exists 
at a certain physical location without having any clear idea of the relevant 
sensory route: for example, I seem to understand the claim that there are 
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penguins at the South Pole, but have no clear idea of the sensory route that I 
would have to follow to guarantee or even make it likely that I have reached 
the South Pole. (Note that it is in fact a guarantee that is required, for other-
wise the content of the claim in question has not been fully captured.)21

An alternative possibility22 is that the relevant location can be adequately 
identified in sensory terms by specifying other sense-data that would be 
experienced there, rather than by a sensory route: by those pertaining to 
the local scenery or landmarks or reflecting locating measurements of some 
kind. Perhaps there are some locations where this would work (though one 
must remember such things as movie sets and amusement parks and, before 
long, virtual reality devices). But we must remember that it is the content of 
the originally believed material object proposition that is supposed to be re-
flected in these specifications, and it seems abundantly clear (but this is again 
something to think about carefully and in detail) that there are many, many 
propositions about material objects in various locations that I seemingly can 
understand and believe perfectly well without having in mind any adequate 
way of identifying that location in purely sensory terms—or, to bring in the 
other possibility, any clear way of specifying a sensory route from some loca-
tion that I can thus identify.

And there is also the related, but still much more difficult problem of what 
the phenomenalist can say about the content of propositions about material 
objects and events in the past, perhaps the very distant past. Consider this 
one carefully on your own, focusing on the most difficult case: past events 
that were not observed by anyone at the time in question. Under what sen-
sory conditions would sense-data of a tree have to have been obtainable to 
make it true that there was in 1000 b.c. a pine tree in the place now occupied 
by my house? It is thus very doubtful that the sort of specification of condi-
tions that the phenomenalist needs is possible in general.

A generalization of this objection is offered by the American epistemolo-
gist Roderick Chisholm.23 Chisholm argues that there is in fact no condi-
tional proposition in sense-datum terms, however long and complicated 
the set of conditions in the “if” part might be, that is ever even part of the 
content of a material-object proposition. This is shown, he claims, by the 
fact that for any such sense-datum proposition, it is always possible to de-
scribe conditions of observation (including conditions having to do with the 
state of the observer) under which the sense-datum proposition would be 
false, but the material-object proposition might still be true. The idea here 
is to describe various sorts of abnormalities pertaining to the conditions or 
the observer: for example, having followed the sensory route to the room in 
the library, I am suddenly struck blind or knocked unconscious or injected 
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with a mind-altering drug at just the instant before I would experience the 
distinctive table sense-data, which thus are not experienced (or the lighting 
is so altered as to make it impossible to see the table or to make it look very 
different in color; or the table is dropped through a trap door in the floor, to 
be restored only after I leave;24 and so forth). Chisholm’s suggestion, which 
you should think about more fully by imagining many more examples of your 
own, is that the only way to guarantee that the sense-data that are experi-
enced reflect the object that is actually there is to specify the conditions in 
material object terms. But in that case, for the reason already discussed, the 
phenomenalist project cannot succeed.

A third, somewhat related, but deeper main problem arises by reflect-
ing that it is apparently a condition for the success of phenomenalism that 
the realm of sense-data have an intrinsic order of its own, one that can be 
recognized and described solely in terms of the sense-data themselves. For 
how could we (without invoking independent material objects) have any 
justification for thinking that further sense-data will, under various condi-
tions, occur, except by finding regularities in those we actually experience 
and reasoning inductively? But does such an intrinsic order of sense-data 
really exist? It is obvious that our sense-data are not completely chaotic, 
but far less obvious that they have an order of their own that can be cap-
tured without making reference to material objects. And this is not some-
thing that the phenomenalist can just assume, for it is utterly essential to 
his whole position.

One way of thinking about this issue is in fact suggested by Mill, a pro-
ponent of phenomenalism, who speaks of sense-data (his term, as we have 
seen, is “sensations”) falling into “groups,” intuitively those that are all per-
ceptions of the same material object or perhaps of the same general kind of 
material object (think of all the different sense-data, mainly those of vision 
and touch, that would be experiences of a particular table or of tables in 
general). He then remarks that in “almost all” cases, the regular sequences 
that are to be found in our experience pertain not to specific sense-data, 
but to these groups: for example, that sense-data belonging to the mailman 
group are regularly followed by sense-data belonging to the letters in the 
mailbox group; that sense-data belonging to the opening-the-door-of-the-
departmental-office group are for me regularly followed by sense-data of the 
departmental-staff-and-other-colleagues group or groups; and so forth.25 But 
if the regularities pertaining to sense-data are mostly or entirely of this sort, 
then the phenomenalist seems to have a severe problem. For if (i) the jus-
tification for his conditional claims that certain sense-data are or would be 
experienced if other sense-data are or were experienced depends on identify-
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ing regularities in the occurrence of sense-data, and if (ii) most or all of the 
regularities to be found depend on viewing sense-data as members of such 
groups, and if (iii) the only justification for lumping very different sense-data 
into such groups is the observed regularities themselves, then it becomes 
hard to see how the whole project can ever get started. There would have to 
be observed regularities prior to justified grouping, but also justified group-
ing prior to being able to justify most or all claims about regularities. (This 
is perhaps the most difficult issue and line of argument in this entire book, 
one that I bring in only because it is relevant both to the essential core of 
the phenomenalist view and, in a way to be discussed later, to the prospects 
for representative realism. To assess it, you need to think carefully about all 
three of the “if” claims in the statement of the argument, with examples, as 
usual, being extremely helpful.)

A fourth and final main objection to phenomenalism, one that is, thank-
fully, much simpler and more straightforward, concerns what the phenome-
nalist must apparently say about the knowledge of the mental states of people 
other than myself (or other than whoever is thinking about the issue—for 
reasons that will become clear, each of you will have to formulate this issue 
for yourselves). The whole thrust of the phenomenalist position, as we have 
seen, is that any inference beyond immediate experience is impossible, that 
claims that might seem to be about things outside of experience must, if they 
are to be justified and knowable,26 be understood as pertaining only to fea-
tures and orderly patterns of that experience. But the mental states of other 
people, their experiences and feelings and conscious thoughts, are surely out-
side of my immediate experience. Indeed, to reach justified conclusions about 
what people distinct from me are genuinely thinking and experiencing would 
apparently require two inferences: first, an inference from my immediate 
experience of sense-data pertaining to their physical bodies to conclusions 
about those bodies; and then, second, an inference from the facts about those 
bodies thus arrived at to further conclusions about the minds and mental 
states of the people in question. Both of these inferences depend on causal 
relations that are, according to the phenomenalist, unknowable, because we 
cannot experience both sides, or in the second case even one side, of the rela-
tion; and thus neither inference, construed in that way, is justified according 
to the basic phenomenalist outlook.

What phenomenalism must apparently say here, in order to be consistent, 
is (i) that the content of propositions about the conditions and behavior of 
other people’s bodies (like that of all other material object propositions) per-
tains only to facts about my immediate experience; and (ii) that the content 
of further claims about the mental states associated with those bodies is only 
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a further, more complicated, and less direct description of, once again, my 
experience. Though the phenomenalist would perhaps resist putting it this 
way, the upshot is that my mind and mental states, including my immediate 
experience, is the only mind and the only collection of mental states that 
genuinely exist, with claims that are apparently about other minds amount-
ing only to further descriptions of this one mind and its experiences. This is 
the view known as solipsism—which each of you must obviously formulate for 
yourselves (assuming that any of you are really out there!). It seems clearly 
to be an absurd consequence, thus yielding a really decisive objection, if one 
were still needed, to phenomenalism.27

Back to Representative Realism

If phenomenalism is indeed untenable, and assuming that we continue to 
accept perceptual subjectivism, then the only nonskeptical alternative ap-
parently left is representative realism: the view, restating it a bit, that our im-
mediately experienced sense-data, together with the further beliefs that we 
arrive at on the basis of them, constitute a representation or depiction of an 
independent realm of material objects—a representation that we are in gen-
eral, according to the representative realist, justified in believing to be true.

Defenses of representative realism have taken a variety of forms, but I 
will assume here that the best kind of defense for such a view is one along 
the general lines that we found to be suggested, albeit not very explicitly, 
in Locke (and indeed also, though even less explicitly, in Descartes). The 
central idea is, first, that (contrary to the claim of the phenomenalist) some 
explanation is needed for the complicated and intricate order that we find in 
our involuntarily experienced sense-data (or adverbial contents); and, sec-
ond, that the best explanation, that is, the one most likely to be correct, is 
that those experiences are caused by and, with certain qualifications, system-
atically reflect the character of a world of genuinely independent material 
objects, which we accordingly have good reasons for believing to exist.

I have already remarked that representative realism was widely repudi-
ated as untenable during most of the period between Locke and recent 
times, with the main argument being the one that we found in Hume about 
the unknowability of any causal relation between something outside expe-
rience and experience itself. We will begin by looking further at that argu-
ment and considering in a general way how it might be answered. Having 
argued that representative realism cannot be simply ruled out as impossible 
in the way that Hume tries to do, we will then consider the further issue 
of whether and how the specific explanation of experience that the repre-
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sentative realist proposes can be defended against other alternatives, such 
as Berkeley’s. Finally, we will look at the significant qualification, already 
briefly mentioned, advocated by Descartes, Locke, and many others with 
regard to the accuracy with which our experience represents the true char-
acter of material objects: the one having to do with the distinction between 
primary and secondary qualities.

A Response to Hume’s Argument: Theoretical or Explanatory Inference
To recall, Hume’s objection to representative realism rests on the premise 
that causal relations can be known only by experiencing the regular sequence 
between cause and effect, which requires experiencing both sides of the 
causal relation. This, he argues, is impossible for an alleged causal relation 
between something outside of direct experience and the experience itself, 
so that the claim that such a causal relation exists can never be justified or 
known.28 And therefore, he concludes, neither can the representative real-
ist’s proposed explanation of the order of our experience, since that depends 
essentially on such an unknowable and unjustifiable causal claim.

If Hume’s initial premise is accepted, then the rest of his argument seems 
to follow. But should that premise be accepted? One way to approach this 
issue is to consider examples where we seem to reason in ways that conflict 
with that premise but which still seem intuitively cogent. Here I will con-
sider two examples of this kind, the first having to do with the knowledge 
of other minds (discussed further in the next chapter) and the other having 
to do with knowledge concerning unobservable entities and events, such as 
electrons or quarks or radioactivity, in theoretical physics. In both of these 
cases, we seem intuitively to have justified belief and knowledge pertain-
ing to causal relations that could not be arrived at in the way that Hume’s 
premise, if correct, would require. (In considering both of these examples, we 
adopt the standpoint of common sense, thus assuming temporarily that the 
problem of the external world has—somehow—been solved.)

In the other minds case, the relevant causal relation is that between an-
other person’s conscious mental states or events and the behavior (including, 
importantly, the verbal behavior) of his or her body. I certainly seem to have 
knowledge of a wide variety of causal relations of this kind (that pain causes 
wincing or moaning, that fear causes various sorts of defensive or avoidance 
behavior, that having the belief that it is raining tends to cause one to an-
swer “yes” when asked if it is raining, and so forth), but the mental states or 
events that are the alleged cause are almost entirely outside of my immediate 
experience; and so also, analogously, for anyone else who might have such 
knowledge. To be sure, for each person, there is one set of such supposed 
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causes that can be immediately experienced: the ones occurring in his or her 
own mind. But an inductive argument from the cases where this is possible 
seems obviously too weak, being based on such a small and possibly unrep-
resentative set of cases, to justify the general causal knowledge that each 
of us seems commonsensically to have in this area. The issue of how such 
knowledge might actually be justified will be considered further in the next 
chapter. The point for the moment is just that here is an example of apparent 
causal knowledge that does not seem to conform to Hume’s premise.

The case of unobservable scientific entities and events is even clearer. 
Here we seem to have justified belief and knowledge concerning causal rela-
tions among such entities and events and between them and various sorts of 
observable results, even though the entities and events themselves cannot be 
experienced in even the indirect sense: knowledge, for example, that radio-
activity results from the splitting or decay of various sorts of atoms and that it 
produces a crackling sound in a Geiger counter. Obviously beliefs concerning 
relations of these kinds cannot be justified by experiencing both sides of the 
causal relation in the way that Hume’s premise would require.

Notice carefully that the claim so far is not that these alleged cases of 
causal knowledge are genuine, so that Hume’s premise would have to be mis-
taken. It is possible for a proponent of Hume’s view to respond by claiming 
either that we do not really have the causal knowledge in question (or pos-
sibly, though this seems even more difficult to defend, that it can in fact be 
somehow accounted for in a way that is compatible with the Humean claim). 
Thus defenders of Hume’s view have often also been advocates of behaviorism 
(the view that there is nothing more to mental states than patterns of observ-
able behavior, so that there is no need for an inference to the inner states of 
mind of other people) and of fictionalism (the view that seemingly unobserv-
able scientific entities do not really exist, but only reflect ways of talking 
that help to systematically describe observations, so that there is no need for 
an inference to genuinely existing unobservable entities).29 But these views 
both seem desperately implausible, so that if a reasonably plausible general 
account can be given of how such causal knowledge can be justifiably arrived 
at, this would be enough to warrant the rejection of Hume’s premise and the 
argument that results from it.

The account that has been offered, by a series of philosophers of whom 
the first was probably the American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce, 
holds that knowledge of the sort in question depends on a fundamental and 
sometimes unrecognized mode of reasoning, one that is quite distinct from 
both deductive reasoning and the inductive reasoning that was considered 
in chapter 4. Peirce called it “abductive reasoning,” but it is perhaps more 
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perspicuously characterized as theoretical or explanatory reasoning. In rea-
soning of this sort, a hypothesis is advanced to explain some relevant set 
of data and is justified simply on the basis of being the best explanation of 
the data in question.30 Exactly what makes an explanation the best—in a 
sense that is relevant to its truth—is a difficult and complicated issue, as 
we will see to some extent below, but the point for the moment is that if 
such an assessment can be defended, then it allegedly becomes justifiable 
to accept the entire explanatory hypothesis, including any causal claims that 
it may involve, on that basis—without any requirement that there be direct 
experiential evidence for those causal claims by themselves (of the sort that 
Hume’s premise would require). Thus, for example, when the entire physi-
cal theory of radioactive isotopes and their decay into other kinds of atoms 
is justified as the best explanation of a variety of observed phenomena, 
including the fogging of photographic film, changes in the composition of 
samples, tracks in cloud chambers, and so on, claims about the causal rela-
tions between the various kinds of atoms and particles and also between 
these unobservable entities and processes and their observable manifesta-
tions are justified as part of the total package, with accordingly no need for 
them to be justified separately.31

A full defense of the idea of theoretical or explanatory reasoning is obvi-
ously not possible in the present book. The suggestion for the moment is 
only that the idea is plausible enough, especially in light of examples like 
those given, to make it reasonable to reject at least tentatively Hume’s thesis 
about knowledge of causal relations, thus opening the door to the possibility 
that the representative realist position on the problem of the external world 
might be defensible after all.

The Representative Realist Explanation
But this response to Hume, even if correct, only opens the door. We still 
need to worry about whether the representative realist’s proposed explana-
tion of our experience really is the best one. And before we can do that, we 
need to consider in substantially more detail what the rationale for that ex-
planation might be and how it is supposed to work (something about which 
representative realists have often had surprisingly little to say).

The place to start is to ask what it is about the character of our immediate 
sensory experience that points to or perhaps even seems to demand such an 
explanation. As we saw earlier, Locke points to two features of our experi-
ence in this connection: its involuntary character and its systematic order. 
But while these features may indeed demand some sort of explanation, they 
do not, at least when described at that level of abstraction, seem to point at 
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all clearly to the specific one that the representative realist favors (which is 
why the door is seemingly open to Berkeley’s alternative). If anything about 
experience favors the physical object explanation in a clearer, more obvious 
way, it will thus have to be, I would suggest, features more specific than any 
that Locke explicitly mentions.

Here is a question for you to think hard about, preferably before reading 
beyond this paragraph—one that is both historically and substantively as 
fundamental as any in the whole field of epistemology. Think as carefully as 
you can about your immediate sensory experience as it would be described 
in sense-data terms: your experience of qualities like colors and shapes and 
apparent spatial relations and apparent sounds and tactile qualities and so 
on. You are presently experiencing patterns of black and white marks that 
according to the representative realist are caused by and represent the pages 
of this book, along with other colors reflecting your immediate surrounding 
environment; your auditory sensations might be those that seem to reflect 
the steps of people in the library (or your dormitory or your house) or the 
music that you listen to while you read; you have tactile sensations seem-
ingly reflecting things like the book in your hand, the chair or couch you 
are sitting on, and so on; perhaps there is a distinctive smell of some sort as 
well. What, if anything, about those experienced qualities taken in themselves 
suggests that their source or cause is an independent realm of material objects 
of the sort that the representative realist advocates? Why, apart from mere 
familiarity, does such an explanation of experience seem so compelling?

My suggestion is that the answer to this question has two main parts. The 
first points to the presence in immediate experience of repeatable sequences 
of experienced qualities, qualities that overlap and often shade gradually into 
one another. Here I have in mind something like the “sensory routes” that 
are, as discussed earlier, invoked by the phenomenalist. While these “sensory 
routes” cannot ultimately do the job that the phenomenalist needs them to 
do, for the reasons given there, they are nonetheless very real and pervasive. 
Think of the ways in which such “sensory routes” can be experienced in 
opposite orders (imagine here what common sense would regard as walking 
from one place to another and then returning to the first place by the same 
route—perhaps even walking backwards, so as to make the two sequences as 
similar as possible). Think of the ways in which such “sensory routes” inter-
sect with each other, thus, for example, allowing one to get from one end 
to the other without going through the “route” itself, thereby delineating a 
sensory loop. Think of the resulting structure of a whole set of overlapping 
and intersecting “sensory routes.”32
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Here it may be helpful, as a kind of analogy, to think from a common-
sense standpoint of how you would go about programming a computer game 
to simulate a “space” containing “objects” through which the computer char-
acter can move. You would program successive “screens” of visually observ-
able colors and shapes in such a way as to mimic the appearance of objects 
that are gradually approached and passed, perhaps with concomitant sound 
qualities that get louder and then softer and imaginably even other system-
atically varying qualities like smells or temperatures. (Perhaps the game is 
played in an enclosed booth that can be heated or cooled.) You would also 
include some controllable way in which the character can be made to face 
in different directions, move at different rates, and stand still. In these terms, 
my suggestion is that our actual immediate experience has more or less ex-
actly the features that an ideal program of this sort would create. (Again, you 
will have to ponder this point, “chew on” it, in relation to a range of your 
own examples, in order to fully understand it.)

The idea is then that at least the most obvious and natural explanation 
of these features of our experience is that we are located in a spatial realm of 
objects through which we move (sometimes voluntarily and sometimes not) 
and of which we can perceive at any given moment only the limited portion 
that is close enough and in the right direction to be accessible to our various 
senses (what this requires differs from sense to sense)—a kind of experiential 
“tunnel.” Our experience reflects both the qualities of these objects and the 
different perspectives from which they are perceived as we gradually approach 
them from different directions, at different speeds, under different conditions 
of perception, and so forth. Thus the relatively permanent structure of this 
spatial array of objects is partially reflected in the much more temporary and 
variable, but broadly repeatable features of our immediate experience. (Are 
we being misled by mere familiarity here? Can you think of another explana-
tion of these features of experience that is equally “natural” or reasonable?)

The second part of the answer to the question of what it is about the 
character of immediate experience that points to the representative real-
ist explanation appeals to the fact, already noticed in our discussion of 
phenomenalism, that the experiential order just described, though undeni-
ably impressive, is in fact incomplete or fragmentary in a number of related 
ways. The easiest way to indicate these ways is by reference to the sorts of 
situations that, from a common-sense standpoint, produce and explain them 
(though the representative realist cannot, of course, assume at this stage, 
without begging the question, that these things are what is actually going 
on). Imagine then traversing a “sensory route” of the sort just indicated, but 
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doing so (i) with one’s eyes closed (or one’s ears plugged, etc.) during some 
of the time required, or perhaps while asleep during part of the time (travel-
ing in a car or train); or (ii) while the conditions of perception, including 
those pertaining to the functioning of your sense organs and to your mental 
“processing,” are changing or being varied (involving such things as chang-
ing lighting, including complete darkness; jaundice and similar diseases that 
affect perception; objects and conditions that temporarily block or interfere 
with perception; even something as simple as turning one’s head in a differ-
ent direction, blinking, or wiping one’s eyes). If you think about it carefully, 
you will see that interfering factors of these various kinds make the sensory 
sequences that define the various “routes” far less regular and dependable 
than they might at first seem. (The more time you spend thinking carefully 
about specific examples, the better you will understand and be able to evalu-
ate this point.)33

Thus the basic claim is that the realm of immediate sensory experience, 
of sense-data (or adverbial contents), is both too orderly not to demand an 
explanation and not orderly enough for that explanation to be that the sense-
data have an intrinsic order of their own. What this strongly suggests, the 
representative realist will argue, is an independent realm of objects outside 
our experience, one that has its own patterns of (mainly spatial) order, with 
the partial and fragmentary order of our experience resulting from our partial 
and intermittent perceptual contact with that larger and more stable realm.

The discussion so far provides only an initial and highly schematic pic-
ture of the representative realist’s proposed explanation. It would have to be 
filled out in a number of ways in order to be even approximately complete. 
Here I will be content with three further points. First, the main focus of 
the discussion so far has been on spatial properties of material objects and 
the features of immediate experience that seem to suggest them. Thus the 
result to this point is at best only a kind of skeletal picture of the material 
world, one that would have to be “fleshed out” in various ways in order to 
even approximate the common-sense picture of the world. In fact, it is use-
ful to think of the representative realist explanation as starting with spatial 
properties as a first and most fundamental stage and then adding further 
refinements to that starting point.

Second, the most important addition to this initial spatial picture of the 
world would be various sorts of causal relations among material objects and 
between such objects and perceivers, together with the causal and dispo-
sitional properties of objects (flammability, solubility, malleability, brittle-
ness, toxicity, and so on) that underlie such relations. These are, from the 
representative realist standpoint, basically added in order to explain appar-
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ent changes in material objects that are reflected in relatively permanent 
changes in the otherwise stable “sensory routes.” (Think here, for example, 
of the relatively permanent change in a “sensory route” that would result 
from a building burning down or being destroyed by an earthquake.) Here it 
is important to note that like the stable spatial order, the causal regularities 
that pertain to material objects are only intermittently and fragmentarily re-
flected in immediate experience, partially for the reasons already considered, 
but also because any given perceiver may simply not be in the right position 
to observe the beginning or end or some intermediate part of a given causal 
sequence, even though other parts are experienced. Simple examples would 
include throwing a rock into the air without seeing or hearing it land, pulling 
on a string without observing the movement of an object at the other end 
(or seeing the object move but without observing the movement of part of 
the intervening string), or planting a seed and returning later to find a well-
developed plant.34

Third, there is the issue of primary and secondary qualities. As already 
noted, Locke’s view is that material objects have primary qualities like size, 
shape, and motion through space, but not secondary qualities like color, 
smell, taste, and felt temperature, a view with which most other representa-
tive realists have tended to agree. Here it will suffice to focus on color, surely 
the most experientially pervasive and interesting of the secondary qualities.35 
Clearly to deny that material objects are genuinely colored complicates the 
representative realist’s proposed explanation by making the relation between 
material objects and our immediate experiences much less straightforward 
than it would otherwise be: according to such a view, whereas our immediate 
experiences of spatial properties are caused more or less directly by closely 
related spatial properties of objects (allowing, importantly, for perspective), 
our immediate experiences of color properties are caused by utterly different 
properties of material objects, primarily by how their surfaces differentially 
reflect wavelengths of light.

Locke offers little real argument for this view, but the argument he seems 
to have in mind36 is that as the causal account of the material world develops, 
it turns out that ascribing a property like color (construed as the “sensuous” 
property that is present in immediate visual experience) to material objects 
is in fact quite useless for explaining our experiences of colors. What colors 
we experience depend on the properties of the light that strikes our eyes 
and this in turn, in the most standard cases, depend on how material objects 
reflect and absorb light, which yet in turn depends on the structure of their 
surfaces as constituted by primary and causal properties. I think that this is 
correct as a matter of science, but the important point for the moment is that 
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if it is correct, then the denial that material objects are really colored simply 
follows from the basic logic of the representative realist position: according 
to representative realism, the only justification for ascribing any property 
to the material world is that it best explains some aspect of our immediate 
experience, so that the ascription of properties that do not figure in such 
explanations is automatically unjustified.37

Alternatives to the Representative Realist Explanation
The discussion so far has perhaps made a reasonable case, though of course 
nothing like a conclusive one, first, that the representative realist’s proposed 
explanation of the order of our immediate experience cannot be ruled out 
on Humean grounds; and, second, that this explanation has a good deal of 
plausibility in relation to that experience. But this is still not enough to show 
that it is the best explanation and hence the one, even assuming the general 
acceptability of theoretical reasoning, whose acceptance is thereby justi-
fied. Here we are essentially back to the question posed very early on in this 
chapter: why, if at all, should the explanation of our experience that invokes 
external, mind-independent material objects be preferred to other possible 
explanations such as Berkeley’s (or the very similar if not identical one that 
appeals to Descartes’s evil genius)?

It should be obvious that Berkeley’s explanatory hypothesis is capable of 
explaining the very same features of immediate experience that the represen-
tative realist appeals to. All that is needed, as suggested earlier, is for God to 
have an ideally complete conception or picture of the representative realist’s 
material world and then to systematically cause experiences in perceivers that 
reflect their apparent location in and movement through such a world—that 
is, to directly cause the experiences that such a world would (if it existed) 
produce. (This assumes that God can recognize intentions to “move” in vari-
ous directions and adjust the person’s perceptions accordingly; of course, no 
genuine movement really takes place, nor does the perceiver, in Berkeley’s 
view, really have a physical location.38) A different, but essentially parallel 
explanatory hypothesis, is provided by a science-fiction scenario: the per-
ceiver is a disembodied brain floating in a vat of brain nutrients and receiving 
electrical impulses from a computer that again contains an ideally complete 
model or representation of a material world and generates the impulses ac-
cordingly (taking account of motor impulses received from the brain that 
reflect the person’s intended movements), thus stimulating the person’s brain 
so as to yield the pattern of experiences in question.39 And further explana-
tory hypotheses can be generated according to the same basic formula: there 
must be some sort of a representation or model of a material world together 
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with some sort of mechanism (which need not be mechanical in the ordinary 
sense) that systematically produces experiences in perceivers, allowing for 
their subjectively intended movements. Any pattern of immediate experience 
that can be explained by the representative realist’s explanatory hypothesis 
can thus automatically be also explained by explanatory hypotheses of this 
latter sort, probably indefinitely many of them, with no possible strictly expe-
riential basis for deciding between them or between any one of them and the 
representative realist hypothesis.

If there is to be a reason for favoring the representative realist hypothesis, 
therefore, it will have to be a priori in character, and it is more than a little 
difficult to see what it might be. Here I will limit myself to one fairly tenta-
tive suggestion, before leaving the issue for you to think further about.

One striking contrast between the representative realist’s explanatory hy-
pothesis and the others we have looked at is that under the representative re-
alist view there is a clear intuitive sense in which the qualities of the objects 
that explain our immediate experiences are directly reflected in the character 
of those experiences themselves, so that the latter can be said to be, allow-
ing for perspective and perhaps other sorts of distortion, experiences of the 
former, albeit indirect ones. Once again this applies most straightforwardly to 
spatial properties: thus, for example, the rectangular or trapezoidal shape that 
is immediately experienced can be said to be an indirect perception of a rect-
angular face of the material object that causes that experience. In contrast, 
the features of the elements in the other explanatory hypotheses that are 
responsible for the various features of our experience are not at all directly 
reflected in that experience. For example, what is responsible in these other 
hypotheses for the rectangular or trapezoidal shape in my immediate experi-
ence is one aspect of God’s total picture or conception of a material world (or 
perhaps one aspect of a representation of such a world stored in a computer). 
This aspect has in itself no shape of any sort (or at least, in the case of the 
computer, none that is at all relevant to the shape that I experience); it is 
merely a representation of a related shape, according to some system of repre-
sentation or coding. Thus its relation to the character of the experience that 
it is supposed to explain is inherently less direct, more complicated than in 
the case of the representative realist’s explanation.

My suggestion is that the inherently less direct, more complicated charac-
ter of the way that these competing explanatory hypotheses account for the 
features of our immediate experience may yield a reason for preferring the 
more direct (and thus in a sense simpler) representative realist explanatory 
hypothesis, for regarding it as more likely to be true. But how, exactly? Why 
should an explanation that is in this way simpler be thereby more likely to 
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be true? Sometimes philosophers appeal at this point to a general standard of 
simplicity, according to which it is just a fundamental principle that the sim-
pler explanation is more likely to be true. The problem with this is twofold: 
first, the justification or rationale for the principle in question is far from 
clear (why is the simpler explanation more likely to be true?); and, second, 
the way in which it would apply to the case with which we are concerned 
is at best debatable, since Berkeley’s explanation, for example, might be 
claimed to be simpler, in a different way from the one just discussed, on the 
grounds that it invokes only one entity, albeit an extremely complicated one, 
rather than the many objects that make up a material world.

Rather than appealing to a general standard of simplicity, a perhaps bet-
ter way to put the point is to say that an alternative explanatory hypothesis 
like Berkeley’s, at least as we have construed it, depends for its explanatory 
success on the truth of two distinct claims, both equally essential: First, there 
is the claim that a material world of the sort postulated by the representative 
realist could account for the features of our experience. This claim is crucial 
to the alternative explanations, for it is precisely by emulating or mimick-
ing the action of such a world that God (or the computer) is supposed to 
decide just what experiences to produce in us. Merely to say that God or the 
computer produces experience in some way or other would not explain the 
specific sorts of experience (with their incomplete or fragmentary order) that 
we actually have. Nor would it do to say just that God (or the computer) 
produces experiences that are in some way suggestive of a material world, for 
that is too vague to yield definite results. Thus the specificity of the alterna-
tive explanation depends on characterizing the experiences that God (or 
the computer) produces as those which a material world (if it existed) would 
actually produce, thus conceding that such a world could produce experience 
of that specific sort.

Second, there is the claim that God (or some specified computer) could 
indeed successfully produce the required emulation, a claim that is in general 
anything but trivial or obvious. This is obvious for the computer: any com-
puter that is specified in detail might fail in any number of ways to actually 
produce the experience in question. (And simply to appeal to an unspecified 
computer is not to really give a competing explanation.) And the same is 
true of any specified God or Godlike being whose nature and mode of func-
tioning is specified in detail.40

But the representative realist view requires only the truth of the first of 
these two claims. It is thus, I suggest, inherently less vulnerable to problems 
and challenges and so more likely to be true. As some of you will know, it 
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is a fact of probability theory that the probability of the conjunction of two 
propositions is equal to the product of their separate probabilities, so that 
where each of them has a separate probability less than one (that is, is not a 
necessary truth), the probability of the conjunction is automatically smaller 
than either of the separate probabilities. And this is an apparent reason for 
regarding the representative realist’s explanatory hypothesis as providing the 
best of these competing explanations. (An approximate analogy:41 Suppose 
that I come home to find my truck, to which only my wife has the key, gone 
from my driveway. One explanatory hypothesis is that she has driven it 
somewhere on her own. A second explanatory hypothesis is that an intruder 
has kidnapped her and forced her to drive somewhere. Assuming that there 
is no further evidence that also requires explanation, such as a broken door 
or window, the first explanatory hypothesis is more likely to be true than the 
second simply because the second one requires both the essential ingredi-
ent invoked in the first explanatory hypothesis (my wife using her key to 
drive the truck away) and a further, separate ingredient (the intruder, who 
forces her to do so). Because it requires both of these ingredients, the second 
explanatory hypothesis is less likely to be true than the first, which requires 
only one of them.42)

Is this a successful argument for representative realism? There are at least 
two questions about it that need to be considered. First, the argument as-
sumes that the competitors to representative realism are all parasitic upon 
the representative realist explanatory hypothesis in the way indicated, and 
it is worth asking whether this is really so. Is there an explanation of our 
immediate experience that does not in this way rely on an emulation of the 
way in which a material world would produce that experience? As we have 
already seen, it will not do to say simply that God causes our experience 
without saying how and why he produces the specific results that he does, 
for that is not really to give a complete explanation. But is there some other 
way of filling out Berkeley’s explanatory hypothesis or one of the parallel 
ones that does not invoke a conception of a material world whose causa-
tion of experience is emulated by the being or mechanism postulated by the 
hypothesis? Second, even if the argument succeeds to a degree, how probable 
or likely does it make the material world hypothesis in comparison to these 
others? Is the resulting degree of probability or likelihood high enough to 
agree approximately with our common-sense convictions in this regard (or 
to yield knowledge, assuming that some version of the weak conception of 
knowledge is correct43)? I will leave these further difficult questions for you 
to think further about.
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Is There a Better Alternative?: Direct Realism

The upshot of our discussion so far in this chapter is that phenomenalism 
appears entirely untenable, and that at least a better defense than many have 
supposed possible can be offered for representative realism. Many recent 
philosophers, however, have thought that there is a third alternative that is 
superior to either of these: one usually referred to as direct realism. The central 
idea of direct realism is that the view we have called perceptual subjectivism 
is false, that is, that instead of immediately experiencing either sense-data or 
adverbial contents, we instead directly experience external material objects, 
without the mediation of these other sorts of entities or states. And the sug-
gestion often seems to be, though this is usually not explained very fully, that 
such a view can simply bypass the representative realist’s problem of justify-
ing an inference from immediate experience to the material world and do so 
without having to advocate anything as outlandish as phenomenalism.44

For anyone who has struggled with the idea of sense-data (or the adver-
bial alternative) and with the difficulties and complexities of representa-
tive realism and phenomenalism, the apparent simplicity of direct realism, 
the way in which it seems to make extremely difficult or even intractable 
problems simply vanish, may be difficult to resist. We must be cautious, 
however. What does such a view amount to, and can it really deliver the 
results that it promises?

Many different versions of direct realism have in fact been proposed, of-
ten differing in subtle and complicated ways. Here there is room only for a 
brief consideration of some of the general features of such a view. We may 
begin with a point that is often advanced in arguments for direct realism, 
one that, while correct as far as it goes, turns out in fact to be of much less 
help than has sometimes been thought in either defending or even explain-
ing the direct realist view. Think about an ordinary example of perceptual 
experience: standing in my backyard, I watch my dogs chasing each other in 
a large circle around some bushes, weaving in and out of the sunshine and 
shadows, as a car drives by on the street. The direct realist’s claim is that 
in such a case (assuming that I am in a normal, non-philosophical frame of 
mind), the picture that it is easy to find in or read into some representative 
realists, according to which I first have thoughts or occurrent beliefs about 
the character of my experience (whether understood in sense-datum or in 
adverbial content terms) and then infer explicitly from these to thoughts or 
beliefs about material objects is simply and flatly wrong as a description of 
my actual conscious state. In fact, the only things that I think about at all 
directly and explicitly in such a case are things like dogs and bushes and cars 
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and sunlight, not anything as subtle and abstruse as sense-data or adverbial 
contents. The direct realist need not deny (though some have seemed to) 
that my sensory experience somehow involves the various qualities, such as 
complicated patterns of shape and color, that these other views have spoken 
of, or even that I am in some way aware or conscious of these. His point is 
that whatever may be said about these other matters, from an intuitive stand-
point what is “directly presented to my mind” in such experience is material 
objects and nothing else—and that any view that denies this obvious truth 
is simply mistaken about the facts.

I have already said that I think that the direct realist is at least mostly 
right about this. What happens most centrally in perceptual experience is 
that we have explicit thoughts or make perceptual judgment about what 
we are perceiving; and in normal cases (apart from very special artistic or 
perhaps philosophical contexts), these perceptual judgments are directly and 
entirely about things (and processes and qualities) in the external material 
world. Philosophers speak of that which a propositional state of mind is 
directly about as its intentional object, and we can accordingly say that the 
intentional objects of our basic perceptual judgments are normally alleged 
or apparent material objects. In this way, the relation of such judgments to 
material objects is, it might be said, intentionally direct.

But what bearing, if any, does this intentional directness have on the 
central epistemological question of what reason or justification we have for 
thinking that such perceptual judgments about the material world are true? 
It is at least fairly plausible that the sort of direct presence to the mind that 
is involved in the idea of “immediate experience” discussed in the previous 
chapter yields the result that one’s beliefs or awarenesses concerning the 
objects of such experiences are automatically justified, simply because there 
is no room for error to creep in.45 But is there any way in which it follows 
from the mere fact that perceptual judgments about material objects are 
intentionally direct that they are also justified? It still seems obvious that a 
perceptual judgment (and the total state of mind of which it is a part) is 
quite distinct from the material object, if any, that is its intentionally direct 
object. This is shown by the fact that in cases like hallucination, the object 
in question need not exist at all, but it would be clear enough even without 
such cases—phenomenalist views having been rejected, the material object 
does not somehow literally enter the mind. Thus even though perceptual 
judgments are directly about such objects in the intentional sense, the ques-
tion of whether they represent them correctly—and indeed of whether the 
specific objects exist at all—still arises, I suggest, in exactly the same way 
that it does for the representative realist, with intentional directness provid-
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ing no very obvious basis for an answer. Thus this question must apparently 
still be answered, if at all, by appeal to the immediately experienced features 
involved in the perceiver’s state of mind, with the specific character of the 
sensory experience being the only obvious thing to invoke.

Thus while the idea of intentional directness can be used to present a 
somewhat more accurate picture of a normal perceiver’s state of mind, the 
view that results is still fundamentally a version of representative realism in 
that it faces the same essential problem of justifying the transition (whether 
it is an explicit inference or not) from the character of the person’s experi-
ence to beliefs or judgments about the material world. If this is all that direct 
realism amounts to, then it is not a genuinely distinct third alternative with 
regard to the basic issue of how perceptual beliefs or judgments are justified.

Is there any further way to make sense of the “directness” to which di-
rect realist appeals, one that might yield more interesting epistemological 
results? It is far from obvious what it would be. Some proponents of this 
supposed view have tried to deny that we have any awareness of the char-
acter of our immediate experience that is both distinct from our judgmental 
awareness of material objects and of the sort that could provide the basis for 
the justification of material object claims. Such a challenge raises subtle and 
difficult issues about different kinds of awareness, but it is hard to see how 
it could really be correct. Moreover, the correctness of this challenge, while 
it would surely constitute a serious or perhaps even conclusive objection to 
representative realism, would not in any way yield a positive direct realist 
account of how beliefs about the material world are justified, if not in the 
representative realist way.46

My tentative conclusion (which some of you may want to investigate 
further by consulting some of the recent literature on direct realism47) is that 
the idea that direct realism represents a further alternative on the present 
issue is a chimera. Thus, once phenomenalism is rejected as hopeless, the 
only alternatives with regard to knowledge of the external world appear to 
be skepticism and some version of representative realism, perhaps one that 
recognizes and incorporates the view that perceptual judgments about the 
material world are intentionally direct.48
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Some Further Epistemological Issues: 
Other Minds, Testimony, 

and Memory

We have now completed our discussion of the most obvious and widely 
discussed problems that arise within or grow fairly directly out of Descartes’s 
basic epistemological outlook. In this chapter, I want to look somewhat more 
briefly and tentatively at three further, less widely discussed and perhaps 
somewhat less obvious problems, still approaching them from the broadly 
Cartesian standpoint that we have adopted so far. That these problems have 
on the whole received substantially less attention from epistemologists is the 
main justification for treating them in this more cursory way, even though 
they are in my judgment still far too important to neglect entirely. Partly for 
reasons of space, but also to give you some more restricted problems to think 
further about, I have left the discussion in each case in an even more tenta-
tive and unfinished state than in the earlier chapters.

The Problem of Other Minds

The problem of other minds, which was already briefly noticed at several 
points in the previous chapter, has to do with whether and, if so, how beliefs 
concerning the minds and mental states of people other than the person 
who has the beliefs in question are justified. From the standpoint of com-
mon sense, it seems obvious that we do often have justified beliefs (and 
knowledge) of this sort, that we often believe with justification that other 
people are experiencing pain or coldness or redness, feeling fearful or angry 
or happy, or believing or wondering or doubting various things. (To be sure, 
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there are also plenty of cases in which we may be uncertain just what is go-
ing on in the mind of another and even, more rarely, cases where even the 
presence of a functioning mind is in serious doubt.)

Discussions of this problem have tended to focus on the conscious aspects 
of the mental states in question, and I will mainly do so here. It is important 
to notice, however, that one central ingredient of at least many of the states 
ordinarily classified as “mental” is the presence of distinctive sorts of behavior 
or dispositions toward such behavior: one who has no tendency at all to “fight 
or flee” cannot intelligibly be regarded as being afraid; and one who has the 
ability to speak (and who wants to be helpful), but has no disposition at all to 
say “yes” upon being asked whether it is raining, cannot intelligibly be said to 
believe that it is raining. (Notice in this second example how the behavioral 
disposition depends on the presence of a second mental state—the desire to 
be helpful—as well as the one in question.) But the core of the problem is 
still the justification of the part of the content of beliefs about other minds 
that has to do with conscious aspects, and it is this part of the issue upon 
which we will mainly focus here.

Consider then a relatively clear, though somewhat unpleasant example: 
I am a witness as a teenaged boy, who has been riding his bicycle somewhat 
carelessly, is brushed by a car and falls heavily off the bicycle, apparently 
injuring his leg. The leg is bleeding and the boy is grasping it, crying and 
moaning, and pleading for help. Stepping quickly to the nearby phone to 
summon help, I believe with the strongest possible conviction that the boy 
is experiencing quite severe pain and also that he is distressed and fright-
ened, that he believes that he is injured, and that he desires help. And, at 
least from the standpoint of common sense, there is little doubt that these 
beliefs are strongly justified and indeed that they constitute clear examples 
of knowledge.

But why exactly is this so? What is my reason or justification in this sort of 
case for thinking that the beliefs in question are true? Clearly part of the an-
swer is my observations of the boy’s behavior (the seemingly agonized grasping 
and crying and moaning and apparent1 pleading), together with the collat-
eral circumstances (the force of the fall, the way that the boy landed, and the 
bleeding)—circumstances that are often included in a kind of expanded use 
of the term “behavior,” a convenient usage that will be adopted here.2 But 
how and why do these observed facts about behavior constitute a reason or 
justification for beliefs of the sort indicated concerning what is going on in 
the boy’s mind? This is a question that would be very hard to take seriously 
for even a moment if I was actually in the circumstances described, but none-
theless one to which the answer is not at all obvious on reflection.
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Logical Behaviorism
There is one answer to this question that is historically important enough to 
require mention here, but which is nonetheless too implausible, in my judg-
ment, to be even a minimally serious candidate for being correct. For a sub-
stantial period in the early to middle part of the twentieth century, a number 
of philosophers adopted a view called behaviorism or, more accurately, logical 
(or analytical) behaviorism.3 According to logical behaviorism, the content 
of propositions concerning minds and mental states is entirely captured by 
propositions about behavior and dispositions to behave. Thus on this view, 
for it to be true that the boy is experiencing severe pain in his leg is nothing 
more than for him to be behaving in ways like those described and others of 
the same general sort and/or for him to be disposed to behave (or continue 
to behave) in those ways. Though adopting logical behaviorism does not 
completely solve the problem of justifying beliefs concerning the minds and 
mental states of others (since there is still an inference from presently ob-
served behavior to future behavior and dispositions to behave that requires 
justification of some sort, presumably inductive), it greatly reduces the dif-
ficulty by eliminating the need for an inferential transition from behavioral 
facts to facts of an apparently entirely different kind.4

But despite this advantage (which was, not surprisingly, overwhelmingly 
the main reason for the popularity of the view), it seems obvious that logical 
behaviorism is extremely implausible—so much so that (as with phenomenal-
ism) it is nearly impossible to believe that anyone ever really fully accepted 
it. Though there are extensive discussions and more complicated arguments 
to be found in the literature,5 it seems sufficient to say simply that in ex-
amples like the one described, it is the conscious experiences and thoughts of 
the boy in question, as opposed to his behavior and dispositions to behave, 
that are almost certain to be the main focus of a concerned onlooker. As 
regards the pain in particular, if I did not believe (or take for granted) that 
that the boy was having distinct experiences of a roughly familiar and quite 
awful sort (even though not directly observable by others), if I really thought 
that no such feeling lay behind the observed behavior, then although there 
might still be a concern to staunch the bleeding and also one about possible 
damage to the boy’s future physical capabilities, much of what makes such a 
situation seem urgent and terrible would simply be gone. (An alternative way 
to make essentially the same point is to alter the example by making myself 
the injured party, making it abundantly clear from an intuitive standpoint 
that more than mere behavior would be involved.6) Thus logical behaviorism 
seems best regarded as one of those occasional manifestations of philosophi-
cal desperation that cannot be taken seriously.
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The Argument from Analogy
Having dismissed the behaviorist view, the problem is then how to justify an 
inference from (a) observed facts about behavior to (b) conclusions about 
the conscious mental states (or conscious aspects of such states)7 that are 
internal to the mind of the other person in question and thus not directly 
observable by the person whose beliefs about them are at issue. Here the 
obvious appeal, putting it as is natural in the first person, is to my own ex-
perience of the correlation between the behavior of my body and my mental 
states. Perhaps I was in the past injured in a way closely comparable to that 
pertaining to the boy, so that I can remember how behavioral manifestations 
of these or very similar sorts were correlated with inner experiences and 
thoughts. And even if I am fortunate enough not to have undergone a closely 
similar incident, there will almost surely be in my history other cases that are 
sufficiently comparable to be relevant, cases of lesser injuries or injuries of a 
different though still broadly analogous sort.

The suggestion is then that the correlation between (a) the observed 
behavior and behavioral circumstances of the other body (again constru-
ing this so as to include environmental circumstances of various kinds) and 
(b) the mental states of the other mind can reasonably be taken to be at least 
approximately parallel to that between (a) my own behavior and (b) my own 
mental states. This would include the idea that more extreme behavior and 
circumstances (for example, a harder fall, more serious observed injuries, or 
more desperate crying and moaning and pleading) would correlate with the 
comparably more severe pain; that an injury of a different sort (say, a burn) 
would correlate with a somewhat different sort of pain; and so on. Thus by 
being familiar with the correlations between my own behavior and my own 
mental states, I can seemingly infer, via a kind of analogy or proportion, to 
the existence and nature of the unobserved (by me) mental states of the boy. 
(Think of how this might work in various specific cases, using your imagina-
tion to fill in as many details as possible.)

This is what has come to be known as the argument from analogy for the 
existence and specific conscious states of other minds. Obviously its strength 
in a particular case will depend in part on the degree to which the believer’s 
own personal history includes incidents that resemble reasonably closely the 
ones with which his beliefs about other minds are concerned: the beliefs of 
someone who has never experienced even moderately severe pain concern-
ing such a case will be both less specific and less strongly justified than those 
of someone whose experience in this direction has been more extensive. 
But this seems intuitively to be exactly the right result, and thus does not 
constitute an objection.
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What does seem to constitute a serious objection to the view that the 
main or even exclusive justification for beliefs concerning other minds is the 
argument from analogy is that the degree of justification that this argument 
yields appears initially to be in general quite low, very much lower than we 
intuitively believe ourselves to have in cases like the one described. The 
problem is that I am able to observe the correlation between behavioral 
circumstances and mental states for only one person, myself, out of the poten-
tially billions or more cases to which the argument in principle would apply, 
thus seeming to generalize from a single example to all of these others. It is 
as if I attempted to reason to the characteristics of all oak trees or all lakes or 
all thunderstorms by examining a single example, and it has seemed obvious 
to many that the force of any such reasoning would be very weak. As we saw 
in discussing induction, the cogency of this sort of reasoning seems to depend 
on examining many different cases in which the circumstances not explicitly 
specified in the inductive conclusion vary as widely as possible, and finding 
regularities or apparent regularities that pertain to most or all of them, some-
thing that appears to be impossible in the case of other minds. Thus while 
the argument from analogy seems undeniably to provide at least some justifi-
cation for our beliefs about other minds,8 the result apparently falls far short 
of the degree of justification that common sense confidently ascribes.

Theoretical Reasoning Again?
Is it possible to do any better than this? For one familiar with the issues 
discussed in the previous chapter (and in chapter 4), the obvious sugges-
tion is an appeal to theoretical reasoning of the sort discussed there, with our 
common-sense beliefs about the existence and characteristics of other minds 
being treated as components of a general theory that is justified because it 
best explains the behavioral evidence. The issues raised by this suggestion are 
complicated and difficult, and there is no space here for a full consideration of 
them. Instead, I will have to be content with raising some of the main prob-
lems and questions, leaving to you the job of thinking further about them.

The first question is whether (and, if so, how) this line of argument really 
does any better than the argument from analogy. It seems obvious that the 
account of the mental states of other people that I come to accept is still 
largely suggested by my experience of my own mental states and the way that 
they are correlated with my own behavior. But according to the view that 
we are now considering, the justification for the resulting “theory” is that it 
best explains the behavioral evidence, with the fact that it is apparently true 
of me, one example of the general sort of entity in question, playing only a 
very minor justificatory role.9
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But this only points to the main question about the appeal to theoreti-
cal or explanatory reasoning in this area. It seems reasonably clear that the 
common-sense picture of mental states and their experiential connections 
provides one possible explanation of the behavioral evidence in question. 
But what reason, if any, is there for thinking that this explanation is the 
best explanation, once it is recognized that its apparent correctness to my 
own case, though certainly of some relevance to this question, is in itself 
far from decisive? (The correctness of this explanation in even my own 
case is not beyond question: I undoubtedly experience the various con-
scious states in question, but the alleged causal relation to my behavior is 
not directly experienced.)

There are three distinguishable subissues involved in this question, each 
of which will be briefly considered, though we will be unable to go very far 
into any of them here. The first is whether there is any good reason to think 
that the best explanation of the behavior in question will in fact invoke 
conscious mental states of any sort. Why couldn’t there be, as some recent 
philosophers have suggested, an alternative explanation that did not appeal 
to conscious mental states at all, but instead invoked only nonconscious 
physiological processes of some sort? Part of what makes this question so 
difficult is the elusiveness of the very idea of consciousness itself. Is there 
something about behavior of the sorts with which we are concerned that is 
somehow better explained by inner processes involving consciousness, and 
what exactly might that be?

The second subissue is whether the best explanation of the behavior of 
others, even if it involves conscious states of some sort, might not involve 
quite a different set of such states from the ones that seem natural and ob-
vious from a common-sense standpoint, perhaps having a totally different 
structure from those that I experience in myself. A view of this kind would 
seemingly have a great deal of difficulty in explaining verbal behavior, where 
the most straightforward alternative view would be that the utterance of 
a particular sentence is to be systematically explained as the expression of 
a corresponding conscious thought, but one that is different in each case 
from the one that is involved when I utter that same sentence—though still 
presumably one that in some way makes sense in the surrounding circum-
stances.10 Such a view seems on the surface to be extremely implausible. But 
views that appeal to other sorts of experience to explain nonverbal behavior 
of various sorts are much less obviously objectionable.

A third subissue is whether even if the system of conscious states that best 
explains the behavior of others is broadly the same as the one that I find 
in my own case, there might not still be systematic differences in certain 
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experienced properties. Here the most widely discussed possibility is that the 
spectrum of experienced colors might be systematically reversed or otherwise 
transposed, so that the colors that I experience in various circumstances are 
experienced by others in quite different circumstances: for example, such 
that the color that I experience when I look at fire engines and ripe apples 
is in fact the same as others experience when they look at newly mown grass 
and fresh leaves, and vice versa. (Think carefully about this specific possibil-
ity, remembering that if it were so, my use of color words would also presum-
ably be “reversed,” so that the word I would use to describe the color of ripe 
apples would be the same as that used by others, even though the property in 
question would vary in the way indicated.)

None of these essentially skeptical worries is easily dismissed, and the 
desire to somehow avoid them has led to a number of otherwise dubious 
views in the philosophy of mind and the philosophy of language, of which 
logical behaviorism is only the most conspicuously untenable.11 In the end, 
however, the issue may well turn on whether the objection raised above to 
the argument from analogy is really as compelling as it at first seems, for it 
seems very hard to find a compelling argument for the superiority of the com-
mon-sense explanation of the behavior of others if the apparent correctness 
of this explanation in one’s own case has no serious weight for the overall 
issue. (Think further about this on your own. What in your judgment is the 
best response to this overall problem?)

The Problem of Testimony

What has come to be referred to as the problem of testimony has to do with 
the justified beliefs, knowledge, and information generally that we seemingly 
acquire, via communications of many different sorts, from other people. To 
appreciate the scope and significance of this problem, you should reflect on 
the immense number and variety of things that would be commonsensically 
classified as justified belief and knowledge, but that depend essentially on 
information supposedly received from others via personal communications 
(direct speech, letters, e-mail, and the like), books, newspapers and maga-
zines, radio and television, the Internet and other computer sources, and so 
on—where “essentially” means that you in fact have no other, independent 
access to the alleged facts in question. Indeed, as we will see, there are many 
cases in which you could not imaginably have such independent access. 
(Here you should look again at the list of examples and categories of alleged 
knowledge in chapter 1, thinking about which ones seem to depend partially 
or wholly upon testimony.)
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Examples of Reliance on Testimony
Here are examples of three of the more striking kinds of beliefs seemingly 
justified in this way, again stated, for reasons that should be obvious, in the 
first person: Consider first my belief that there is a city called “London,” 
located in England on the river Thames, having certain general geographi-
cal features, containing various buildings and sites that I could list, having 
a certain complicated history, serving as the seat of the British government, 
and so on. As it happens, I have never been to London,12 so that I have no 
firsthand knowledge of any of this, but am justified in believing it (if indeed 
I am) entirely on the basis of information supplied in one way or another by 
other people, in books (including encyclopedias and atlases), newspapers and 
magazines, radio and television reports, and also in this case personal reports 
provided orally by those who have (they claim!) been there. But perhaps 
the most striking feature of this case is that even if I had been to London 
many times and had stayed there for long periods of time, there would still be 
many, many aspects of my comprehensive set of beliefs concerning London 
that would not be matters of firsthand knowledge for me: most of the history, 
obviously, but also a very large proportion of the claims about geography, 
specific buildings, and especially the political status of the city. Here it is 
important to bear in mind that such things as maps and labels on streets and 
buildings are merely more forms of information derived from others. (Think 
about this example carefully for yourselves: how much knowledge could I re-
ally have of London through my own unaided observation and reasoning?)

For a second example, consider a piece of supposed scientific knowledge: 
my belief that among the (fairly) fundamental constituents of the physical 
world are tiny particles (or at least seeming particles, since they sometimes 
behave like waves) called electrons, having a negative charge of a certain 
definite magnitude, constituting one of the ingredients of atoms of all kinds, 
and playing an important role in such phenomena as electric currents, the 
behavior of cathode-ray tubes, and the like. Again, I have no firsthand 
knowledge of any of this. And here again, it is very hard to imagine how I 
or indeed anyone could come to have genuinely firsthand knowledge of the 
existence and nature of electrons—though perhaps this could in principle be 
achieved by a very skilled scientist who set out to recreate all of the relevant 
evidence and theoretical reasoning from scratch on his own, something that 
it is doubtful that anyone has ever in fact actually attempted.13

Third, at a more mundane level, consider my knowledge of various ob-
servable situations and events occurring more or less contemporaneously 
in my immediate vicinity: baseball games, concerts, traffic accidents and 
detours, governmental meetings, sales and other merchandising activity, bus 
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and ferry operations, and so forth. All of these are things that at least in large 
part could be individually known to me by direct observation,14 but it would 
obviously be impossible for me to directly observe all or even very many of 
them. Instead I rely on newspaper, radio, and television reports and adver-
tisements, together in some cases with posted announcements and word of 
mouth. Without such reliance, my (apparent) knowledge of what is going on 
even in the fairly nearby world would be drastically reduced.

The Issue of Justification
The central issue to be discussed here is whether and how the beliefs that 
depend in this way on testimony of various kinds are justified. Though this 
has sometimes been questioned, it seems obvious that the mere fact that a 
belief has been acquired via reliance on testimony confers no justification 
upon it. The other people from whom testimony is received may be lying or 
dissembling, and they may also be simply mistaken in what they sincerely say 
or otherwise report. Nor is there any very clear reason why one or the other 
or both of these possibilities might not be very widely realized. Thus some 
further reason or justification is apparently needed for thinking that beliefs 
acquired via testimony are likely to be true.

There are some preliminary issues here that should be noticed. It seems 
fairly clear that my justification for reliance on testimony depends in part on 
my having reasons (which may of course not be attended to very explicitly) 
for thinking that such testimony, in the sense of various sorts of linguisti-
cally formulated communications produced more or less deliberately by other 
people, has actually occurred; the issues raised by apparent “messages” whose 
status in this respect was seriously in doubt would be quite different.15 In this 
way, the justification of testimonial belief depends in part on the prior issue 
(just discussed) of the justification for belief in the existence of other minds. 
It also depends on there being reasons for thinking that a particular series of 
events (a) constitutes a linguistic communication of some sort and (b) is to 
be interpreted in a particular way in terms of language and specific content.16 
We have already noticed briefly the difficulties that arise in connection with 
the other minds issue, and the problems raised by these latter issues are al-
most equally difficult. (Think about them for yourself.) For present purposes, 
however, I propose to set all of these issues aside by simply assuming that the 
existence and specific content of the particular pieces of testimony in ques-
tion has somehow been established beyond any serious doubt.

In thinking about the main question that then arises, it will help to have 
two generic sorts of examples in mind: first, one in which someone says 
something to me directly; and, second, one in which the communication 
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is transmitted via some sort of publication, as in a book or newspaper. As-
suming that as a result of such testimony I come to believe the claims thus 
transmitted, what reason or justification do I have or might I have for these 
beliefs? Even more fundamentally, what resources do I even have to draw on 
for such a justification?

It is clear enough what sort of answer Descartes (or someone in the gen-
eral Cartesian tradition) would offer here: if I am to be justified in accepting 
beliefs on the basis of testimony, the Cartesian would hold, then I must be 
able, at least in principle, to construct an argument that such beliefs are likely 
to be true, an argument that relies only on the epistemological resources that 
are (the Cartesian assumes—is he right about this?) antecedently justified: 
on immediate experience, a priori and inductive reasoning,17 and whatever 
else can be justified from those resources without relying on testimony itself, 
which I will here assume to include both beliefs about the material world and 
about other minds. How then might such an argument for the likely truth 
of testimony go? (Stop here and think carefully about this issue on your own 
before proceeding.)

Can Testimonial Beliefs Be Justified Inductively?
There is one fairly obvious line of argument that seems to work to some 
degree, but that unfortunately does not take us very far. In some cases, I 
may be able to independently check the reliability of a given person (or 
other source—for example, a map) fully enough to give me strong induc-
tive grounds for thinking that the other things that he or she (or it) says are 
usually true. This possibility is most likely to be realized where the person 
in question is a close friend or family member, and in cases of very close as-
sociation may not even require any very deliberate investigation. But the 
potential scope of this sort of justification is severely limited in ways that 
make it clear that it cannot even begin to provide a general justification for 
testimonial beliefs. There are far too many people (and other sources) whose 
testimony I rely on in various ways for all or even very many of them to be 
certified as reliable via this sort of argument. Moreover, I receive informa-
tion via testimony on a very wide range of subjects: it would be practically 
impossible for me to check firsthand about very many of these, and quite a 
few involve matters that I am unable to check on my own even in principle. 
And a further problem that arises at this point is whether someone whose 
reliability I am trying to check might in fact be much more or much less reli-
able about the specific claims or areas that I am able to independently check 
than about those that I am not.
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Rather than attempting to certify the reliability of particular testimonial 
informants or sources in this way, I might instead attempt to construct an 
inductive argument for a general thesis to the effect, roughly, that testi-
mony from others is, other things being equal, likely to be reliable. But the 
problems with this approach, though similar, are even more serious. The 
cases that I can investigate firsthand amount to only a vanishingly small 
proportion of either the persons and other sources that provide testimony 
or the subject matters to which such testimony pertains, seemingly making 
any such argument extremely weak. It is possible (a) that different people or 
sources might be reliable to very different degrees or (b) that the same person 
or source might be reliable to very different degrees about different subject 
matters, with either or both of these possibilities being realized in ways that 
are not reflected in my firsthand evidence.

Though there is obviously room for much more discussion, the indicated 
conclusion is that there is no way to construct a strong inductive argument 
for the conclusion that beliefs resulting from testimony are likely to be 
true on the basis of the cases where the reliability of such beliefs can be 
determined firsthand. The evidence that we have in this way is simply too 
limited, both in size and in variety of subject matter, to adequately support 
such a conclusion.18

Coherence and Explanatory Reasoning
Is there a better line of argument to be found? Think again of the London 
example given above. Though this would not be true to the same degree for 
other people, in my case none of the large set of testimonially acquired be-
liefs that I have about London pertain to things that I have independently 
checked firsthand. Moreover, only a small proportion of the relevant class 
of testimonial informants (a few personal friends who report having been 
to London, some general reference works, and certain computer and media 
sources) are included in those for which I have any firsthand evidence of 
reliability—and even for those there is the problem, already noted, that 
the subject matter of the testimony that I have checked is for the most 
part quite different from that pertaining to London, calling into serious 
question whether and to what extent a generalization from the former to 
the latter is justified.

But though firsthand checking is of relatively little avail in this case 
(though not entirely worthless), there is nonetheless a striking fact about the 
body of testimony that I have pertaining to London that may well seem to 
be highly relevant to its reliability: the fact that the various alleged sources 
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of information that I have about London, its history, its geography, and so 
forth, both agree with and consistently supplement each other to a very high 
degree. Think here of consulting maps of London in various atlases and other 
books and comparing the winding shape of the Thames, the locations given 
for various bridges and buildings, the layout of the main streets, and so on. 
Or think of examining several fairly detailed accounts of the history of the 
city, and comparing the descriptions and dates given for fires, plagues, ses-
sions of Parliament, executions, constructions of new buildings, and so on. 
In addition to containing exactly the same information on various points, 
different sources can also overlap and complement each other in a compli-
cated variety of ways: a historical map may agree with a contemporary one 
in broad features, while containing more specific details that differ in a way 
that fits with the account of the historical change and growth of the city 
given by other sources; different historical accounts may offer different de-
tails concerning a particular course of events, but in ways that fit together to 
make an intelligible picture that is more comprehensive than is provided by 
any one of them alone; geological or archaeological accounts may in similar 
ways fit with and complement more narrowly historical ones; and so on. The 
standard philosophical term for the way in which various accounts of London 
fit intelligibly together in these various ways is coherence: it is a striking fact 
that the (alleged) information presented by my various testimonial sources 
concerning London is, for the most part, highly coherent.

Moreover, a high degree of coherence is obviously a feature not only of 
testimony pertaining to London, but also of the testimony that I have in 
relation to an enormously wide and varied range of other subjects: various 
areas of science, a huge range of history, geography, and current affairs, and 
many, many other subjects as well. (Though it should also be noticed that 
there are areas in which the degree of coherence present is much less and 
some rare ones in which it is almost totally lacking. For example, informa-
tion presented by various testimonial sources regarding nutrition is not very 
coherent, and I thereby conclude that such information is not in general very 
reliable.) Thus while the proportion of testimony that I can check firsthand 
is very small, I can, in a way, check the various sources of testimony against 
each other, with the result being in general, though not in every case, that 
they check out quite well.

But is this widespread coherence a reason for thinking that the testimony 
in question is true, so that I would be thereby justified in adopting beliefs 
on that basis? Here again the relevant sort of reasoning appears to be the 
explanatory or theoretical variety first noticed in chapter 4 and appealed to 
again in our discussions of both the external world and other minds. It seems 
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utterly clear that some explanation is needed for the high degree of coher-
ence in the testimony that I have pertaining to these various areas—which 
is just to say that the agreement and complementary fitting together of the 
different sources cannot plausibly be regarded as merely a matter of chance. 
Moreover, one main sort of explanation for such coherence is that the con-
tent of the testimony in question (a) was arrived at via accurate firsthand 
observation (together with relevant sorts of reasoning) on the part of people 
in a position to do this, and then (b) transmitted in reliable ways from person 
to person in what might be described as chains of testimony, and eventually to 
me. Call this the accurate report and transmission explanation. If it is the best 
explanation in a particular case, then it follows that the resulting piece of 
testimonial information is likely to be true.

But just how good is the accurate report and transmission explanation in 
different kinds of cases? What alternative explanations are available for co-
herent testimony? This again is a very complicated question, and, as with the 
analogous argument in the other minds case, I will have to content myself 
here with noting a few of the most important points and problems and then 
leaving the issue to your further consideration.

First, the explanatory argument invoking the accurate report and trans-
mission explanation is clearly strongest where the alleged fact in question 
is one that is easy to observe accurately, was likely to be observed by many 
different people, and is easy to describe in a way that allows for reliable 
transmission from person to person, which means roughly that it can be eas-
ily, precisely, and concisely described in language (perhaps accompanied by 
supplements like photographs or charts or diagrams). Thus, for example, a set 
of coherent testimonial reports to the effect that a person was shot in a quite 
public place at some very recent time (setting aside any further issues such as 
who did the shooting or the identity of the victim) seems fairly strongly to 
demand this sort of explanation; whereas this would be much less obviously 
the case for a similarly coherent set of reports about a complicated religious 
movement in the fourteenth century.

Second, there seem to be three main sorts of possible alternatives to the 
accurate report and transmission explanation of a set of coherent testimonial 
statements, given that mere chance is in general not a plausible explana-
tion: (a) There are cases where a certain sort of mistake is natural enough 
to make it likely that many people will independently make it, thus leading 
to many testimonial reports that agree with each other in this respect but 
are nonetheless all mistaken. This is most obviously true at the stage of the 
original firsthand observations, where, for example, a woman dressed like 
a man might well be described as a man by a large number of independent 
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observers. But it could also take the form of a natural and tempting mistake 
in a chain of reasoning or (though this is probably the least likely version) 
of a way of misreporting earlier testimony in a testimonial chain that is so 
natural as to make it likely that many different people will fall prey to it. 
(b) Coherent but false testimony might also result from either collusion or 
shared biases of some sort. Here there are many different possible forms that 
these phenomena might take and motives that might produce them. (Try to 
imagine some of these.) (c) Perhaps the most frequently realized alternative 
is also one that people are often insufficiently attentive to: what seem to be 
coherent pieces of independent testimony may all result from the copying or 
repetition, whether deliberate or inadvertent, of one original source, which 
could well be itself mistaken.19 Think here of the way in which a rumor may 
circulate so widely that it comes to be repeated in ways that may seem inde-
pendent by many different people. Or the way in which an error in a work of 
history may appear, again seemingly independently, in other works that rely 
on that one as a source.20

From a broadly common-sense standpoint, the relative plausibility of 
these different alternatives and of the accurate report and transmission ex-
planation will vary from case to case, depending on the specific subject mat-
ter and circumstances that pertain to a particular piece of testimony. Some 
cases make the hypothesis of independently replicated error quite plausible, 
while others seem to rule it out more or less completely. Some cases offer 
plausible motives and opportunity for collusion or the operation of shared 
bias, while in others one or the other of these seems to be lacking. (Try to 
think of examples of your own of these different sorts of cases.) The most 
difficult alternative to assess is often the third one of copying or repetition of 
one source by others, since this is possible in relation to any subject matter 
and often can only be recognized by tracing the testimonial chains back to 
their source.21

Third, one clear though relatively unsurprising upshot of these consider-
ations is that the justification that attaches to beliefs derived from testimony 
(where the reliability of the source cannot be independently checked to any 
serious degree) can vary widely from one instance to another, depending on 
the degree of coherence manifested in the testimonial reports, the number of 
(apparently) independent sources, and the various factors already noted that 
add to or detract from the plausibility of the various explanatory alternatives. 
One question that it is often important to ask and whose answer sometimes 
tells strongly against the accurate report and transmission explanation is 
whether there is any plausible way in which the alleged information in ques-
tion could have been initially acquired by the original sources of the testimo-
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nial chains: no matter how great the degree of coherence may be, a negative 
answer to this question will point strongly toward one of the other alterna-
tive explanations, probably one or the other of the last two. (Consider, for 
example, a striking agreement between different books and other sources as 
to the significance of a certain set of astrological conditions.)

Fourth, none of the foregoing considerations speaks very directly to the 
justification of isolated pieces of testimony: a single statement made to me 
by some person or a single claim set forth by a source of some other kind, 
such as a book. Apart from more specific inductive considerations of the 
sort discussed earlier, the justification of beliefs of this sort will depend for 
the most part on general principles concerning the reliability of different 
sorts of people and other sources with respect to different sorts of subject 
matter, with these principles being themselves largely justified on the basis 
of beliefs derived from testimony. The strength of the resulting justifica-
tion will again vary widely from case to case, but it is unlikely to reach the 
level attained by beliefs accepted on the basis of a highly coherent set of 
testimonial reports in circumstances favorable to the accurate report and 
transmission explanation.

Fifth, the deepest concern in all this is a worry about circularity. At vari-
ous points, the foregoing discussion has appealed to basically common-sense 
judgments about the plausibility of various possibilities, such as widely repli-
cated mistakes, collusion, and so on. It is clear that those of my own beliefs 
that are justified independently of testimony can give me some basis for such 
assessments, but it is also clear that much of what common sense appeals 
to here depends itself in various ways on testimony. (Think carefully about 
the various ways in which this is so.) It should also be pointed out that the 
justification of testimony might work in stages, with testimony of some kinds 
or on some subjects being justified first and then providing a basis for the 
justification of further testimony.

But the fundamental issue, which I will pose but not attempt to resolve 
here, is whether the initial nontestimonial basis for such assessments is strong 
enough and extends widely enough to get this whole process adequately 
started; or whether, on the contrary, some or all of our apparent testimonial 
knowledge can only be justified by appeal to assessments of plausibility that 
themselves depend on testimony of the very kinds that those assessments 
are needed to justify. Thus, for example, it might turn out that ruling out 
the possibility of widespread collusion depends on an assessment of human 
motives and capacities in this area that can only be justified by appeal to 
testimony that might itself, until this possibility is ruled out, be a product of 
collusion or conspiracy.
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Especially for this last reason, the justification of testimonial beliefs that 
can be arrived at via appeal to coherence (supplemented to some degree by 
firsthand checking) may turn out to be substantially weaker than our com-
mon-sense outlook would lead us to expect in this area. Thus you should con-
sider carefully whether there are any further alternatives for the justification 
of such beliefs that have been overlooked here. (One other point that might 
be suggested by the foregoing discussion is that any very adequate assessment 
of the justification of testimonial beliefs will depend on distinguishing differ-
ent kinds of cases in a much more fine-grained way than has been possible 
here. This is something that you should bear in mind in thinking further 
about this issue.)

The Problem of Memory

The third and most fundamental of the issues to be considered in this chapter 
has to do with knowledge and especially justification deriving from memory. 
It seems clear at a common-sense level that I am often justified in believing 
something because I remember or seem to remember it, but why exactly is 
this so and how does such justification work? One thing that makes this is-
sue fundamental is the way in which all or virtually all of our justification 
depends in one way or another on memory. This point will be developed 
more fully at the end of the present discussion (but you should try right now 
to think of some of the ways in which it is so).

Some Examples of Apparently Justified Memory Beliefs
Here again, there are many different sorts of cases, and we may begin by 
considering a fairly representative sample of these. Consider first my present 
memory of having just within the last few minutes made myself a cup of tea. 
I have the propositional belief that I did this, along with further propositional 
beliefs about many of the details (that I did it downstairs in the kitchen, that I 
used a teabag, that I started with cold water, and so on). But I also in this case 
have many associated images that reflect various aspects of this process: images 
of holding the kettle under the water faucet, of watching the birds on the bird 
feeder as I waited for the water to boil, of the initial hissing followed by the 
shrill whistle of the tea kettle). At least from a common-sense standpoint, it 
seems clear that both the belief that I have just made tea and many of the 
more specific beliefs about the details are strongly justified. But how?22

Second, consider a more remote example of what might, like these other 
cases, be called personal memory: my belief, apparently deriving from memory, 
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of having once lived for a substantial period of time in Austin, Texas. This 
example differs from the first one in that there is much less relevant imagery 
involved, and almost none or perhaps none at all that has any very clear 
bearing on the truth of the specific belief in question. (For example, though 
I have an image of the house in which I lived for a number of years, there is 
nothing about that image that indicates in any clear way that the house was 
in Austin.) There is also much less associated propositional memory of rel-
evant details, though there is some (that I lived in the northern part of town, 
that I lived in a rented house on Shoalmont Drive, that there was a creek 
not far from the house that occasionally flooded, and similar matters).23 And 
again, the belief in question seems to be reasonably well justified, though not 
as strongly as in the first case.

Third, suppose that I have just finished going through a complicated 
piece of reasoning, perhaps a logical or mathematical proof, one that is 
too complicated for me to hold all of the steps in mind at once. I believe 
that I went through the steps and that they were cogently connected with 
each other, even though I do not presently have all or perhaps even any 
of them explicitly in mind. In this case, it is rather less likely that there 
are images involved, at least any that capture any very significant part of 
the process. But again, in many such cases at least, the belief seems again 
to be strongly justified.24

Fourth, consider my memory of a fact that was learned in some way at 
an earlier time but was never a matter of my own direct experience (a case 
of what might be called factual memory, in contrast to personal memory). I 
believe, apparently on the basis of memory, that Descartes died in Sweden, 
where he had accepted a position as a kind of glorified tutor to a rather 
demanding and unappreciative queen. Obviously if this is a genuine case of 
memory (rather than, for example, something that I have in some way imagi-
natively dreamed up), then the fact in question was communicated to me at 
some point via some book or article or lecture or conversation, but I have no 
specific memory of how or when this occurred nor any relevant imagery con-
nected with the event, such as an image of the cover of such a book or of the 
lecturer. (In this case, it is in fact rather likely that I have encountered the 
fact in question more than once via a variety of sources.) I do remember some 
collateral details, such as that the death occurred during a cold winter and 
that Descartes had been forced by the queen to get up much earlier than he 
was accustomed to. And here again, the belief seems from a common-sense 
standpoint to be fairly strongly justified—with the justification depending in 
this case ultimately on both memory and testimony.
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The Varieties of Memory Beliefs and of Memory Mistakes
As these cases may suggest, the main dimensions along which cases of 
memory or apparent memory beliefs may resemble or differ are these: first, 
whether the belief in question was originally acquired by firsthand experi-
ence (perception or introspection) or in some other way, with various sorts 
of testimony being the main alternative;25 second, the presence or absence 
of beliefs pertaining to further, related details; and, third, the presence or 
absence of relevant imagery (and the degree to which such imagery bears 
on the truth or falsity of the main claim in question or, in the case of 
nonpersonal memory, on the way in which the alleged information was 
originally acquired).26

What all of these cases have in common, on the other hand, is that the 
beliefs and accompanying images (if any) have a distinctive phenomenologi-
cal character that makes them seem to derive from memory. Exactly what 
this character is and how it works has been a subject of lengthy and rather 
inconclusive philosophical discussion.27 For present purposes, I propose to 
simply take it for granted that we are dealing with beliefs whose apparent 
memorial character is in this way immediately obvious.

In thinking about the question of justification, it will also be helpful to 
have clearly in mind the three rather different general sorts of mistakes that 
appeals to memory are susceptible to. (Try to think for yourself what these 
might be before proceeding.) (1) Most obviously, the memory process itself 
may introduce the mistake,28 so that something that was originally perceived 
correctly (or accurately received from an informant, in the case of remem-
bered testimony) is recalled incorrectly. (2) It may be that the memory 
process itself is working perfectly, but that the original perception or the 
information originally received was mistaken (where this last possibility 
could involve either a misunderstanding of the information received from 
the informant or an error or deception on the part of the informant). This 
second kind of mistake is not, strictly speaking, a mistake in memory, but it 
is still a way in which an apparent memory belief might be mistaken. (3) The 
memorial character of the belief in question may itself be spurious, a kind of 
mistake that is seemingly much rarer but still undeniably occurs. I will take 
this to include both: (a) the case where something that presents itself as a 
personal memory, sometimes even with accompanying apparent memories 
of details and images, is really a factual memory of something learned from 
an informant that has in effect been dressed up with imagined details (for 
example, if I have been told many times that I fell down and then cried on 
a certain occasion as a small child, I may now seem to myself to remember 
the occurrence in question, even though the resulting details and images 
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are imagined); and (b) the case where some belief apparently resulting from 
factual memory is in fact just involuntarily invented or conjured up or else 
is produced in some other way that does not involve genuine memory at all, 
such as by post-hypnotic suggestion (or perhaps even the action of a Carte-
sian evil genius). And it is possible to have cases that in effect combine both 
of these last sorts of mistakes: I might seem to remember something that is 
really just invented or imagined and then involuntarily add images that give 
the illusion of a personal memory.

Here the main difference between case (3b) and the relevant version of 
case (1) has to do with the causation of the belief: in case (1) the belief is still 
caused by the prior reception of the relevant piece of testimony, whereas in 
case (3b) this is not so. (Though there is obviously room here for difficult 
borderline cases.) As this suggests, an important feature of the concept of 
memory is that a memory belief must be caused in the right way by the ex-
perience of the event or piece of earlier testimony that is being remembered. 
Here the qualifier “in the right way” is essential, since there is also the pos-
sibility of “deviant” causal chains.29

The Justification of Particular Memory Beliefs
The issue we have now to consider is whether and how memory beliefs of 
these various kinds are justified, that is, what sorts of reasons, if any, we 
have for thinking them to be true, rather than mistaken in one of the ways 
indicated—where we are interested here in reasons that depend in some 
way on their status as apparent memories, not independent reasons that we 
might have for the propositions in question. Here there are again a num-
ber of different possibilities (which you should attempt to list for yourself 
before going further):

1.  Where the belief in question is accompanied by other apparent 
memory beliefs about various details and surrounding circumstances, 
together with relevant images in the case of personal memory, it seems 
often possible to argue that the best explanation of the way in which 
all of these elements fit together or cohere with each other is (a) that 
the original firsthand experience or testimonial source was accurate 
and (b) that the information originally acquired in this way is being 
accurately recalled. Here you should ask yourself just how strong the 
case is for each of the two elements of this explanation in various sorts 
of cases, starting with examples like those considered above.

2.  In addition to the memory images that are tightly related to the 
content of the belief and to each other, there are also in many cases 
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other images that are too fragmentary and too distantly connected 
with the content of the belief to play a role in a coherence argument 
of the sort just indicated. Thus in the case of my apparent memory of 
having lived in Texas, there are many, many associated images that 
neither have any clear bearing on whether I was in fact in Texas nor 
are closely enough related to other images or more detailed beliefs to 
add significantly to the overall degree of coherence. It is clear, how-
ever, that we are generally more inclined to accept apparent memories 
that involve even this sort of imagery than those that do not, and here 
again the reason seems to be an appeal to the best explanation of this 
fact, where the idea would be that a memory that is not genuine would 
be less likely to bring with it even this sort of imagery. (Ask yourself 
whether this is indeed so—and how such a fact, if it were a fact, could 
itself be known.)

3.  Another sort of justification for memory beliefs of both main kinds30 is 
present perception (or, more rarely, introspection). Perhaps the most 
familiar example of this is where a remembered past action is of the sort 
that would produce a relatively permanent result that can be indepen-
dently checked via perception. Thus I remember having left my keys in 
the pocket of a certain garment, and when I look there, I find them just 
as expected. A somewhat different case is where the checking relies in 
part on testimony: fearing that I have lost my keys, I call my wife and 
ask her to check whether they are in the pocket in question. And the 
products of apparent factual memory can also be checked in both of 
these ways: my memory of an alleged historical fact can be checked by 
consulting other testimonial sources; and a remembered fact about the 
geography of a city that I am visiting might be checked via direct per-
ception. Notice that in each of these cases, the resulting justification 
seems to again rely on an implicit argument that the best explanation 
of the agreement between the memory and the perception or testimony 
is that the former is in fact an accurate memory of an original percep-
tion or of a piece of testimony that was itself accurate.

4.   In addition to these various ways in which a particular memory belief 
might be justified by appeal to specific features of these various sorts 
that obtain in that particular case, it is also possible if these other sorts 
of justification are successful to establish inductive generalizations to 
the effect that certain specific kinds of memory are highly reliable, ei-
ther in general or for a particular person. (This may be what lies behind 
arguments of sort (2).) And these generalizations can then be used in 
turn either to argue that a particular apparent memory belief for which 
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the basis for a justificatory argument of sorts (1), (2), or (3) is unavail-
able is nonetheless likely to be true or to strengthen the justification 
provided by such arguments.

Can Memory Be Justified without Circularity?
But though these various ways of justifying particular memory beliefs or even 
particular kinds of memory beliefs are helpful where they are applicable, 
they do not really speak to the deepest epistemological issue concerning 
memory, one that parallels the issue raised previously about testimony: can 
the general reliance on memory be given a noncircular justification by appeal 
to other sources of justification that can plausibly be taken to be indepen-
dent of memory—immediate experience, a priori insights and reasoning, and 
whatever else, if anything, can be justified by appeal to those sources without 
relying on memory itself?

Though the issue is complex, the answer to this question appears to be 
“no.” The basic problem that afflicts all attempts at such a justificatory ar-
gument is that reliance on memory is essential to accumulate the elements 
required for the argument and preserve them in mind long enough to allow 
the needed reasoning to take place. This point can be best appreciated by 
thinking carefully about the four ways of justifying particular memory beliefs 
that were just suggested, seeing how each of them depends on other memo-
ries. It is clearest for (4), the appeal to induction, since the various cases that 
provide the evidence for the inductive conclusion do not somehow occur 
all at once, but must rather be remembered as they are accumulated.31 The 
same general point also applies to mode of justification (1), where memory 
is required to retain enough claims or images in mind to achieve any serious 
degree of coherence. Similarly, any very strong justification along the lines of 
(2) will require more images than can occur at once, and so will depend on 
memory. A particular instance of mode of justification (3) need not depend 
on memory in quite these ways, since the content of the memory to be justi-
fied can be compared directly with a present perception. But any attempt 
to generalize from such particular justifications will require that they be re-
membered. Moreover, it is doubtful that the reasons, whatever exactly they 
may be, for regarding the explanatory hypotheses put forward by arguments 
of varieties (1), (2), or (3) as providing the best explanation can be arrived 
at without reliance on memory. (Think about how specific claims of this sort 
might be justified.)

This result is hardly surprising. It is a reflection of the more general point 
that memory must play an essential role in assembling and keeping track 
of the resources for a justification of any but the simplest, most immediate 
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beliefs. Any argument of any complexity or even any very large collection 
of sensory or mental states cannot all be held in mind at once, but must 
be collected and juxtaposed and reviewed over a period of time, using 
memory—perhaps aided by more tangible sorts of record-keeping such as 
writing things down on paper.

But if this most fundamental sort of appeal to memory cannot be justi-
fied in a noncircular fashion, doesn’t this mean that memory and all that 
depends on it isn’t really justified at all—so that our justified beliefs would 
be restricted to those that are immediately justified, that is, to those pertain-
ing to immediate experience and to simple self-evident truths that require 
no argument? Indeed, such an extremely skeptical conclusion has often been 
suggested. Is there any way to avoid it?

One possible solution would be the view that memory should be regarded 
as a basic or foundational source of justification, on a par with the apprehen-
sion of immediate experience and the a priori grasp of self-evidence. Such 
a view might be applied to memory in general or, perhaps more plausibly, 
restricted to certain sorts of memory, particularly the fundamental sort of 
memory that allows us to retain various cognitive resources in mind long 
enough to allow comparison and argument. But while a foundationalist view 
of memory is dialectically very appealing, it seems doubtful that it is really 
tenable. The problem is that while each of the other foundational sources 
contains within itself reasons of a sort for the claims that are accepted on 
the basis of it, memory does not. For a claim about immediate experience, 
the reason is the conscious awareness of the experiential content itself (see 
chapter 9 for more about this); while for a priori insight, the reason is the ap-
parently perceived necessity of the claim in question. In the case of memory, 
however, there is only a belief or conviction of something having occurred 
in the past without any sort of reason that is internal to the memory experi-
ence for thinking that this claim is correct. Thus, I would suggest, memory 
fails to be, as it might be put, justificationally self-sufficient in the way that 
foundational status seems to require. (This is a very tricky and difficult point, 
one that you will have to think about very carefully—perhaps after reading 
chapter 9—in order to try to decide whether it is correct.)

But if I am right that memory cannot in this way be treated as part of the 
foundation, are we not then left after all with skepticism? In a way, I think 
that we are. But it is important to get the specific skeptical result in ques-
tion into clear focus and to see how it differs from other sorts of skeptical 
views. A skeptic about induction or about the external world or about other 
minds questions whether the specific sorts of evidence that we have for those 
kinds of claims is really enough to make it likely that they are true—with 
the implication being that we should perhaps stop accepting those claims 
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on that sort of evidence. But skepticism about the most fundamental sort of 
memory does not really imply in any clear way that there are certain sorts of 
claims that we should cease to accept, since to follow and know that we are 
following such a policy would itself depend on memory. (Think about how 
and why this is so.) Instead, it is better viewed as challenging whether we 
are indeed the sorts of ongoing cognitive agents, integrated over time, that 
could deliberately follow any such policy or have good or even bad reasons 
for most of their beliefs.

There is no way in which I can argue that I am such a temporally inte-
grated cognitive agent without presupposing that I am, and thus no way to 
refute the skeptical hypothesis that I am in some unfathomable way merely 
the fragmentary and momentary appearance of a cognitive agent, one whose 
recollections of earlier experiences, earlier stages of argument, and prior 
consideration of various issues are largely or entirely delusive. Of course, this 
seems entirely preposterous; but this apparent preposterousness is not some-
how a product of instantaneous reflection, but depends instead on just the 
sorts of recollections in question, so that it cannot be appealed to in order to 
defend them without begging the question.32

Thus while we can debate and hope to solve the more specific sorts of 
epistemological issues raised in previous chapters and earlier in this one, we 
have no choice but to assume the general reliability of memories of this most 
fundamental sort. One important implication of this is that when we ask 
more specific epistemological questions, that is, ask what reasons we have 
for various kinds of beliefs, there is nothing about these questions that man-
dates or even really suggests that the answer can take account only of what 
is available or accessible at a moment and thus with no appeal to memory. In 
this way it is natural and, I believe, correct to regard this most fundamental 
and essential sort of memory, that which allows us to retain various cogni-
tive resources in mind long enough to consider and reason from them, not as 
an additional cognitive resource on a par with immediate experience and a 
priori insight, thereby raising comparable issues of justification, but rather as 
the indispensable means whereby whatever cognitive resources are otherwise 
available are preserved and made available on an ongoing basis, as they must 
be if they are to be of any value to creatures like us.

This is not to deny, as we have seen, that skeptical questions can be raised 
about this sort of memory, as indeed they can about essentially anything. 
But such questions are best viewed, not as questioning or challenging the 
justification of particular beliefs, but rather as challenging our very existence 
as temporally integrated cognitive agents. It is the former, narrower sorts of 
epistemological issues with which epistemologists have primarily been con-
cerned and on which we will continue to focus here.
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Introduction to Part II

Part I of this book has presented an account of the central problems of tra-
ditional epistemology, reflecting in part the historical development of the 
subject in the time since Descartes. Many of these problems, as we have seen, 
grow out of Descartes’s seminal epistemological discussion in the Medita-
tions, and all of them have been approached here from a basically Cartesian 
perspective. Indeed, it is this perspective that arguably provides the original 
specification of the field of epistemology. It thus deserves to be regarded as 
something like the default perspective on epistemological issues and hence 
as the place for a student of the subject to begin.

But while this Cartesian outlook and the specific positions and arguments 
that it leads to are still, in my judgment, very much alive, a very substantial 
part of recent epistemological discussion has consisted of critical reactions 
to one aspect or another of this perspective: various attempts to show that 
the Cartesian approach is in some important way mistaken or confused or 
wrongheaded, and also that the issues and problems that it leads to can be 
more easily dealt with or perhaps even circumvented entirely by adopting a 
different approach.

My aim in Part II is to explore some of the main anti-Cartesian arguments 
and positions, beginning with at least approximately the least radical and 
proceeding to the most radical. In chapter 9, we will look at criticisms di-
rected at the foundationalist character of the Cartesian view and consider the 
main proposed alternative to foundationalism: coherentism. In chapter 10, we 
will examine criticisms of the internalist character of the Cartesian approach 
and consider the alternative externalist approach. In chapter 11, we will 
consider the idea that traditional Cartesian epistemology should be replaced 
by a naturalized epistemology that treats epistemology as continuous with or 
perhaps even just a department of natural science. Finally, in chapter 12, we 
will consider several even more radical rejections of traditional Cartesian 
epistemology, including a view that holds in effect that epistemology of any 
sort is fundamentally misconceived and should simply be abandoned.

Before we begin this discussion, one more preliminary remark may be 
helpful. It is a plausible conjecture that the most important underlying mo-
tive for these anti-Cartesian views is the belief that the Cartesian approach 
ultimately cannot solve the problems that it generates and hence will in 
the end lead inevitably to skepticism. If you think carefully about the issues 
and problems we have discussed already, especially those in the last two 
chapters, you will see that this pessimistic outlook, though by no means 
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clearly correct, is not without a good deal of plausibility. But the question 
you should bear constantly in mind as we discuss these alternative views is 
whether they really do any better in this regard—or whether they are not 
really, as I will be repeatedly suggesting, themselves just thinly disguised 
versions of skepticism.
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As has been noticed in a few places, though without very much discussion or 
elaboration,1 Descartes’s basic epistemological approach is foundationalist in 
character: it views justification and knowledge as ultimately derivative from 
a set of basic or foundational elements whose justification does not depend 
in turn on that of anything else. For Descartes, as for many foundational-
ists, the foundation for knowledge and justification consists of (i) a person’s 
immediate awarenesses of his or her own conscious states of mind, together 
with (ii) his or her a priori grasp of self-evidently true propositions. Beliefs 
deriving from these two sources require no further justification, whereas be-
liefs about most or all other matters, and especially beliefs concerning objects 
and occurrences in the material world, require justification or reasons that 
ultimately appeal, whether directly or indirectly, to immediate experience 
and a priori insight.2 As the term “foundation” itself suggests, the underlying 
metaphor is an architectural one: think of a building or structure, perhaps a 
very tall one with many different levels, but all of them resting on a bottom 
level that does not rest in the same way on anything else.

Most historical epistemological views have been broadly foundational-
ist in character (though they have not always agreed with Descartes about 
the specific composition of the foundation). But in recent times a fairly 
widespread apparent consensus has developed to the effect that the whole 
foundationalist approach is deeply flawed and ultimately untenable.

In the present chapter, I will explore this issue. We begin by considering 
a basic problem pertaining to the structure of justified belief or knowledge, 
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one that is usually taken to provide the most telling argument in favor of 
foundationalism and that will also help to clarify the foundationalist view. 
Next we will consider some of the main objections that have been advanced 
against foundationalism. This will lead to a consideration and assessment of 
the main contemporary alternative to foundationalism, namely coherentism. 
Doubts about the tenability of this alternative will then motivate a reconsid-
eration of foundationalism in the final part of the chapter.

The Epistemic Regress Problem 
and the Foundationalist Argument

I will formulate the general problem abstractly, since it is the structure and 
not the particular beliefs that matters. Suppose that there is some belief, 
which we may refer to as B1, that is allegedly justified for a particular per-
son at a particular time, and consider what specific form the justification of 
this belief might take. One obvious possibility is the following: B1 might be 
justified because the person in question holds some other justified belief B2 
(which might of course be a conjunction of simpler beliefs) from which B1 
follows by some rationally acceptable kind of inference, whether deductive, 
inductive, abductive (inference to the best explanation), or whatever. I am 
not suggesting that the mere existence of this other belief and of the inferen-
tial relation is by itself sufficient for B1 to be justified. Clearly if the person 
in question is not at all inclined to appeal to B2 as a reason for B1 or has no 
idea that any inferential relation holds between the two or has a mistaken 
conception of this inferential relation, B1 will not be justified in this way for 
him. For the moment, however, I will simply assume that whatever further 
conditions are required for B1 to be justified for this person by virtue of its 
inferential relation to B2 are in fact satisfied.3

But whatever these further conditions may turn out to be, it is clear at 
least that (as already stipulated) B2 must itself be somehow justified if it is to 
confer justification, via a suitable inferential relation, upon B1. If the person 
in question has no good reason to think that B2 is true, then the fact that B1 
follows from B2 cannot constitute for him a good reason to think that B1 is 
true. Thus we need to ask how B2 might in turn be justified. Here again one 
possibility, the only one that we have identified so far, is that the justifica-
tion of B2 derives, via a suitable inferential or argumentative relation, from 
some further justified belief B3. And now if the question regarding the justifi-
cation of B3 is answered in the same way by appeal to another justified belief 
B4, and so on, we seem to be faced with a potential infinite regress in which 
each answer to an issue of justification simply raises a new issue of the same 
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kind, thus seemingly never reaching any settled result and leaving it uncer-
tain whether any of the beliefs in question are genuinely justified. All of the 
justifications up to any point depend on whether or not beliefs further along 
(or back) in the sequence are justified, and this issue is never fully resolved.

To think more carefully about this issue, we need to ask what the alter-
natives are as to the eventual outcome of this regress. What, that is, might 
eventually happen if we continue to ask for the justification of each new be-
lief that is cited as a reason for an earlier belief in the sequence? (You should 
think about this issue carefully for yourself before reading further. For the 
moment try to consider all apparent possibilities, no matter how bizarre or 
implausible they may seem and no matter whether or not they seem initially 
to be compatible with the alleged justification of the original belief B1.)

In fact, there seem to be only four possible outcomes of the regress.4 First, 
we might eventually arrive at a belief, say B6, upon which the justification 
of the previous belief in the series rests, but which is itself simply unjustified. 
This, however, would surely mean that the belief whose justification rests 
directly on B6 is also not really justified, and so on up the line, so that the 
original belief B1 turns out not to be justified either—contrary to our original 
supposition. There can be no doubt that some alleged justificatory chains do 
in fact end in this way, but if this were true in general, and if there were no 
other sort of justification available that did not rely in this way on inference 
from other beliefs, then we would have the skeptical result that no belief is 
ever justified, that we never have a good reason to think that anything is 
true. This would obviously be a very implausible result, at least from a com-
mon-sense standpoint. (Is this a good reason to think that it could not be 
correct? And if so, how strong a reason is it?—think carefully about this.)

Second, it seems to be at least logically possible that the regress might con-
tinue infinitely, with new beliefs being appealed to at each stage that are suffi-
cient to justify the preceding belief but are themselves in need of justification 
from one or more other new beliefs. This is perhaps the alternative that it 
is most difficult to get a clear focus on. Is it really even a logical possibility? 
And if it is logically possible, is there any serious chance that it might turn 
out to actually be realized, either in a particular case or in general? (Think 
about this before reading further. Can you think of any arguments against the 
actual occurrence of this sort of justificatory structure?)

It is tempting to argue that no finite person could have an infinite number 
of independent beliefs, but this does not seem to be strictly correct. As I gaze 
at my bare desk, can’t I believe, all at once, that there is not an armadillo 
sitting on it, that there are not two armadillos sitting on it, that there are 
not three armadillos sitting on it, and so on for all of the infinitely many 
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natural numbers (positive whole numbers), thus resulting in an infinite set 
of beliefs? Moreover, the members of such an infinite set of beliefs might 
even stand in the right inferential relations to yield a justificatory chain, as 
is indeed true with the present example: that there is not even one armadillo 
is a good, indeed conclusive reason for thinking that there are not two; that 
there are not even two is a conclusive reason for thinking that there are not 
three; and so on.

But though the actual infinite regress alternative is interesting to think 
about, it still seems clear that it could not play a role in an account of how 
beliefs are actually justified. One reason is that it is difficult or impossible 
to see how this picture could be applied to most actual cases of apparently 
justified belief, where no plausible infinite chain of this sort seems to be 
forthcoming. A deeper reason is that it seems clear on reflection that merely 
having an infinite chain of beliefs related in the right way is not in fact suf-
ficient for justification. Suppose that instead of believing that there are no 
armadillos on my desk, I am crazy enough to have the infinite set of beliefs 
to the effect that for each natural number n, there are at least n armadillos 
on my desk. You may doubt that I could really be this crazy (I hope you do!). 
If I were, however, then I could construct an infinite justificatory chain: that 
there are at least two armadillos is a conclusive reason for believing that 
there is at least one, that there are at least three is a conclusive reason for 
believing that there are at least two, and so on. But it still seems clear that 
none of these beliefs would really be justified. The reason is that in such a 
justificatory chain, the justification conferred at each step is only provisional, 
dependent on whether the beliefs further along in the chain are justified. But 
then if the regress continues infinitely, all of the alleged justification remains 
merely provisional: we never can say more than that the beliefs up to a par-
ticular stage would be justified if all of the others that come further on (back) 
in the sequence are justified. And if this is all that we can ever say in such a 
case, and if all chains of inferential justification were infinite in this way, and 
if there were no other account of how beliefs are justified that did not rely 
on inference from other beliefs, then we again would have the unpalatable 
skeptical result that no belief is ever genuinely justified.

The third apparent possibility is that the chain of inferential justification, 
if pursued far enough, would eventually circle back upon itself: that is, that 
some belief that has already appeared in the sequence (or perhaps a conjunc-
tion of several such beliefs) would be appealed to again. The belief that has 
this status might be the original belief B1, or it might be some later belief in 
the sequence; suppose again that it is B6 and that the belief for which it is 
supposed to provide the justification on this second occurrence is B10. The 
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obvious problem with a justificatory chain having this structure is that the 
overall reasoning that it reflects appears to be circular or question-begging in 
a way that deprives it of any justificatory force: Omitting explicit mention of 
some of the intermediate steps (and assuming that the inferences are all cor-
rect), B1 is justified if B6 is, and B6 is justified if B10 is, and B10 is justified if B6 
is. But then B6 is justified just in case B6 is justified, which is obviously true, 
but provides no reason at all to think that B6 is in fact justified; and since 
the justification of B1 depends on that of B6, such a chain of justification also 
provides again no real justification for B1. Once again we have an apparently 
skeptical result: if all inferential justification were ultimately circular in this 
way, and if there were no noninferential way in which beliefs are justified, 
then no belief would ever be genuinely justified.5

The fourth and final alternative is the one advocated by the foundational-
ist. It holds, first, that there is at least one way (or perhaps more than one) 
in which beliefs can be justified that does not rely on inferential relations 
to other beliefs and so does not generate a regress of the sort we have been 
considering; and, second, that any chain of alleged inferential justifications 
that genuinely yields justification must terminate with beliefs that are justi-
fied in this other, noninferential way. These noninferentially justified or 
basic beliefs are thus the foundation upon which the justification of all other 
beliefs ultimately rests.

The main argument for foundationalism is that this last alternative must 
be the correct one, since all of the other alternatives lead, in the ways we 
have seen, to the implausible skeptical result that no belief is ever justified. 
This may not be a conclusive argument for foundationalism, since it is hard 
to see any very clear basis for asserting that total skepticism could not pos-
sibly be correct (think about whether you agree with this), but it is surely 
a very powerful one, both intuitively and dialectically. Moreover, the most 
standard version of foundationalism, which is at least approximately the one 
reflected in Part I of this book, has also a good deal of independent plausibil-
ity from a common-sense or intuitive standpoint: it certainly seems as though 
we have many beliefs that are justified, not via inference from other beliefs, 
but rather by sensory or introspective experience (and also by a priori insight). 
Thus the case for foundationalism appears initially to be quite strong.

Objections to Foundationalism

Nonetheless, as already remarked, there are many recent philosophers who 
have argued that foundationalism is in fact seriously and irredeemably mis-
taken,6 and we must try to understand the objections to foundationalism that 
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they advance in support of this claim. These objections fall into two main 
categories, the first pertaining to the alleged relation of justification between 
the supposed foundational beliefs and the other, nonbasic beliefs that are 
supposed be justified by appeal to them and the second pertaining to the 
nature and justification of the foundational beliefs themselves.

The first kind of objection has to do with whether it is in fact possible on 
the basis of the foundation specified by a particular foundationalist position 
to provide an adequate justification for the other beliefs that we ordinarily 
regard as justified (which might be referred to as “superstructure” beliefs), or 
at least for a reasonably high proportion of such beliefs. For the Cartesian 
version of foundationalism we have been considering, the core of this issue 
is essentially the problem discussed in chapter 7: is it possible to justify be-
liefs concerning the external world of material objects on the basis of beliefs 
about immediately experienced states of mind7 (together with a priori justi-
fied beliefs in self-evident propositions)?

A foundationalist view that cannot justify giving an affirmative answer 
to this question, one for which a significant proportion of the beliefs that 
common sense regards as justified cannot be satisfactorily shown to be justifi-
able by appeal to its chosen foundation, will itself amount to a fairly severe 
version of skepticism, with the severity depending on just how thoroughgo-
ing this failure turns out to be. Such a skeptical result obviously tends to 
seriously undercut the foundationalist argument from the regress problem, 
discussed above, which advocates foundationalism as the only way to avoid 
an implausible skepticism (though the skeptical consequences of any founda-
tionalist view will never be as total as those that apparently result from the 
other possible outcomes of the regress, since at least the foundational beliefs 
themselves will still be justified).

In fact, the shape and seriousness of this first general sort of problem varies 
widely among foundationalist views, depending mainly on just how much is 
included in the specified set of basic or foundational beliefs.8 There are ver-
sions of foundationalism according to which at least some perceptual beliefs 
about physical objects count as basic or foundational, and views of this sort 
have substantially less difficulty in giving a reasonably plausible account of 
the overall scope of nonfoundational knowledge than does the Cartesian 
view that restricts the empirical foundation to beliefs about subjective states 
of mind. In fact, however, as we will see toward the end of the present chap-
ter, it is the Cartesian view that turns out to provide the most defensible 
response, indeed in my judgment the only defensible response, to the second 
main sort of objection to foundationalism, that concerning the justification 
of the foundational beliefs themselves. If this is right, then a defensible ver-
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sion of foundationalism will have to meet this first problem, not by expand-
ing the foundation, but rather by arguing that the more restricted Cartesian 
foundation is indeed adequate to avoid unacceptably skeptical results. (Much 
of Part I is relevant to this issue, especially chapters 4, 7, and 8, though much 
more discussion would be needed to resolve it.)

Here, however, we will focus mainly on the second and seemingly more 
fundamental kind of objection to foundationalism, that which challenges the 
foundationalist to explain how the supposedly foundational or basic beliefs 
are themselves justified. In considering this issue, we will focus primarily on 
the empirical part of the foundation: the part that is not justified a priori and 
that thus consists of contingent beliefs, beliefs that are true in some possible 
worlds and false in others.9 Most foundationalists follow the general line 
taken by the Cartesian view and hold that foundational beliefs of this kind 
are justified by appeal to sensory and introspective experience. But despite the 
apparent obviousness of this answer, it turns out to be more difficult than 
might be thought to give a clear account of how it is supposed to work.

There are in fact at least two ways of developing the problem that arises 
here, though they are perhaps in the end just different ways of getting at the 
same underlying point. The first way questions whether the whole idea of 
sensory experience justifying beliefs really makes intelligible sense,10 and the 
starting point of the argument is the view that the distinctive content of a 
sensory experience is itself nonpropositional and nonconceptual in character.

Think here of an actual sensory experience, such as the one that I am pres-
ently having as I look out my window. (You should supply your own firsthand 
example.) There are many trees of different kinds at least partially in my field 
of view, and what I experience might be described as a variegated field of 
mostly green with small patches of brown and gray and other colors, and with 
many, many different shades and shapes, all changing in complicated and 
subtle ways as the wind blows or clouds move by. Given some time and close 
attention, I could arrive at many, many propositional and conceptual judg-
ments about what I am experiencing: that one patch is larger than another, 
that one shape is similar to or different from another, that a particular patch 
is brighter than the one that was there a moment earlier, that various specific 
colors for which I have learned names are present, and on and on.11 But my 
most fundamental experience of the sensory content itself does not seem to 
be propositional or conceptual in this way. It is not primarily a consciousness 
that the experiential content falls under certain general categories or univer-
sals. The experienced sensory content is what these general or classificatory 
judgments are about, what makes them true or false, but this sensory content 
itself is different from and vastly more specific than the various conceptual 
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characterizations, in a way that makes it extremely doubtful that it could ever 
be fully described in such conceptual terms. (Think very carefully about this 
difficult point, considering lots of examples—which are fortunately very easy 
to come by. Imagine trying to describe such an experienced sensory content 
to someone else, perhaps over the phone. One problem is that our vocabu-
lary in this area seems obviously very inadequate: we have words for general 
ranges or colors and shapes, but not for fully specific instances. But even if 
you did have an adequate vocabulary, isn’t it clear that it would be very, very 
difficult to actually give anything close to a complete description, and—the 
real point—that the sensory content of which you are conscious and which 
you are attempting to describe does not itself already involve or consist of 
such a conceptual or classificatory description?)

Remember that the issue we are presently concerned with is whether 
sensory experience can justify beliefs. But if sensory experience is in this 
way nonconceptual, and given that beliefs are formulated in propositional 
and conceptual terms, it becomes hard to see how there can be an intel-
ligible justificatory relation between the two. How can something that 
is not even formulated in conceptual terms be a reason for thinking that 
something that is thus formulated is true? The present line of argument 
concludes that there can be no such justificatory relation—and hence, as 
the only apparent alternative, that the relation between sensory experience 
and beliefs must be merely causal. As the recent American philosopher 
Donald Davidson puts it:

The relation between a sensation and a belief cannot be logical, since sensa-
tions are not beliefs or other propositional attitudes [that is, are not formulated 
in conceptual terms]. What then is the relation? The answer is, I think, obvi-
ous: the relation is causal. Sensations cause some beliefs and in this sense are 
the basis or ground of those beliefs. But a causal explanation of a belief does 
not show how or why the belief is justified.12

And if this is correct, then we have the rather surprising result that the 
nonconceptual content of sensory experience, even though it undeniably ex-
ists, is apparently incapable of playing any justificatory role, and thus cannot 
provide the justification for foundational beliefs. Sensory experience in itself 
would thus turn out to have no very important epistemological significance. 
(Can this possibly be right? And if you think it couldn’t, then what exactly 
is wrong with the argument just given?)

The second, closely related anti-foundationalist argument focuses on 
the person’s awareness or apprehension of the experiential content.13 Clearly 
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(setting the previous objection aside for a moment), the experience that sup-
posedly justifies a particular basic belief must have a correlative specific char-
acter that somehow makes it likely that that specific belief is true. Moreover, 
the person must somehow apprehend or be aware of the specific character of 
this experience if it is to provide him or her with justification (of an internal-
ist sort—see chapter 10) for his or her belief. But what is the nature of this 
apprehension or awareness of the character of the experience? There seem 
to be only two possibilities here, and the objection is that neither of them 
is compatible with the foundationalist view. (Thus the argument takes the 
form standardly referred to by logicians as a dilemma.)

One possibility is that the specific character of the sensory experience is 
apprehended via a reflective conceptual awareness, that is, another belief (or 
at least a state that strongly resembles a belief): the belief that I have such-
and-such a specific sort of experience. Here it is important to keep the whole 
picture in mind. We started with one supposedly foundational belief, which 
was presumably about some feature of the experience. In order to explain 
how that first belief is justified by the experience we needed to invoke an 
independent apprehension or awareness of the experience, and the sugges-
tion is now that this apprehension or awareness takes the form of another 
belief. But now there are two problems. First, the original, supposedly basic 
belief that the experience was supposed to justify appears to have lost that 
status, since its justification now depends on this further belief, presumably 
via an inferential relation. Second and more importantly, there is now also 
a new issue as to how this further reflective belief is itself justified. Since this 
reflective belief is supposed to constitute the person’s most basic apprehen-
sion or awareness of the experiential content (that was the whole point of 
introducing it), there is no apparent way for it to be justified by appeal to 
that content, since there is no further awareness of the content to appeal to.14 
And to invoke a further conceptual awareness of that same content, that is, 
yet another belief (or belief-like state), only pushes this issue one step further 
back. In the process of trying to avoid the original regress, we seem to have 
generated a new one.

But the only apparent alternative is that the most fundamental apprehen-
sion or awareness of the specific character of the sensory content does not 
take the form of a conceptual belief that the experience is of a certain specific 
sort, but instead is not formulated in conceptual or classificatory terms at all. 
If so, then any further issue of justification is apparently avoided, since there 
is simply no further claim or assertion to be justified. But the problem now is 
that it becomes difficult to see how such an apprehension or awareness can 
provide a basis for the justification of the original, supposedly basic belief: If 
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the apprehension of the experiential content is not in any way belief-like or 
propositional in character, then there is apparently no way to infer from that 
awareness to the truth (or likely truth) of the supposedly basic belief, no way 
in which the truth of the basic belief can follow from the experiential appre-
hension. And in the absence of such an inference, it is obscure how either 
the experience or the apprehension thereof constitutes any sort of reason for 
thinking that the supposedly basic belief is true.

The two foregoing objections are in effect two ways of getting at the 
fundamental issue of what the alleged justificatory relation between 
sensory experience and propositional, conceptual beliefs is supposed to 
amount to, how it is supposed to work. The relation cannot be logical or 
inferential, both because logical or inferential relations exist only between 
propositional or conceptual items, and sensory experience itself is seem-
ingly not propositional or conceptual in character; and because an appeal 
to an awareness that was propositional or conceptual and so could stand in 
logical or inferential relations could not provide a genuine solution to the 
epistemic regress problem, since that sort of awareness would itself require 
justification. But what then is the nature of this relation between sensory 
experience and basic beliefs?

You may well think that these arguments must be somehow mistaken, 
that there must be some way in which the right sort of sensory experience 
can justify a belief. But then how exactly does this work? We will return 
to this issue at the end of the chapter, after we have had a look at the co-
herentist alternative.

Coherentism

The fundamental idea of coherentism is simple enough, especially given 
the objections just considered to foundationalism. The basic thrust of those 
objections is that there is no way for conceptual, propositional beliefs to be 
justified by appeal to nonconceptual, nonpropositional sensory experience. 
Moreover, a fairly obvious generalization of those arguments would appar-
ently show that there is no way for beliefs to be justified by appeal to anything 
that is nonconceptual and nonpropositional in character: for again there 
will be no basis for any sort of inference from something of this character to 
a belief. Indeed, since only beliefs (or states enough like beliefs to make no 
difference) can stand in inferential relations and since the very idea of hav-
ing a reason for thinking that something is true seems to essentially involve 
an inference of some sort from the reason to the claim in question, the ap-
parent result is that beliefs can only be justified by other beliefs. Thus the 
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central claim of coherentism is that the sole basis for epistemic justification 
is relations among beliefs, rather than between beliefs and something exter-
nal. More specifically, it is alleged, what justifies beliefs is the way they fit 
together: the fact that they cohere with each other.

But while the general idea of coherentism is both a direct result of the 
anti-foundationalist arguments and perhaps has a certain initial plausibility 
of its own (since justification that appeals to other beliefs is at the very least 
the most clear and obvious sort), elaborating this initial idea into a devel-
oped position turns out to be quite difficult. There are in fact many specific 
positions, both historical and contemporary, that are fairly standardly identi-
fied as versions of coherentism,15 but it is more than a little unclear exactly 
what, if anything, they have in common beyond this central idea—or even 
that they all are entirely consistent in their adherence to it. Thus it is more 
than a little uncertain whether there is any clearly defined general view that 
can be identified as coherentism.

The best way to handle this problem is to consider some of the key issues 
that any coherentist view that is to be a genuine dialectical alternative to 
foundationalism must apparently face and then attempt to figure out what a 
genuinely coherentist response might look like.16 Having done this, we will 
then be in a position to attempt a further evaluation of coherentism.

(1) The Nature of Coherence
The first and perhaps most obvious issue is the nature of coherence itself. It is 
clear that coherence is supposed to be primarily a property of a group or sys-
tem of beliefs (though presumably a sufficiently complicated individual belief 
could be incoherent within itself). Proponents of coherence17 speak of beliefs 
agreeing with each other or fitting together or “dovetailing” with each other. 
Part of what is required here is logical consistency: beliefs that are logically 
inconsistent with each other, that could not all be true at the same time in 
any possible world (for example, the belief that the earth is spherical and the 
belief that the earth is flat), plainly do not fit together or agree to any extent 
at all. But contrary to what opponents and even a few proponents of coher-
ence sometimes seem to suggest, mere consistency is not by itself enough for 
any serious degree of coherence. Consider a set of entirely unrelated beliefs: 
the belief that grass is green, the belief that today is Tuesday, the belief that 
Caesar crossed the Rubicon in 49 b.c., and the belief that Matisse was a great 
painter. The set of beliefs is obviously consistent, simply because its members 
make no contact with each other at all and so could not possibly conflict, but 
it would be odd and misleading to describe it as coherent and perhaps still 
odder to suggest that this mere lack of conflict provides any real justification 
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for these beliefs, any positive reason for thinking that they are true. And the 
same thing could obviously be true for a much larger set of beliefs.

In fact, it is clear that most coherentists have had a much stronger and 
more demanding relation among beliefs in mind, a relation in virtue of 
which a coherent set of beliefs will be tightly unified and structured, not 
merely an assemblage of unrelated items. Here it seems plausible to sup-
pose that all of the aspects or ingredients of this relation can be viewed 
as inferential relations of one sort or another among the component be-
liefs—with any sort of relation between two beliefs (or sets of beliefs) in 
virtue of which one would, if accepted and justified, provide a good reason 
for thinking that the other is true counting as an inferential relation. The 
idea is then that the members of a coherent system of beliefs stand in fairly 
pervasive inferential relations of this sort to each other, with the degree 
of coherence depending on the degree to which this is so, that is, on the 
number and strength of these inferential connections.

Although it is impossible to give a very good example of a coherent system 
of beliefs in the space reasonably available here, the following may help you 
to get a little better hold on the idea. Suppose that you are watching four 
birds in your backyard and form a set of ten beliefs about them, consisting 
of the beliefs with regard to each of the four (a) that the bird in question is 
a crow and (b) that the bird in question is black, together with the general 
beliefs (1) all crows are black and (2) that all black birds are crows. This set 
of ten beliefs is too small to be highly coherent, but it is far more coherent 
than the set of unrelated beliefs described earlier. The eight specific beliefs 
provide inductive support (one sort of inferential relation) for each of the 
two general beliefs, each member of the four pairs of specific beliefs provides 
deductive support (another sort of inferential relation) for the other when 
taken together with one of the general beliefs, and there are also inferential 
relations of an inductive sort between any seven of the specific beliefs and 
the eighth.18 Thus this set of beliefs is about as closely unified as a set this 
small could be (though some mathematical examples might be even better in 
this respect) and provides an initial model of what a coherent set of beliefs 
might look like.19

One general class of relations among beliefs that has received a great deal 
of emphasis in recent discussions of coherence is relations having to do with 
explanation. We have already seen in our earlier consideration of theoretical 
or explanatory reasoning20 how the fact that a hypothesis provides the best 
explanation for a set of justified claims might provide a reason for think-
ing that the hypothesis is true. But it is equally true that an explanatory 
hypothesis can, if accepted, help to provide inferential support for some of 
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the claims that it could explain, though other premises will also be required. 
(The example in the previous paragraph provides a rough example of this 
sort of situation, though it is debatable to what extent, if at all, an inductive 
generalization really explains its instances.) Thus explanatory relations pro-
vide a basis for inference and so can constitute one ingredient of the general 
idea of coherence.21 (It seems excessive, however, to hold, as some have, that 
explanatory relations are all there is to coherence.)

(2) A Response to the Epistemic Regress Problem: 
Nonlinear Justification
A second issue is just what sort of response coherentism can or should give 
to the epistemic regress problem. Of the four alternatives with regard to the 
outcome of the epistemic regress that were outlined above, the coherentist 
must apparently opt for the third, the idea that chains of inferential justifi-
cation circle or loop back upon themselves, rather than ending in unjusti-
fied beliefs, going on infinitely, or terminating with foundational beliefs. 
Advocates of coherentism have occasionally claimed that such a view is 
acceptable as long as the circles and loops are large and complicated enough. 
But this response seems simply irrelevant to the objection discussed above: 
that such a picture involves circular reasoning and hence that the supposed 
chains of justification have in fact no genuine justificatory force. A large and 
complicated circle is still after all a circle. Is there anything better that the 
coherentist can say here?

Perhaps the best hope for a viable coherentist response to the regress 
problem is an idea offered originally by the nineteenth-century British ideal-
ist Bernard Bosanquet.22 It amounts to the claim that the very formulation of 
this problem depends on a basic mistake concerning the structure of inferen-
tial justification: the mistaken idea that relations of inferential justification 
fundamentally involve a one-dimensional, asymmetrical, linear order of de-
pendence among the beliefs in question. Once this linear picture is accepted, 
it is argued, the regress of justification is unavoidable and can be solved 
only in the (allegedly untenable) foundationalist way. Bosanquet’s contrary 
suggestion is that inferential justification, when properly understood, is 
ultimately nonlinear or holistic in character, with all of the beliefs involved 
standing in relations of mutual support, but none being justificationally 
prior to the others. In this way, it is alleged, any objectionable circularity is 
avoided. (Think carefully about the plausibility of this claim, looking back 
at the discussion of the circularity alternative.)

Such a view amounts to making the group or system of beliefs, rather than 
its individual members, the primary unit of justification, with the component 
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beliefs being justified only derivatively, by virtue of their membership in such 
an adequately interrelated system. And the general property of such a system, 
in virtue of which it is justified, is of course identified as coherence. (The 
contrast between the linear and nonlinear conceptions of inferential justifi-
cation is drawn at a very high level of abstraction, and you will have to work 
to try to bring it down to earth by considering possible examples.)23

A further claim often made by proponents of nonlinear justification and 
by coherentist views generally is that the relevant system of beliefs in rela-
tion to which issues of coherence and so of justification are to be decided 
is the entire set of beliefs held by the believer in question. Indeed, this is 
frequently taken completely for granted with little discussion. But such an 
extreme holism is in fact not required in any very clear way by the logic of 
the nonlinear view, and it moreover poses serious problems that the coher-
entist might be better advised to avoid. The already rather uncertain idea of 
coherence becomes even more so when applied to comprehensive systems 
of beliefs, which will inevitably contain many beliefs having no discernible 
connection with each other. Moreover, even the minimal requirement of 
consistency is in fact rather unlikely to be fully satisfied by actual systems of 
belief. For these reasons, it seems to be a mistake for the coherentist to take 
his holism this far; and there is in fact no very obvious reason why, assum-
ing that the coherence of a system of beliefs can indeed serve as a basis for 
justification, it might not be the coherence of some smaller group of beliefs 
that functions in this way in particular cases. (Though this admittedly raises 
the far from easy issue of just what the relevant group or system is in relation 
to a particular belief.)

(3) Coherentism and Sense Perception
A third crucial issue facing the would-be coherentist is what to say about the 
epistemic role of sense perception.24 Here the coherentist seems to be faced 
with a stark choice. One alternative would be to simply deny that sense per-
ception plays any genuine justificatory role—deny, that is, that the fact that 
a belief is a result of perception or of perceptual experience is relevant in any 
way to a reason for thinking that it is true. A coherentist who adopts this 
line need not deny the seemingly obvious fact that many of our beliefs are in 
fact caused by sensory experience and in that way count as perceptual. But 
he must insist that merely being produced in this way gives them no special 
justificatory status, so that their justification has to be assessed on the same 
basis as that of any other belief, namely by how well they fit into a coherent 
system of beliefs. Thus, according to this sort of view, a belief that is a mere 
hunch or is a product of wishful thinking or even is just arbitrarily made up, 
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but that coheres with a set of other beliefs (perhaps arrived at in the same 
ways!), will be justified; while a perceptual belief that is not related in this 
way to other beliefs will not be.

But such an extreme repudiation of the justificatory relevance of sensory 
perception or observation is both quite implausible from a common-sense 
standpoint and also greatly aggravates the issue, to be considered next, of 
why the fact that a belief satisfies the test of coherence constitutes a reason 
for thinking that it is true. For these reasons, few coherentists have been 
willing to go this far.25 But the alternative is to try to somehow accommodate 
an important justificatory role for sense perception within the coherentist 
framework, without thereby slipping back into foundationalism—something 
that it is not at all easy to see how to do.

Perhaps the best alternative on this issue for a coherentist is to continue to 
insist that sensory experience in itself merely causes beliefs but cannot justify 
them, while adding that the fact that a belief was caused in this way rather 
than some other can play a crucial role in a special kind of coherentist justifi-
cation. The idea here is that the justification of these observational beliefs (as 
they will be referred to here), rather than appealing merely to the coherence 
of their propositional contents with the contents of other beliefs (so that the 
way that the belief was produced would be justificationally irrelevant), might 
appeal instead to a general background belief that beliefs caused in this spe-
cific way (and perhaps satisfying further conditions as well) are generally true, 
where this general belief is in turn supported from within the system of beliefs 
by inductive inference from many apparently true instances of beliefs of this 
kind (with the alleged truth of these instances being in turn established by 
various specific inferences falling under the general heading of coherence). 
Such observational beliefs would obviously not be arrived at via inference, but 
they would still be inferentially justified in a way that depends ultimately on 
coherence: the coherence of the general belief about the reliability of beliefs 
caused in this way with the rest of the relevant system of beliefs.

In this way, it might be claimed, observational beliefs that depend in 
a way on perception and perceptual experience can after all play a role in 
coherentist justification. Moreover, beliefs justified in this way, since their 
justification does not depend on their specific content but only on the way 
that they are caused, could either agree with or conflict with other beliefs 
that the person holds, thus providing the sort of independent check or test of 
one’s beliefs that sense perception is often claimed to provide. And a coher-
entist view could seemingly require (not merely allow) that beliefs justified 
in this way play a substantial justificatory role, while still retaining its basic 
coherentist character.26
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(4) Coherence and Truth
We come now to the most fundamental and obvious issue of all: Why is the 
fact that a belief satisfies the standards of a coherentist account of the sort 
just sketched supposed to show that it is justified in the sense of there being 
a good reason for thinking that it is true? What bearing does coherence have 
on truth or likelihood of truth (assuming, as we will here, that a coherence 
theory of truth itself is unacceptable27)?

We may approach this issue by considering first how a coherentist might 
respond to two related, but more specific issues. The first of these is what is 
usually referred to as the input or isolation problem. Given the obvious facts, 
first, that there is much more to reality than a person’s system of beliefs and, 
second, that most of those beliefs purport to describe that larger reality, the 
obvious question is then why the fact that those beliefs are coherent with 
each other constitutes any reason to think that what they say about the 
reality external to them is true or correct. Why couldn’t a system of beliefs 
be perfectly coherent while nonetheless entirely impervious to any sort of 
influence or input from external reality, thus being completely isolated from 
it? But if this were so, it could seemingly be only an unlikely accident or 
coincidence if the beliefs in question happened to be true. Thus, it is argued, 
coherence is irrelevant to truth and so provides no basis for justification.

It is at this point that the proposed coherentist account of sensory obser-
vation becomes critical. For if that account can be fleshed out and defended, 
then the coherentist may have a response to this objection. He can say that 
the observational beliefs justified in the way indicated earlier are after all 
caused by external reality and so represent a kind of external input to the 
system of beliefs that can solve the isolation problem. Note that this response 
depends on the fact that the way that observational beliefs are caused plays 
a role in their justification (and also on the requirement that beliefs justi-
fied in this way play a substantial justificatory role); if they were caused in 
this way but justified solely on the basis of the coherence of their contents 
with those of other beliefs, thus being on a par with hunches, products of 
wishful thinking, beliefs resulting from mere dogmatism, and so on (or if 
such observational beliefs were simply too rare to have much impact), then 
the influence of the world on the system of beliefs would be too minimal to 
make truth likely.

A second problem is raised by the apparent possibility of alternative coher-
ent systems. Since coherence is a purely internal property of a group or system 
of beliefs, it seems possible to invent indefinitely many alternative systems 
of belief in a purely arbitrary way and yet make each of them entirely coher-
ent, with any possible belief that is internally consistent and coherent being 
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a member of some of these systems. But since the beliefs in one such system 
will conflict with those in others, they obviously cannot all be justified. Thus 
there must be some basis other than coherence for choosing among these 
systems and the beliefs they contain, so that coherence is not by itself an 
adequate basis for justification.

Here again the best coherentist response will depend on the suggested 
coherentist account of observation. For if that account can be made to work, 
then the coherentist can seemingly require that any system whose coherence 
is to be a basis for genuine justification (i) must include such an observational 
ingredient and (ii) must remain coherent as new observational beliefs are 
added. Since the justification of the observational beliefs depends primarily 
on how they are caused28 and not on their specific content, they have the po-
tential to conflict with other beliefs in the system. Thus there is no apparent 
reason to think that just any arbitrarily invented system of beliefs will satisfy 
both of these further requirements, that satisfying (i) will not lead to a failure 
to satisfy (ii). Indeed, though the issues are more complicated than this brief 
discussion can convey, there is no very clear reason for thinking that more 
than one system will succeed in doing this in the long run.

The responses to these two more specific problems also point toward a 
coherentist response to the general problem of truth. If (but this is still a 
very big if) the coherentist account of observational input can be successfully 
elaborated and defended, then the coherentist can perhaps argue that the 
best explanation for the long-run coherence of a system of beliefs in the face 
of continued observational input is that the beliefs in the system are being 
systematically caused by an external reality that they accurately depict, and 
hence that they are likely to be true.29 Even apart from the worries about the 
account of observation itself, there is much more that would have to be done 
to spell out and elaborate this argument,30 but for now, this initial outline of 
how an argument linking coherence with truth might go will have to do.

We thus have the basic outline and rationale of a coherentist account of 
epistemic justification, one that seems on the surface to avoid foundational-
ism. But can such a view really succeed? Or are there serious, perhaps even 
insuperable problems lurking here? (Stop at this point and see if you can 
think of what sorts of objections such a coherentist view might face.)

Some Objections to Coherentism
In fact, there are many serious objections to coherentism. Here I will con-
sider only three of them, one having to do with the idea of coherence itself 
and the other two both having to do in different ways with the general issue 
of the accessibility of coherentist justification to the believer.
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First, while the discussion above may suffice to give you some initial grasp 
of the concept of coherence, it is very far from an adequate account, espe-
cially far from being one that would provide the basis for comparative assess-
ments of the relative degrees of coherence possessed by different and perhaps 
conflicting systems of beliefs. And it is comparative assessments of coherence 
that are needed if coherence is to be the sole basis that determines which 
beliefs are justified or even to play a significant role in such issues. There are 
somewhat fuller accounts of coherence available in the recent literature,31 
but none that come at all close to achieving this goal. Thus practical as-
sessments of coherence must be made on a rather ill-defined intuitive basis, 
making the whole idea of a coherentist epistemology more of a promissory 
note than a fully specified alternative.

Second, if coherence is to be the basis for empirical justification,32 then 
an internalist coherence theory must require that the believer have an ad-
equate grasp or representation of the relevant system of beliefs, since it is in 
relation to this system that coherence and so justification are determined. 
Such a grasp would presumably take the form of a set of reflective beliefs (or 
perhaps one comprehensive reflective belief) specifying the contents of the 
relevant system. And the glaring difficulty is that the coherentist view also 
seemingly precludes there being any way in which such reflective beliefs are 
themselves justified. Such beliefs are obviously contingent and presumably 
empirical in character; and yet any appeal to coherence for their justification 
would seem to be plainly circular or question-begging, since what is at issue 
is in part the specification of the very system of beliefs in relation to which 
coherence is to be assessed. Until I have a justified grasp of the contents of the 
relevant system, I can’t tell which reflective beliefs of this kind are justified; 
but a justified grasp of the contents of that system depends on a prior answer 
to just this question.

Here it is in fact hard to avoid suspecting that would-be coherentists have 
failed to adequately purge themselves of an intuitive outlook that is really 
compatible only with foundationalism. From a traditional foundationalist 
standpoint, there is of course no real problem about one’s grasp of one’s own 
beliefs, since this is a matter of immediate experience for occurrent beliefs 
and can be made so for dispositional beliefs. But coherentists reject any such 
appeal to immediate experience, and so cannot legitimately appeal to this 
sort of access. And there seems to be no alternative account within the con-
fines of coherentism that would allow the believing subject to have justified 
access to the contents of his system of beliefs and so to whatever justification 
the coherence of that system can provide.
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Third, a less obvious but equally serious objection pertains to the coher-
entist’s attempted account of observational input and the accompanying 
answer to the alternative coherent systems objection and argument for the 
connection between coherence and truth. An essential component of all of 
this is the idea that the observational status of a belief can be recognized in 
a justified way from within the person’s system of beliefs, for only then could 
this status be used as a partial basis for the justification of such a belief, which 
then in turn would allow such observational beliefs to be appealed to for 
these various further purposes. Here again, recognizing that a belief is a result 
of sensory observation rather than arbitrary invention is at least reasonably 
unproblematic from a foundationalist standpoint that can invoke immediate 
experience. But for a coherentist, the basis for such a recognition can only be 
the further belief, itself supposedly justified by coherence, that a given belief 
has this status. And then there is no apparent reason why the various alter-
native coherent systems cannot include within themselves beliefs about the 
occurrence of various allegedly observational beliefs that would not conflict 
with and indeed would support the other beliefs in such a system, with these 
supposed observational beliefs being justified within each system in the way 
indicated above. Of course, such beliefs will not in general really be observa-
tional in character, but the coherentist has no way to appeal to this fact that 
is compatible with his coherentist framework. As long as it is only beliefs and 
the relations among them that can be appealed to for justification, the belief 
that a specific observation has occurred is all that matters, and whether such 
a belief was really caused in the right way becomes entirely irrelevant.

Thus there is no way consistent with coherentism to distinguish genuine 
observational input from this counterfeit variety. And, in consequence, there 
is also no way on the basis of the only sort of “observation” that is inter-
nally recognizable to answer the isolation and alternative coherent systems 
objections or to argue from coherence to likelihood of truth. A system that 
receives genuine observational input may thereby receive input from reality 
and may be unlikely to remain coherent unless that input (and so also the 
system that coheres with it) reflects the way that reality is, rather than being 
arbitrarily invented. But a system that merely contains beliefs about such 
input may still be entirely isolated from reality, may be merely an invented, 
internally coherent fantasy, and may be arbitrarily far from the truth. For this 
reason, coherence, even when supplemented with the coherentist version of 
observation, does not seem to yield any basis for genuine epistemic justifica-
tion. (This last point is very difficult, and you will have to think about it at 
some length to be sure that you see it clearly.)
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These objections, and especially the last, appear to be completely devas-
tating to coherentism. I note in passing that it might be possible to avoid or 
at least mitigate them by adopting an externalist version of coherentism. But 
externalism, as we will see in the next chapter, faces serious problems of its 
own; and in any case, an externalist version of coherentism would have no 
dialectical point, since if externalism were otherwise acceptable, a founda-
tionalist version would be much more straightforward and easier to defend.

Back to Foundationalism?

The sort of view that is often regarded as the main contemporary alternative 
to foundationalism has been examined and found wanting, but that is not 
enough, of course, to answer the anti-foundationalist arguments, in particu-
lar the arguments purporting to show that sensory experience is incapable of 
justifying conceptual beliefs and thus incapable of providing a foundation of 
the sort that the foundationalist is seeking. We thus need to return to those 
arguments and see whether they are really as compelling as they have often 
been taken to be.

It will be useful to begin with the second of the two arguments that were 
presented earlier in this chapter. This argument, as we saw, takes the form of 
a dilemma concerning the apprehension of the character of the experience, 
mainly sensory experience, to which the foundationalist wants to appeal for 
the justification of foundational beliefs: if the character of such experience 
is apprehended in a conceptual or propositional state, a belief or belief-like 
state, then it seems capable of providing a reason for thinking that further 
beliefs are true, but is also itself in need of justification; whereas if the appre-
hension of the character of experience is not in conceptual or propositional 
terms, if it does not involve any apprehension that the experience in question 
has one sort of general or classificatory character rather than another, the 
need for justification is avoided, but at the cost of rendering the apprehen-
sion seemingly incapable of providing justification for any further belief.

The suggestion that I want to offer here will be at least a bit easier to see 
if we focus initially on a somewhat special case, the case where the (alleged) 
basic belief in question is the reflective belief that I have some other specific 
occurrent belief: the belief that I am presently and consciously believing 
some specific thing. The natural place to look for justification for such a 
reflective belief is to the experience of having the other belief in question. 
And here the crucial fact that, I will suggest, allows an escape between the 
horns of the dilemma just mentioned is that my most fundamental experi-
ence or awareness of one of my own occurrent beliefs is neither a separate 
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reflective belief or belief-like state that would itself require justification nor 
a purely noncognitive awareness that fails to reflect the specific character of 
the apprehended state (in this case, mainly the propositional content of the 
belief). Instead, I suggest, to have a conscious occurrent belief just is, in part, 
to have a conscious awareness of the content of that belief (and also of one’s 
accepting attitude toward that content), an awareness that is not reflective 
(or “second order”) in nature, but is instead partly constitutive of the first-
level occurrent belief state itself. My further suggestion is then that it is by 
appeal to this nonreflective, constitutive awareness of the belief content that 
a reflective, second-order belief can be justified—though we now see that it 
is this constituent, nonreflective awareness rather than the reflective belief 
that ultimately deserves to be called “basic.”

The ideas in the previous paragraph are perhaps more difficult and philo-
sophically sophisticated than anything that you have encountered so far in 
this book, so I want to pause a bit to try to get them into clear focus. The 
main distinction is between (a) a belief that is about another, distinct belief 
(and thus reflective or “second-order”) and (b) the conscious awareness of a 
belief’s own content that is, I am claiming, a constitutive or intrinsic feature 
of any conscious, occurrent belief, without the need for a second, indepen-
dent belief. To take a specific example, suppose that I have the first-order, 
conscious or occurrent belief that the sun is shining (using italics to indicate 
the content). Then the relevant second-order or reflective belief would have 
the content I (presently) believe that the sun is shining. (This second-order be-
lief is one that I might or might not actually have; we do not reflect in this 
way on all of our beliefs, and indeed we could not do so—think about it.) 
Thus whereas the intrinsic or constitutive awareness of the content of the 
first-order belief, an awareness that always occurs when I have such a con-
scious belief, would just be the conscious thought the sun is shining, with no 
explicit reference to me as the thinker, the second-order, reflective belief is 
explicitly about me having that first-order belief and thus must of course refer 
explicitly to me. The crucial point is simply that an occurrent belief is, after 
all, a conscious state, and that what one is primarily conscious of in having 
such a belief is precisely its propositional content (together with the accept-
ing—as opposed to doubting or wondering—attitude toward that content, 
but with no explicit reference to the person who has the belief).

If this is right, then this first-order, constitutive awareness of content can 
seemingly provide a justifying reason for the second-order, reflective belief 
that I have an occurrent belief with that very content. Indeed, in the normal 
case, it is precisely because I am aware in the constitutive way of the con-
tent of my belief that I am led, when and if I reflect, to form the reflective 
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belief that I have such-and-such a first-order belief. But, at the same time, 
there is no apparent way in which the nonreflective, constituent awareness 
of content itself requires any sort of justification: an issue of justification 
can, of course, be raised about the belief as a whole (do I have any reason to 
think that the sun is shining?), but not about my nonreflective awareness of 
the content of the belief. Because of its nonreflective, constituent character, 
this “built-in” awareness, as it might be described, thus neither requires any 
justification, nor for that matter even admits of any. Indeed, this constituent 
awareness of content might be said to be strictly infallible in something like 
the way that many foundationalist views historically have claimed for basic 
or foundational beliefs: because it is this constitutive or “built-in” awareness 
of content that gives the belief its specific content, that makes it the particu-
lar belief that it is with the content that it has (rather than some other belief 
or some nonbelief state), there is apparently no way in which this awareness 
could be mistaken, simply because there is no relevant fact independent of 
the awareness itself for it to be mistaken about.33

This infallibility does not, however, extend to the reflective, second-
order belief: though such a belief can, I am claiming, be justified by appeal 
to the awareness that is a constitutive feature of the first-order belief that is 
its object, it would still apparently be possible to reflectively misapprehend 
the content of one’s own belief, to have a reflective belief that does not 
accurately reflect the content contained in the constitutive or “built-in” 
awareness. Such a mistake might be due to mere inattention, or it might 
result from the complexity or obscurity of the belief content itself or from 
some further problem or disorder. But unless there is some reason in a par-
ticular case to think that the chance of such a misapprehension is large, 
this mere possibility of error does not seem enough to prevent the reflective 
belief from being justifiable by appeal to the constituent awareness. That 
I find myself apparently aware in the constitutive way of the very content 
that the second-order, reflective belief claims that I believe is surely still in 
general a good reason, even if not a conclusive one, for thinking that the 
reflective belief is correct.

The foregoing provides an outline of how one specific sort of belief, namely 
a reflective, second-order belief about the existence and content of one of my 
own conscious, occurrent beliefs, can be basic or foundational in the sense of 
there being an internally available reason why it is likely to be true without 
that reason depending on any further belief or other cognitive state that is 
itself in need of justification—though, as we have seen, it is really the con-
stitutive awareness of content rather than the reflective belief that ultimately 
turns out to be foundational. But though my immediate awareness of my own 
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occurrent beliefs is a part of my overall immediate experience and plays some 
role in justification, the most important part of that experience for issues of 
justification is my immediate awareness of sensory content. My suggestion is 
that an essentially parallel account can be given of how this awareness too 
can justify foundational beliefs.

Consider then a state of, for example, visual experience, such as the one 
that I am presently having as I look out of the window in my study (see the 
rough description offered earlier in this chapter). Like an occurrent belief, 
such an experience is of course a conscious state. This means, I suggest, that 
in a way that parallels the account of occurrent beliefs offered above, it auto-
matically involves a constitutive or “built-in,” nonreflective awareness of its 
own distinctive sort of content, in this case sensory or “phenomenal” con-
tent: to have such a phenomenal experience just is to be consciously aware 
of all of its nonconceptual content, however complicated it may be (for not 
to be aware of some of that content would be to not be having that specific 
experience). And, again in parallel fashion, such an awareness is in no need 
of justification and is indeed in a sense infallible in that there is no sort of 
mistake that is even relevant to it—no possible discrepancy between the 
content that I am aware of and the actual content of the experience. Thus 
this awareness of sensory content is also apparently able to justify reflective 
beliefs that are about that content.

Suppose, for example, that I am having a visual experience that involves, 
among other things, a triangular patch of bright green in the middle of my 
visual field. To have such an experience is to be aware of such a patch. And 
now if I come to also have the reflective belief that I am experiencing a patch 
of bright green in the middle of my visual field, this belief can seemingly be 
justified by appeal to the very constitutive or built-in awareness of the green 
patch that is part of what makes that experience the specific experience that 
it is. Here, once again, mistakes are possible: in a moment of inattention, I 
might fail to notice that the second-order belief and the actually experienced 
sensory content do not quite agree. But the fact that this is possible has, I 
suggest, no tendency at all to show that finding or seeming to find the sec-
ond-order belief to be in agreement with the actually experienced content is 
not still an excellent reason, indeed the best possible one, for thinking that 
the second-order belief is true.

But does this really answer the anti-foundationalist arguments offered 
above? Even if it is correct that the constitutive or built-in awareness raises no 
further issue of justification, is there really an intelligible justificatory relation 
between it and a basic belief about the character of the experience? Perhaps 
this relation of justification is plausible enough in the case considered earlier, 
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where the constitutive awareness is an awareness of the content of an occur-
rent belief, for there the awareness of content is still in conceptual terms that 
connect in an obvious way with the conceptual content of the reflective be-
lief, even if the constitutive awareness involves no conceptual judgment about 
the occurrence of that content that could demand justification. (Think again 
about the example described earlier.) But does this really work in the present 
and ultimately more important case, in which the content of the constitutive 
awareness is, as we saw earlier, not at all in conceptual terms (so that some, 
indeed, would refuse even to describe it as “content”)? Aren’t the earlier argu-
ments still correct that there can be no intelligible justificatory relationship 
between the constitutive awareness of content of this sort and a conceptual 
belief that purports to describe it? (Here is a good place to stop and think 
about the issue for yourself, before proceeding.)

In fact, we are now in a position to see that these arguments rest on too 
simple a view of the alternatives for the relation between a sensory experi-
ence and a conceptual belief. If we grant (and indeed insist) that the specific 
content of such an experience is itself nonpropositional and nonconceptual 
in character, then it is quite correct that there can be no strictly logical or 
inferential relation between (a) this content (or the constitutive awareness 
thereof) and (b) a reflective, conceptual belief about that content. Since the 
awareness of nonconceptual content (the awareness of the green, triangular 
patch) is neither true nor false (because it makes no conceptual claim at all), 
it cannot be the case (as an inference would require) that its truth guaran-
tees the truth of the belief (that I am experiencing such a patch). But such 
an experience, like other kinds of nonconceptual phenomena, can of course 
still be conceptually described with various degrees of detail and precision. 
The relation between the nonconceptual content and such a conceptual de-
scription of it is not logical or inferential, but it is also obviously not merely 
causal. Rather it is a descriptive relation, one in which the thing described 
does or does not fit or conform to the description. And where such a relation 
of description exists, the actual character of the nonconceptual object can 
obviously constitute a kind of reason or basis for thinking that the descrip-
tion is true or correct (or equally, of course, untrue or incorrect).

Thus suppose once again that I have a specific conscious state of sensory 
experience (an experience that includes a green and triangular patch in the 
middle of my visual field), and am, as already argued, consciously but non-
conceptually aware of the specific sensory content of that state simply by 
virtue of having that experience. Suppose that at the same time I entertain 
a reflective belief that purports to describe or conceptually characterize that 
perceptual content, albeit no doubt incompletely (the reflective belief that I 
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have a green and triangular patch in the middle of my visual field). Assuming 
that I understand the descriptive content of that belief—that is, understand 
what sort of experience it would take to fit or satisfy the conceptual descrip-
tion—then I seem to be in a good, indeed an ideal, position to judge whether 
the conceptual description is accurate, whether it fits or agrees with the 
nonconceptual experience I am actually having, and if it apparently does so, 
to be thereby justified in accepting the belief.

Once again there is no reason to think that mistake is impossible and thus 
no reason to think that such a reflective belief is infallible. But as long as 
there is no special reason for suspecting that a mistake has occurred, the fact 
that such a belief seems to me on the basis of direct comparison to accurately 
characterize the conscious experience that I am having and that it purports 
to describe seems to be an entirely adequate reason for thinking that the 
description is correct and hence an adequate basis for justification.

It is important to emphasize, however, that a reason that appeals in this 
way to a descriptive fit between a descriptive belief and what the belief 
is about is only available in a case where the believer has some sort of 
independent access to the character of the nonconceptual item, that is, an 
access that does not depend on the conceptual description itself. In most 
other cases, such as one where it is some physical object or situation that 
is being described, the believer could have an access that is independent 
of the description in question only by having a second conceptual state 
embodying a second description, and this second description would of 
course itself equally require justification, so that no genuinely foundational 
justification would result.34

But in the very special case we are concerned with, where the non-
conceptual item being described is itself a conscious state, one can, I am 
suggesting, be aware of its character, and thus of the very thing on which 
the truth of the belief depends, via the constitutive or “built-in” awareness 
that any conscious state involves, without the need for a further conceptual 
description—and thereby be in a position to recognize directly the truth (or, 
of course, the falsity) of a reflective belief about that state. Here we seem 
indeed to be in a position to make a direct comparison between a concep-
tual description and the nonconceptual chunk of reality that it purports to 
describe—something that seems intuitively to be essential if our conceptual 
descriptions are ever to make contact with reality in a verifiable way.35 Such 
a comparison is only possible, to be sure, where the reality in question is 
itself a conscious state and where the description in question pertains to the 
conscious content of that very state, but in that specific case it seems to be 
entirely unproblematic.36
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Thus a fairly standard version of foundationalism seems to have an ad-
equate response to the second general sort of objection to foundationalism 
distinguished earlier: the one that pertains to the nature and justification of 
the foundational beliefs themselves. As already suggested, however, this re-
sponse seriously aggravates the first kind of objection, the one that challenges 
whether the rest of what common sense regards as knowledge can be justified 
on the basis of the foundation thus arrived at. Whether the foundationalist 
can meet this sort of objection depends mostly on the eventual resolution of 
the issues discussed in chapter 7 (and, to a lesser extent, in chapters 4 and 
8), issues which we will not pursue further here.37
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Internalism and Externalism

A second conspicuous feature of the Cartesian approach to epistemology, 
one that has also been the object of serious challenge in recent times, is its 
internalist character. For Descartes and those who follow his lead, epistemic 
justification or reasonableness can, as we have seen, depend only on matters 
which are within the cognitive grasp of the believer in question, that is, of 
which he or she is or at least can be in some way justifiably aware: matters 
that are, as it might be put, accessible from within his or her first-person 
cognitive perspective. (This is a rather vague formulation that will need to 
be amplified and clarified.) Indeed, though this has sometimes been disputed, 
it seems plausible to say that until very recently an internalist approach was 
assumed without question by virtually all philosophers who paid any serious 
attention to epistemological issues.

But in spite of this historical consensus, many recent epistemologists 
have argued that the internalist conception of justification is fundamentally 
mistaken, that epistemic justification can depend in part or perhaps even 
entirely on matters to which the believer in question need have no cogni-
tive access at all, matters that are entirely external to his or her cognitive 
viewpoint. Thus, to take the most widely-held recent externalist view, a 
belief might allegedly be justified for a particular believer simply because 
the causal process that led to its adoption is cognitively reliable, that is, is a 
process of a general kind that in fact produces true beliefs in a high propor-
tion of the cases in which it occurs—even if both the nature of the process 
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and its reliability are entirely unknown and cognitively inaccessible to the 
believer in question.

Think very carefully about this externalist conception of justification. 
Having read this far in the present book, the idea that justification could 
result in this way from things that are external to the believer’s cognitive 
perspective might seem puzzling or even bizarre. How, you may want to ask, 
can a belief be justified for someone in virtue of a feature that he or she is 
entirely unaware that it possesses? Indeed, if features of a belief that are in 
this way external to the believer’s cognitive perspective can yield justifica-
tion, why could truth itself not play this role? Surely the fact that a belief 
is true is, in a way, the best possible reason for holding it, so that if access 
to the justifying feature by the believer is not required, why shouldn’t we 
conclude that any true belief is justified simply by virtue of being true, no 
matter how or why it was arrived at or how irrational or careless or even 
crazy the person in question may have been. In fact, no externalist is willing 
to go quite this far, but in a way that merely heightens the puzzling character 
of the externalist view: why should some external facts and not others be 
relevant to justification?

The aim of the present chapter is to explore the recent controversy be-
tween internalist and externalist views of epistemic justification.1 I will start 
by elaborating and clarifying the basic idea of internalism, and then proceed 
to consider, first, externalist objections to internalism, second, a leading 
example of an externalist view (the reliabilist view just briefly adumbrated), 
and, third, some major objections to externalism. This will put us in a better 
position to understand what is really at stake between the opposing views 
and to attempt on that basis to arrive at a tentative resolution of the issue.

What Is Internalism?

The fundamental claim of internalism, as already noticed several times 
above, is that epistemological issues arise and must be dealt with from within 
the individual person’s first-person cognitive perspective, appealing only to 
things that are accessible from that standpoint. The basic rationale is that 
what justifies a person’s beliefs must be something that is available or acces-
sible to him or her, that something to which he has no access cannot give him 
a reason for thinking that one of his beliefs is true (though it might conceiv-
ably provide such a reason for another person viewing him from the outside). 
But there are some possible misunderstandings of this basic idea that need to 
be guarded against.
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First, although the general Cartesian point of view that we have largely 
followed in this book holds that what is available in a person’s first-person 
cognitive perspective is initially limited to (i) facts about the contents of his 
or her conscious mental states, together with (ii) facts or truths that are self-
evident on an a priori basis, this rather severe limitation is not mandated by 
internalism as such. Thus, to take the most important alternative possibility, 
if it were possible to defend a version of direct realism2 according to which 
some perceptual beliefs about material objects are directly justified without 
the need for any inference from the content of sensory experience, then the 
facts about the physical world apprehended in this way would also be directly 
accessible from the first-person cognitive perspective and would thereby con-
stitute part of the basis for internalist justifications. I am doubtful, for reasons 
indicated briefly in the earlier discussion, that any view yielding this result 
can in fact be successfully defended, but that is a separate issue.

Second, the basic internalist requirement is sometimes misconstrued as 
saying that justification must depend only on the believer’s internal states, that 
is, on states that are, from a metaphysical standpoint, properties or features of 
that individual person. This would make it easy to understand why facts about 
the contents of conscious mental states can contribute to internalist justifica-
tion, but would make it puzzling why facts pertaining to other sorts of internal 
states, such as dispositional or unconscious mental states or even states that are 
purely physical or physiological in nature, cannot do so as well. And it would 
be even more puzzling why self-evident truths that have nothing specifically 
to do with the individual person and his or her internal states (for example, 
truths of logic and mathematics) are also supposed to be acceptable as part 
of the basis for internalist justification.3 But in fact this understanding of the 
internalist requirement is simply mistaken. As already briefly indicated, the 
“internal” of internalism refers to what is internal to the person’s first-person 
cognitive perspective in the sense of being accessible from that perspective, not 
necessarily to what is internal in the sense of being metaphysically a state or 
feature of that person. Thus the contents of conscious mental states satisfy the 
internalist requirement, not simply because they are features of internal states 
of the person, but rather because those contents are arguably (see chapter 9) 
accessible in the right way. And if self-evident a priori knowable truths are 
also accessible from the first-person cognitive perspective (as both moderate 
empiricists and rationalists hold), then those truths are equally acceptable as 
part of the basis for internalist justification.

Third, the internalist need not deny that facts of other sorts can also 
come to be accessible in the required way from the first-person cognitive 
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perspective. Thus, for example, if the reliability of certain sorts of testi-
mony can be cogently established by reasoning that begins from what is ini-
tially available there, perhaps along the lines discussed in chapter 8, then 
the supposed facts reflected in such testimony become indirectly available as 
a basis for internalist justification. The internalist’s insistence is only that 
such indirect availability must be grounded in reasons or arguments that 
begin from what is directly available—that is, available initially, before 
such further reasons or arguments are invoked.

Fourth, and most fundamentally of all, what is available from the first-
person cognitive perspective must provide a complete reason for thinking that 
the belief in question is true, and whatever is needed to fully grasp this reason 
must be included in what is accessible. Thus, for example, to have internal 
access to some fact that could provide the basis for a justifying reason without 
also having access to whatever logical or inferential connection that reason 
also depends on is not to have full internal access to the reason in question.

Arguments against Internalism

As already noted, there are many recent epistemologists who reject internal-
ism in favor of externalism. What reasons or arguments do they give? Though 
others have sometimes been suggested, by far the most important and widely 
advocated objections to internalism are the following two.

First, there is the claim that the internalist cannot give an intuitively ac-
ceptable account of the cognitive or epistemic condition of unsophisticated 
epistemic subjects: higher animals, young children, and even relatively unso-
phisticated adults. Take higher animals first, as perhaps the clearest case.4 I 
once owned a German shepherd dog named Emma. Emma was, judging from 
her behavior, a remarkably intelligent dog. She understood a wide range of 
commands, seemed to exhibit an excellent memory for people and places 
(even those that she had not encountered for a long time), and could be 
amazingly subtle and persistent in communicating her desires and prefer-
ences and in responding to novel situations. Anyone who observed her very 
closely would, I think, have found it impossible to deny that Emma had con-
scious beliefs and desires, together with other conscious mental states such 
as excitement or fear. But did Emma have any reasons or justification for her 
beliefs? Did she have any knowledge?

No one viewing Emma from the outside could, I think, have been entirely 
sure of the answer to this question. But despite her intelligence, it is hard to 
believe that Emma engaged in very much or indeed any reasoning, and still 
harder to believe that she was capable of understanding complicated argu-
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ments. Indeed, it is doubtful whether Emma could have even understood the 
basic idea of having a reason for a belief, an understanding that seems to be 
required for her to have had fully explicit access to any reasons at all. Thus it 
is hard to avoid the conclusion that Emma had no justified beliefs and hence 
no knowledge, a result that is alleged by the proponent of this first objection 
to be highly implausible. Surely, it is argued, Emma was justified in believing 
and, perhaps even more clearly, knew such things as that there was a squir-
rel on the other side of the quad (as she skulked carefully toward it, freezing 
if it should happen to look in her direction) or that the person at the front 
door was her good friend Marc (as her initial hostile barking at the person’s 
approach gave way to yelping and jumping with excitement and joy). (Think 
about this issue for yourself, using whatever dogs or cats or other higher ani-
mals you have known as examples. Is the objection right about both of the 
points in question: (a) that animals like Emma have no access to internalist 
reasons or justification; and (b) that they undeniably do have justified beliefs 
and knowledge?)

This objection to internalism, already at least reasonably compelling in 
relation to creatures like Emma, seems perhaps even more forceful when 
applied to relatively young children and to unsophisticated or cognitively 
limited adults. Surely, it is argued, no one in either of these categories is 
really able to understand complicated arguments of the sort, for example, 
that we have seen to be apparently required to arrive at a good reason for 
accepting an inductive conclusion or one about the external material world 
(assuming that direct realism doesn’t work). Indeed, most fully mature 
and capable adults have not in fact even encountered such arguments or 
formulated them for themselves, making it hard to see how an internalist 
can consistently say that the beliefs of even individuals like these about 
such matters are justified or constitute knowledge. But surely, it is alleged, 
it is much more obvious that some or all of these various kinds of relatively 
unsophisticated individuals (and surely the mature and capable adults) do 
have justified beliefs and do have knowledge of the sorts in question than 
it is that internalism is true. And thus if internalism yields such implausible 
results, it should be rejected.

Second, while the first objection in effect concedes, for the sake of the 
argument, that successful internalist justifications for inductive beliefs or 
beliefs about the external world or other beliefs that common sense regards 
as justified can be in fact found, denying only that these are accessible to 
unsophisticated subjects (and possibly even to most of the mature and ca-
pable ones), the second objection argues that is it is in fact far from obvious 
that any acceptable internalist justification, whether generally accessible or 
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not, can be found for many of these beliefs. This is a point that any reflec-
tive reader of this book should be able to appreciate. Because of the various 
problems discussed in earlier chapters, it is at least possible from an internal-
ist perspective—and perhaps even, as many would argue, likely—that no 
adequate justification for many or perhaps even most of our beliefs can be 
found, in which case no one would have justification or knowledge concern-
ing the matters in question if internalism is correct. But this is again, it is al-
leged, an extremely implausible and intuitively unacceptable result, making 
the internalist view that leads to it equally unacceptable.

It is obvious that these two arguments are closely related and similar in 
their basic thrust. One way to put them together would be to argue that if 
internalism is correct, only at best a few epistemologists and students of epis-
temology will have access to good reasons for the vast majority of the beliefs 
that common sense regards as justified and as constituting knowledge (see 
again the list in chapter 1). But this once again seems extremely implausible, 
and so, it is claimed, internalism must be mistaken.

The problems that these arguments point to are real, and there is no 
very simple and straightforward reply available to them from an internalist 
perspective. Here, as so often in philosophy, we will have to see what the 
alternative view looks like before we will be in a position to decide which of 
the two views is really more plausible overall. But there is one issue worth 
raising at this point for you to think about as we proceed, and that is the is-
sue of what the specific content of the common-sense intuitions with which 
internalism is allegedly in conflict really is. Is the common-sense view merely 
that ordinary people or children or beings like Emma have knowledge and 
justification in some unspecified sense or other in relation to the beliefs in 
question?—in which case, the accounts of justification or knowledge offered 
by the externalist (which we have so far indicated in only the sketchiest way) 
might be enough to satisfy those intuitions. Or is the content of the relevant 
intuitions not rather that the beings in question have knowledge and justi-
fication in just the specific senses that the internalist advocates: that they 
have true beliefs which they have good reasons for thinking to be true?—in 
which case showing that the beliefs in question are justified in an externalist 
sense wouldn’t really help to avoid a conflict with those intuitions.5

A Leading Version of Externalism: Reliabilism

It is time to look more closely at a specific externalist view. Though a 
number of different such views have been proposed, we will focus here on 
the one that has been perhaps the most widely discussed and advocated, 
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namely reliabilism.6 Reliabilism has been mainly advocated as a view con-
cerning the nature of epistemic justification, and it is in that form that we 
will consider it here.7

The central idea of reliabilism, as already briefly noted earlier, is that 
what makes a belief justified is the cognitive reliability of the causal process via 
which it was produced,8 that is, the fact that the process in question leads to a 
high proportion of true beliefs, with the degree of justification depending on 
the degree of reliability. If the belief-producing process is reliable in this way, 
then (other things being equal) it will be objectively likely or probable to the 
same degree that the particular belief in question, having been produced in 
that way, is itself true. But what makes the view a version of externalism is 
that, as we have seen, reliabilism does not require that the believer in ques-
tion have any sort of cognitive access to the fact that the belief-producing 
process is in this way reliable in order for his or her belief to be justified. All 
that matters for justification is that the process in question be in fact reliable, 
whether or not the person believes or has even the slightest inkling that this 
is so or any understanding of what specific sort of process is involved.

The clearest and most initially plausible illustrations of reliabilism involve 
belief-producing processes like sensory perception. Thus suppose that a par-
ticular individual is so constituted, as a result of natural endowment and vari-
ous sorts of previous training and experience, that a very high proportion of 
his or her visually induced beliefs about medium-sized material objects (such 
things as tables, trees, buildings, automobiles, and the like) and processes 
in his or her immediate vicinity under favorable conditions of perception 
are true. If this is so, then, according to the most straightforward version of 
reliabilism, those beliefs are justified.9 The individual in question need have 
no belief or any other sort of awareness that the visual process in question 
is reliable, nor indeed any very specific conception of what that process in-
volves. Neither he nor for that matter anyone else need have any very direct 
or easy access to the fact of reliability should the issue somehow be explicitly 
raised. All that matters is that the actual causal process via which such beliefs 
are generated is in fact (under those conditions about that sort of subject 
matter) highly reliable—whether or not anyone is aware of this at the time 
in question or indeed ever. And this is obviously a condition that might be 
satisfied by any of the unsophisticated cognitive subjects considered earlier: 
by unsophisticated adults, by young children, or by animals like Emma. 
When Emma came to believe that there was a squirrel across the quad, then 
if her eyes were functioning in such a way that this reliability condition was 
satisfied (under the then existing conditions of lighting, distance, and so on), 
then her belief was, according to the reliabilist, justified.10
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The reliabilist’s reliable belief-producing processes are not limited, how-
ever, to processes like sensory perception in which no prior beliefs or other 
cognitive states are involved in any very obvious way. For example, if the 
process of logical or probabilistic inference from other justified beliefs is also 
a reliable belief-producing process, then the beliefs that are produced by this 
process will also count as justified according to the reliabilist account. Here 
too, however, what matters is reliability itself and not any awareness on the 
part of the subject that the process is reliable nor any understanding of why 
a belief arrived at in this way genuinely follows from the relevant premises. 
Thus if Emma made reliable transitions of this sort—for example, came to 
believe when she heard the can opener in the late afternoon that she was 
about to be fed—even though with no clear or explicit awareness of why or 
how she was doing so, her resulting beliefs would still have counted as justi-
fied. Of course, it might turn out that a more specific process that involves ex-
plicit and critical reflection on the logical relations and principles involved 
is even more reliable, in which case beliefs that result from a process of this 
more specific sort would be even more highly justified.

For the simplest versions of reliabilism, the account given so far is es-
sentially the entire story. But it is also possible to have more complicated 
versions of reliabilism, still fundamentally externalist in character, that add 
further qualifications of various sorts to ward off potential objections. The 
rationale for these will emerge as we consider the objections that have been 
raised against reliabilist views.

Objections to Reliabilism
Does reliabilism provide an acceptable account of epistemic justification, 
one that can replace the internalist view and thereby avoid the objections 
to internalism discussed earlier? In this section, I will consider three main 
sorts of objection that have been offered in relation to reliabilist views spe-
cifically. With only minor modification, at least the first two of these also 
apply to the other leading versions of externalism, but only the versions 
that apply to reliabilism will be discussed explicitly here. The first two ob-
jections question, on broadly intuitive grounds, whether the satisfaction of 
the reliabilist condition is (i) necessary or (ii) sufficient for the justification 
of a belief, while the third pertains to a difficult problem that arises within 
the reliabilist position.

The first objection challenges whether the satisfaction of the reliabilist 
condition is necessary for beliefs to be justified, that is, whether only beliefs 
that satisfy that condition are justified—as would have to be the case if 
reliabilism were successful in providing a complete account of epistemic 
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justification.11 Imagine a group of people who live in a world controlled by a 
Cartesian evil genius of the sort earlier in chapter 2. The evil genius carefully 
controls their sensory and introspective experience, producing in them just 
the experiences they would have had if they had inhabited a particular mate-
rial world, perhaps one exactly like our own, containing various specific sorts 
of objects and processes that interact and influence each other in a lawful 
way. The people in this position are, we may suppose, careful and thorough 
investigators. They accumulate large quantities of sensory evidence, formu-
late hypotheses and theories, subject their beliefs to careful experimental and 
observational tests, and so on. Perhaps they even formulate philosophical 
arguments of the sorts considered in Part I of this book for the likely truth of 
their resulting beliefs.

Are the beliefs about their apparent world that the people in such a 
Cartesian demon world arrive at in these ways justified? (Stop here and 
think about this issue before proceeding.) From an intuitive standpoint, 
it seems hard (doesn’t it?) to deny that they are. After all, their epistemic 
situation may, from their standpoint, well be entirely indiscernible from or 
even superior to our own. But in fact, because of the pervasive influence 
of the evil genius, the cognitive processes that produce their beliefs are in 
fact at least mostly unreliable: their perceptions and observations produce 
beliefs that are mostly or entirely false, and even if their further reasoning 
is impeccable, it begins with these false premises and so does not lead to 
reliable results. Thus the reliabilist apparently must say that the beliefs held 
by such people are in fact largely or entirely unjustified, a result that seems 
intuitively quite implausible.12

How do reliabilists respond to this objection? Some simply dig in their 
heels, “bite the bullet,” and insist that this is the correct result and that the 
intuitive impression to the contrary is somehow confused or misleading. 
Others, however, have found this result too implausible to accept and have 
instead proposed modifications to the reliabilist view that are aimed at avoid-
ing it. Perhaps the most interesting of these is the suggestion that the reli-
ability of a cognitive process, in the sense relevant to justification, should be 
assessed, not necessarily in the world that the believer whose beliefs are being 
considered in fact inhabits, but rather in “normal” possible worlds—that is, 
in possible worlds that actually have the features that our world is common-
sensically believed to have. Thus if the cognitive processes employed by the 
victims of the evil genius would be reliable in a world of the sort that we 
believe ourselves to inhabit (one that thus, among other things, contains no 
evil genius), then those processes count as reliable in the relevant sense. And 
if reliability is understood in this way, then the reliabilist can agree that the 
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beliefs of the people in the evil genius world are justified.13 (This is a tricky 
view, and you will have to think about it carefully.)

How successful is this response? It avoids the objection in question, but 
only, it might be thought, at the price of rendering the reliabilist position 
seriously ad hoc. It is clear enough why genuine reliability should be thought 
to be cognitively valuable, whether or not it is the right basis for justification: 
beliefs that are arrived at in a genuinely reliable way are thereby objectively 
likely to be true. But why should we value what might be referred to as “nor-
mal reliability,” whether or not it is correlated with genuine reliability? After 
all, beliefs that result from processes that possess normal reliability are not, 
on that basis alone, to any degree likely to be true.

The second objection is in a way the complement of the first. Instead of 
imagining a situation in which the cognitive processes that we take to be 
reliable are in fact unreliable, it imagines one in which there is a cognitive 
process that is in fact highly reliable, but which we have no reason to regard 
as reliable and perhaps even good reasons to regard as unreliable. Thus sup-
pose that clairvoyance, the alleged cognitive ability to have knowledge of 
distant occurrences in a way that does not depend on sensory perception 
or other commonsensical cognitive processes, does in fact genuinely occur 
and involves a process of some unknown sort that is in fact highly reliable 
for certain specific people under certain specific conditions (which might 
include a limitation to a certain range of subject matter). And suppose that 
some person who in fact has this ability arrives at a belief on this basis and 
that the requisite conditions for reliability, whatever they may be, are satis-
fied. Such a belief seems to satisfy the reliabilist requirement for justification, 
but is it in fact genuinely justified?14

There are several different possible cases here, depending on what else 
is true of the person in question. Such a person might (a) have no belief or 
opinion at all about the cognitive process involved or its reliability, or (b) 
believe, though without justification, that the belief results from a reliable 
process, of which he or she may or may not have any very specific concep-
tion, or (c) possess good reasons or evidence of an internalist sort that the 
belief in question is false, or (d) possess good reasons or evidence of an inter-
nalist sort that the process in question is not reliable, again with or without 
a specific conception of its character.15 (If he or she possesses good reasons 
of an internalist sort that the process is reliable, that would of course provide 
a basis for an internalist justification.) All of these possibilities are worth 
thinking about (and you should try to imagine specific examples of each of 
them); but it is the first that seems most favorable to the externalist. It is 
hard to see how a further belief about the process that is itself unjustified 
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can contribute to the justification of the initial belief; and it seems obvious 
that a belief that is held in the face of contrary reasons pertaining either to 
its subject matter or in the way in which it was arrived at is more suspect as 
regards its justification.

Imagine, then, a specific case of sort (a). Suppose that a certain person, 
Norman, is in fact a reliable clairvoyant with respect to the geographical 
whereabouts of the president of the United States.16 He frequently has spon-
taneous beliefs or hunches, which he accepts without question, concerning 
the location of the president on a particular day, and in fact these are always 
correct. But Norman pays very little attention to news reports and other 
sorts of information about the president and his or her whereabouts and 
has never made any effort to check his hunches independently. Nor does 
he have any real conception of how these hunches might be produced or 
any general views about the reliability of such a process. Clearly (or at least 
pretty clearly—see the next objection) Norman’s beliefs resulting from his 
spontaneous clairvoyant hunches satisfy the reliabilist’s requirements for jus-
tification, but are they really justified? Or, or the contrary, doesn’t it seem as 
though Norman is being thoroughly irrational and so is not in fact justified in 
confidently accepting beliefs on this sort of basis? (Think about this question 
on your own. One way to develop the issue further is to ask whether Nor-
man would be justified in acting on one of these beliefs if an urgent occasion 
should arise: perhaps someone is trying to contact the president on an urgent 
matter and asks Norman if he knows where to find him.)

Here again some externalists simply dig in their heels and insist that Nor-
man’s clairvoyant beliefs are justified, dismissing intuitions to the contrary 
as misguided. But others respond to this sort of case (and to other, similar 
cases of the sorts enumerated earlier) by imposing a further requirement that 
amounts to a significant qualification on the reliabilist position: roughly that 
the believer not have immediate access to good reasons of an internalist sort 
for questioning either the specific belief in question or his or her own general 
ability to arrive at such beliefs in the way in question.17 The way that this ap-
plies to Norman is that arguably he should have been suspicious of his beliefs 
about the president’s whereabouts, given that he has no reason to think that 
he has any sort of reliable cognitive access to such information and given 
that people in general do not apparently possess the ability to arrive at reli-
able beliefs in such a way.

There are two questions that need to be asked about this response. One 
is whether it is possible to interpret it in such a way as to handle the Nor-
man case without also creating an analogous problem for the reliably caused 
beliefs, for example those resulting from visual perception, that the reliabilist 
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does want to say are justified on that basis alone. If our only justification for 
visual beliefs is of the externalist sort (something that an internalist will of 
course deny), shouldn’t we be equally suspicious of them? If not, why not? 
The second question is whether it is possible to find a clear rationale for 
such a further requirement that is compatible with externalism. Why should 
internalist reasons be relevant in this negative way if they are not required 
for justification in general? I cannot pursue these questions further here, but 
you should think about them for yourself.

The third objection, known as the generality problem, pertains to the very 
formulation of the reliabilist position. What the reliabilist says, as we have 
seen, is that a belief is justified if the general sort of cognitive process from 
which it results is reliable in the way indicated. But at what level of generality 
should the relevant process be characterized? Consider my present visually 
produced belief that there is a white cup sitting on my computer table, and 
consider some of the different ways in which the cognitive process from 
which it results might be described (assuming as a part of all of these that 
my eyes are functioning normally): as the visual perception of a cup under 
good lighting at close range, as the visual perception of a cup (allowing for 
varied conditions and distances), as the visual perception of a “medium-sized 
physical object,” as visual perception in general (including the perception of 
much larger and smaller objects), or just as sense perception in general—and 
this is only a small sampling of a much larger range of possibilities. Which of 
these various descriptions of the cognitive process in question is the relevant 
one for applying the reliabilist’s principle of justification?

What makes this question a serious problem for the reliabilist is the fact 
that the proportion of true beliefs that is produced by the processes specified 
in these various ways seems to vary quite widely: I am much less likely to 
make a mistake about a cup that is perceived at close range under good con-
ditions than I am about cups under all circumstances or objects of visual per-
ception or sense perception in general. Indeed, it seems possible, on the one 
hand, to specify the process in such fine detail as to make the description fit 
only this single case, so that the process thus described would be either 100 
percent reliable (if the belief is true) or 100 percent unreliable (if the belief 
is false). And it also seems possible, on the other hand, to specify the process 
so broadly, including perceptions of objects that are much harder to identify 
and perceptions under very poor conditions, as to yield a very low degree of 
reliability. But which of these widely varying characterizations of the process 
and corresponding degrees of reliability is the right one, according to the 
reliabilist view, for assessing the justification of this particular belief?
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Without some way of answering this question in a specific and nonar-
bitrary way, the reliabilist has not succeeded in offering a definite position 
at all, but only a general schema that there is apparently no nonarbitrary 
way to make more definite. Certainly some ways of specifying the relevant 
process are more natural than others; but the epistemological relevance of 
such naturalness is questionable, and even these more natural specifications 
are numerous enough to result in significantly differing degrees of reliability. 
Though reliabilists have struggled with this problem, no solution has yet 
been found that even a majority of reliabilists find acceptable.18

Of these three objections, it is the third that is the most immediately 
serious, since it in effect challenges the very existence of a definite re-
liabilist position. One externalist response to this problem has been the 
development of other versions of externalism, positions that on the surface 
at least seem to avoid this issue—though it is open to question whether it 
does not still lurk beneath the surface. An adequate consideration of these 
other externalist views is impossible here, but you may want to investigate 
some of them on your own.19

Internalism versus Externalism: A Tentative Assessment

The issue between internalism and externalism is still very much alive in cur-
rent epistemological discussion. One thing that makes it difficult to resolve 
is that apart from the generality problem (which may perhaps be set aside on 
the grounds that it might possibly be solved or avoided by adopting a differ-
ent version of externalism), the arguments and objections on both sides are 
fundamentally intuitive in character, and reasonable people may differ with 
regard to both the genuineness and especially the weight of the intuitions 
involved. In this concluding section, I will try to sort through the competing 
considerations and suggest a resolution of sorts. But I want to emphasize in 
advance that it is presented here only as a suggestion, one that would at best 
take a lot more reflection and argument to defend, so that you will have to 
evaluate it for yourselves by thinking carefully about all of the strands of this 
complicated issue.

We may begin by asking whether it is really as clear as I have in effect 
been assuming (and as those on both sides of this issue typically assume 
as well) that the internalist and the externalist views of justification are 
incompatible in a way that means that one must be simply right and the 
other simply wrong. Some philosophers have in fact suggested that perhaps 
there are instead two (or even more) different conceptions of knowledge or 
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justification, one (or more) of them internalist and one (or more) of them 
externalist: conceptions that simply address different issues and serve dif-
ferent purposes, and that are thus not in any meaningful sense competitors 
between which a choice must be made.20

This is a possibility that it is not easy to assess, but that surely has at least 
some initial plausibility. We have already seen (in chapter 3) how difficult 
it is to arrive at a clear and univocal account of the concept of knowledge 
(or of the uses of the terms “know” and “knowledge”). Thus the idea that 
there might simply be different conceptions of knowledge or justification, 
varying among each other in different dimensions of which the internal-
external distinction might turn out to be one, cannot be easily dismissed. 
The situation as regards the concept of justification is somewhat different, 
in that justification is to some extent a technical concept within epistemol-
ogy, albeit one that connects with more ordinary concepts such as reasons 
and rationality. But this makes it if anything even more plausible to suppose 
that there might simply be different concepts of justification, or at least of 
something that plays the same general role, which do not compete with each 
other in any very direct way.

Moreover, it should be clear on reflection even to an internalist that 
there are genuine epistemological issues for which an externalist approach is 
entirely reasonable and appropriate. As an example, it might be important 
to ask whether one or another of a range of alternative methods of organiz-
ing and structuring scientific research is more likely to succeed in finding 
the truth in a given area, and it would be entirely reasonable to investigate 
this issue by studying many cases of research organized in the various ways in 
question and seeing how frequently and how readily cognitive success has ap-
parently attained. Such an investigation would be naturally conducted from 
a third-person perspective, looking at the people employing the various meth-
ods from the outside and assessing their success from that perspective.21 And 
if someone should choose to formulate the results of such an investigation 
by saying that the more successful methods and so also the beliefs to which 
they lead are more justified in what would be essentially a reliabilist sense, 
it is hard to see why even an arch-internalist should want to object. Thus 
there is plainly room in epistemology for investigations whose results could 
be formulated (though this hardly seems essential) by using an externalist 
conception of justification (or perhaps instead of knowledge).

None of this has, however, any tendency to show that the internalist con-
ception of justification and its correlative conception of knowledge are not 
equally legitimate in their own way. As we have already noticed above, the 
internalist approach pertains to epistemological issues that are raised from 
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what is essentially a first-person rather than a third-person perspective, that 
is, to the situation where I ask what reasons I have for thinking that my own 
beliefs, rather than someone else’s, are true.

It is worth noticing that even first-person questions can sometimes be 
usefully dealt with in a partially third-person way. If the epistemic issue I 
am concerned with pertains only to a narrow range of my beliefs, for ex-
ample, to my memory beliefs concerning previous alleged episodes of sensory 
perception, then it might be appropriate to take advantage of third-person 
psychological studies of the ways in which various identifiable features of 
such beliefs are correlated with accuracy or inaccuracy.22 The point is that 
if only the beliefs in that limited range are under scrutiny, then I am free to 
appeal to other beliefs that I may have about such things as the reliability 
of such studies, the very existence of the studies (given the written reports), 
the existence of other people and of the written reports themselves, and so 
on, without worrying about whether and how these beliefs can themselves 
be justified.

But if the scope of the first-person inquiry is expanded, and I ask the global 
question of whether I have good reasons for thinking that any of my beliefs 
are true, such an appeal to third-person investigations is no longer available 
without begging the essential question. In this situation, as we have seen, I 
can only appeal initially to things that are directly or immediately known 
or justified for me, justified in a way that does not rely on other beliefs that 
are themselves in question—which is, of course, precisely the situation in 
which Descartes found himself. As noticed above, this in no way precludes 
my justifying the use of further cognitive resources by arguments that begin 
from what is immediately available: thus, for example, if the existence of 
other minds and the reliability of testimony apparently emanating from 
them can be established in a non-question-begging way on the basis of my 
more foundational beliefs, then justification that relies on testimony would 
become available from the first-person cognitive perspective. But the merely 
external fact that, for example, testimony of a particular sort is indeed reli-
able is simply not relevant by itself to the global first-person epistemological 
issue and can play no role in resolving it.

It has sometimes been argued that there is something fundamentally mis-
conceived or illegitimate about the global first-person epistemological issue 
that in this way seems to clearly demand an internalist conception of justifi-
cation, but it is hard to find any very compelling argument for such a claim. 
Perhaps it is true, as the externalist alleges, that in the internalist sense of 
justification, the beliefs of animals, young children, and unsophisticated 
adults turn out not to be justified—though it could still perhaps be argued 
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that some or all of these epistemic subjects have a tacit or implicit grasp of the 
relevant reasons and thus are justified in a weaker but still significant sense in 
at least many of their beliefs.23 But supposing that the externalist is right that 
the beliefs of unsophisticated subjects are not justified according to an inter-
nalist account, that is then simply a philosophical result to be respected, like 
any other, and not one that is altered in any real way by pointing out that 
such subjects may at the same time be justified in a quite different, externalist 
sense. Similarly, if it should turn out that, as alleged by many externalists, the 
internalist epistemological project leads finally to a largely skeptical result, 
this would again be a philosophical result that would have to be accepted, 
and that would not in any significant way be altered by adding that many of 
the beliefs in question are still justified—or rather, as we shall see shortly, 
may be justified—in a different, externalist sense.

Such a skeptical conclusion is admittedly very hard to accept from an 
intuitive, common-sense perspective. But this, I believe, is a reason (whose 
strength is not easy to assess) for thinking that the externalist must be wrong 
about the skeptical implications of internalism, not a reason for adopting 
a quite different conception of justification and knowledge. My suggestion 
would be that the common-sense intuition in question is not to be under-
stood as holding merely that our beliefs are justified and constitute knowl-
edge in some largely unspecified senses (which might then turn out to be 
the externalist ones)—or, still less, that it is an intuition about specifically 
externalist justification and knowledge (of which common sense seems to 
have little or no inkling). Instead, I submit, the common-sense intuition in 
question is precisely that we do after all have good reasons in our possession 
for thinking that our various beliefs are true, that is, that those beliefs are 
justified in precisely the sense upon which the internalist insists—even if we 
have a surprising amount of difficulty articulating explicitly just how this is 
so. And if this is what the relevant intuition really amounts to, then an ap-
peal to externalist senses of justification and knowledge is simply irrelevant 
and can do nothing at all, possible obfuscation aside, to accommodate that 
intuition or to avoid unpalatable skeptical results. (But whether I am right 
about this is a very difficult issue, one which you should consider carefully for 
yourselves. What do the intuitions in question really say?)

Finally, even if it is the case that the internalist and externalist concep-
tions of justification and knowledge are each legitimate and valuable in their 
own spheres, as defined by the rather different epistemological issues toward 
which they are aimed, it remains true that the internalist approach possesses 
a fundamental kind of priority. No matter how much work may be done in 
delineating externalist conceptions of knowledge or justification or reliabil-
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ity and in investigating how those apply to various kinds of beliefs or areas of 
investigation, there is a way in which all such results are merely hypothetical 
and insecure as long as they cannot be arrived at from the resources available 
within a first-person epistemic perspective. If, for example, an epistemologist 
claims that a certain belief or set of beliefs, whether his or her own or some-
one else’s, has been arrived at in a reliable way, but says this on the basis of 
cognitive processes of his or her own whose reliability is at best an external 
fact to which he or she has no first-person access, then the proper conclusion 
is merely that the belief or beliefs originally in question are reliably arrived 
at (and perhaps thereby are justified or constitute knowledge in externalist 
senses) if the epistemologist’s own cognitive processes are in fact reliable in 
the way that he or she no doubt believes them to be. But the only apparent 
way to arrive at a result that is not ultimately hypothetical in this way is 
for the reliability of at least some cognitive processes to be establishable on 
the basis of what the epistemologist can know directly or immediately from 
his or her first-person epistemic perspective. If this cannot be done (as the 
externalist in effect claims that it cannot), then the proper result is only that 
our beliefs may be justified (in the externalist sense) if in fact they are reliably 
arrived at, but that we have no reason at all to think that this is so. And this 
is, I suggest, itself a very powerful and commonsensically unpalatable version 
of skepticism—one that is quite unavoidable from an exclusively externalist 
standpoint. In this way, I suggest, the claim that externalism makes it pos-
sible to avoid skepticism, on which the main arguments for externalism are 
based, turns out to be largely empty; and internalism remains the only viable 
approach to the deepest and most important epistemological issues.
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Quine and Naturalized Epistemology

A third and even more radical challenge to the broadly Cartesian conception 
of epistemology is offered by the view that epistemology should be natural-
ized: that is should be transformed into or replaced by a discipline that is 
continuous with or perhaps even a subdiscipline of the natural science of 
psychology. In the most extreme versions at least, this would mean that the 
normative or evaluative issue of whether we have good reasons or justification 
for our beliefs would be simply replaced by the empirical issue of how those 
beliefs are causally generated, though others who still regard themselves as 
naturalized epistemologists have been unwilling to go this far.1

In this chapter, we will examine the idea of naturalized epistemology and 
some of the central arguments that have been advanced in support of it, 
together of course with problems and objections. Since the basic conception 
turns out to be rather elusive, I will begin with a close look at the account of-
fered by the philosopher who was the earliest advocate of the view (and who 
first used and popularized the term), the American logician and epistemolo-
gist Willard van Orman Quine. Next we will consider two central elements 
of naturalized epistemology, as identified by one of its leading recent propo-
nents. This will put us in a position to evaluate both the case for naturalized 
epistemology and the plausibility of the resulting view.

Quine on Naturalized Epistemology

What then is naturalized epistemology? In his paper “Epistemology Natural-
ized,”2 Quine argues that epistemology (“or something like it”) should be 
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transformed into “a chapter of psychology,” more specifically into an em-
pirical study of the relation between scientifically described sensory input 
(“a certain experimentally controlled input—certain patterns of irradiation 
in assorted frequencies, for instance”) and the resulting cognitive output 
(consisting of “a description of the three-dimensional external world and its 
history”) [EN 83]. The result of such a study would presumably be a set of 
empirical generalizations specifying what sorts of claims or beliefs about the 
world result from various kinds of sensory input and how variations in that 
input produce variations in this result. But in Quine’s view (apparently), the 
issue of whether and how the resulting claims or beliefs are justified would 
simply not be raised. His claim, in first approximation, is that while such 
a naturalized epistemology admittedly falls short of achieving the goals of 
traditional epistemology, it goes as far in that direction as turns out to be 
possible, and far enough to constitute a reasonable, albeit less ambitious 
substitute. (Stop and think right now about the nature and plausibility of 
this proposal. Can you see what sort of study Quine has in mind and what 
some of its results might be? More importantly, can you see any reason for 
regarding such a study as a version of or a reasonable replacement for more 
traditional sorts of epistemological investigation like those reflected in the 
previous chapters of this book? Is there any real continuity between the two 
studies, or is Quine simply proposing to change the subject in a radical and 
arbitrary way?)

The rationale offered by Quine for transforming epistemology in this way 
is basically that the more traditional approach to epistemology has failed 
more or less irredeemably and hence must be replaced by a more viable 
substitute. As Quine develops it, however, the rationale for this conclusion 
turns out to depend on a rather narrow conception of traditional epistemol-
ogy, roughly that put forward by the versions of empiricism that began with 
Hume and culminated in logical positivism.3 According to this conception, 
epistemology, at least insofar as it is concerned with knowledge of the physi-
cal world, involves two correlative goals. The first (what Quine refers to as 
“the conceptual side of epistemology”) is to explain the meaning of the 
relevant concepts, for example, the concept of a physical body, in sensory 
terms, where this means fully capturing that meaning by translating such 
concepts into concepts referring only to sense experience (in the way that 
is attempted by the phenomenalist view discussed in chapter 7). And the 
second goal is then, replying on this explanation or translation, to arrive at a 
justification of actual claims about the physical world by appeal to the sense 
experiences that actually occur (what Quine refers to as “the doctrinal side 
of epistemology”) [EN 71].
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According to Quine, it has become clear, after a long struggle, that nei-
ther of these goals can be achieved. The attempt to define physical or mate-
rial concepts in phenomenal terms fails to yield genuine translations, though 
Quine’s reasons for this conclusion are rather different from and more tech-
nical than those considered earlier in this book. And the attempt to justify 
physical statements on the basis of sensory evidence—where Quine under-
stands the requirement of justification to be conclusive justification—would 
require at least justified generalizations in sensory terms, since no physical 
object claim is limited in its meaning or implications to limited sequences of 
experience. (This about the reasons for this.) Thus the goal of “the doctrinal 
side of epistemology” is in any case rendered impossible by the problem of 
induction (which Quine views as unsolvable). All that is left, in his view, 
once both of these goals are abandoned as hopeless, is the attempt “simply 
to understand the link between observation and science,” and there is no 
reason not to appeal to natural science in general and empirical psychology 
in particular to achieve this end. From the Cartesian standpoint, such an 
approach would be question-begging or circular, since scientific claims about 
the physical world are among those whose justification is in question; but 
Quine argues that this is no longer a problem once the goal of justification 
has been abandoned [EN 75–76]. (Consider for yourself just how plausible 
this argument is before reading further.)

There are many difficulties with this line of argument. A relatively minor 
one is that Quine’s picture of “the conceptual side” and “the doctrinal side” 
of traditional epistemology as more or less equally important vastly exagger-
ates the importance of the former. Construed in the phenomenalistic way in 
which Quine construes it, “the conceptual side” of epistemology is a feature 
only of the narrowest versions of empiricism, and even there is motivated 
primarily by the attempt to satisfy “the doctrinal side.” Very few proponents 
of traditional epistemology would accept the claim that translations of mate-
rial object claims into sensory terms are either plausible or necessary. Thus 
the failure to achieve the aim of “the conceptual side,” to which Quine in 
fact devotes most of his attention in “Epistemology Naturalized,” does very 
little to show that traditional epistemology as a whole has failed and hence 
needs to be replaced by the suggested naturalized surrogate.

More importantly, Quine’s discussion seriously muddies the waters by 
failing to distinguish a stronger and a weaker conception of the goal of “the 
doctrinal side” of traditional epistemology. According to the stronger con-
ception, deriving originally (as we have seen) from Descartes, the goal is to 
achieve certainty in our beliefs about the world, to establish that they are in-
fallibly and indubitably true. Quine is surely right, even if his reasons are not 
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the best ones, that this strong goal is very unlikely to be achieved. But for the 
weaker conception, on the other hand, the goal is the more modest one of 
showing that there are good reasons for thinking that our beliefs are at least 
likely to be true; complete certainty, while of course still desirable, is not at 
all essential. Though his discussion of “the doctrinal side” is too sketchy to 
allow full confidence on this point, Quine seems to slide illegitimately from 
the relatively uncontroversial claim that the stronger, Cartesian goal can-
not be attained for beliefs about the external material world to the much 
less obvious claim that the more modest goal is not achievable either. Thus 
we are told that statements about bodies cannot be “proved” from observa-
tion sentences, that “the Cartesian quest for certainty” is a “lost cause,” that 
claims about the external world cannot be “strictly derived” “from sensory 
evidence” [EN 74–75]; and on this basis it is apparently concluded that the 
entire “doctrinal side” of traditional epistemology, which Quine character-
izes in one place as concerned with “the justification of our knowledge of 
truths about nature” [EN 71], must be abandoned. But this, of course, simply 
does not follow.4

What might cast some doubt on this interpretation of Quine’s argument 
is the fact that he uses the term “evidence” to characterize even the project 
of naturalistic epistemology. Thus he claims that despite the failure of tradi-
tional epistemology, it remains undeniable that “whatever evidence there is 
for science is sensory evidence” [EN 75]. And further on we are told that the 
goal of naturalistic epistemology is “to see how evidence relates to theory, 
and in what ways one’s theory of nature transcends any available evidence” 
[EN 83]; and also that “observation sentences are the repository of evidence 
for scientific hypotheses” [EN 88]. And evidence is most naturally construed 
as something that constitutes a basis for justification.

But what does Quine mean in these passages by “evidence”? There is in 
fact no apparent way to make sense of these remarks in terms of the ordinary 
normative or evaluative concept of evidence, according to which having evi-
dence for a claim means having something that provides the basis for a good 
reason for thinking that the claim is true, since the concept of a good reason 
(or indeed a reason of any sort) is simply not a concept of empirical psychol-
ogy. Psychology can describe ways in which beliefs of various sorts are caused 
by sensory experience (or, as Quine prefers to say, by “sensory stimulations”), 
but it is not within the province of psychology to offer any assessment of the 
rational acceptability of those beliefs on that basis. (Getting clear on this 
point will require thinking about just what the empirical science of psychol-
ogy properly includes, something that you may not have previously thought 
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very much about. The key question to focus on here is whether there is any 
apparent way in which the results of empirical study could have a bearing, 
not just on whether certain sorts of sensory observation or stimulation in fact 
causally result in the adoption of a particular belief, but on whether those 
experiences or stimulations constitute good evidence or good reasons for that 
belief—how could mere empirical investigation determine when this was so 
and when it wasn’t?)

It thus seems reasonably clear that Quine’s version of naturalized episte-
mology has nothing whatsoever to say about whether we have any good rea-
sons to think that our beliefs about the world are true. And hence, if Quine 
is right that this sort of naturalized epistemology is the best we can do, the 
result is apparently tantamount to a thoroughgoing version of skepticism: we 
have a set of beliefs that describe the external world; part of that very set of 
beliefs describes how the beliefs in question are caused by sensory observation 
or “stimulation”; but we have no cogent reason of any sort for thinking that 
any of these beliefs (including the psychological ones) are true. And if knowledge 
necessarily involves the possession of such reasons, then we also have no 
knowledge.5 Quine suggests at one place that this result simply describes “the 
human predicament” [EN 72]. But it is surely extremely implausible from an 
intuitive standpoint. Moreover, if this is the best that naturalized epistemol-
ogy can do, then it is hard to see why it should be regarded as an adequate 
replacement for the more traditional variety, since it entirely fails to address 
the main issues with which traditional epistemology is concerned.6

To see how Quine might respond to this sort of objection, we need to look 
at his conception of skepticism. In another work, he describes skepticism as 
“an offshoot of science,” resulting from the scientific discovery of perceptual 
illusions in which our experience of the material world does not agree with 
what we really believe to be there.7 Thus skepticism, in Quine’s view, arises 
only from within empirical science, and hence can best be answered by em-
pirical science itself:

Retaining our present beliefs about nature, we can still ask how we can have 
arrived at them. Science tells us that our only source of information about the 
external world is through the impact of light rays and molecules upon our sen-
sory surfaces. Stimulated in these ways, we somehow evolve an elaborate and 
useful science. How do we do this, and why does the resulting science work so 
well? These are . . . scientific questions about a species of primates, and they 
are open to investigation in natural science, the very science whose acquisition 
is being investigated.8
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Thus, Quine claims, naturalized epistemology is in principle quite adequate 
to deal with skepticism.

But this view of the skeptical challenge is seriously inadequate in two 
distinct ways. In the first place, while it is quite true that skeptics have often 
appealed to various sorts of illusions to motivate their doubts (as reflected to 
some extent in the argument from illusion, as discussed in chapter 6), such 
an appeal is in no way essential to the basic thrust of skepticism. The fun-
damental skeptical move is to challenge the adequacy of our reasons for ac-
cepting our beliefs, and such a challenge can be mounted without any appeal 
to illusion. A prominent example of such a challenge is Hume’s skepticism 
about induction (see chapter 4), mentioned in passing by Quine himself [EN 
71–72], but there are many, many others. Such a challenge can in principle 
be raised against any alleged piece of knowledge: is the reason or justification 
that is available for the belief in question adequate to show that it is true or 
at least likely to be true? And to this general skeptical challenge, Quine’s 
version of naturalized epistemology apparently has nothing at all to say.

Moreover, even if we restrict our attention to the more limited versions 
of skepticism that essentially involve an appeal to illusions, the sort of re-
sponse that is offered by naturalized epistemology totally misses the main 
issue—which is, of course, reasons or justification. What the skeptic ques-
tions is whether, once the possibility of illusion is appreciated, our sensory 
experiences can any longer be regarded as providing good reasons for our 
various beliefs about the world. Such a skeptic need not doubt that our be-
liefs are caused in some way, nor that an account of how they are caused (one 
that may or may not be correct) can be given from within our body of broadly 
scientific beliefs about the world and what goes on in it. What he doubts 
is whether we have any good reasons for thinking that any of these beliefs 
about the world, including those that are involved in the causal account, 
are true, and to this issue of justification, the Quinean version of naturalized 
epistemology once again has nothing to say.

A different and perhaps even more obvious way to appreciate the ir-
relevance of this conception of naturalized epistemology to more standard 
epistemological issues is to consider its application to kinds of belief where a 
substantial degree of skepticism seems genuinely warranted, for example, to 
beliefs about alleged occult phenomena of various sorts, such as astrological 
or phrenological beliefs. For just as naturalized epistemology can say nothing 
positive about the justification of either science or common sense, and is thus 
impotent in the face of skepticism, so also it can say nothing distinctively 
negative about the justification of these less reputable sorts of belief. There 
is, after all, no reason to doubt that beliefs about these occult matters are also 
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caused in some way, and thus no reason to doubt that psychology can offer 
an empirical account of how they are produced.9 Such an account would no 
doubt differ in major ways from that which would be given for more properly 
scientific beliefs, but the differences would not, within psychology or empiri-
cal science generally, have any justificatory or normative significance. Thus 
the only epistemology that is possible on Quine’s view apparently cannot 
distinguish between science and occult belief in any way that would consti-
tute a reason for thinking that the former is any more likely to be true than 
the latter. (This is in effect the reverse side of skepticism.)

Thus Quine’s original version of naturalized epistemology seems to be 
both inadequately defended and also intuitively unsatisfactory because of 
its radically skeptical implications. In fact, relatively few of those who have 
adopted this label have gone as far as Quine in repudiating the normative 
or evaluative idea of justification as a central concern of epistemology. But 
what then does naturalized epistemology amount to when understood in a 
less extreme sense? Different philosophers would give different answers to 
this question, and we cannot investigate all of them here. But in the follow-
ing two sections of this chapter, we will look at the two ingredients that one 
major proponent of naturalized epistemology, the American epistemologist 
and philosopher of science Philip Kitcher, has identified as central to the 
view: (1) the rejection of “apsychologistic epistemology,” and (2) the rejec-
tion of any sort of a priori justification.10

Psychologism in Epistemology

In the strongest sense, an “apsychologistic” epistemology would be one 
that entirely ignored or excluded psychological considerations. Thus to 
reject “apsychologistic epistemology” is to claim that psychological facts 
should play a role, and presumably an important one, in epistemological 
discussion. In order to assess this claim, we will obviously have to con-
sider the various specific ways in which psychological claims might have 
epistemological relevance. It will turn out, I will suggest, that while there 
are a number of perfectly reasonable ways in which such claims are indeed 
epistemologically relevant, none of them are even close to being central 
enough for their recognition to constitute a significant psychologization or 
naturalization of epistemology.

Perhaps the most widely discussed recent argument for some degree of psy-
chologism in epistemology appeals to a possible situation in which a person 
has a belief B1 for which he or she (a) has available the ingredients of a co-
gent justifying argument, but (b) fails to realize that the argument in question 
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is available and holds the belief on some entirely different basis. Suppose, to 
take an extreme case, that the person has some other justified belief B2 and 
also believes justifiably that if B2 is true then B1 must be true, but somehow 
fails to put all of this together into a justifying argument, and instead accepts 
B1 on the basis of wishful thinking or astrological prediction or in some other 
equally dubious way. It seems obvious (doesn’t it?) that in such a situation, 
B1 is not justifiedly held by the person in question, and that this is so in part 
because of the correct psychological account of why B1 is held: it is held for 
a bad reason or no reason rather than for the good reason that is available 
but unrecognized.11

This sort of example supports the conclusion that there is a requirement 
for justification that is broadly psychological in character: in order for a belief 
to be justifiedly held by a particular person for a given reason, the person’s 
recognition of that reason must be part of the psychological explanation of 
why the belief is held.12 But while this result is of some importance (sug-
gesting, among other things, that a defensible version of internalism must 
require, not merely that a justifying reason be internally accessible or avail-
able, but instead that it actually be internally accessed and appealed to), it is 
hard to believe that there has ever been a serious epistemologist who would 
have denied it (though there have certainly been some who inadvertently 
failed to mention it). Thus the sort of psychologism that follows from this 
argument, which I will refer to as minimal psychologism, is entirely uncon-
troversial and involves at most a quite minor departure from traditional, 
nonnaturalized epistemology.

There is a second kind of psychologism that is equally undeniable, but 
also, I believe, equally innocuous from the standpoint of traditional episte-
mology. Various philosophers have made the logical or conceptual point that 
sensory perception necessarily depends on causal relations. The idea here 
is that I could not be correctly said to perceive a certain object unless that 
object played the right sort of role13 in the causation of my perceptual experi-
ence. Analogous points could also be made about introspection and memory 
and, in a somewhat different way, about logical inference itself. It follows 
that the epistemological consideration of these concepts and, especially, the 
application of the epistemological results to actual cases will have to make 
reference to psychological facts about the causation of the beliefs involved. 
But this does nothing to show that the distinctively epistemological theses 
and arguments concerning such topics are themselves psychological in any 
interesting way. Thus, this second kind of psychologism, which we may label 
conceptual psychologism, again represents no significant advance toward the 
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naturalist’s main claim in this area, namely that empirical psychological 
results should play a central role in epistemology.14

There is yet a third kind of psychologism that is also worth recognizing, 
one which, while in a way more substantive than those discussed so far, still 
poses no real threat to traditional epistemology. We have already taken brief 
notice in the previous chapter of the meliorative epistemological project,15 
that is, the project of improving the reliability and success of actual human 
cognitive functioning by doing such things as identifying ways of organizing 
research, methods of investigation, and even perhaps modes of reasoning that 
lead to cognitive success when employed by typical human investigators and 
distinguishing them from others that are less conducive to success. It is once 
more obvious and something that it is again hard to imagine anyone denying 
that serious attempts in this direction must take note of the psychological 
facts about the human cognitive efforts in question and especially of various 
sorts of human psychological limitations. Thus, for example, it does no good 
for this purpose to describe a complicated rule or schema for, say, inductive 
or explanatory inference, however logically impeccable it may be in itself, if 
it is one that human beings are for some psychological reason incapable of 
conforming to or at least reasonably approximating. And, to take the other 
side of the coin, it is presumably an important part of this general meliorative 
effort to provide critical assessments of the specific inferential patterns and 
other modes of cognitive behavior that are actually exemplified in normal 
human practice—which clearly will require some knowledge of the relevant 
facts, psychological and otherwise, about that practice, for example, about 
the kinds of reasoning that people actually do employ. All of these points, 
however, have at least mainly to do with applying epistemological assess-
ments to actual practice, not with the basis upon which those assessments 
are themselves arrived at and justified. And thus there seems to be nothing 
about what we may call meliorative psychologism, understood in the way just 
indicated, that has any serious bearing on the nature of epistemological criti-
cism and argument when considered in itself—and thus once again, nothing 
that supports any significant degree of naturalization.

Thus while there are indeed good reasons for a modest degree of psycholo-
gism in epistemology, none of the specific kinds of psychologism that we 
have identified, namely minimal, conceptual, and meliorative psychologism, 
seems to be in any way incompatible with the main thrust of the traditional 
Cartesian approach to epistemology or to provide any real support for the 
idea that traditional epistemology should be abandoned. Thus if there is a 
good case to be made for naturalized epistemology, it must apparently rest on 
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the other main ingredient of naturalism (as identified by Kitcher): the rejec-
tion of a priori justification.

Quine’s Arguments against the A Priori

The way in which the rejection of a priori justification supports the idea that 
epistemology should be naturalized is a bit indirect. But it should be obvious 
to anyone who has read this far in the present book how vital the possibil-
ity of genuine a priori justification is to the traditional program of Cartesian 
epistemology or anything very close to it. The role of the a priori was perhaps 
most conspicuous in the arguments offered in defense of inductive reasoning 
and of beliefs concerning the material world, but in fact there is almost no 
part of our discussion to this point in which a priori reasons and arguments 
have not played an essential part. Descartes’s own position relies heavily on 
a priori considerations, and the same is true of the arguments concerning 
the nature of immediate experience; the accounts of other minds, induction, 
and memory; the arguments for and against foundationalism and coherent-
ism; the arguments for and against internalism and externalism; and of 
course the discussion of the a priori itself. It seems clear that no part of this 
discussion relied solely or even mainly on empirical considerations, whether 
psychological or otherwise, nor is it at all apparent how it could have done 
so while still dealing with the same basic issues. (Think carefully about this 
last point: what would an empirical, psychological approach to, say, the 
problem of induction or the problem of other minds even look like?) Thus 
if the objections to the very idea of a priori justification should turn out to 
be correct, this traditional approach to epistemology would apparently be 
doomed (though notice in passing that the argument just given is itself an a 
priori one!). Whether this result would also support naturalized epistemology 
in any serious way depends on whether the naturalistic approach is, as its 
proponents tend to assume, the only remaining alternative.

Though he does not raise them in the context of his main discussions 
of naturalized epistemology, the arguments for what I will refer to as radical 
empiricism, the view that there is no genuine a priori justification of any sort, 
are again mainly due to Quine.16 Unfortunately, however, these arguments 
are, on the surface at least, aimed less at the general idea of a priori justi-
fication than at the more specific form that this idea took within much of 
twentieth-century “analytic” epistemology: the view referred to in chapter 5 
as moderate empiricism. As we saw earlier, the moderate empiricist holds that 
while a priori justification genuinely exists, it extends only to propositions 
that are analytic. Quine himself tends to assume what might be described as a 
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hypothetical version of moderate empiricism: the view that if there were any 
a priori justified claims, they would have to be analytic—or, equivalently, 
that moderate empiricism is the only account of a priori justification that is 
even possibly viable. If this were correct, it would then be possible to argue 
against a priori justification simply by attacking the concept of analyticity, 
as Quine does in fact attempt to argue. But if the alternative rationalist view 
of a priori justification (see chapter 5) is even a serious possibility, then such 
an argument would be incomplete at best.

Quine’s thesis is in fact that the concept of analyticity is ultimately un-
intelligible. His main argument to this effect is what has become known as 
“the circle of terms” argument.17 He claims that “analytic” is one member of 
a set of interdefinable terms (or correlative concepts), the other members of 
which are such terms as “synonymous,” “necessary,” “definition,” “contradic-
tion,” and “semantic rule.” His argument is then basically that while these 
terms are indeed interdefinable, so that, for example, an analytic truth can be 
defined in the Fregean way as one that is transformable into a truth of logic 
by replacing one or more terms with terms that are synonymous, none of the 
terms in the circle can be adequately defined or explicated in a way that is 
independent of the others. Thus for someone who, like Quine, claims not to 
understand any of these terms or concepts, there is no way into the circle, 
no place where understanding can start. His conclusion is that none of these 
terms (or the correlative concepts) is really intelligible. (Here again you 
should try to evaluate this argument on your own before proceeding. Are the 
terms in question really interdefinable in the way that Quine claims? And is 
there really no way into the alleged circle?)

In fact, there are several different problems with this argument. One is 
that Quine’s account of the supposed circle is at least partly mistaken, in that 
some of the terms included, “necessary” in particular, are not in fact correctly 
definable in terms of the others.18 A second problem is that Quine appears to 
set aside for no good reason the most obvious way into the alleged circle: the 
idea of meaning. If we accept the idea that words have meaning, something 
that it appears to be impossible to rationally deny (even though Quine and 
his followers sometimes attempt to do so), then we can define synonymy as 
sameness of meaning, and then proceed to define analyticity in accord with 
the Fregean conception.19

The deepest problem, however, is that even if Quine’s argument for the 
unintelligibility of the concept of analyticity were correct, it would still fail 
to constitute a serious objection to the idea of a priori justification.20 Think 
back to our earlier discussion of moderate empiricism and rationalism.21 As we 
saw there, the basic argument for moderate empiricism relies on the idea that 
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the appeal to analyticity provides an explanation of how a priori justification 
works that is clearer and less mysterious than that offered by the rationalist, so 
that only the moderate empiricist view can make clear sense of how a priori 
justification is possible. But this claim could hardly be correct if the very 
idea of analyticity were, as Quine claims, unintelligible, since a concept that is 
unintelligible can provide no real explanation of anything. Thus if Quine’s 
argument against the concept of analyticity were correct, it would have the 
effect of destroying the case for moderate empiricism—including the case for 
the hypothetical version of moderate empiricism upon which Quine himself is 
relying. Quine and the naturalists who follow him are thus in the dialectically 
embarrassing position of concentrating their attack mostly on a view that, 
if Quine’s most widely discussed and best-developed argument were cogent, 
would not in fact be the main alternative for an account of a priori justifica-
tion. Quine cannot justify the rejection of a priori justification by arguing 
solely against moderate empiricism, for the claim that moderate empiricism is 
the preferred account of such justification, superior to that of the rationalist, 
will not survive such arguments, if they otherwise have any force.

What Quine and the other naturalists need, then, is a direct objection to 
rationalism—or, more or less equivalently, an argument that the idea of a 
priori justification is untenable even if not construed in a moderate empiri-
cist way. Does Quine in fact have any such argument? Once the argument 
against analyticity is set aside as essentially irrelevant to the main issue, only 
one very clear possibility remains within Quine’s own writings: an argument 
that begins with a celebrated thesis advanced by the French philosopher of 
science Pierre Duhem.22

Duhem was perhaps the first to notice that the empirical testing of a gen-
eral claim or thesis by appeal to observation or experiment always depends 
on a variety of background claims or assumptions that are necessary to estab-
lish the very relevance of any particular observational or experimental result 
to the claim or thesis in question. Consider, for example, the theory which 
claims that among the fundamental constituents of matter are the extremely 
small, negatively charged particles (or particle-like entities) known as elec-
trons. There is a massive amount of observational and experimental evidence 
that supports this theory, including such phenomena as the light emitted in 
cathode-ray tubes, tracks in cloud chambers, electrical currents, and many, 
many others. But none of these phenomena constitute direct observations of 
electrons in an unproblematic sense. Instead the relevance of the observa-
tions and experiments to the theory depends on a wide range of claims about 
the nature of the observational or experimental apparatus, the way that this 
would interact with electrons (if there were any), the sorts of observable 
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effects that such interaction would produce, and the absence of any other 
plausible account of those various effects. Duhem focuses on a case in which 
one of the observational predictions derived in this way fails to be satisfied. 
His thesis is that in any such case, the main claim or theory in question, in 
this case the claim that electrons exist, could in principle always be preserved 
in the face of the seemingly negative evidence by simply abandoning instead 
one or more of the relevant background claims or assumptions.23

Quine generalizes Duhem’s view by arguing that in principle the modifica-
tion or abandonment of any element of the overall system or “web” of belief, 
even a principle of logic or some other claim that is supposedly justified a 
priori, might serve in this way to resolve an apparent conflict with experi-
ence, and that it is always possible that such modification or abandonment 
might turn out to be the simplest solution and hence the overall most ratio-
nal course. It follows, he claims, that any claim at all, or at least any that is 
not a matter of direct observation, can be rationally given up. The further ar-
gument is then apparently (on this Quine is not very explicit) that an a priori 
justified claim would have to be one which could never be rationally given 
up, so that if, as just argued, no claim has this status, then nothing is justified 
a priori. (Here again, though the issues are quite difficult and complicated, 
you should try to evaluate this argument on your own before considering 
what I have to say about it. In trying to do so, I would recommend that you 
accept Duhem’s thesis and Quine’s extension thereof as provisionally cor-
rect, and look for other problems.)

In fact, whether or not Quine’s extended (or perhaps exaggerated?) ver-
sion of the Duhemian thesis is correct, the further argument just set out is 
clearly and utterly question-begging. For the most that Duhem’s thesis, in 
however extreme a form, could show is that it might be rational to give up 
any claim in the “web” of belief if the only consideration relevant to rationality 
were how best to resolve conflicts with experience. But to assume this is obvi-
ously tantamount to assuming, in advance of this argument, that rationality 
has only to do with accommodating experience and resolving such conflicts, 
which amounts to assuming that all justification is empirical and that a priori 
considerations have no independent rational force. But, putting the point 
the other way around, if there is genuine a priori justification, as the rational-
ist claims, then this would provide an independent reason why some claims 
should not be given up in spite of the fact that doing so would resolve a 
conflict between the total body of beliefs and experience. Quine’s argument 
begs the question by simply assuming that this is not so.24

Thus the main naturalist arguments against the possibility of a priori jus-
tification are unsuccessful, so that again no real defense of the supposed need 
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to naturalize epistemology has emerged. In the final section of the chapter, 
I will argue that in addition to being undefended, the rejection of a priori 
justification (and so any version of naturalized epistemology that involves 
such a rejection) leads directly to epistemological disaster in the form of 
rampant skepticism.

Naturalized Epistemology and Skepticism

The argument to be offered was already considered briefly in chapter 5, but 
is relevant enough to be worth reiterating and further elaborating here. It 
depends on a distinction between two classes of beliefs: those which report 
the results of direct observation or experience and those whose content 
transcends the results of direct observation or experience. The latter class 
would include at least beliefs about the remote past, beliefs about the future, 
beliefs about present situations where no observer is present, beliefs about 
general laws, and the vast majority of the beliefs that result from theoretical 
science. (Any belief whose status in this respect is seriously uncertain may, 
for the sake of this argument, simply be assumed to be on the observational 
or experiential side of the ledger.)

I will assume here, without worrying about the details, that the fact that a 
belief is a report of direct observation or experience constitutes an adequate 
reason for thinking it to be true. (Rejecting this assumption would simply 
worsen the problem for the naturalistic views in question.) But then what 
about the nonobservational or nonexperiential beliefs? If we are to have any 
reason for thinking that any of these beliefs are true, such a reason must 
apparently either (i) depend on an inference of some sort from some of the 
directly observational beliefs or (ii) be entirely independent of direct obser-
vation. A reason of sort (ii) is plainly a priori. And a reason of sort (i) can 
only be cogent if its corresponding conditional, a conditional statement having 
the conjunction of the directly observational premises as antecedent and the 
proposition that is the content of the nonobservational belief as consequent, 
is something that we have a good reason to believe to be true. But this latter 
reason can again only be a priori: if, as we may assume, all relevant observa-
tions are already included in the antecedent, they can offer no support for the 
claim that if that antecedent is true, then something further is true. Thus if, 
as the naturalist claims, there are no a priori reasons for thinking anything to 
be true, the inevitable result is that we have no reason for thinking that any 
of our beliefs whose content transcends direct observation are true.25

This is already epistemological disaster, but a further consequence is that 
the vast majority of the scientific claims about the nature of the world, the 
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nature and reliability of human psychological processes, and so forth to 
which naturalized epistemology appeals are things that we have no reason at 
all for thinking to be true—as, indeed, are the very theses that epistemology 
must be naturalized or that traditional epistemology is untenable (together 
with all normative claims of any sort). In this way, naturalized epistemology 
is self-referentially inconsistent: its own epistemological claims exclude the pos-
sibility of there being any cogent reason for thinking that those claims are 
true. Self-referential inconsistency is the deepest and most conclusive way in 
which a philosophical position can collapse upon itself.26

Summarizing, I have argued, first, that Quine’s original argument for natu-
ralizing epistemology fails either to show that this is necessary or to establish 
a viable alternative; second, that the reasons offered by others fail to show 
the need for psychologizing, and so naturalizing, epistemology in any im-
portant sense; third, that the main arguments of the naturalists fail to show 
that a traditional, rationalist conception of a priori justification is untenable; 
and, fourth, that the abandonment of any sort of a priori justification leads 
directly to epistemological disaster and also undercuts the very premises used 
to argue for it.

I will conclude this chapter with one further reflection. One thing that it 
is important to bear in mind about the issue of a priori justification is how 
easy it is to rely on a priori insights without explicitly acknowledging them, 
even to oneself. This is particularly easy where such insights pertain to fun-
damental patterns of reasoning and argument. Thus it becomes fatally easy 
for a proponent of naturalized epistemology or radical empiricism to continue 
to rely on the intuitively obvious rational credentials of logic, induction, and 
explanatory reasoning, while at the very same time denying the very possibil-
ity of the only sort of non-question-begging justification that such reasoning 
could have. The argument offered in this section can perhaps serve as a useful 
antidote to this kind of mistake.
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Knowledge and Skepticism

In this final chapter, we will look more explicitly at some views and issues 
that have been prominent in recent epistemological discussion, all of them 
relating to the threat of skepticism and to ways of avoiding—or at least at-
tempting to avoid—that threat. Most of the views in question amount in one 
way or another to attempts to avoid the difficulties of the traditional Carte-
sian approach to epistemology, which is one reason for considering them in 
this book. But they also raise a number of further interesting issues.

In fact, as you should realize, skepticism has been with us, though some-
times only in the background, almost from the beginning of this book: 
skeptical hypotheses played a major role in Descartes’s epistemological pro-
gram, skeptical challenges of various kinds provided much of the focus for 
the subsequent discussion of particular epistemological issues in Part I, and 
the threat of skepticism has loomed large in the arguments of the last three 
chapters. But despite this fairly pervasive presence, relatively little has been 
said so far about skepticism itself.

Most importantly, as we have seen in a number of places, especially but 
not only in Part II, the threat of skepticism, together with the common-
sense or intuitive implausibility of skeptical results, has often been employed 
as the basis for an argument for or against various specific epistemological 
views.1 But while the intuitive appeal of such arguments is perhaps obvious 
enough, they cannot be fully evaluated without a more explicit examination 
of the dialectical issues surrounding skepticism—in particular the question of 
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whether and why the common-sense implausibility of skepticism constitutes 
a serious reason for thinking that skepticism is not correct.

The Varieties of Skepticism

The first thing to notice is that skepticism is not one specific view, but rather 
comprises a wide variety of views differing from each other in a number of 
different dimensions. These differences have to do with both the precise tar-
get of the skeptical attack and the specific claim or challenge concerning this 
target that the skeptic advances. Thus we need to begin by sorting out these 
different varieties of skepticism, though a full discussion of all or even very 
many of them is clearly impossible within the confines of the present book.

A skeptic who challenges whether someone has knowledge of some speci-
fied subject matter must base that claim on a challenge to one or more of the 
requirements for knowledge, which I will assume here to be approximately 
specified by the general outline of the traditional conception of knowledge, 
as modified to deal with Gettier-type issues, that was discussed in chapter 3. 
Thus such a skeptical view must question either (i) the existence of a belief 
of the relevant sort or (ii) the truth of that belief or (iii) the adequacy of its 
justification or (iv) the satisfaction of the fourth, anti-Gettier condition.

Of these possibilities, a skeptical challenge to the very existence of the 
relevant belief, is relatively uncommon—and also rather uninteresting, since 
the main skeptical worry has always been whether or not the beliefs people 
actually hold on various subjects constitute knowledge. A challenge directed 
at truth is certainly possible, but if such a challenge is argued for on grounds 
independent of issues about the justification of the beliefs in question, it will 
be metaphysical rather than epistemological in character, and so beyond the 
purview of this book. And it is difficult to see how there could be a general 
argument against the satisfaction of the standard anti-Gettier conditions: in 
particular, to take the specific such condition that was tentatively opted for 
in our earlier discussion, while it can occasionally be an accident (in relation 
to its justification) that a belief is true, it is hard to see on what basis this 
might be claimed to be likely to be true in a general way.

Thus, I suggest, the only very clear epistemological basis on which to chal-
lenge a claim of knowledge is to question the adequacy of the justification 
of the belief in question, or, what I will mostly assume for the purposes of 
this chapter to be equivalent, to question whether the believer in question 
has a sufficiently good reason for thinking that the belief is true. A focus 
on knowledge might still be thought to be relevant if the issue raised by 
the skeptic is whether the belief is justified to the specific degree that is 
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required for knowledge; but this sort of challenge would be clear enough to 
be worth discussing only if the requisite degree of justification can itself be 
specified with reasonable clarity—which, as we saw in the earlier discus-
sion in chapter 3, does not seem to be the case. For this reason, the most 
perspicuous versions of skepticism will be those that focus on justification, 
and it is on these that I will primarily consider here (though formulations 
in terms of knowledge will also work, as long as it is kept clearly in mind 
that justification is the real issue).

A second issue is the scope of the skeptical challenge: does it challenge 
the justification (or the status as knowledge) of all, or almost all, beliefs, or 
does it focus on beliefs in some narrower category? Views of the former sort 
will be more difficult to make plausible; whereas views of the latter sort will 
be less threatening, even though easier to defend.2 But the most challenging 
versions of skepticism, those that are both intellectually threatening and rea-
sonably defensible, will fall somewhere between these extremes, though still 
more toward the more global one. Here we will simplify the issue by focusing 
largely on the specific version of skepticism that concedes the justification 
of those beliefs that make up the Cartesian foundation, beliefs about the 
contents of conscious states of mind and about self-evident a priori truths, 
but challenges whether it is possible on that basis to justify beliefs about the 
external world, where this is understood broadly enough so as to include be-
liefs about ordinary material objects, about people other than the believer in 
question, and about laws of nature and unobservable scientific entities.

A third issue dividing different versions of skepticism is what may be re-
ferred to as the strength of the skeptical claim or challenge. Here again there 
is a spectrum of possible skeptical positions. On one end of the spectrum 
are versions of skepticism that make only the relatively weak claim that 
the belief or beliefs in question are not conclusively justified, not so strongly 
justified as to rule out any possibility of error;3 while on the other end are 
versions of skepticism that advance the very strong claim that the belief or 
beliefs in question are not justified to any serious degree at all, that there 
is no good reason of any sort for thinking them to be true. For versions of 
skepticism that focus on claims about the external world, the former sort of 
position is more or less trivially obvious and relatively unthreatening, while 
the latter is extremely difficult to defend. Thus the skeptical views that are 
both challenging enough to be interesting and reasonably plausible will fall 
again toward the middle of the spectrum and will, as I will put it, challenge 
whether the beliefs in question are strongly justified, that is, justified enough 
to have a reasonably high likelihood of truth. (Assuming some approximate 
version of the weak conception of knowledge—see chapter 3—this can be 
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taken to be denying that the beliefs in question are sufficiently justified to 
constitute knowledge, if true.)

A fourth, rather more subtle and tricky issue has to do with the charac-
ter of the skeptical challenge itself. Sometimes skepticism is put forth as a 
thesis that is supposed to be established by positive arguments (which must 
obviously rely on premises that the skeptic himself or herself claims to be 
justified in accepting); while at other times it is put forth in a more nega-
tive way, challenging the positive arguments offered in support of claims of 
justification or knowledge, but not attempting to make a positive case to the 
contrary. It is obvious at once that a truly global version of skepticism can 
only be defended in the negative way, since any positive argument relying 
on allegedly justified premises would be in conflict with the skeptical thesis 
itself. More generally, it is clear that purely negative versions of skepticism 
will be in an obvious way easier to defend, since they make no positive claim: 
the negative skeptic practices in effect the intellectual equivalent of guerrilla 
warfare, burning and pillaging, but not attempting to build anything positive 
that could itself be the object of attack.

Indeed, it is clear that there are some relatively global versions of nega-
tive skepticism that are completely impervious to any direct attack or refu-
tation. Thus, to take the most extreme example, a skeptical view that chal-
lenges whether any belief is ever justified to any degree will be impossible 
to answer in a non-question-begging way, since any premise that might be 
employed in giving such an answer will be subject to the same challenge. 
Essentially the same thing will be true of versions of skepticism that reject 
the Cartesian foundation by either (a) challenging the justification of all 
allegedly self-evident truths or (b) challenging the justification of beliefs 
about the content of conscious states (without conceding the justification 
of some other class of contingent, empirical beliefs), since in either case the 
opponent of skepticism is left with too little to make the construction of 
an antiskeptical argument possible: it is obviously impossible to argue that 
a priori claims are justified without employing premises and reasoning that 
could themselves only be justified a priori; and equally impossible to argue 
for the justification of contingent, empirical claims without appealing to 
any contingent, empirical premises.

But while these purely negative versions of skepticism are in this way im-
mune to direct attack, this does not mean either that they are correct or even 
that this dialectical immunity is in itself a substantial reason in favor of their 
correctness. What is lurking here is the question of the correct allocation of 
the burden of proof as between the skeptic and his or her opponents: if the 
burden of proof were entirely on the nonskeptic, then negative versions of 
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skepticism like the ones just described would triumph automatically. But it is 
far from clear that this is so, that the burden of proof is not at least partially 
on the skeptic (see further below).

Thus the most threatening versions of skepticism will not be purely 
negative in the way indicated, but also will not rely on substantial positive 
premises that are themselves difficult to defend. The natural form for such 
a version of skepticism to take is to rely on skeptical hypotheses of various 
sorts, hypotheses such as Descartes’s dreaming and evil genius hypotheses 
(see chapter 2) or the brain-in-a-vat (BIV) hypothesis (see chapter 7). Such 
skeptical hypotheses describe allegedly possible ways in which a believer 
could still have the same evidence or reasons in favor of a certain class of 
beliefs that we seem to have, even though the beliefs in question are still 
in fact false, thereby apparently showing, unless such hypotheses can be 
somehow ruled out or at least shown to be substantially less likely than the 
nonskeptical alternative, that the evidence or reasons in question are not 
good reasons for thinking that the beliefs in question are true and so do not 
genuinely justify them.4 The versions of skepticism in question are commit-
ted to the positive claims (a) that the hypotheses in question are genuinely 
possible, and (b) that all of the various relevant sorts of evidence could 
have existed in the same way even if the skeptical hypotheses were true, 
with both of these claims presumably being alleged to be established on an 
a priori basis. But beyond these two relatively minimal claims, the positions 
in question are able to adopt the negative stance of challenging their op-
ponents to show how and why the beliefs in question are justified in spite of 
these skeptical possibilities.

If we choose the BIV hypothesis and focus on the specific example of my 
knowing that I have hands by seeming to have visual experiences of them 
(an example made famous by G. E. Moore—see below), such a skeptical 
challenge can be usefully put in the form of an argument:

(1) If I know that I have hands, then I know that I am not a BIV.
(2) I do not know that I am not a BIV.
Therefore, I do not know that I have hands.
Here the rationale for premise (1) is the principle of epistemic closure: the 

principle that if I know P, and P entails Q and I am aware of that entail-
ment, then I also know Q.5 At first glance, at least, this principle seems 
enormously plausible. What, it might be asked, is the point of seeking or 
having knowledge, if I cannot draw further conclusions on the basis of my 
knowledge and thereby, if my reasoning is cogent, come to know those fur-
ther things as well? But then, since the claim that I have hands entails that I 
am not a BIV (since BIV’s obviously do not have hands), and I am aware of 
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that entailment, (1) follows. And the rationale for premise (2) is that all of 
my sensory evidence that seems to show that I have hands would be exactly 
the same if I were a BIV being fed the right electrical impulses and thus does 
not show that I am not a BIV instead of a normal person with hands.6 But 
despite the plausibility of the premises and the validity of the reasoning, the 
conclusion of the arguments seems very difficult to accept. This specific argu-
ment will be the focus of much of the following discussion.

The Problem of the Criterion
Another issue that arises in the general vicinity of skepticism and that helps 
to shed some light on the issue of the allocation of the burden of proof 
between the skeptic and the nonskeptic is what has become known as “the 
problem of the criterion.” This problem is standardly formulated7 in terms 
of two interrelated questions about knowledge: “What is the extent of our 
knowledge?” (that is, which specific things do we know?); and “What are the 
criteria of knowing?” (that is, what standards or conditions must be satisfied 
in order to know something?). The problem arises because of the dialectical 
interplay between these questions. If we had a secure answer to one of them, 
we would have a reasonably promising way to attempt to figure out the an-
swer to the other: thus if we were sure of the criteria of knowledge, we would 
be able, in principle at least, to figure out which specific things satisfied 
those criteria and thereby determine the extent of our knowledge; while if we 
were sure of the extent of our knowledge, we might, though somewhat less 
straightforwardly, be able, by scrutinizing the various instances, to generalize 
to the required criteria. But if we are not sure of the answer to either of the 
two questions, then it becomes difficult to see on what basis the answer to 
either of them could be justifiably arrived at.

In his discussion of the issue, Roderick Chisholm distinguishes two main 
possible responses: a generalist begins with intuitively determined criteria of 
knowledge or justification (such as those to which skeptics appeal) and seeks 
to determine on that basis which specific beliefs are cases of knowledge or are 
justified; while a particularist begins with particular, intuitively determined 
instances of beliefs that (allegedly) constitute knowledge or are justified, 
and then seeks to generalize from them to the correct general criteria of 
knowledge or justification.8 (This is a good place to pause and try to think 
about this issue for yourself. What is the right response to the problem of the 
criterion? Does one of Chisholm’s alternatives seem more plausible than the 
other to you, and, if so, why? Is there any further alternative?)

Chisholm in fact opts for particularism. His own version of particularism 
is both too complicated and too elusive to be discussed here, but a reasonably 
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straightforward and accessible version is provided by G. E. Moore’s famous 
appeal to and defense of common sense in such papers as “Proof of an Exter-
nal World” and “A Defence of Common Sense.”9 In “Proof of an External 
World,” Moore offers the following “proof” that external things, things exist-
ing outside of us in space, genuinely exist:

I can prove now, for instance, that two human hands exist. How? By holding 
up my two hands, and saying, as I make a certain gesture with my right hand, 
“Here is one hand,” and adding, as I make a certain gesture with the left, “and 
here is another.” [144]

Moore’s claim in relation to this performance is that he “certainly did 
know” at the moment in question that each of the existence claims about 
the hands was true, and accordingly that two hands and so at least those 
external things existed at the time in question [144–45]. And he also makes 
clear there is nothing very special about the two hands, and in particular 
that their being parts of his own body makes no difference to his knowledge 
that they exist; the same sort of argument, he suggests, could have been 
made about pieces of paper or rocks or shoes or books or many, many other 
objects. It is reasonably clear that Moore is claiming to be very strongly 
justified (and not in some externalist sense) in thinking that it is true that 
each of the hands exists.

Similarly, in “A Defence of Common Sense,” Moore offers a long list of 
further claims that, in his view, he knows “with certainty” to be true: that his 
body exists, that it was born at a certain time in the past, that many other 
things having shape and size in three dimensions have existed at various dis-
tances from it (including many other human bodies), that he has perceived 
many such things, and so on [33–34]. It is again clear that he is claiming to be 
very strongly justified in holding these various beliefs; and also that if these 
beliefs are indeed strongly justified, then Moore is again strongly justified 
in believing that there is an external world of the sort that our experience 
seems to reflect. Thus Moore seems to be claiming to be able on this basis 
to provide an answer to skeptical arguments like the BIV argument offered 
above (though he does not consider that specific argument—not surpris-
ingly, because the scientific background on which it relies had not yet been 
discovered). His response would be that he does know that he is not a hand-
less BIV, thus rejecting premise (2) of the argument given above.10

But it is obvious what response our envisioned skeptic would give to 
Moore: he or she would reject Moore’s assertion that the initial claims 
about the hands were justified and similarly reject the analogous claims 
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about the other things that Moore claims to know and to be justified in 
accepting. When Moore seems to himself to make the gestures with each of 
his hands, the skeptic will argue, he might nonetheless be merely a brain-
in-a-vat that has no hands and only seems to itself to experience the hands 
and the gestures because of the stimulation being fed to it by the computer. 
Thus, the skeptic will argue, Moore’s “proof of an external world” utterly 
begs the question and has no real force. Moore (and Chisholm), on the 
other hand, will appeal to the enormous intuitive plausibility of Moore’s 
perceptual beliefs about his hands and of the further claim that those be-
liefs are justified and constitute knowledge. (Think about this in relation 
to your own experience of your own hands—isn’t it almost impossible to 
deny or even question that your hands exist and that your perceptual be-
liefs about them are justified?) The reason that this response is not simply 
question-begging, it might be argued, is that these antiskeptical claims are 
in fact far more initially plausible than any of the skeptic’s claims and argu-
ments, thereby making it more reasonable to conclude that something in 
the skeptic’s position must be mistaken, even if we cannot say at the mo-
ment what it is, than to accept the skeptical conclusion.11 This is the basic 
particularist response to skepticism.

Who is right here? (Once again, you will get more out of the subsequent 
discussion if you think about this issue and try to resolve it for yourself, even 
if only very tentatively, before proceeding.) On the one hand, the judgments 
of common sense are at least one central part of the basis for philosophical 
reflection about knowledge and justification, as about anything else; to re-
ject them as having no weight would arguably leave not enough of a starting 
point to give us any real chance of getting anywhere in our epistemological 
inquiries. But to accept common-sense convictions about justification and 
knowledge as more or less beyond serious question, as Moore and other 
particularists seem in effect to do, does appear to rule out illegitimately the 
apparent possibility (for it does seem to be at least a possibility) that com-
mon sense might in fact be mistaken, that skepticism might in fact be true. 
Moreover, even if Chisholm and Moore are right, a serious epistemologist 
will still want to know how and why these beliefs are justified, rather than 
simply accepting the common-sense verdict that they are.

The way out, I would tentatively suggest, is in effect to split the difference 
between these two alternatives, giving common-sense intuition more weight 
than the skeptic would allow but less than the particularist wants to claim. 
And the specific way to do this is to say something like the following: The 
common-sense conviction that beliefs about the external world are justified 
and do constitute knowledge creates a fairly strong rational presumption that 
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this view is correct and thus that skepticism is wrong—rational because there 
is no rational alternative to a substantial reliance on common sense, no other 
starting point for philosophy that is extensive enough to allow our thought to 
get any real grip on the issues involved. This presumption is strong enough, 
I suggest further, to provide the basis for powerful objections to views like 
Quine’s (see chapter 11) that seem to have the consequence that there is no 
such justification, and also to views like externalism (see chapter 10) that 
can account for it only by construing the justification in question in an in-
tuitively unsatisfactory way. It is also strong enough to make it reasonable to 
suppose, as Moore indeed does, that good reasons of some sort are available 
to rule out the skeptic’s hypotheses and establish that our experience really 
does support the beliefs in question.

But though strong, this antiskeptical presumption is still only a presump-
tion: to have a strong reason to think that there is a justification for beliefs 
about the external world is not the same thing as to actually be able to specify 
such a justification in detail—something that must ultimately be possible if it 
genuinely exists. Thus this presumption can at least in principle be defeated 
by the long-term failure of epistemologists to actually succeed in specifying 
the justification in question in a plausible way. Many skeptically-minded 
epistemologists would no doubt want to say that this failure has already been 
long-term enough to warrant the conclusion that the presumption in favor of 
common sense is in fact mistaken. The opposing view—which I am inclined 
to opt for (albeit fairly tentatively)—is that the failure so far is adequately 
explained by (a) the extreme difficulty and complexity of the issues, and 
(b) the pronounced tendency of philosophers, in the twentieth century es-
pecially, to evade the main issues rather than even attempting to deal with 
them in a direct way. (Here we have one of the deepest and most difficult 
issues pertaining to the nature and even the possibility of epistemology—one 
that you will obviously need to ponder further on your own.)

Summary of Responses to Skepticism Discussed So Far
Before proceeding further, it may be useful to list briefly the main responses 
to skepticism that we have discussed so far, taking them in the reverse of the 
order in which we have encountered them.

First, there is the particularism of Chisholm, Moore, and others. I have 
suggested that this view is unacceptable because it gives too absolute a 
weight to common-sense intuition and thereby illegitimately rules out the 
very possibility of skepticism. Because of this, the answer that it offers to 
skepticism will be unsatisfying to anyone who is at all inclined to take the 
issue posed by skepticism seriously in the first place.
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Second, there is the program of naturalized epistemology, as discussed 
in chapter 11. But if taken in its strong, Quinean form—or, I would sug-
gest, in any form in which it constitutes a real alternative to traditional, 
Cartesian epistemology—naturalized epistemology seems at bottom to 
concede everything that the skeptic wants, avoiding this appearance only 
by changing the subject.

Third, there are externalist views of justification and of knowledge. For 
all that has been said, both the belief that I have hands and the belief that 
I am not a BIV may well be arrived at via reliable cognitive processes and 
so may be justified in a reliabilist sense. But, as argued further above, while 
externalist views may be unobjectionable as alternatives adopted for purposes 
in the direction of “meliorative epistemology,” they provide at best only a 
hypothetical response to the skeptic. Given the externalist accounts, we will 
have justified beliefs and knowledge if the right external conditions are satis-
fied. But unless some further response to the skeptic is available, we will have 
no reason to think that this possibility is in fact realized and thus no reason 
to think that any of our beliefs are true.

Finally, of course, there is traditional Cartesian epistemology itself, which 
attempts to answer the skeptic head-on by arguing that beliefs about the 
external world are justified because they are rationally preferable to skeptical 
hypotheses like the BIV hypothesis. An initial account of how this response 
might go was offered in Part I of this book, especially in chapters 4, 6, 7, and 
8. It is obvious both that the account given there is only an outline and also 
that the problems it faces are serious enough to make it far from clear that it 
can be successfully filled in (though my own belief is that it is also much less 
clear than is sometimes thought that it cannot). The point for the moment, 
however, is that we seem to have found so far no alternative that has any real 
chance of doing any better, indeed none except particularism that does not 
simply surrender to skepticism without any real struggle—and particularism 
avoids this fate only by in effect begging the question.12

In recent times, however, some other, rather different responses to skepti-
cism, and especially to skeptical arguments like the BIV argument formu-
lated above, have emerged. These will be the subject of the latter part of the 
present chapter.

Further, More Recent Responses to Skepticism

The Denial of Epistemic Closure
If it is not plausible to simply reject premise (2) of the BIV argument, 
what about instead rejecting premise (1)? Since the rationale for premise 
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(1) depends heavily on the principle of epistemic closure, the obvious way 
to reject (1) and so avoid the skeptical conclusion would be to reject that 
principle. This would amount to saying that even though my having hands 
entails that I am not a BIV, and I am aware of this entailment, I might 
nonetheless be able to be justified in believing and thereby know that I 
have hands even though I am not justified in believing and do not know 
that I am not a BIV.13

At first glance, this suggestion should seem very unappealing because of 
the initial plausibility, already noted, of the closure principle. Nonetheless, 
there are ways to motivate a partial denial of closure: a denial that knowledge 
is always closed under known implications. Perhaps the most plausible of 
these center around the idea that to know something is to be able to rule out 
or eliminate alternatives to the claim that is known, situations in which that 
claim would have been false. This, it might be suggested, is fundamentally 
what the justification for the claim accomplishes. Now the obvious view here 
is that knowledge requires that all such alternatives be ruled out, either con-
clusively (this would be the conclusive justification advocated by the strong 
conception of knowledge) or with high probability or likelihood (this would 
be the weaker justification advocated by the weak conception of knowledge). 
But perhaps there is another alternative: perhaps what is required is only that 
relevant alternatives be ruled out, where relevant alternatives are ones that are 
in some way the more serious competitors of the claim in question, ones more 
worthy on some basis of being taken seriously.

If we think of examples, it is not too hard to make this suggestion seem 
initially plausible. To start with a more ordinary case than the one about 
hands, suppose that I believe on the basis of my sensory experience that 
there is a redwood tree outside the philosophy building. If I am worried about 
whether my experience really justifies this belief, I am likely to be mainly 
concerned about whether it rules out other possible alternatives as to what 
sort of tree I am seeing: that it is a spruce or a Douglas-fir or a pine or some 
ordinary sort of deciduous tree (though this last alternative is very easily 
excluded). Whereas I am very unlikely to be concerned that it might be a 
cleverly sculpted deciduous tree or a paper-mâché replica of a redwood—or 
that I might be a BIV or a victim of a Cartesian demon having an experience 
of a nonexistent tree. The former alternatives, it might then be suggested, are 
the relevant ones, the only ones that my evidence needs to exclude in order 
for my belief to be justified; whereas the latter, more bizarre alternatives are 
not relevant, and so not ones that I need to be concerned with. Similarly, 
in the original hands example, the relevant alternatives to my having hands 
would be things like my having prosthetic hands or hooks or stumps from a 
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recent amputation (which at least seem to be easily ruled out by my experi-
ence), but not the alternative of being a BIV.

Despite the initial appeal of this distinction, however, it amounts so far 
to little more than saying that the relevant alternatives are the ones that 
my ordinary evidence (sensory evidence in the cases in question) plausibly 
excludes or could exclude, while the irrelevant alternatives are the ones 
raised by skeptical hypotheses which such experience cannot exclude.14 Thus 
to simply assume that only hypotheses of the former sort need be ruled out 
seems once again to merely beg the question against the skeptic.

There is, however, a deeper, more theoretical account available of why 
some alternatives are relevant and others are not.15 It begins with the idea 
that the relevant alternatives are the ones that would have obtained if the 
claim in question had been false (assuming here that the claims in question 
satisfy the other requirements for knowledge and so are in fact true). Thus, 
for the example about hands (and assuming that I do in fact have hands), we 
need to ask what would have been true if I had not in fact had hands. Propo-
sitions that give answers to this question will be counterfactual conditionals of 
the general form “if I did not have hands, then P.” And according to a very 
widely accepted account of the semantics of counterfactuals (due mainly to 
David Lewis16), a claim of this sort is true just in case the consequent of the 
conditional (the specific claim that replaces P) is true in the closest possible 
worlds where the antecedent (the claim that I do not have hands) is true. 
Here the closest possible worlds are (roughly) those that are as little different 
from the actual world in both facts and laws of nature as is compatible with 
the truth of the counterfactual antecedent.

Thus the closest possible world where I do not have hands will not be 
a world where I am a BIV (a world that would differ from the actual world 
in an enormous number of ways), but instead one very close to the actual 
world, but where some accident or act of violence has removed my hands. 
And thus, it is claimed, it is alternatives like my having prosthetic hands or 
hooks or stumps, but not the alternative of my being a BIV, that have to be 
ruled out for me to be adequately justified in believing and know that I have 
hands. Similarly, in the redwood case, the closest possible worlds where I 
am not seeing a redwood will be those where I am seeing some other normal 
sort of tree, not one where I am seeing a paper-mâché or artificially sculpted 
tree—and still less, ones where I am a BIV having an experience of an ap-
parent tree but really seeing no genuine object at all. (And thus the reason 
why closure fails on this account is that the alternatives that are in this way 
relevant to the claim that I have hands or the claim that there is a redwood 
tree are very different from those that are relevant to the claim that I am not 
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a BIV. The relevant alternatives for the claim that I am not a BIV will be 
the things that are true in the very distant worlds where I am a BIV, and the 
sensory evidence about my hands or the tree that rules out the relevant al-
ternatives to ordinary claims about these matters will not rule out those BIV 
alternatives, since it could well be the same even if they were true.)

Does this response to the BIV argument, and to skeptical hypotheses 
generally, succeed in avoiding skepticism in a plausible and satisfying way? 
The issues surrounding the appeal to the semantics of counterfactual condi-
tionals are very complicated and technical, and there is no room to go into 
them here. But it is worth mentioning that there are substantial reasons to 
be found in the literature17 for thinking that the line between alternatives 
that are relevant and irrelevant according to the counterfactual account will 
not correspond very well in general to the distinction between ordinary and 
skeptical alternatives, but instead that some normal alternatives (that ought 
to be ruled out for justification and knowledge) be classed as irrelevant and 
some skeptical alternatives as relevant.

In any case, there is a much simpler and more immediate objection to the 
denial of closure. If I am able to be justified and to know that I have hands 
while not knowing that I am not a BIV (or to know that the tree is a redwood 
without knowing that it is not a paper-mâché replica), it becomes very un-
clear what the content of the beliefs that allegedly constitute this knowledge 
is supposed to be. What exactly do I know when I know that I have hands 
if the content of this knowledge is supposed to be compatible with (because 
it does not exclude) my being a BIV? What do I know when I know that 
there is a redwood tree if it might still for all I know be merely made of 
paper-mâché? If the content of these beliefs does not include the denial of 
such possibilities, then what does it include?—and what would it be for these 
beliefs to be true? (And if it does include the denial of such possibilities, then 
it becomes impossible to see how I can be justified in holding these beliefs 
or thereby have knowledge if I do not have justification or knowledge with 
respect to these denials.) To say all this is of course just to reiterate the case 
for epistemic closure, but it nonetheless seems sufficient to show that this 
response to skepticism is ultimately untenable.

Contextualism18

Our attempt to find a way to avoid accepting the conclusion of the BIV 
argument is so far not going very well. Neither the attempt to deny prem-
ise (1) by rejecting epistemic closure nor Moore’s attempt to deny premise 
(2) by appeal to common sense seems to succeed. If, as many epistemologists 
(though not the present author) believe, any attempt at an explanatory argu-
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ment (such as the one offered in chapter 7) for a common-sense view of the 
world and against skeptical hypotheses—and thereby for a denial of premise 
(2)—is also doomed to failure, is there any way left to avoid the skeptical 
conclusion, intuitively repugnant though it may seem?

A second recently advocated (though as yet still not very widely ac-
cepted) response to arguments like the BIV argument attempts to grant that 
neither premise of the argument can be simply rejected (and in particular 
to preserve epistemic closure), while still holding that the conclusion of the 
argument can, in certain contexts, still be avoided. The central idea is that 
the epistemic standards required for adequate justification and so for knowl-
edge, rather than being invariant in the way that most epistemologists have 
assumed, vary in a principled way from one context to another. And this 
in turn makes it possible to say that in some contexts both premise (2) and 
the conclusion of the BIV argument are false, while in other contexts both 
premise (2) and the conclusion are true (with premise (1) being true in all of 
these contexts—thus preserving the principle of epistemic closure).

Contextualism has been advocated in varying forms and with many so-
phisticated details and qualifications, but it will do for our purposes here to 
consider a relatively crude version, probably too crude for any actual contex-
tualist to be fully satisfied with. Suppose, to begin with, that there are only 
two levels for the epistemic standards in question, a rather low level and a 
quite high level. The suggestion is then that in ordinary contexts, contexts 
in which skeptical issues have not been raised and hypotheses like the BIV 
hypothesis are not being considered, the epistemic standards are low, low 
enough that ordinary sorts of evidence are enough to adequately justify 
both the claim that I have hands and the claim that I am not a BIV (and 
in the same way to justify the claim that other, similar skeptical hypotheses 
are false). In these contexts, which are the ones in which we normally find 
ourselves, I can know that I have hands and also would have sufficient justi-
fication to know that I am not a BIV.

Oddly, however, I may not actually be able to entertain this latter claim 
without changing the context in a way that would raise the standards and 
make it no longer adequately justified. For according to the contextualist, 
it is the actual consideration of skeptical issues and hypotheses that raises 
the epistemic stakes and produces a context where epistemic standards are 
high. This amounts to a shift in the truth conditions for claims of adequate 
justification and knowledge, presumably resulting from a shift in the mean-
ings of the relevant terms (though contextualists are often not very explicit 
about this last part). And thus in this latter, rather unusual sort of context, 
ordinary evidence is insufficient for either the belief that I have hands or 
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the belief that I am not a BIV to be adequately justified or to constitute 
knowledge. Thus in such a high standards context, the skeptical conclu-
sion is correct. In this way, contextualism yields only a partial and qualified 
avoidance of skepticism.

How satisfactory is this view? We have already noticed one problem: while 
the contextualist wants to preserve epistemic closure, he cannot in fact say 
without qualification that I can know in an ordinary, low-level context that 
I am not a BIV. What is true is that I may have enough evidence of ordinary 
sorts to satisfy the low standards for the justification of this claim that hold 
in such a context. But as soon as I actually think about the possibility that I 
might be a BIV, the standards shift in such a way that my ordinary evidence 
no longer adequately justifies the claim that I am not. Thus it is doubtful 
that I really have knowledge of this claim in the low-standards context and 
so doubtful that closure is really preserved.

A second problem arises from noticing that the contextualist must say 
that when a proponent of skepticism denies that we have various ordinary 
sorts of alleged knowledge, he is not really saying anything that conflicts with 
ordinary claims of knowledge made in low-standards contexts. Though the 
skeptic uses the same words as the ordinary person, the shift of truth condi-
tions (and presumably thus of meaning) means that there is no genuine con-
flict. It is as though the ordinary person were claiming to knough that he has 
hands, that there is a redwood tree, and so on, while the skeptic is saying that 
he does not knoe these things (with the odd spellings marking the two differ-
ent meanings). And the problem is that this does not seem intuitively to be 
the case. While there may be disagreements that are genuinely merely verbal 
or semantic in this way, the conflict between common sense and skepticism 
does not seem to be one of them: disputes of that sort simply evaporate when 
the ambiguity is pointed out, but this does not seem to be the case here.

A further issue is whether there would be any real point to a concept of 
knowledge—or rather multiple, related concepts—that behaves in the way 
that the contextualist account seems to suggest. In particular, what would 
be the point of the low standards concept that allows us to claim knowledge 
in ordinary contexts as long as no one raises skeptical doubts? What signifi-
cance is there to avoiding skepticism in this partial—and extremely fragile—
way? Here contextualists usually say just that they are describing the ways in 
which the term “know” is in fact ordinarily used. But that is not enough to 
give the concept or concepts they are describing any important philosophical 
significance. And moreover, there are other views that can also give an ac-
count of the use of this term, in particular views that hold that the standards 
for adequate justification and for knowledge are invariantly quite high, but 
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that in ordinary contexts we often make claims of knowledge that are only 
very loosely or approximately correct.19

Pragmatic Views
Both the denial of closure and contextualism are views that have emerged 
explicitly only in very recent times. A much more venerable response to skep-
ticism, or rather a large and complicated family of related responses, is offered 
by the philosophical movement known as pragmatism (sometimes claimed to 
represent the only distinctively American philosophical view). Though there 
are pragmatic views on many different philosophical issues and topics, the 
core of pragmatism, at least from a historical standpoint, is epistemological. 
Pragmatists have in fact offered theories of both truth and justification. The 
pragmatic theory of truth was briefly considered in chapter 3 (though in only 
one of many versions). Here I want to briefly explore a relatively simplified 
version of a pragmatic theory of justification, one that is aimed more or less 
explicitly at skepticism about the external world. While it is doubtful that any 
historical pragmatist ever held a view quite this simple, a consideration of it 
still seems to me to make clear enough both the appeal of pragmatism and the 
fundamental problem for any pragmatic epistemological theory.

The basic pragmatic response to issues of epistemic justification is that be-
liefs are justified just in case they lead, or tend to lead, to success in practice 
when adopted. Thus a pragmatic response to the general issue of whether our 
various beliefs in external physical objects, other people, and so on are justi-
fied would point out that there is no real doubt that acting on such beliefs 
leads generally to practical success, and would conclude on that basis that 
those beliefs are indeed justified. What could be more obvious than that 
beliefs about various sorts of physical objects are valuable and indeed quite 
essential in dealing with the complexities of everyday life and in choosing 
actions that will lead to satisfactory results? From this pragmatic standpoint, 
while there may perhaps be relatively localized epistemological issues that 
pose genuine problems, the classical problems discussed earlier in this book 
can be solved so easily as to be unworthy even of serious discussion. (Stop 
for a moment and think about this response to epistemological problems and 
to skepticism. At this point in the book—and in the course that you may be 
taking—it probably seems initially quite appealing, a wonderful release from 
grappling with problems and difficulties and arguments that no doubt seem 
often unnatural and foreign from the standpoint of ordinary life. But you 
should always be suspicious when what seemed to be a serious intellectual 
problem is solved or dismissed too easily. Is the pragmatic solution really as 
simple and unproblematic as it seems?)
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In fact, there is a very serious difficulty with the view just described, one 
that in my judgment extends to the whole pragmatic approach, albeit one 
that pragmatists have mostly ignored. The pragmatic view that we are con-
sidering holds that a belief is justified if adopting and acting on it leads to 
success in practice. But that the belief genuinely leads to such success is of 
course itself a claim about what happens in the external world and not by 
any means a simple one. Thus the claim that practical success has indeed 
been achieved is from the standpoint of traditional epistemology just one 
more claim in need of justification, and moreover one whose justification 
almost certainly requires the prior justification of simpler claims about the 
existence of various kinds of material objects and external situations and, at 
least in most cases, other people. Of course we believe in a commonsensical 
way that the actions we take in light of our beliefs are generally, though not 
of course invariably, successful, and this belief (like many other beliefs about 
the external world) seems to accord with our experience. But whether such 
beliefs about success are actually justified by the experience in question is 
just one facet of the whole problem of the external world, one that is in no 
obvious way any easier to deal with than the rest. In this way, whatever basis 
there may be for skepticism about the external world in general will apply 
at least as much to skepticism about the actual occurrence of the success to 
which the pragmatist appeals. Thus the pragmatist view, far from answering 
skepticism, seems merely to have missed the whole point of the problem.

It is hard to see any effective response that a pragmatist can make to this 
criticism. One possibility would be to retreat to the view that a belief is justi-
fied if it seems to succeed in practice, but it is hard to see why this amended 
view should be thought plausible. The mere appearance of practical success, 
understood in the only way in which it can be unproblematically available 
to the pragmatist, does not seem in any obvious way to constitute a better 
reason for thinking that a belief is true than does just the appearance of truth 
itself. Thus at least this simple version of pragmatism appears to be an utterly 
dead end. (Whether this is true—as I suspect—for all versions of epistemo-
logical pragmatism, even though they may be much more complicated in 
various ways than the view just considered, is something that you will have 
to investigate for yourself.)

Rorty’s Rejection of Epistemology
The final antiskeptical view that I want to briefly consider is also the most 
radical of all—indeed I put it forth more to give you some idea of how 
radical the rejection of traditional epistemology can become than in the 
expectation that you will find it plausible. The view in question is in some 
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ways a kind of combination of contextualism and pragmatism, though it 
goes well beyond either of those views in its antiepistemological stance 
(and indeed—like Quine’s version of naturalized epistemology—is anti-
skeptical only in the sense that if epistemology itself is rejected, there is 
no room left for skeptical challenges to arise and be taken seriously). It is 
advanced by the American philosopher Richard Rorty, most clearly in his 
book Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature.20

Rorty’s fundamental view is that epistemology, by which he has mainly 
in mind the traditional Cartesian approach that has been the central focus 
of this book, rests on a set of “assumptions” that are, as he likes to put it, 
“optional” and should be abandoned. There are three supposed assump-
tions of this sort that he seems to have most centrally in mind. The first 
two are those that are reflected in the Cartesian view of the foundation for 
epistemic justification: first, the “assumption” that immediate or “given” 
awareness of the contents of one’s own states of mind exists in a way that 
could provide a basis for justification; and, second, the “assumption” that 
the mind is capable of apprehending self-evident a priori truths (though 
Rorty follows Quine in failing to distinguish the idea of a priori justifica-
tion in general from the moderate empiricist account of such justification 
in terms of analyticity). In support of the claim that these “assumptions” 
are fundamentally untenable and should be rejected, Rorty appeals in part 
to arguments offered by the American epistemologist Wilfrid Sellars and by 
Quine. What he seems to have in mind is at least approximately the second 
of the two arguments against empirical foundationalism that were consid-
ered in chapter 9, together with the Quinean “circle of terms” argument 
against analyticity that was considered in chapter 11.21 I have suggested in 
those earlier discussions that neither of these arguments is in the end very 
compelling—though, as has been discussed extensively in this book, Rorty 
is of course right that both of these elements of the Cartesian foundation 
are essential to traditional epistemology.

None of this matters very much, however, for the third of the “assump-
tions” that Rorty identifies and proposes to reject is even more fundamental, 
so much so indeed that it is quite clear that if he were right in rejecting it, 
nothing much would be left of epistemology (or indeed of science, history, 
and many other intellectual pursuits). It is nothing less than the assumption 
that the mind in fact represents independent reality in any way that could 
then give rise to the issue of whether or not the representations are true and 
then to the further issue of whether or not we have good reasons to think 
that they are true. According to Rorty, the whole idea of beliefs or other 
mental states depicting or describing reality is simply a mistake, as is the 
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correspondence theory of what it is for such depictions or descriptions to be 
true.22 And it is of course abundantly clear that epistemology cannot survive, 
indeed that epistemological issues cannot be even meaningfully raised, once 
this “assumption” is discarded.

But what, you should be asking, could possibly constitute a good reason 
for thinking that the very idea that beliefs represent things outside or in-
dependent of them is mistaken? And what on earth would an alternative 
to this view even look like? In fact, surprisingly enough, these questions 
can be answered together, for Rorty’s presentation of his alternative view is 
also to a very large extent his argument.23 The view in question is what he 
calls “epistemological behaviorism”: the view, roughly, that what it is cor-
rect or justified to say (or think, if we do in some sense think) is entirely a 
function of social practices and social conventions, of what other people in 
your “linguistic community” allow you to say. This is a radically relativistic 
view: a claim or argument is justified if it is accepted without challenge in 
the relevant community; and there is nothing more to truth than relatively 
stable acceptance of this sort. But what is thus accepted will vary from soci-
ety to society and from period to period, and there is simply no intelligible 
issue as to which society or period is correct in what it accepts—nor about 
what the claims thus accepted really say about the world. All that matters 
is “continuing the conversation” according to the (evolving) standards of 
the community.

It goes without saying that there is no room in this picture for any serious 
form of skepticism—or for any meaningful idea of knowledge or justification 
or truth or objectivity or rationality. You may well feel, however, that this is 
too great a price to pay for the avoidance of skepticism. And of course the is-
sue of self-referential inconsistency (see the end of chapter 11) rears its head 
once more, for there is clearly no way for Rorty to claim meaningfully that 
his own view is true or justified or that there are good reasons of any other 
sort to accept it. Is there any reason why a view that is in this way self-defeat-
ing should be taken seriously? I can think of none, but once again you should 
decide this question for yourself.

Conclusion on Skepticism

In this chapter (and also to some extent in the two previous ones), we have 
looked at a variety of responses to skepticism. What all of these diverse views 
have in common is the belief that there is some way to avoid the difficulties 
and complexities of the response to skepticism that is part of the Cartesian 
epistemological program and that was sketched, though not fully developed, 
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in Part I of this book, especially in chapter 7. (Another related thing that 
they share is the conviction that the Cartesian approach does not, indeed 
cannot, succeed.)

You will have to decide for yourselves whether any of these alternatives 
are successful or at least promising, and if so, which ones. My own view is 
that they all in one way or another evade rather than confront the funda-
mental epistemological issues. Our deepest intuitive conviction in this area, I 
would suggest, is that we do have good reasons for a wide range of beliefs about 
the world, reasons that (since epistemic closure cannot plausibly be denied) 
are also good reasons for rejecting various skeptical hypotheses, like the BIV 
hypothesis. The history of epistemology shows at least that this conviction 
is not easy to defend, and it may turn out that it is after all largely mistaken. 
But there is no intellectually satisfying substitute for good reasons of this 
sort, nothing—whether it be (hypothetical) externalist reliability, Quinean 
cognitive psychology, Moorean unexplicated reliance on common sense, 
contextualist ascriptions of knowledge in low-standards contexts, or various 
versions of pragmatism—that can allow us to be content with the denial that 
such good reasons really exist. In this way, I suggest, a successful defense of 
something close to the Cartesian approach is really the only significant alter-
native to skepticism. Whether such a defense is possible remains unclear, but 
there is really nothing else that is seriously worth attempting.
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Conclusion

We have reached the end of the book, and it is time to briefly take stock. Part 
I of the book was devoted to the Cartesian epistemological approach and to 
the various specific problems and issues that grow out of it. We saw there that 
the resulting internalist, foundationalist view is confronted by a number of 
very serious problems. Tentative solutions were suggested for many of these, 
but even the most optimistic Cartesian would have to admit that it will take 
much more work to develop these fully and show that they really succeed, if 
indeed this can be done at all.

Part II has been devoted to the presentation and assessment of a num-
ber of different proposed alternatives to the Cartesian view, all of them at 
least largely motivated by the conviction that the Cartesian view cannot 
in the end be successfully developed and defended, that it leads ultimately 
only to skepticism. Thus we have looked at the coherentist alternative to 
foundationalism, at the externalist alternative to internalism, at the idea of 
naturalized epistemology, at the Moorean appeal to common sense, at the 
rejection of epistemic closure, at contextualism, at a pragmatist account of 
justification, and finally at Rorty’s complete repudiation of epistemology. As 
suggested above, the conclusion that I would draw from these various discus-
sions is that none of the other views we have considered offers any very sat-
isfactory epistemological alternative to traditional Cartesian epistemology, 
any way of avoiding the difficulties that the Cartesian view supposedly leads 
to that is not ultimately self-defeating or worse.

257
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Even this picture, it must be acknowledged, is not really complete, 
even in outline. Recent epistemology is in a state of incredible ferment, 
and there are yet further views and positions and proposals that I have 
had no space to consider here (but that you or your instructor may want 
to look at). There is the idea of virtue epistemology, which offers the rough 
suggestion that epistemological issues might be better dealt with via a 
consideration of epistemic virtues such as open-mindedness, carefulness, 
intellectual courage, and the like, and perhaps also further epistemic goals 
such as understanding. (There is also a different version of virtue epis-
temology that is, in effect, a species of reliabilism.) There are also views 
and issues falling under the rubric of social epistemology, which focuses on 
the ways in which knowledge is created and transmitted via various sorts 
of social structures and on what it is for a society, as opposed to an indi-
vidual, to possess knowledge. There are various positions and suggestions 
falling under the general rubric of feminist epistemology, though these are 
very multifarious and do not lend themselves to any very simple general 
characterization. There is Bayesian epistemology, which attempts to use re-
sults in probability theory centering around Bayes’s Theorem to shed light 
on epistemological issues.

None of these views and positions is very well developed at the present 
time, which is one reason, in addition to sheer considerations of space, for 
excluding them from detailed consideration in this book. Nor is it at all 
clear that any of them can offer an alternative to the traditional Cartesian 
approach that is better than those we have considered, though there are 
certainly some who would make such a claim. My own view is that what 
is defensible in these alternative views will turn out to be fundamentally 
complementary rather than antagonistic to the Cartesian view, raising 
new issues that are of interest in their own right (just as was suggested 
above to be the case with externalism), but neither doing better with the 
fundamental Cartesian issues nor offering any good reason why those is-
sues should be abandoned. But this is a question about which only time 
will tell.

The other tentative conclusion that I would like to offer for your consid-
eration, one which I am inclined to believe but which you, of course, may 
decide not to accept, is that traditional Cartesian epistemology, despite its 
admitted difficulties, is by no means the hopeless project that its critics, 
from Hume and Kant to Quine and Rorty, have portrayed it as being. My 
own view is that much of the reason why epistemology is not further ad-
vanced at this fairly late date stems from the somewhat puzzling tendency 
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of so many philosophers to evade or bypass the central issues, rather than 
confronting them directly and attempting to deal with them on that basis. 
No doubt this long-standing trend, which has in fact been rather more 
pronounced in very recent times, is unlikely to disappear very quickly. But 
it may perhaps be hoped that a new millennium will bring with it a less 
evasive approach to epistemological issues—and perhaps some readers of 
this book will play a part in that.
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Questions for 
Thought and Discussion

Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.  Try to think of further examples of things that seem to you to be knowl-
edge in each of the categories enumerated in the chapter. Can you think 
of any further categories that should be added?

2.  Are there plausible examples of apparent knowledge that turn out not 
to be genuine in all of the categories? Try to think of examples for each 
category.

3.  Is there knowledge of moral facts or truths? Is there religious knowledge? 
Is there aesthetic knowledge? If you think that there is knowledge in these 
categories, try (a) to specify some clear examples and (b) to say why, in 
your judgment, they amount to knowledge (rather than mere opinion).

Chapter 2: Descartes’s Epistemology 

1.  Descartes’s initial problem, in relation to which he adopts the Method 
of Doubt, is that of trying to figure out which beliefs to retain and which 
to discard in a situation where it is clear that a substantial number of his 
existing beliefs are false. Suppose that you were to find yourself in this 
situation. (In fact, virtually anyone is in it to some degree most of the 
time.) How should you go about solving the problem? Should you adopt 
the Method of Doubt? What alternatives are there?

2.  Is Descartes right that it is impossible for him to be mistaken about his 
own existence? Think about the analogous issue in your own case. Could 
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you be mistaken about your own existence? If not, what exactly is the 
content of the claim about which you could not be mistaken? (And who 
exactly is it that could not be mistaken?)

3.  Can you be mistaken about (a) the specific character of your sensory ex-
periences or (b) the specific other conscious states of mind that you are 
having? Be careful here. There are clearly some things about your experi-
ences or states of mind about which you can be mistaken (such as the time 
that they occur). But can you be mistaken about their specific conscious 
character? Focus on specific examples, and try to think of what the nature 
of such a mistake might be and how it might arise.

4.  Are there claims that are genuinely self-evident: that is, are such that any-
one who understands their content can see at once, with no need for any 
sort of further information, that they are true—indeed that they must be 
true? Try to think of plausible examples of such claims. Is it possible for 
someone to think that a claim has this status and still be mistaken?

5.  Descartes’s attempt to reason from allegedly indubitable facts about his 
sensory experiences (and other states of mind) to the existence of a 
material world is very indirect, relying as it does on claims about God’s 
existence and nature. Is there any more direct line of reasoning available? 
(See the last paragraph of the section on “Knowledge of the Material 
World” for a suggestion.) How might such an argument go? How strongly 
does it support specific conclusions about various kinds of material objects 
and situations?

Chapter 3: The Concept of Knowledge 

1.  Try to find examples in each of the categories of things that we confi-
dently believe to be knowledge (see chapter 1) that are certain in the sense 
of being beyond any possible doubt. Are there such examples in each of 
the categories, in only some of them, or in none of them at all? While you 
may need to appeal to the Cartesian evil genius to find a possible basis for 
doubt, try to think of less outlandish possibilities wherever you can.

2.  How should we go about deciding what conditions or requirements must 
be satisfied in order to have knowledge? Should we begin with seemingly 
clear specific examples of knowledge and figure out what conditions they 
actually satisfy (and that cases that do not seem to be knowledge do not 
fully satisfy)? Or should we begin with abstract conditions that seem in-
tuitively plausible or reasonable and determine which specific examples 
are genuine cases of knowledge by appeal to those conditions? Which 
comes first: the examples or the general conditions? Or is there some way 
to combine these two approaches?
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3.  How plausible is the correspondence theory of truth? Think about this 
by trying to figure out what feature or features of reality various kinds of 
propositions would have to correspond to. The answer to this question is 
fairly easy for propositions describing specific, narrowly located, concrete 
states of affairs (such as the proposition that your car is in your driveway 
or that it is raining in a certain place), but more difficult for: (a) less nar-
rowly located states of affairs (the proposition that the economy of the 
United States is in a recession); (b) general claims, such as laws of nature 
(the proposition that water always runs downhill); (c) theoretical claims 
in science (the proposition that radium turns into lead via several steps 
of radioactive decay); (d) mathematical propositions (the propositions 
that the square of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the sum of 
the squares of the other two sides or that the sum of 69 and 13 is 82); or 
(e) moral and aesthetic claims (think of your own examples here). Does 
reflection on examples of these sorts lead to a serious objection to the 
correspondence theory?

4.  According to the weak conception of knowledge (that is, the weak con-
ception of the degree of justification required for knowledge), knowl-
edge requires some reasonably high level of justification that is less than 
conclusive justification (certainty). Try to think of ways in which such 
a level of justification might be specified more precisely, remembering 
that the problem is really to both specify such a level and explain why 
just this level has the special significance that it has, according to the 
weak conception.

5.  Try to think of further examples that illustrate the Gettier problem: cases 
of highly justified true belief that do not seem intuitively to be cases of 
knowledge. Once you see how they work, such cases are amazingly easy 
to invent. Can you think of other cases involving perceptual or observa-
tional justification? Can you think of cases involving inductive or scien-
tific reasoning? Can you think of mathematical cases? Can you think of 
cases involving beliefs about one’s own states of mind?

Chapter 4: The Problem of Induction 

1.  Describe in some detail one or two further examples of inductive reason-
ing, trying to make explicit all of the specific aspects that are needed to 
make the reasoning seem intuitively cogent.

2.  Try to spell out how you might justify various claims that go beyond the 
things that you directly observe: claims about the unobserved (by you) 
past, claims about things going on elsewhere in the world, scientific 
claims, and so on. Are there any justified claims of these sorts whose 
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justification does not at some point appeal to inductive reasoning (in the 
specific sense discussed in the text)?

3.  What is the best response to the problem of induction? Try to (a) elabo-
rate or defend one of the views discussed in the text, (b) develop some 
further account of your own of how induction is justified, or (c) defend 
the skeptical view that induction has no rational justification. (If you opt 
for (c), you should say clearly what our attitude to inductive conclusions 
and inductive reasoning should be. Should we simply reject them?)

Chapter 5: A Priori Justification and Knowledge 

1.  Is intellectual “seeing” (as described in the text) an adequate basis for 
justification? Or is the idea of such “seeing” merely a catchy way of de-
scribing cases where we have strong convictions but no real justification? 
In thinking about this question, you should try to focus on the clearest 
examples of such “seeing” that you can think of.

2.  Try to think of other examples that seem intuitively to be cases of a priori 
justification, making them as different from each other as you can. How 
plausible is it that none of these examples might turn out to be genuinely 
justified? Can you think of any way that some of them might be justified 
in a non-a priori way (remembering that if you appeal to induction, you 
need to have an account of the justification of induction that does not 
itself appeal to a priori justification).

3.  Can some or all of the examples in the text and other examples of ap-
parent a priori justification that you find on your own be construed as 
analytic in the specific Fregean sense discussed in the text? If you think 
that this works for some of the cases, try to spell out the details as care-
fully as you can, making clear what the relevant truth of logic is and 
what specific definitions or relations of synonymy are required (and 
defending the claim that these required elements do indeed have the 
status that is required).

4.  Can claims that are plausibly justified a priori be refuted by sensory obser-
vation or experience? Consider this question by focusing on some specific 
examples and trying to envisage what form a conflicting observation or 
experience might take.

5.  Try to think of specific or at least relatively specific cases in which two or 
more people might have conflicting a priori insights (or seeming insights). 
How might they reasonably go about trying to resolve such a conflict? 
(There are a number of different possibilities here.) What should they do 
if the conflict cannot be resolved? Does this problem constitute a serious 
objection to the idea of a priori justification?
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Chapter 6: Immediate Experience 

1.  Try to elaborate the argument that appeals to the possibility of a Cartesian 
evil genius for the thesis that whenever we seem to perceive or experience 
material objects or situations, what we are experiencing most directly is 
subjective sensations in our minds. How compelling is this argument?

2.  Try to think of a variety of examples of (a) perceptual illusions, (b) hal-
lucinations, and (c) perceptual relativity. Then specify in detail how the 
first stage of the argument from illusion would go for some of these ex-
amples. Is the argument equally compelling for all of these cases, or does 
its seeming cogency vary substantially from case to case?

3.  Think carefully about a range of cases in which we perceive various sorts 
of material objects. In many of these cases, at least some of the qualities 
that we seem to immediately experience are not the ones that common 
sense would ascribe to the object in question. Are there cases where all of 
the immediately experienced qualities can plausibly be viewed as the ones 
that common sense would ascribe to the object?

4.  The crucial premise of the second stage of the argument from illusion 
is the claim that in a continuous range of perceptual cases, the shift 
from immediately perceiving subjective sensations (sense-data or adver-
bial qualities) to immediately perceiving a material object or situation 
should make some discernible difference in the perceptual experience 
itself. How plausible is this premise? Can you see any way to argue for 
(or against) it?

5.  Consider a case of perception in which at least some of the immediately 
experienced qualities are not (from a common-sense standpoint) qualities 
that the material object in question actually has: for example, the table is 
actually rectangular, but the immediately experienced shape is trapezoi-
dal. Might it still be that in such a case we are still immediately perceiving 
the material object itself (and not a subjective sensation or sense-datum)? 
Is it enough to say merely that the table itself looks trapezoidal even 
though it is not?

Chapter 7: Knowledge of the External World 

1.  Choosing an example of your own, try to specify as fully as you can a phe-
nomenalist account of what it is for a certain specific object to exist in a 
certain specific location. This means specifying what sequences of sense 
data would need to be experienced to establish that you are in the right 
location and then what further sense data would need to be experienced 
to establish the existence there of that particular sort of object. What 
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sorts of problems arise in doing this? Do these show that phenomenalism 
is an untenable position?

2.  Consider and evaluate Chisholm’s objection to phenomenalism [pp. 
131–32] by considering specific examples in as much detail as you can. Is 
Chisholm right that there will always be ways in which the “right” sense-
data could fail to be experienced even though the relevant physical object 
claim is true? (Is the reverse also true?: are there always ways in which the 
“right” sense-data could be experienced even though the relevant physical 
object claim is false?)

3.  Focusing on a specific example or two, think of the specific regularities in 
sensory experience (you may want to limit yourself initially to vision) that 
might seem to demand the sort of physical-object explanation advocated 
by the representationalist. Setting aside distinctively skeptical hypotheses 
such as the Cartesian evil genius or the brain-in-a-vat hypothesis, can you 
think of a competing explanation of these regularities that is equally plau-
sible or reasonable—especially for regularities that persist for an extended 
period of time?

4.  Try to specify in detail some specific cases of “permanent changes in 
otherwise stable ‘sensory routes’” that, together with other sequences of 
experience, would suggest causal relations of various sorts. Here too you 
should ask yourself whether there are equally plausible alternative expla-
nations for such cases.

5.  Does an explanation of sensory experience like Berkeley’s (or those ap-
pealing to the Cartesian evil genius or the brain-in-a-vat situation) always 
require the use by God (or whatever other being or mechanism generates 
the experience) of a conception or model of a material world in order to 
yield results that are (a) specific and detailed and (b) in conformity with 
the kinds of experience that we actually have? Or is there some alterna-
tive basis upon which the specific sensory results might be determined?

Chapter 8: Some Further Epistemological Issues 

1.  Try to specify in detail a specific case of your own invention that reflects 
the general strategy of the argument from analogy: a case in which you use 
an observed correlation between your mental states and external circum-
stances and thereby argue for the existence of unobserved mental states 
of that specific sort in another person. How compelling is the resulting 
argument? What factors would strengthen or weaken it?

2.  Thinking again of specific cases, is the best explanation of the behavior 
and circumstances of other people the inner mental states that we com-
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monsensically attribute to them? Can you think of alternative explana-
tions? If the mentalistic explanation is the best, what makes it the best? 
How much does its being the best rely on the fact that the mentalistic 
explanation is apparently correct in your own case? Is the explanatory 
argument weaker for experiences of things like colors, and if so, how much 
weaker? How strongly justified are you in thinking that the color experi-
ences of other people are the same as or very similar to your own?

3.  Thinking of a range of examples, try to assess how strongly your apparent 
knowledge of various kinds of things is dependent on the testimony of 
other people (remembering that this includes written sources, the media, 
and so on). How much could you know in various areas with no reliance 
on testimony?

4.  Considering several examples of different kinds of coherent testimony, try 
to assess the relative strength or plausibility of the “accurate report and 
transmission hypothesis” as compared with other possible explanations. 
What aspects of a coherent body of testimony increase or decrease the 
plausibility of this specific explanation?

5.  Think of a range of seemingly justified beliefs and try to specify the ways 
(if any) in which the justification depends on memory. How much (if 
anything) could a person know with no reliance on memory at all?

Chapter 9: Foundationalism and Coherentism 

1.  Try to think of specific cases of the regress of epistemic justification, for-
mulating them in as much detail as you can. This will require thinking 
carefully about what premises are required at each step, including those that 
may be taken for granted or are in some way less obvious, though still re-
quired. How does the regress seem to end? Does it ever go on indefinitely?

2.  Choosing an example of your own, try to give a description of a fairly 
complicated sensory experience in conceptual terms (a visual experience 
is probably the easiest case). As suggested in the text, you might think of 
describing the experience to a friend over the phone. How well can you 
do this in a reasonable amount of time? How much better could you do 
if time were not an issue? How much would developing more and subtler 
concepts help? (Is there any plausibility at all to the view, sometimes sug-
gested, that your most fundamental awareness of such an experience is 
entirely in conceptual terms?)

3.  On the most standard sorts of coherence theories, the fundamental unit 
of justification is a person’s entire system of beliefs, with individual beliefs 
being justified by being members of a sufficiently coherent system. This 
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seems to mean that the justification of any particular belief depends to 
some degree at least on its coherence with all the other beliefs in the 
system, so that every belief is justificatorily relevant to every other. How 
reasonable is this result? Assess it by trying to think of beliefs that you 
hold which are as unrelated as possible, and asking if there is any plausible 
way in which the justification of one of them depends on that of the oth-
ers or in which a failure of coherence in one part of your overall system 
undermines the justification of beliefs in a widely separated part.

4.  The version of coherentism described in the text attempts to argue for a 
link between coherence and truth by claiming that the best explanation 
of the long-run coherence of a system of beliefs that receives substantial 
“observational” input (of the specific sort explained there) is that the 
beliefs in the system are being systematically caused by a reality which 
they accurately depict. Try to elaborate this argument as fully as you can. 
How convincing is it? Can you think of other possible explanations for 
the long-run coherence of a system of this sort? Try to do this without 
appealing to distinctively skeptical hypotheses such as the Cartesian evil 
genius or the brain-in-a-vat scenario.

5.  Does the version of foundationalism described in the last section of the 
chapter genuinely escape the objection discussed earlier in the text that 
appeals to the dilemma? Suppose someone were to argue that the “fit” 
between a conceptual description and a nonconceptual experience has to 
be apprehended in some way, that a nonconceptual apprehension of this 
fit will not yield genuine justification for the resulting belief, and that a 
conceptual apprehension of the fit will itself require some further justifi-
cation. Is this a good objection? Why or why not?

Chapter 10: Internalism and Externalism 

1.  How compelling is the argument against internalism that concerns unso-
phisticated epistemic subjects? That is, how clear is it that such subjects 
both (a) genuinely have justified beliefs and knowledge, but (b) have 
no adequate internalist reasons for at least some of their justified beliefs? 
Think about his question by considering specific examples involving 
animals and/or young children. Would an externalist view (such as re-
liabilism) provide an intuitively satisfying account of the justification of 
such subjects?

2.  Are the beliefs of people in a world controlled by a Cartesian evil genius 
still epistemically justified, even though the ways in which they are pro-
duced or arrived at are unreliable in that world? Assume that these beliefs 
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are arrived at in ways that are entirely parallel to the way in which our 
beliefs are arrived at, that the demon victims are equally careful and criti-
cal, and so forth. If you think that their beliefs are justified, how plausible 
then is the reliabilist response to this objection that appeals to the reli-
ability of their belief-forming processes in “normal” worlds? How and why 
is normal-world reliability relevant to the justification of beliefs arrived 
at in a world that is not normal? Can you think of any other reliabilist 
response to this objection?

3.  Are Norman’s reliably caused clairvoyant beliefs epistemically justified? If 
you think they are, are they justified in spite of being irrational or is there 
some account of why they are also rational? If you think that Norman’s 
beliefs are not justified in spite of being reliably caused, is there any plau-
sible way to modify reliabilism to be compatible with this result, while 
still preserving the main reliabilist (and externalist) idea? Is there any 
way to exclude cases like clairvoyance as somehow irrelevant? Is a further 
requirement like that discussed in the text compatible with reliabilism?

4.  Reflect further on the generality problem by considering an example or 
two of seemingly reliable belief-forming processes and trying to specify the 
correct way to describe them from a reliabilist point of view. What basis is 
there for preferring some descriptions of such a process to others? For any 
belief, is there always (or almost always) a description of the process that 
led to it that would make that process count as reliable? Is there always 
(or almost always) one that would make the process count as unreliable? 
(Use your imagination here.)

5.  How plausible is the view that internalism and externalism are just dif-
ferent conceptions of justification (and so of knowledge) that may each 
be useful for some purposes and that need not be viewed as competitors? 
Or, alternatively, is there some reason for thinking that there is only one 
correct conception of justification and of knowledge, so that one of these 
views must be fundamentally mistaken?

Chapter 11: Quine and Naturalized Epistemology 

1.  Quine presents his conception of naturalized epistemology as a replace-
ment or transformation of more traditional epistemology. Can you see any 
justification for viewing it in this way, rather than as simply a proposal to 
give up epistemology and do something else? Is there any significant way 
in which naturalized epistemology still deals with the issues that episte-
mology has historically dealt with? (By now, you have a pretty good idea 
what many of those are.) One crucial aspect of this question is whether 
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Quine’s use of the term “evidence” (discussed in the test) has any serious 
relation to the nonnaturalized use of this term.

2.  Does a completely naturalized version of epistemology (if it should be 
called that) have any normative or evaluative force? Think here of the 
naturalized accounts of (a) the beliefs arrived at through some seemingly 
cogent piece of scientific inquiry and (b) the beliefs arrived at in some 
pseudo-science such as phrenology or astrology. (Pick an example that 
seems to you thoroughly disreputable from an intellectual point of view.) 
Can Quinean naturalized epistemology offer any reason or basis for re-
garding the scientific beliefs and inquiry as preferable to the pseudo-scien-
tific ones? Focusing more narrowly on logic, can naturalized epistemology 
offer any account of why valid or cogent patterns of reasoning are to be 
preferred to invalid or fallacious ones (given that both can be psychologi-
cally described)?

3.  Many proponents of what they still describe as “naturalized epistemology” 
want to follow Quine in giving a major epistemological role to descriptive 
science, especially cognitive psychology, while still preserving a norma-
tive dimension for epistemology. This requires spelling out and defending 
the view that scientific results are importantly relevant to normative 
issues (mainly issues of justification). Can you see any plausible way to 
do this? Are there ways in which empirical facts about how we arrive at 
beliefs or perhaps about cognitive limitations of various kinds (perceptual 
limitations, tendencies to reason badly, and so on) are relevant to issues 
of justification?

Chapter 12: Knowledge and Skepticism 

1.  An issue that is sometimes raised in relation to knowledge and skepti-
cism is whether it is possible to have knowledge without knowing that 
you have knowledge, or whether, on the contrary, that if you know, you 
must also know that you know (a claim sometimes referred to as “the KK 
thesis”). Explore this issue for yourself by (a) figuring out what condi-
tions are required to know that you know according to the traditional 
conception and then (b) trying to figure out whether it is plausible to 
suppose that these conditions must be satisfied whenever the conditions 
for knowledge simpliciter are satisfied. Part (a) of this task will involve 
applying each of the three main conditions for knowledge—it is easier to 
ignore for this purpose the anti-Gettier condition—to each one of those 
very same conditions, since to know that you know, according to the 
traditional conception, requires knowing separately that each of the three 
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conditions is satisfied: knowing that you believe, knowing that the belief 
is true, and knowing that the belief is justified. As you will discover, it 
is not very clear whether the KK thesis is correct or not, but the specific 
issues that this question turns on turn out to be rather different than you 
might initially suppose.

2.  What is the best response to the problem of the criterion? (Notice that 
this problem was in fact raised, without using that label, in question num-
ber 2 for chapter 3.) If you favor one of Chisholm’s two alternatives, you 
should think carefully about the underlying problem, which is explaining 
on what basis one of the two answers can be determined without a prior 
determination of the other—saying, as I have, that it is done “intuitively” 
doesn’t really answer this question, since one can still ask what shapes or 
grounds the intuition in question. For the further alternative offered in 
the text, the question is whether it is too vague in its implications to re-
ally constitute a solution.

3.  As discussed in the text, the issue of closure is limited to the case where 
a single allegedly known claim entails some further claim. But a more 
general conception of closure would also extend to the case where two or 
more allegedly known claims together entail a further claim. Is this more 
general principle of closure also correct? Here you should look at the dis-
cussion of this issue that was offered as the third of the objections to the 
weak conception of knowledge back in chapter 3. Is there any way to hold 
both the more general conception of closure and the weak conception of 
knowledge? If not, which should be given up?

4.  Does contextualism constitute a plausible solution to the skeptical issue 
raised by arguments like the BIV argument? Or is conceptualism really 
no more than a thinly disguised surrender to skepticism? How plausible is 
it that we have multiple concepts of knowledge involving very different 
standards of adequate justification? (Think here of more ordinary cases 
of ambiguity. Do the relevant uses of terms like “know” and “adequately 
justified” have the same intuitive “feel” as these more ordinary cases?)
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Notes

Chapter 1: Introduction

1. Wilfrid Sellars, Science, Perception and Reality (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1963), p. 1.

2. At least insofar as our reasons or evidence for the claims in question are in ques-
tion; there might still be some sort of causal or genetic dependence.

3. Italics added (think about what the italicized phrase might mean). All quo-
tations from Descartes’s Meditations are from the translation by Donald A. Cress 
(Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett, 1993). References to the pages of this translation will 
be placed in the text.

4. In chapter 3.

Chapter 2: Descartes’s Epistemology

1. “Cartesian” is just the adjective meaning “belonging to or pertaining to Des-
cartes.”

2. Think about this point by considering some specific examples of things you 
believe and trying to figure out how you might decide whether or not they are mis-
taken.

3. Here again, try to see how this would apply to some of your own beliefs. Pick 
out some examples of things you believe, preferably ones that seem quite secure and 
unquestionable, and see if you can imagine possible ways in which they might still be 
false (remembering that these need not be plausible or reasonable, just possible).

4. Just what sort of an argument is it, if indeed it should be viewed as an argument 
at all? What is its premise? If it is “I think,” as the “Cogito ergo sum” formulation 
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suggests, then what entitles Descartes to this premise? And what is the status of the 
conclusion supposed to be, according to Descartes? He seems to suggest that it is 
necessarily true, but how can the fact that a particular person exists, even if restricted 
in the way that Descartes proceeds to restrict it (to his existence as a thinking thing 
only), be a necessary truth: something that has to be true and that couldn’t be false, 
or, as it is most standardly put, something true in any possible world? (Can you 
think of examples of truths that are necessary in this way? Consider, for example, 
the proposition that 2 � 3 � 5. Could this have been false in some possible world 
or situation?)

 5. It seems unnecessary to ascribe gender to the evil genius.
 6. Exactly what the relevant relation here is will be considered in more detail 

later, in chapter 7.
 7. Notice that this assumes that such a belief and such an experience are distinct 

mental states, that having the former is not just the very same thing as having the 
latter. Does this seem right to you?

 8. I might of course misunderstand the words “green square” (maybe I think that 
“green” means the color of ripe apples) and believe a proposition that I mistakenly 
think can be expressed using these words, but which is really expressed correctly by 
saying that I am having an experience of a red square (suppose that this last claim is 
true). But then I don’t really have the belief originally in question, the belief that I 
am experiencing a green square; instead, I have the belief that I am experiencing a 
red square together with a mistaken belief about how to correctly express this latter 
belief in English.

 9. But couldn’t the evil genius, being all powerful, bring it about that I simply 
fail to notice the discrepancy between my belief and my experience —even though I 
am directly conscious of both? Can’t it just be stipulated that it somehow does this? 
Maybe so, but it is hard to be sure that this is really possible if we have no idea at all 
of how it would work.

10. See chapters 6 and 9.
11. This has been thought to be so even apart from the problem of the “Cartesian 

circle” that afflicts Descartes’s specific view (see the discussion later in the text).
12. See chapter 7.
13. See chapters 9–12.
14. As Berkeley noticed later on, albeit without fully understanding its signifi-

cance, talk of resemblance between ideas and objects cannot be taken literally, since 
ideas cannot literally have at least most of the features that they depict objects as 
having: for example, an idea could not be literally solid or hot. Thus such talk of re-
semblance must be taken as a somewhat misleading way of talking about the fact that 
an object actually has those features that an idea represents or depicts it as having.

15. Thus a specific kind of object or entity, for example, a pine tree, is supposed to 
have a certain degree of formal reality, corresponding to how perfect a kind of entity 
it is; and the corresponding idea, the idea of a pine tree, would then have the very 
same degree of objective reality. (Descartes has little to say about the specific degree 
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of reality pertaining to entities other than God, and we will not worry about that 
question here.)

16. This formulation is slightly misleading, in that he would apparently at least 
have to have the belief or conviction that the principle holds, in order to know it, 
and these are of course mental states. The point is that his basis for knowledge, his 
reason for thinking that the principle is true, would not depend on the existence of 
such a belief or conviction.

17. The one way in which one might attempt to avoid the need for such a self-
evident principle connecting the occurrence of specific mental states with external 
existence would be to hold that there is some sort of external thing whose existence 
is itself self-evident, without the need for any inference from the occurrence of spe-
cific mental states. It is interesting that Descartes also attempts an argument of this 
sort in the fifth of the six Meditations, where he presents a version of what is called 
the Ontological Argument for the existence of God, arguing that in virtue of the very 
conception of God, such a being must exist. Though many have found this argument 
fascinating, there is an overwhelming consensus that it does not work, and I will not 
consider it further here.

18. In chapter 5.
19. Indeed, Descartes seems to suggest in this passage that even the beliefs that 

seemed to survive the doubt, those pertaining to his own existence and the contents 
of his mental states, are uncertain until the nonexistence of the evil genius has been 
proved. If this suggestion were right (is it?), it would make the problem discussed next 
in the text even more serious than it already is.

20. In chapter 3.
21. In his An Essay concerning Human Understanding (1689), Book II, ch. 8.
22. Primarily chapter 7.
23. Something like this argument is present, much more explicitly, in Descartes’s 

most important immediate epistemological successor, John Locke. See Locke, An 
Essay concerning Human Understanding, Book IV, ch. 11.

24. See chapter 7.
25. As the possibility of self-evidence makes clear, such a reason need not be 

independent of the known proposition itself.

Chapter 3: The Concept of Knowledge

1. We will understand a proposition as simply the content of a belief or mental act 
of acceptance (or of some other acts of thought, such as desires): thus someone who 
believes or accepts that grass is green has a belief or act of acceptance having the 
proposition that grass is green as its object. It is natural to take propositions to be ab-
stract objects to which different believers, even those who speak different languages, 
can be related in this way. Thus if I believe that grass is green, and my German friend 
Heinz believes what he would express in the German sentence “der Rasen ist grün,” 
the most straightforward view would say that Heinz and I both stand in the relation 
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of belief to the very same abstract proposition, a proposition that I express in one way 
in English and he expresses in a different way in German. Many recent philosophers 
have objected to this view of propositions and some have even gone so far as to claim 
that belief and other such modes of thought are instead relations to sentences (so that 
Heinz and I, assuming that neither of us speaks the other’s language, could apparently 
not share any beliefs). Such a view seems rather preposterous; thus in this book, I will 
set views of this sort aside and speak throughout of propositions.

 2. Note also that while a time specification has been included in conditions 
(1C) and (3C), no such specification has been included in (2C). This reflects the 
generally accepted idea that the truth of a proposition does not vary over time, that 
propositions are either true or false once and for all. You should consider carefully 
whether this seems correct. (One case that is especially worth thinking about is that 
of propositions about the future.)

 3. It is in fact not clear that all of the other requirements could be satisfied in 
such a case, and not clear in particular that the reason or justification condition can 
be satisfied for a proposition that has never been considered.

 4. Whether this is possible will depend, of course, on the specification of the 
reason or justification condition—see further below.

 5. “To say that what is is not, or that what is not is, is false, while to say that what 
is, is, or that what is not is not, is true.” Aristotle, Metaphysics 1011b26.

 6. Tests of truth (that is, accounts of justification) that appeal to coherence will 
be considered in chapter 9.

 7. But if there are minds and we can have knowledge of them, then wouldn’t at 
least the truth of propositions about those minds have to be understood as correspon-
dence between such propositions and the mind or minds in question, rather than as 
coherence?

 8. See James, Pragmatism (New York: Longmans, Green, & Co., 1907).
 9. Must true beliefs always produce more success than false ones? See if you can 

think of counterexamples to such a claim. (What if I have a false belief about the lot 
my car is parked in but also a false belief about where the lot in question is in relation 
to my present location, and the two falsehoods “cancel each other out” in such a way 
that I end up walking in the right direction to find my car?)

10. It should be noted, however, that adopting the correspondence theory has the 
effect of setting aside one historically important response to epistemological issues 
in general and skepticism in particular. As noted above, one motivation for alterna-
tive accounts of truth, especially the coherence theory of truth, is the conviction 
that truth in the correspondence sense is unknowable, so that insisting that truth 
must be understood as correspondence can lead only to skepticism. (Whether this is 
really so is something that we will be investigating throughout this book.) Thus the 
coherence theory is one example of a general sort of view that attempts to solve—or 
rather, I would prefer to say, evade—epistemological problems via the adoption of 
novel views of truth or of reality, thereby giving what amounts to a metaphysical re-
sponse to an epistemological issue. Perhaps the most important version of such a view 
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is that of the eighteenth-century German philosopher Immanuel Kant, who claims 
that the truth of our ordinary beliefs about the world consists not in correspondence 
to independent (“an sich”) reality, but rather in correspondence to a peculiar sort 
of mind-dependent reality (“the world of appearances”)—a view that is very hard 
to fully make sense of, but that may amount to a kind of coherence theory of truth. 
Since the issues raised by views of this kind are primarily metaphysical rather than 
epistemological in character, I have chosen not to discuss them further in the pres-
ent book.

11. See his dialogue Theaetetus.
12. In chapter 5.
13. There are some recent epistemological views that reject this last requirement 

by holding that epistemic justification (though they do not usually extend this to 
epistemic reasons) need not involve anything that the believer is aware of or even 
necessarily could become aware of. On such externalist views, the factor in light of 
which the belief is likely to be true and is thereby epistemically justified may be 
wholly or partially external to the believer’s own cognitive perspective. We will in-
vestigate such externalist accounts of epistemic justification later on (in chapter 10), 
but for the time being we will adopt the seemingly more natural internalist view that 
insists that an epistemic reason or epistemic justification must involve an internal 
awareness of whatever it is in virtue of which the belief is likely to be true.

14. The label derives originally from Norman Malcolm, in his paper “Knowledge 
and Belief,” reprinted in Malcolm, Knowledge and Certainty (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press, 1975).

15. This label was also first introduced by Malcolm, in the paper cited in note 14.
16. This is not to suggest that there are not still serious problems about whether 

and how various sorts of beliefs can satisfy even this condition, problems that will be 
considered in later chapters.

17. One exception here is Roderick Chisholm, who has offered a complicated 
series of attempts to precisely specify a weak version of the reason or justification 
condition in terms of other concepts like the relative reasonableness of believing, 
disbelieving, and “withholding” (that is, neither believing nor disbelieving an enter-
tained proposition). (Chisholm uses the term “evident” to describe a belief having 
the level of justification that results in knowledge.) There is no space here for a de-
tailed discussion of this attempt, but it is fair to say that almost no one would regard it 
as having clearly succeeded. See the three editions of Chisholm, Theory of Knowledge 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1966, 1977, 1989).

18. Edmund L. Gettier, “Is Justified True Belief Knowledge?” Analysis, vol. 23 
(1963), pp. 231–33; widely reprinted. It has been suggested quite plausibly that 
Gettier’s paper has given rise to a larger body of philosophical literature, consisting 
of replies, criticisms of replies, and so on in proportion to its size than any other piece 
of philosophical writing.

19. Gettier’s own examples are in fact somewhat less perspicuous than the ones 
that will be presented here.
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20. You may doubt that the cases as described satisfy even the weak version of 
the reason or justification condition, though it would be hard to be sure about that 
without a clearer indication than we have been able to find of where exactly the line 
between inadequate and adequate reasons or justification falls. But it is very plau-
sible at least that such cases could be further embellished so as to meet this require-
ment—think about ways in which this might be done.

21. A condition of this sort was first proposed by Peter Unger, in his paper “An 
Analysis of Factual Knowledge,” Journal of Philosophy, vol. 65 (1968), pp. 157–70. His 
version, however, does not relate the idea that the belief’s truth is accidental to the 
person’s reason or justification in the way suggested here.

22. Notice carefully that the Cartesian conception requires no fourth, anti-Get-
tier condition. Gettier cases arise only under views according to which a justified 
belief can still turn out to be false, since only then could it also turn out to be true 
by accident.

23. Due to Panayot Butchvarov. See his The Concept of Knowledge (Evanston, Ill.: 
Northwestern University Press, 1970), pp. 54–58.

24. A further point worth noting is that even if we had somehow arrived at a 
specific version of the weak conception specifying a specific level of justification as 
adequate for knowledge, there would still be no reason not to seek still higher levels 
of justification for any claim whose truth was a matter of serious interest, nor would 
increases in justification become in any clear way less valuable once the “magic” level 
had been obtained. This again seems to call into question the very significance of the 
concept of knowledge as understood by the weak conception.

Chapter 4: The Problem of Induction

1. This chapter constitutes a digression from the exploration of the main compo-
nents of the Cartesian epistemological view, as outlined at the end of chapter 2. Thus 
some readers may want to skip it or defer it until later.

2. In his book A Treatise of Human Nature (1739), Book One, Part III; and, some-
what more explicitly, in his later book An Inquiry concerning Human Understanding 
(1748), section 4.

3. The terms “induction” and “inductive reasoning” are sometimes used more 
broadly to refer to any sort of reasoning that is not deductively conclusive, a usage 
that would include (among other things) the sort of theoretical or explanatory rea-
soning discussed briefly toward the end of this chapter and more extensively in chap-
ter 7—with the specific sort of reasoning just described in the text being referred to 
as “enumerative induction.” This broader use of “induction” seems to me needlessly 
confusing, and I will avoid it in this book, so that “induction” will here always mean 
reasoning of this specific, “enumerative” sort. The epistemological problem about 
such reasoning indicated in the text is sometimes referred to as “the traditional prob-
lem of induction” or perhaps “the Humean problem of induction,” in order to dis-
tinguish it from other problems pertaining to induction that have been raised more 
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recently, especially Nelson Goodman’s so-called “New Riddle of Induction.” (See his 
book Fact, Fiction and Forecast [New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965].) A consideration of 
these further problems is, however, beyond the scope of the present book.

 4. David Hume, An Inquiry concerning Human Understanding, ed. C. W. Hendel 
(Indianapolis, Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill, 1955), p. 48. (Subsequent references in the text 
are to the pages of this book.)

 5. As we will see more fully in the next chapter, this two-part claim is in fact 
one version of the central thesis of one main variety of empiricism, the general view 
that all knowledge or at least all significant or substantive knowledge derives from 
experience.

 6. As we will see in the next chapter, philosophers have not always been careful 
to confine themselves to this clear idea of a contradiction.

 7. Hume’s main formulation of this point is in relation to his version of the 
Principle of Induction: the claim “that the future will resemble the past and that 
similar powers [for example, solubility] will be conjoined with similar sensible quali-
ties” [51]. The point is then that if this principle is essential to the justification of 
inductive reasoning, then to argue for its justification by appeal to its apparent truth 
in observed instances in the past would be in effect to appeal to the principle for its 
own justification, thus arguing in a circle or begging the question.

 8. I say “seem” only because of the yet unexplored possibility of externalist views 
of justification or knowledge. See chapter 10.

 9. In both A Treatise of Human Nature, Book I, Part III, section 14; and An In-
quiry concerning Human Understanding, section 7.

10. The main proponent of the pragmatic solution to the problem of induction 
is the German-American philosopher of science Hans Reichenbach, and we will 
largely follow his presentation of this view. See his Experience and Prediction (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1938), pp. 339–63; and his Theory of Probability 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1949), pp. 469–82.

11. See Reichenbach, Experience and Prediction, pp. 352–53.
12. The convergence in this sort of case will normally not be as smooth and regu-

lar as that in typical mathematical cases.
13. Is the pragmatist right that the true proportion is just “the limit of the fre-

quency,” as thus understood? The answer is not immediately obvious. One problem 
is the possibility, which is a serious concern in certain sorts of cases, that the fact of 
observation might itself influence whether an A is a B. But if that concern is set aside 
for now (see further below), we can at least agree that it is plausible that this limit 
should closely correspond to the true proportion (if there is one).

14. A third, more technical problem is that there are other “methods” for which 
the same sort of vindication can be given, but which can be formulated so as to yield 
any specific answer at all in a particular case. See the works of Reichenbach cited 
in note 9 and also my In Defense of Pure Reason (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1998), p. 194.

15. Reichenbach, Theory of Probability, p. 482.
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16. Different versions of this general approach to induction have been put forward 
by a number of different philosophers. Here I largely follow the version offered by P. 
F. Strawson, Introduction to Logical Theory (London: Methuen, 1952), chapter 9.

17. See Strawson, pp. 441–42.
18. See Strawson, pp. 449–50.
19. Wesley Salmon, “Should We Attempt to Justify Induction?” Philosophical 

Studies, vol. 8 (1957), p. 42. (Salmon is himself a noted proponent of the pragmatic 
approach.)

20. Quantum mechanical effects analogous to those involved in the famous case 
of Schrödinger’s cat, who is allegedly neither alive nor dead until someone observes 
its condition.

Chapter 5: A Priori Justification and Knowledge

1. The second part of the foundation is discussed further in chapter 6.
2. A few recent philosophers have restricted the relevant sort of experience to 

sensory experience, thus counting even the introspective justification of claims about 
my own mental states as a kind of a priori justification. But while there can be no 
objection to a purely stipulative definition of this sort, it clearly draws the line in the 
wrong place with respect to the historical discussion of the a priori and also lumps 
together very disparate things as instances of a priori justification.

A further issue, which I will mention but not pursue, is whether there are still 
other sorts of experience of which genuinely a priori justification must be indepen-
dent: the experiences involved in cases of clairvoyance (if such cases actually exist) 
or, less controversially, the experiences involved in cases of blindsight, in which 
blind people are able to fairly accurately report the presence of various sorts of large 
objects in their vicinity, without any physical contact with them. Such examples 
seem to involve something strongly analogous to sense perception: a presumably 
causal process of some sort in which something like information is transmitted from 
the event in question to the mind of the cognitive subject. My suggestion would 
be that the results of any such process should also count as a kind of experience, 
so that the justification involved (assuming that there is any) would not count as 
a priori.

3. There is one possible source of confusion that must be avoided here. Objects 
can of course multiply (insects or animals of various sorts, given a bit of time; soap 
bubbles, given the right sort of wind) or diminish (soap bubbles again, fish in a tank 
where piranhas are included, particles of matter and antimatter in close proximity). 
But the claim that 2 � 3 � 5 says nothing for or against such changes over time. It 
says only that at any moment or in any fixed situation in which there are two things 
and three more (and none beyond those), there will be five.

4. In chapter 7.
5. In fact, the idea that concepts of these sorts and others are derived from expe-

rience turns out to be much harder to make clear sense of than one might initially 
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suspect. But the general idea that experience is somehow required for the acquisition 
of such concepts still seems extremely plausible.

 6. This point may seem like hairsplitting, but in fact it is not. The role of experi-
ence in providing reasons or justification is quite different from its role in concept 
acquisition. Each of the two roles raises quite different issues, and only confusion can 
result from running them together. In particular, the basic reasons, discussed next be-
low, for regarding a priori justification as epistemologically indispensable are perfectly 
compatible with a dependence on experience for the understanding of concepts.

 7. Or on other experiences that are strongly analogous to these. See note 2, 
above.

 8. How we should think about the role of memory in justification is a very tricky 
issue. It will be considered, though only fairly briefly, in chapter 8.

 9. If this doesn’t seem obvious, think of it this way: the only way that direct 
observation could justify such a conditional would be if we could directly observe 
that when the other things known by direct observation (listed in the antecedent) 
are true, then the further thing we are interested in (given in the consequent) is true 
also; but this could be so only if we were able to directly observe that the claim in the 
consequent is true, in which case it would not be trans-observational after all.

10. It is worth noting that these two possibilities overlap to some extent. If the 
consequent is justified a priori, then so also is the conditional as a whole (on the 
standard truth-functional —so-called material—interpretation of conditionals): to 
establish that some claim P is true is also automatically to justify that if anything else 
you like is true, then P is true. But this makes no real difference to the result.

11. And assuming, as we are for now, that internally accessible justification is in-
deed a requirement for knowledge. See chapter 10.

12. For some further elaboration of this argument, see chapter 11.
13. In chapter 11, we will consider a more radical version of empiricism that at 

least purports to reject a priori justification entirely—while still allegedly avoiding 
skepticism.

14. I believe that this definition is correct, but some philosophers have raised 
doubts about it, which you should at least consider. Is the Pope a bachelor? What 
about a man who is legally married but is separated from his wife and has lived alone 
for many years? What about a man who is not (legally) married, but has lived with a 
female partner in a stable, relatively permanent arrangement for many years?

15. In the Introduction to his Critique of Pure Reason (1st ed., 1781; 2nd ed., 
1787).

16. Because of his apparent rejection of the moderate empiricist claim, Kant is 
often classified as a rationalist. My own view is that this classification, while superfi-
cially correct, can be seen to be seriously mistaken when one asks what Kant’s view, 
at a deeper level, really amounts to. There is no space here to sort out the details 
of Kant’s rather difficult view, but those who are curious may consult my book In 
Defense of Pure Reason (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), § 1.5. (This 
book will be hereafter referred to as IDPR.)
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17. Imagine a weather forecaster who predicts that either it will rain tomorrow 
or it will not rain tomorrow. This is a less good example because of the possibility 
of borderline cases where it is neither clearly raining nor clearly not raining, but it 
still does not seem to make a substantive claim about the weather. Such a forecaster 
would probably not keep his job very long.

18. It might be questioned whether the notion of synonymy really applies to con-
cepts, as opposed to words or expressions, but I will assume here that it either does or 
can be extended in the obvious way to do so. There is an alternative, more standard 
formulation of Frege’s conception that speaks instead of sentences and component 
words, but this seems to me to be at least somewhat misleading, since it is not the 
justification and knowledge of sentences (strings of linguistic symbols) that is the ul-
timate issue. Here I will generally speak of concepts, even though this will complicate 
the formulations in some places. (It is also worth adding that Frege himself was not 
a moderate empiricist: while he believed that many examples of a priori justifiable 
propositions are analytic in the sense he defined, he also believed that there are also 
important ones that are not.)

19. There is a problem lurking here called “the paradox of analysis,” which you 
might want to pursue further: are the supposed concepts in question really just the 
same concept? And, if so, how are we to think about the “replacement” referred to 
in the text? A good place to start is C. H. Langford, “The Notion of Analysis in 
Moore’s Philosophy,” in The Philosophy of G. E. Moore, ed. P. A. Schilpp (Evanston, 
Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1958), pp. 319–43, together with Moore’s reply 
in the same volume.

20. A proposition will be analytic under the Kantian conception if and only if 
(a) it is also analytic under the Fregean conception, and (b) the relevant truth of 
logic is of approximately the form given, with perhaps more or fewer elements in the 
subject and predicate, but where each element in the predicate is also present in the 
subject.

21. Here I follow the etymology of the word in assuming that triangle is defined as 
a three-angled plane rectilinear figure, not as a three-sided plane rectilinear figure (which 
should really be called a trilateral). But if you prefer the alternative conception of a 
triangle, substitute the proposition that all triangles have three angles.

22. Think carefully about this claim. It amounts to saying that the general, ab-
stract form in each case is not one that has only true substitution instances. Thus 
the form of the first proposition would be nothing can be F and G all over at the 
same time, something that is plainly not true for all substitutions for F and G (for 
example, substitute red for F and smooth for G, and think of a smooth, uniformly 
red billiard ball).

23. As noted, “synthetic” just means nonanalytic, so that any proposition is either 
analytic or synthetic and no proposition is both. But philosophers have occasion-
ally become confused on this point. Thus the British philosopher A. J. Ayer, in a 
widely reprinted discussion of the issue of a priori justification, offers the following 
definitions: “a proposition is analytic when its validity [i.e., justification] depends 
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solely on the definitions of the symbols it contains and synthetic when its validity is 
determined by the facts of experience.” Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic (New York: 
Dover, 1946), p. 78. Under these definitions, there can of course be no synthetic 
propositions that are justified a priori (think carefully about why), but there might 
still be nonanalytic propositions that are justified a priori—which would be enough 
to refute moderate empiricism.

24. Part of the idea here is that redness is a property that must somehow be ex-
perienced in order to be grasped or understood. (Do you think that this assumption 
is correct?)

25. See, for example, the exchange between Hilary Putnam and Arthur Pap, 
originally in the Philosophical Review, vol. 65 and 66 (1956 and 1957), reprinted 
in Necessary Truth, ed. L. W. Sumner and John Wood (New York Random House, 
1969), pp. 71–93.

26. Actually this isn’t quite right. What is very widely held, more widely prob-
ably than either version separately, is rather a kind of uneasy amalgam of the two, 
one that shifts in an unprincipled way between the two correlative conceptions of 
analyticity, employing at a given moment whichever one better handles whatever 
example or issue is under discussion. This, of course, is a kind of cheat, since it hides 
the fact that neither conception can do the whole job.

27. For a much more extensive canvassing of the main conceptions of analyticity 
and correlative versions of moderate empiricism, see IDPR, chapter 2.

28. The need for and significance of this qualification—that a priori justification 
may involve merely an apparent insight—is discussed below. Ignore it for now.

29. Most of the points in this section are considered more fully in IDPR.
30. This is apparently Descartes’s view, though he oddly undercuts it by seeming 

to say that the claims in question cannot be fully trusted until the existence of God 
has been proved and that of the evil genius thus ruled out—which is, of course, what 
leads to the Cartesian circle. (See chapter 2.)

31. To repeat (see note 13 of chapter 3 and the associated text), an internalist 
view is one according to which the reason for thinking that the belief is true must be 
something that the person in question is or at least can be aware of. See chapter 10 
for much more discussion of internalism and of the opposed externalist view.

32. There also seems to be room here for something analogous to a Gettier case 
(see chapter 3). If there can be mock a priori insights yielding beliefs that are mis-
taken, there can also presumably be cases of such mock insight where the claim in 
question happens, by accident, to be true. Thus even determining truth or falsity 
independently would not be enough to determine whether an apparent insight is 
genuine or mock.

33. In IDPR, I refer to this position as moderate rationalism, as distinct from the 
extreme rationalism apparently exemplified in most of the historical tradition.

34. See again the discussion above of why experience cannot justify reasoning.
35. The perceived need to replace brute insight of this sort with something more 

discursively articulated is one prime motivation for moderate empiricism—though it 
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should be noted that the second of the two main versions of moderate empiricism 
discussed above does not really do this.

36. The Problems of Philosophy (London: Oxford University Press, 1912), chapters 
9 and 10.

37. It would be a good idea to reread and reconsider that earlier discussion in 
light of the fuller understanding of the idea of a priori justification that you have 
now acquired.

38. In fact, as you may be able to see if you think about it a bit, both of the modern 
views considered in chapter 4, the pragmatic view and the ordinary language view, 
take a moderate empiricist view of a priori justification for granted, which is a large 
part of the reason why the proponents of those views are so sure that Hume is right 
and that no better justification of induction is to be had.

Chapter 6: Immediate Experience

1. See George Berkeley, Three Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous (1713), in 
Principles, Dialogues, and Philosophical Correspondence, ed. C. M. Turbayne (India-
napolis, Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965), p. 145 (the first dialogue, toward the end) for a 
parallel example.

2. Of course, I could in a sense experience the scratching and bumping by hearing 
the noise, even if I failed entirely to realize that this was what I was experiencing, 
in which case the second part of the second mode of dependence would no longer 
obtain in relation to me. But in that case (at least from an internalist standpoint), to 
say that I experience the scratching and bumping would have no epistemic or justifi-
catory significance over and above saying that I merely experience the noise.

3. Some philosophers have spoken at this point of an “unconscious inference,” 
but this is a highly dubious notion, one that it is difficult to attach any very clear 
content to.

4. We will reconsider this issue, in a somewhat modified form, both at the end of 
chapter 7 and again, from rather different angles, in chapters 9 and 10.

5. Whether these “sensations” (this may not in the end be the best term) might 
still themselves be physical, something like processes in the brain, is an issue in the 
philosophy of mind that is mostly beyond the purview of this book. Descartes, being a 
dualist, would presumably have denied that they are in any sense physical or material. 
And other philosophers, as we will see, have seemed to say that what is immediately 
experienced in such cases is itself neither physical nor mental in nature.

6. See, for example, Bertrand Russell, The Problems of Philosophy (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1912), chapter 5.

7. Think here of the phenomenon of “phantom limbs”: cases where people experi-
ence pain or kinesthetic sensations that seem to be located in limbs that have in fact 
been amputated. Viewed merely in terms of their intrinsic conscious character, most 
or all experiences of pain could in fact be cases of this sort.

8. In the first of his Three Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous.
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 9. Or, sometimes, “sensa” (singular: “sensum”).
10. Not even in any straightforward way with parts or states of my brain, since 

none of those are green and discretely rat-shaped.
11. Notice carefully that neither this nor any of the previous versions of the argu-

ment in any way presupposes that I am actually deceived in any way about what is 
really there in the material world. If I am familiar with the kinds of phenomena in 
question, my judgments about the material world may still perfectly well be correct: I 
may judge that the stick is straight, that there are really no rats, and that the table is 
rectangular. What is at issue is only which qualities are immediately experienced, no 
matter what judgments my overall cognitive state may lead me to make.

12. And not in any straightforward way a state or process in my brain either, for 
the reason explained in note 10.

13. Size is much trickier: from what distance, if any, do I experience the “true” 
size of the table?

14. And of course if, as Locke and many others have held, no material object ever 
has a “secondary quality” like color, there will be no cases where the immediately 
experienced color is genuine. This Lockean doctrine will be discussed further in the 
following chapter. (The basic line of argument in this paragraph was first offered by 
Berkeley in Principles of Human Knowledge, section 10.)

15. For a comprehensive but rather one-sided discussion of these and other re-
sponses to the argument from illusion, see J. L. Austin, Sense and Sensibilia (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1962).

16. Think about this point: if each of a set of separate arguments only make a con-
clusion probable, is there any way that together they could establish it conclusively 
(assuming that they are not connected in any further way)?

17. One odd thing about this second argument is that accepting its conclusion 
may very well lead to serious doubts about whether we really have the sorts of 
knowledge concerning the perceptual process that the argument is based on—or 
indeed whether we can even know that there is such a process at all. But I will set 
this problem aside for now.

18. In fact, it is not clear that the two arguments point to exactly the same con-
clusion. (Think about this.) I will assume, however, that the difference, if any, is not 
enough to make any real difference to the main result.

19. As noted earlier, some philosophers have preferred the term “sensum” (plural: 
“sensa”). Although it would be possible to distinguish in very subtle ways between 
the exact usage and implications of these two terms, I will not attempt to do so here. 
There are also other, less widely adopted terminological variants.

20. Suggesting again that sense-data are simply and unproblematically presented 
to the mind, with no need for anything like inference or interpretation.

21. One of those who introduced the term, namely the British philosopher G. E. 
Moore, specifies sense-data as whatever is immediately experienced, leaving it open 
that sense-data might turn out, at least in some cases, to simply be external material 
objects. See Moore, Some Main Problems of Philosophy (London: Allen & Unwin, 
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1953), chapter 2. Most of those who have used the term, however, have used it to 
refer to the distinct objects of immediate experience whose existence is allegedly 
established by the argument from illusion and the causal or scientific argument, 
as discussed above, and that is the way in which the term will be employed here. 
There are also other divergences between different philosophers as to the nature of 
sense-data and/or the precise meaning of the term, some but not all of which will be 
mentioned in our discussion.

22. See the first of the Three Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous, in Berkeley, 
Principles, Dialogues, and Philosophical Correspondence, ed. C. M. Turbayne (India-
napolis, Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965), p. 143; and Berkeley, An Essay Towards a New 
Theory of Vision (1709).

23. But here is another issue for you to think about on your own. For an ex-
tended defense of the three-dimensional view, see H. H. Price, Perception (London: 
Methuen, 1932; 2nd ed., 1950).

24. Setting aside Moore’s variant usage, discussed in note 21.
25. Such a conclusion seems to go beyond what would follow from the causal or 

scientific argument alone, which would apparently be satisfied by brain processes or 
entities that did not actually have the immediately experienced qualities, as long as 
they could account somehow for the character of immediate experience—as materi-
alist theories of mind have claimed to do. Thus in relation to this issue, the argument 
from illusion is the more fundamental of the two arguments.

26. Thus G. E. Moore once famously argued that the very fact that sense-data are 
experienced is enough to show that idealism, the view that everything that exists is 
reducible to minds and their states, is false. See his “A Refutation of Idealism,” in 
Moore, Philosophical Studies (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1922), pp. 1–30.

27. Grammatically, adverbs (“quickly,” “rashly,” “surprisingly,” and the like) indi-
cate the way or manner in which something is done or occurs.

28. A further advantage often claimed for the adverbial theory is that it is com-
patible with materialist views of the mind: while it is clear that the brain does not 
contain entities having the properties ascribed to sense-data and at best obscure how 
it could stand in a relation of apprehension to such entities, there is no clear reason 
why a state of being appeared to dark-reddish-brown-trapezoid-ly could not just be a 
brain state. (To which it might be responded: (i) that we have no real understanding 
of how it could be a brain state either, of what features of a brain state would make it 
a state of thus being appeared to; and (ii) that the absence of any clear difficulty here 
is simply a reflection of the obscurity of the nature of the supposed adverbial state.)

29. Frank Jackson, Perception: A Representative Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1977), pp. 64–68.

Chapter 7: Knowledge of the External World

1. Because on these views, what we are immediately aware of in perceptual ex-
perience is something subjective: either a kind of object that arguably exists only in 
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relation to the experience of a particular person or else the content of a mental act of 
sensing or being appeared to. This label is my own coinage, there being no standardly 
accepted term or phrase that is quite appropriate.

 2. Perhaps accompanied by the view that the contents of nonperceptual thoughts 
are constituted by mental images. (Think carefully about whether this is a plausible 
view of thought content.)

 3. Locke, An Essay concerning Human Understanding, Book IV, ch. 11. Subse-
quent page references in the text are to the edition edited by P. H. Nidditch (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1975). I have amended the quotations to reflect modern 
standards of capitalization.

 4. There may of course be imagined or remembered pain, but that is obviously not 
the same thing as really experienced pain.

 5. For an interpretation of Locke’s argument along these general lines, see J. L. 
Mackie, Problems from Locke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976), ch. 2.

 6. Locke adds solidity to the list of primary qualities, but this does not fit at all 
well with the other primary qualities. I will have a little more to say about the pri-
mary-secondary distinction later in the chapter.

 7. Compare the analogous point about regularities in our observations captured 
by a standard inductive premise, as discussed in chapter 4.

 8. Berkeley, Principles of Human Knowledge, sections 29 and 30.
 9. In addition to the claim that his view provides a better explanation of our ex-

perience than Locke’s (mainly because of the alleged difficulty of understanding how 
Lockean material objects could causally affect the mind—see Principles, section 19), 
Berkeley has a number of other objections to Locke’s view. These are interesting but 
ultimately uncompelling, and so will not be discussed here. You may, however, find 
it interesting to look them up in Berkeley’s Principles or Three Dialogues between Hylas 
and Philonous—especially since Berkeley is one of the clearest and most engaging of 
all philosophical writers.

10. This point is clearest in Hume, An Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding, 
Section XII, Part I; but it is also implicit in the discussion in Hume, A Treatise of Hu-
man Nature, Book I, Part IV, Section 2 (“Of skepticism with regard to the senses”). 
This argument is sometimes attributed to Berkeley (for example by Jonathan Ben-
nett, Locke, Berkeley, Hume [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971], pp. 125–26), 
but this ignores the fact that such an argument would undercut Berkeley’s own view 
just as much as Locke’s.

11. Mainly in A Treatise of Human Nature.
12. Also sometimes referred to as indirect realism or the causal theory of per-

ception.
13. This third possibility bears some resemblance to Immanuel Kant’s view (in 

the Critique of Pure Reason), which is, confusingly, also sometimes referred to with 
the term “phenomenalism.” But Kant attempts, futilely in my judgment, to avoid the 
impression of skepticism by claiming that although we cannot have knowledge of the 
external world that is what is ultimately real, we can have knowledge of a kind of 
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ersatz world that is somehow constituted by our experience. (See also the discussion 
of Kant in note 10 of chapter 3.)

14. This is somewhat oversimplified. There were also “absolute idealist” views, 
stemming from Kant and especially from the later German philosopher G. W. F. 
Hegel, that represent an odd combination of something like phenomenalism with 
something like Berkeley’s appeal to a God. But sorting out and making sense of these 
views, which are now mainly of historical interest, is too large and difficult a task to 
be undertaken here.

15. Or the features reflected in immediately experienced adverbial contents. But, 
as noted above, I will mostly leave this alternative possibility to be supplied by the 
reader.

16. This specification and those that follow seem on the surface to suggest that 
any person who has beliefs about physical objects must be thinking explicitly in terms 
of sense-data (and so must possess the concept of a sense-datum), something that is 
extremely implausible (think about it). Phenomenalists have not in fact generally 
wanted to make such a claim, and have attempted to avoid it by saying that the 
sense-datum formulation is what the content of the beliefs “really amounts to” or is 
how it is correctly to be “philosophically analyzed.” Whether the ideas involved in 
such formulations really succeed in solving this apparent problem is an issue that I 
cannot pursue further here—though some of you may want to think further about it 
on your own, perhaps by investigating the idea of “philosophical analysis.”

17. Mill, An Examination of Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy (1865); the relevant 
passage is reprinted in Readings in the Theory of Knowledge, ed. John V. Canfield and 
Franklin H. Donnell (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1964), pp. 456–57.

18. There is also a second fairly widely advocated argument for phenomenalism, 
one that starts from the premise that all intelligible ideas or concepts are derived by 
“abstraction” from immediate experience, so that we arguably could not even under-
stand the idea of objects existing outside of that experience. If this were so, and if (as 
again seems obvious) we do understand the idea or concept of a physical or material 
object, then it would follow that this idea or concept is not about transexperiential 
objects, and so apparently can only be about some feature or aspect of experience 
itself. The problem with this argument is that the initial premise about the derivation 
of concepts is far less obviously correct than is the claim that we do in fact obviously 
have ideas or concepts, indeed lots of them, that are about things outside immediate 
experience, making it far more reasonable to reject the conclusion than to accept 
the premise.

19. Eventually I will suggest that it is, not surprisingly, the first of the two prem-
ises that should be rejected. Another alternative, considered briefly at the end of 
the chapter, is to reject perceptual subjectivism by holding that it is material objects 
which are the direct or immediate objects of perceptual experience.

20. And perhaps also unintelligible—see note 18, above.
21. See A. J. Ayer, “Phenomenalism,” Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, vol. 47 

(1946–47), pp. 189–91, for a discussion of this example.
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22. Suggested by Ayer, “Phenomenalism.”
23. Chisholm, Perceiving (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1957), Appendix.
24. This is a little tricky. In this case, the claim that there is a table in the room 

at the moment I am there is false. But it can still be true that there was a table there 
at an earlier time, even though it was not true at that time that if I experienced the 
sense-data of going to that room, I would experience the table sense-data—since the 
table is always removed whenever I do that.

25. Mill, reprinted in Canfield and Donnell, eds., Readings in the Theory of Knowl-
edge (see note 17), pp. 457–58.

26. And perhaps if they are even to be intelligible.
27. A woman once allegedly wrote to Bertrand Russell that she found solipsism 

to be so obviously a correct view that she couldn’t understand why it wasn’t more 
widely accepted. (Think about it!)

28. Notice that Hume’s thesis would not rule out the experiential justification of 
claims about a causal relation between two material objects or events, as long as we 
are assuming that the problem presently under discussion, the problem of the exter-
nal world, has been somehow solved. For then both of the relevant objects or events 
could be claimed to be indirectly experienced by experiencing the relevant sense-data. 
But this notion of indirectly experiencing something obviously cannot be invoked in 
this way where it is exactly the justification of the transition from immediately expe-
rienced sense-data to indirectly experienced material objects that is in question.

29. Both of these views are in fact strongly analogous to phenomenalism. Think 
about just how this is so.

30. Thus the sort of reasoning in question is also sometimes referred to as “infer-
ence to the best explanation.”

31. In fact, reasoning of this general sort was already employed in the a priori 
justification of induction that was offered at the end of chapter 4, though without 
identifying it as such or discussing the underlying rationale. It is instructive to com-
pare that case with these others and with the main representative realist argument.

32. For a much more extensive elaboration of this general sort of point, see H. H. 
Price, Perception (London: Methuen, 1932; 2nd ed., 1950). A very condensed summary 
of Price’s account is contained in my paper “Foundationalism and the External World,” 
in James Tomberlin (ed.), Philosophical Perspectives, vol. 13 (2000), pp. 229–49.

33. This point is closely related to Chisholm’s criticism of phenomenalism, dis-
cussed above.

34. For a good discussion of the general representative realist argument, especially 
with reference to the causal regularities in the material world, see C. H. Whiteley, 
“Physical Objects,” Philosophy, vol. 34 (1959), pp. 142–49. Whiteley, however, 
eventually arrives at a more skeptical view according to which material objects 
explain our experience but cannot be known to have any of the properties actually 
manifested in that experience.

35. There are at least two further related questions lurking in the vicinity, which 
there is no space to adequately consider here. One concerns the way in which the 
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two groups of qualities are distinguished. Primary qualities are predominantly spatial 
or geometrical in character. As noted earlier, however, Locke adds solidity to the list 
of primary qualities. What he has in mind by this is not entirely clear, but solidity 
seems to be either the feeling of resistance that a rigid object produces when touched 
(in which case, it seems to belong with the secondary qualities) or else the causal 
capacity of preventing other objects from occupying the same space (in which case it 
is a causal property, what Locke calls a “power,” and again not a primary quality on a 
par with the others, all of which are directly reflected in experience). The other issue 
concerns Locke’s apparent view that all genuine qualities of material objects amount 
in the end to primary qualities or patterns of primary qualities. This would include 
all “powers” or causal capacities, including the causal capacities that are responsible 
for producing experiences of color and other secondary qualities in human perceivers. 
But this cannot be right if the primary qualities are the merely spatial or geometrical 
ones: a real object cannot have only properties of these sorts, since it would otherwise 
be indistinguishable from a geometrically specified region of empty space.

36. Originally put forth by his friend Robert Boyle (the discoverer of the law 
pertaining to the behavior of gases that bears his name).

37. This point about secondary qualities reveals something important about the 
nature of the representative realist argument. The initial argument from the empiri-
cal description of the characteristics of immediate sensory experience to at least a 
schematic picture of the material world—that is, the justification of the conditional 
claim that if experience has those features, then it is likely that there is a material 
world of a specified sort—must seemingly be entirely a priori in character. The reason 
here is just the one given in Hume’s argument: it is because we can have no experi-
ence of the relation between external objects and our experience that only an a priori 
argument is possible. (Hume’s mistake was not taking seriously enough the possibility 
of such an a priori argument.) But the discussion of secondary qualities suggests that 
at later stages, after the claim about the existence of the material world has been jus-
tified to some substantial degree, that claim can then be refined by appeal to further 
empirical and eventually scientific information. While this picture is appealing, more 
would have to be said about how it works and about when and how the transition 
from the purely a priori stage to later stages is made. (For a useful discussion of this 
point, see R. J. Hirst, “The Representative Theory of Perception,” in The Problems of 
Perception, ed. Hirst et al. (London: Allen & Unwin, 1959), pp. 145–80.)

38. Here again a computer game provides a helpful analogy. In playing many such 
games, you control the “movement” of a computer character through the “world,” 
often in a fairly realistic way, even though there is really no movement of that sort 
nor any world of that sort in which it might take place. In Berkeley’s explanatory 
hypothesis, God plays the role of the computer.

39. This hypothesis would obviously still involve a physical world, but one that 
is different in almost all of its specific features and most of its general ones from the 
common-sense world postulated in the representative realist’s explanation.
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40. Someone might want to argue that the version of the second claim that 
pertains to God is a necessary truth, since God can by definition do anything at all. 
But appealing to God’s alleged omnipotence in this way again fails to yield a specific 
explanation of how the experience in question is produced that is a competitor to the 
one offered by the representative realist.

41. Suggested to me by Ann Baker.
42. There are, of course, other possible explanations of the missing truck, for ex-

ample, that a teenager has hotwired it and driven it away while my wife was out walk-
ing the dog. But the relevant point concerns only the relative likelihood of the two 
explanations discussed in the text. (The point would be a bit clearer if we imagine a 
technological advance in which cars can be started and driven only by someone hav-
ing the right thumbprint or voice or whatever, so that the supposed intruder couldn’t 
simply take the key from my wife and drive away himself.)

43. See chapter 3.
44. In earlier discussions of these issues, views in the general direction of direct 

realism were often referred to as “naïve realism” and ascribed to unsophisticated 
common sense.

45. Though this has been questioned, and we will reconsider the issue in chapter 9.
46. See also the discussion of direct acquaintance or direct experience in note 36 

of chapter 9 and the associated text.
47. A good place to start is Michael Huemer, Skepticism and the Veil of Perception 

(Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 2001).
48. As we will see, some of the more recent views to be considered in chapters 

9, 10, and 11 are in a way alternatives to representative realism. But this is because 
they repudiate, in different ways, the entire problem with which the representative 
realist is attempting to deal, not because they constitute alternative solutions to 
that problem.

Chapter 8: Other Minds, Testimony, and Memory

1. It is important to construe the behavioral description so as not to beg the very 
question at issue, which means at least roughly that it should be taken to pertain 
only to matters that are unproblematically accessible to ordinary sensory observation. 
Thus, for example, actual pleading seems to presuppose an underlying mental state of 
a contentful and purposive sort, but apparent pleading can be understood as limited to 
the observable behavior: the uttering of certain words and the manner in which they 
are uttered, along with accompanying gestures, facial expressions, and the like.

2. Notice that this way of putting the issue in effect assumes that the problem dis-
cussed in the previous chapter—that of justifying beliefs in external physical objects 
and situations on the basis of sensory experience—has already been in some way 
solved. We thus have epistemological issues at two different levels, with the one at 
the higher level (the problem of other minds) depending for its very formulation on 
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the presumption that the one at the lower level (the problem of the external world) 
has somehow been solved.

 3. The more explicit labels are needed to distinguish the view in question from 
behaviorism as a thesis about the proper method of scientific psychology: the thesis 
that psychological investigation and theorizing should appeal only to behavioral (as 
opposed mainly to introspective) evidence. Whatever its other merits or deficiencies 
may be, this methodological behaviorism has no direct implications for the issue with 
which we are presently concerned.

 4. Logical behaviorism is thus a kind of analogue, at this higher epistemologi-
cal level, of the phenomenalist view discussed in the previous chapter: faced with 
the problem of inferring from evidence of a certain sort to claims that apparently go 
beyond that evidence and are about facts of an entirely different sort, each of these 
views claims that the content of the latter claims really amounts to no more than a 
complicated and open-ended constellation of the contents of the various evidential 
claims in question.

 5. Perhaps the most influential is that offered by Hilary Putnam in “Brains and 
Behavior,” reprinted in his Mind, Language and Reality: Philosophical Papers, Volume 2 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), pp. 325–41.

 6. As one opponent put it, proponents of behaviorism have to “feign anesthesia” 
with regard to their own mental states.

 7. I will hereafter not bother with this qualification.
 8. Though even this has sometimes been questioned, mainly by followers of the 

Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein. For a helpful discussion of the Wittgen-
steinian objection, see Akeel Bilgrami, “Other Minds,” in A Companion to Epistemol-
ogy, ed. Jonathan Dancy and Ernest Sosa (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), pp. 317–23.

 9. It could also be questioned whether I am really strongly justified in believing 
that the explanatory account in question applies to me. Might not the appearance 
that this is so be an illusion, with the behavior with which my mental states seem to 
be correlated being caused by something quite different? The main historical posi-
tion that advances such a claim is epiphenomenalism: the view that conscious mental 
states, though they genuinely exist and are distinct from bodily phenomena, are mere 
impotent side effects of the physical process, playing no role in the correct explana-
tion of behavior.

10. The possibility of such a view is at least suggested by W. V. Quine’s doctrine 
of the indeterminacy of radical translation, as developed in his book Word and Object 
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1960). Quine’s own view is that there are indefinitely 
many interpretations of what is expressed by a given sentence that are equally com-
patible with all the behavioral evidence. Quine is a verificationist: that is, he holds 
the positivist view that only what can be verified is meaningful. Thus, in the pres-
ent case, he holds that there is no fact of the matter about what the sentence really 
means that goes beyond what can be behaviorally verified, and thus concludes that 
its meaning or content is simply indeterminate. But one not wedded to verification-
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ism could hold instead that one of these meanings is correct in my own case and one 
or more others in relation to other people.

11. There is, for example, also the cluster of views that has grown up around the 
so-called private language argument put forth by Wittgenstein. See, for example, 
Norman Malcolm, “Knowledge of Other Minds,” in Malcolm, Knowledge and Cer-
tainty (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1963), pp. 130–40.

12. As I revise this chapter for the second edition, I am happy to be able to say 
that this is no longer true—indeed I have been to London twice and expect to go 
again in the fairly near future.

13. Sometimes it is claimed that an entity like an electron can be observed and 
thus in a way experienced via a device like a cloud chamber, but this should not, I 
suggest, be taken seriously. What is experienced in such a case (indirectly, if percep-
tual subjectivism is correct) is the track of water droplets produced by the passage of 
the charged particle, not the particle itself.

14. Note, however, that my own unaided observation cannot in fact reveal to me 
things such as that it is the Seattle City Council (rather than some other group) that 
is meeting in a certain place or that it is the Seattle Mariners (rather than some other 
group of players, perhaps wearing Mariner uniforms) who are playing in a particular 
game—think carefully about each of these examples.

15. Imagine a rock formation that seemed to spell out an English message but 
where there were serious grounds for doubting that it was produced by an English-
speaking person or even positive grounds for thinking that it resulted from various 
sorts of inanimate natural processes.

16. There are also occasional cases of testimony involving gestures or other non-
linguistic means of conveying a certain content (such as by displaying photographs), 
but for the sake of simplicity, these will largely be ignored here.

17. Assuming, for the sake of the argument, that a justification of induction along 
the lines suggested in chapter 4 is successful.

18. By an “inductive argument,” I mean here the sort of argument discussed at 
length in chapter 4, in which a regularity found in observed cases is generalized 
to all cases of the same kind. As noted there, some philosophers use the term “in-
ductive argument” more broadly to include any argument that is not deductively 
conclusive, in which case the argument suggested in the next section would also 
count as “inductive.”

19. Some cases of this sort might also count as cases of collusion, if the copying is 
deliberate and not motivated by a belief that the original source is correct.

20. This might be revealed or at least suggested by a citation in a footnote, but 
this degree of scholarly care is not always exercised, especially if the point is rela-
tively unimportant. Another example of the same general kind is the way in which 
a large number of seemingly independent books on the operation of a particular 
computer program may contain the same mistaken claim concerning the result 
of a certain command because they are all derived from the software company’s 
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description of how the program is intended to work, with the discrepancy being 
due to a “bug” of some sort.

21. Too close a similarity in wording or formulation between different sources may 
provide a clue here, as in the detection of plagiarism.

22. In this case, it is also worth noting that my memory beliefs receive sup-
port from my present perception of a steaming cup of tea sitting on my computer 
table—though this does not seem to be essential (or sufficient) for the justification 
of the memory belief.

23. In this case, the memory belief is not supported by any present perceptual evi-
dence, though with sufficient effort some could almost surely be found (in the form of 
the perception of records, letters, and the like—note how these rely on testimony).

24. Here too there may be some relevant perceptual support for the belief in the 
form of perceptions of notes or jottings that reflect some of the relevant steps—
though this again seems inessential (and again insufficient).

25. Though one can, of course, also remember something that was arrived at in part 
via some sort of reasoning from premises acquired in either or both of these ways.

26. In addition, there is the degree to which supporting evidence deriving from 
current perception and introspection or possibly from testimony or general knowl-
edge of various kinds is present or available—though justification that depends on 
this sort of evidence does not pertain in any specific way to memory.

27. Hume’s pretty obviously inadequate suggestion was that memory always in-
volves images that are “faded” in comparison with perception, though more “lively 
and vivacious” than those of imagination. (Consider this suggestion carefully and see 
if you can find clear examples that show why it doesn’t work.)

28. “Mistake” in the sense of an inaccurate report. Both here and in some of the 
subsequent cases, the possibility exists that the resulting belief is still true, either by 
sheer chance or, as in case (3a) in the text, for some further reason. But I will largely 
ignore this possibility here.

29. Suppose that I experience something directly, relate it to some friend, forget 
about it entirely myself, am told about it in vivid detail by the friend in question, 
and then later seem to remember experiencing it entirely as a result of the vivid 
testimony. My eventual apparent memory belief is caused by my original experience, 
but not “in the right way.”

30. Already noticed briefly in some of the endnotes.
31. They could, of course, be recorded in writing or in some other way. But it is 

difficult to see how information thus recorded could be retrieved in a justified form 
without relying at least on the memory of having made the record.

32. While the issues are not quite the same, I would suggest that much the same 
thing should be said about two other basic cognitive abilities: the ability to genuinely 
understand various claims and the ability to see in the simplest cases that one claim 
follows from another. With regard to each of these abilities also, there is a skeptical 
issue of reliability that can be raised and that cannot be answered in a non-ques-
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tion-begging way, since any attempt at an answer would inevitably presuppose the 
reliability of the very ability in question.

Chapter 9: Foundationalism and Coherentism

1. Most extensively at the end of chapter 2.
2. The formulation just given is probably more or less the way that Descartes 

would have put the point, if he had spoken explicitly in these terms. More recent 
versions of foundationalism have tended to say instead that the foundation consists 
of the beliefs about immediately experienced conscious states of mind together with 
the beliefs deriving from the a priori grasp of self-evident propositions, rather than 
the immediate awarenesses or a priori insights themselves. The significance of this 
difference will be considered further in the text.

3. It turns out to be surprisingly difficult to say just what these conditions are. 
Having the argument explicitly in mind at the time in question is surely not neces-
sary. Indeed it is doubtful if the person need ever have thought in a fully explicit 
way about the inferential relation in question. Our lives are very busy, and explicit 
formulation and consideration of arguments is something we do only rarely and usu-
ally where the need is in some way urgent. (See if you can think of examples, perhaps 
ones where you are the person involved, of a person apparently being justified in 
holding a belief by virtue of an inferential relation that he or she has never explicitly 
considered up to the time in question.) At the same time, it seems also clear that 
the person must be aware in some implicit way of the availability of the justifying 
argument and that this awareness must be at least part of the reason that the person 
holds the belief if it is to be justified on that basis; merely the fact that the argument 
would have occurred as an entirely novel one to the person if the belief had been 
challenged is not enough.

4. Though a given case might realize more than one of these on different branches 
of the justificatory chain. In the text, I mostly ignore for simplicity the possibility and 
indeed likelihood that the chain would branch again and again as two or more beliefs 
are appealed to in justifying a previous one, resulting in a tree-like structure.

5. The coherentist alternative to foundationalism is sometimes characterized as a 
realization of this third alternative. But while there is some point to saying this, it is 
also, as we will see, rather seriously misleading. Whatever the merits of coherentism 
may turn out to be, that view will in fact give us no reason to question the objection 
to the third possibility just formulated.

6. Including an earlier incarnation of the present author. See my book The 
Structure of Empirical Knowledge (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1985) 
(hereafter referred to as SEK).

7. In fact, as you may recall, the issue explicitly considered in chapter 7 was 
whether beliefs concerning material objects could be justified by appeal to the 
immediate experiences themselves, rather than by appeal to beliefs about those 
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immediate experiences and their objects. (See note 2, above.) The significance 
of this difference and the problem that it poses for the foundationalist will be 
considered further in the text.

 8. Which will depend in turn on the specific account given of how those beliefs 
are justified—see below. As the discussion in the text suggests, the main divergences 
in this area pertain to the empirical part of the foundation.

 9. This assumes, of course, that an adequate foundation could not consist en-
tirely of beliefs justified a priori, and you should think about whether this is correct 
and how it might be argued for. You should also ask yourself to what extent there are 
problems with the a priori part of the foundation that parallel those that pertain to 
the contingent, empirical part—and indeed whether an a priori part is really required 
at all. Some of these issues will be dealt with, at least by implication, in chapter 11.

10. See for example Donald Davidson, “A Coherence Theory of Truth and 
Knowledge,” in Kant oder Hegel, ed. Dieter Henrich (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1983), 
pp. 423–38.

11. According to the view considered and tentatively adopted in chapter 6, these 
judgments are either about my sense-data or about my adverbial contents.

12. Davidson, “A Coherence Theory of Truth and Knowledge,” p. 428.
13. This objection was first advanced by Wilfrid Sellars. See Sellars, “Empiri-

cism and the Philosophy of Mind,” reprinted in his Science, Perception and Reality 
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1963); and “The Structure of Knowledge,” his 
Matchette lectures at the University of Texas, in Action, Knowledge, and Reality, 
ed. Hector-Neri Castañeda (Indianapolis, Ind.: Bobbs-Merrill, 1975), pp. 295–347, 
especially Lecture III. For a somewhat fuller and more explicit development of it, see 
SEK, chapter 4.

14. Might such a belief be self-evident? Not at least in the sense that applies to a 
priori claims (see chapter 5): the contingent content of such a belief is not in itself a 
reason for thinking that it is true, since that content is true in some possible worlds 
or situations and not in others, and there is seemingly nothing else about the belief 
to appeal to.

15. Some of the main ones are the absolute idealist views of F. H. Bradley, Bernard 
Bosanquet, and Brand Blanshard; the views of some of the logical positivists, mainly 
Otto Neurath and a relatively early incarnation of Carl Hempel; the epistemologi-
cal views of the contemporary philosophers Wilfrid Sellars, Keith Lehrer, Nicholas 
Rescher, and Donald Davidson; and the view held by the present author in SEK. The 
epistemological position of W. V. O. Quine, discussed in chapter 11, is also some-
times regarded as a version of coherentism, though this is much more debatable. For 
some discussion of some of these views and specific references, see SEK.

16. Perhaps not surprisingly, the broad outline of the resulting view is closest to 
the coherentist position that I once defended, in SEK.

17. Such proponents are not always coherentists, since coherence can play a less 
central but still important role in foundationalist views. Two especially prominent 
examples of foundationalists who appeal to what amounts to coherence, even 
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though they use other terms for it, are: C. I. Lewis, An Analysis of Knowledge and 
Valuation (La Salle, Ill.: Open Court, 1946), chapter 11 (who appeals to what he 
calls “congruence”); and Roderick M. Chisholm, Theory of Knowledge, 2nd ed. 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1977), chapter 4 (who appeals to what he 
calls “concurrence”).

18. In thinking about this example, it is important to put aside your background 
knowledge that there are other black birds besides crows, as well as any justification 
that might be thought to result from your perception of the birds. We are concerned 
only with the internal coherence of the set of beliefs, and for that purpose anything 
outside that set of beliefs is irrelevant. (Thinking about this point may, however, 
suggest one of the main problems with the idea that coherence is the sole basis for 
justification.)

19. See also the discussion of coherence as it applies to the issue of testimony, in 
chapter 8.

20. Mainly in chapters 4 and 7.
21. In this way, the justification for induction offered in chapter 4 and the justi-

fication for belief in the external world offered in chapter 7 might each be viewed as 
involving an appeal to coherence.

22. See Bernard Bosanquet, Implication and Linear Inference (London: Macmillan, 
1920).

23. For more development of this idea, see SEK, pp. 89–93.
24. There are also closely related issues concerned with introspection, which is 

often regarded as a kind of inner, nonsensory perception or observation, but I will 
not consider these explicitly here.

25. Two that at least seem to do so are Donald Davidson and Keith Lehrer. See 
Davidson’s “A Coherence Theory of Truth and Knowledge,” cited in note 11; and 
Keith Lehrer, Knowledge (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974).

26. Or at least its nonfoundationalist character. Such a view would not be an 
entirely pure coherentist view, since the rationale for this further requirement is not 
in any clear way a product of coherence. But since the main dialectical rationale for 
coherentism is just the avoidance of foundationalism, this impurity does not seem 
to matter. For further discussion of all these matters, see SEK, chapters 6 and 7. 
(Though I should make clear that I no longer regard the view defended in that book 
as tenable.)

27. See the discussion of theories of truth in chapter 3. In fact, the adoption of 
coherentist views of justification constitutes the main historical motive for coher-
ence theories of truth (though often enough the two were not very clearly distin-
guished).

28. Only primarily, because the general background belief that beliefs caused 
in this way are likely to be true cannot plausibly be so strong as to preclude their 
sometimes being revised or rejected because of incoherence with other beliefs in the 
system, so that other aspects of coherence still play a justificatory role even for these 
beliefs. But such revision or rejection must be relatively infrequent if the background 
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belief on which observation and so the satisfaction of requirement (i) in the text is 
not to be undermined.

29. This is an argument of the same general kind as the explanatory or abductive 
justificatory arguments that were discussed in chapters 4 and 7.

30. For a somewhat fuller but still pretty schematic version, see SEK, chapter 8.
31. See SEK, chapter 5 and appendix B.
32. I will assume (and indeed have been assuming all along) that the coherentist 

view attempts to account only for empirical justification: the justification of con-
tingent, non-a priori beliefs. Since an a priori appeal is needed to establish some or 
all of the very ingredients of the concept of coherence (at least deductive inference 
relations and logical consistency, but arguably inductive and abductive inference re-
lations as well), a coherentist account of a priori justification appears to be viciously 
circular in a way that the suggested coherentist response to the general concern about 
circularity cannot overcome.

33. Of course, this also means that there is no independent fact that it is cor-
rect about either, which is an important qualification on the sort of infallibility in 
question.

34. One could of course have a nonconceptual experience that is, in an intui-
tive sense, of or about such a physical object, but then (in addition to worries 
about exactly how such an experience represents the features of the object) the 
accuracy of the experience could not be assumed, and so an issue of justification 
would still arise.

35. Doubts about the possibility of such a confrontation have sometimes been 
advanced as an additional argument against the correspondence theory of truth.

36. It is plausible to suppose that it is this sort of nonreflective, constituent 
awareness of the content of a conscious state that earlier epistemologists and some 
more recent ones have had at least primarily in mind in their use of the notions of 
“immediate awareness” or “direct acquaintance.” (See the discussion in chapter 6.) 
But if this is right, then many discussions of immediate experience or direct acquain-
tance have been needlessly obscure, suggesting as they do some sort of mysteriously 
authoritative or infallible apprehension of an independent cognitive object, rather 
than an awareness that is simply constitutive of the conscious state itself. And the 
occasional suggestions that one might possibly be immediately aware of or directly 
acquainted with material objects simply make no sense on the present account of 
what immediate awareness amounts to. This is the fundamental reason why, in my 
judgment, a defensible version of foundationalism cannot avoid the problem of the 
external world by including perceptual beliefs about physical objects in the founda-
tion (as the most straightforward version of direct realism in effect tries to do—see 
the discussion of direct realism at the end of chapter 7).

37. There is, however, one additional problem that should be mentioned. Even 
if the account of the foundation offered in this chapter is correct, and even if the 
argument from such a foundation to the justification of beliefs about the material 
world that was suggested at the end of chapter 7 can be adequately elaborated and 
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defended, it might still be objected that at least most people in most situations fail to 
have access to the resulting justification for beliefs about the material world simply 
because they do not in fact have the sorts of beliefs about their immediate sensory 
experience that are needed to provide its starting point. Instead, people normally 
“leap” directly to beliefs about material objects and situations, without any interven-
ing consideration of the nature of sensory experience as such. Though the sensory 
experiences do of course still occur and indeed are causally responsible for perceptual 
beliefs about the material world, they are not normally themselves apprehended in 
conceptual terms. Think carefully about this problem, and see if you can figure out 
what possible responses to it there might be. (Might a belief about the material world 
be justified because it provides the best explanation of the occurrence of the experi-
ences themselves, rather than of believed facts about those experiences?)

Chapter 10: Internalism and Externalism

1. There are also externalist accounts of knowledge that simply replace the justifi-
cation condition with their chosen externalist condition, making no claim to be giv-
ing an account of justification. These views face at least many of the same problems, 
but they will not be explicitly considered here.

2. See the last section of chapter 7 and also the brief discussion in note 34 of 
chapter 9.

3. For one expression of this puzzlement, see Alvin Goldman, “Internalism Ex-
posed,” Journal of Philosophy, vol. 96 (1999), pp. 282–83.

4. How much of this would also apply to lower animals, to such creatures as crabs, 
beetles, starfish, or earthworms, is a more difficult issue, one that I will leave to your 
consideration.

5. There is also one other moderately important argument for externalism and 
against internalism that we are not yet in a position to consider very adequately: the 
argument that externalism is to be preferred because it fits better with a naturalistic 
approach to epistemology—very roughly, an approach that views epistemology (and 
philosophy generally) as continuous with and similar in nature to natural science. 
The whole idea of naturalistic or naturalized epistemology will be the subject of 
chapter 11.

6. The leading advocate of reliabilism is Alvin Goldman. See especially his book 
Epistemology and Cognition (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1986), part 
I. Other leading externalist views that differ from reliabilism are those of Robert 
Nozick and Alvin Plantinga. See Nozick, Philosophical Explanations (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981), chapter 3; and Plantinga, Warrant: and 
Proper Function (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). These books are only a 
small sampling from a much larger literature.

7. The alternative, also sometimes advocated, would be the view that reliability, 
in the sense indicated in the text, is the correct requirement for knowledge in addi-
tion to belief and truth and perhaps an anti-Gettier condition, so that the reliability 
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requirement would replace the justification requirement, rather than providing an 
account of what justification amounts to.

 8. Or perhaps the process responsible for its currently being held, since a belief 
might be arrived at via one process and continue to be held later because it is caus-
ally supported by a different process. But I will not bother with this refinement in 
the text.

 9. We will look at more qualified versions later.
10. And if the degree of reliability is high enough, and the belief is true, and there 

are no Gettier-type problems, then Emma has knowledge.
11. This is a claim that reliabilists typically make, though it would be possible to 

have a quasi-reliabilist view that held that reliability was sufficient but not neces-
sary for justification, perhaps conceding that an internalist justification could also 
be sufficient.

12. I am assuming here, in order to make the issue clearer, that the evil genius 
cannot deceive them about the contents of their own mental states or about genu-
inely self-evident truths, in which case they will presumably still have justified beliefs 
about these things.

13. See Goldman, Epistemology and Cognition, pp. 107, 113, for this response to 
the evil genius case. (Goldman has since abandoned this attempted response. See his 
papers “Strong and Weak Justification,” reprinted in Goldman, Liaisons (Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 1992), pp. 135–37, and “Epistemic Folkways and Scientific Episte-
mology,” reprinted in Goldman, Liaisons, pp. 155–75.)

14. For a more extended discussion of this kind of objection to externalism, see my 
The Structure of Empirical Knowledge (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1985), chapter 3.

15. See The Structure of Empirical Knowledge, chapter 3, for more extended discus-
sion of these possibilities.

16. The Norman case was originally presented in The Structure of Empirical Knowl-
edge, chapter 3.

17. For an example of what seems to me to amount to such a requirement, albeit 
not formulated in quite this way, see Alvin Goldman, “What Is Justified Belief?” 
reprinted in Liaisons, pp. 121–23.

18. The generality problem was originally formulated by Richard Feldman in his 
paper “Reliability and Justification,” Monist, vol. 68 (1985), pp. 235–56. For a thor-
ough exploration of the various solutions that have been proposed, see Earl Conee 
and Richard Feldman, “The Generality Problem for Reliabilism,” Philosophical Stud-
ies, vol. 89 (1998), pp. 1–29.

19. See especially the views of Alvin Plantinga and Robert Nozick, in the works 
cited in note 6, above.

20. For versions of such a view with regard to knowledge, see J. L. Mackie, Prob-
lems from Locke (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1976), pp. 217–20; and Ernest 
Sosa, Knowledge in Perspective (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 
240 (and elsewhere in that book).
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21. Such an investigation would be a contribution to what Philip Kitcher has 
described as “the meliorative epistemological project.” See his paper “The Naturalists 
Return,” Philosophical Review, vol. 101 (1992), pp. 53–114 ( and the discussion in the 
next chapter here).

22. For a discussion of a study of this kind and of its epistemological relevance, see 
Goldman, “Internalism Exposed,” pp. 290–92.

23. See SEK, chapter 3, for some discussion of this response.

Chapter 11: Quine and Naturalized Epistemology

1. As this might suggest, there is a certain affinity between naturalized epistemol-
ogy and externalism, and indeed the two views have often been advocated by the 
same philosophers. But they are nonetheless distinct (though compatible) views, and 
it is quite possible to hold one of them while rejecting the other.

2. Reprinted in Quine, Ontological Relativity and Other Essays (New York: Colum-
bia University Press, 1969), pp. 69–90. Further references in the present section to 
the pages of this article will use the abbreviation EN and will be placed in the text.

3. If you aren’t familiar with this fairly famous (or notorious) school of philosophical 
thought, you might want to consult a dictionary or encyclopedia of philosophy. One 
thesis widely held among the positivists was moderate empiricism (discussed in chapter 
5); and others that were held, though not quite so widely or insistently, included phe-
nomenalism (discussed in chapter 7) and behaviorism (discussed in chapter 8). The 
central positivist thesis, however, was verificationism: the view that any nonanalytic 
claim that is meaningful must be empirically verifiable, with positivists often tending to 
simply identify the meaning of a claim with the ways in which it can be verified.

4. It is possible that Quine would want to argue that even under the more modest 
construal, the goal of “the doctrinal side” is rendered unachievable by the complete 
intractability, according to him, of the problem of induction. But he offers no real 
argument to this effect.

5. It is important, however, to see that the main issue here does not turn on the 
term “knowledge.” Even if, as some externalists believe, the ordinary meaning of 
“knowledge” does not require reasons or justification, but only something like reli-
able or truth-conducive causation of belief, it would remain true even for beliefs that 
constitute knowledge in this sense that we have no reason at all for thinking them 
to be true (or indeed any reason for thinking that they are reliably caused), and that 
result is enough in itself to constitute a very deep—and intuitively implausible—
version of skepticism.

6. Notice also in passing that the belief that this is the best that we can do, that 
naturalized epistemology is all that is possible, is obviously not itself a psychological 
claim and thus cannot be part of the content of such an epistemology.

7. Quine, “The Nature of Natural Knowledge,” in Mind and Language, ed. Samuel 
Guttenplan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975), pp. 67–81; the quoted passage 
is from p. 67.
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 8. Quine, “The Nature of Natural Knowledge,” p. 68.
 9. Of course, some sorts of occult beliefs may stand in conflict with the sort of 

scientific psychology that Quine has in mind. It is, however, not clear why such a 
conflict poses any problem once issues of justification are set aside; and in any case, 
there will be or could be other, occult versions of psychology that Quine can offer no 
reason for not taking just as seriously as the scientific brand.

10. See Philip Kitcher, “The Naturalists Return,” Philosophical Review, vol. 101 
(1992), pp. 53–114.

11. See Kitcher, “The Naturalists Return,” p. 60. Another presentation of essen-
tially the same argument is to be found in Hilary Kornblith, “Beyond Foundational-
ism and the Coherence Theory,” Journal of Philosophy, vol. 72 (1980), pp. 597–612, 
reprinted in Hilary Kornblith (ed.), Naturalizing Epistemology (Cambridge, Mass.: 
MIT Press, 1985), pp. 115–28, esp. pp. 118–19.

12. This is an approximate indication of a requirement whose exact formulation 
would require more discussion than there is room for here. One issue is the exact role 
that the recognition of the reason plays in the causal explanation of the belief: it is 
possible to imagine “deviant” causal chains in which the recognition of the reason 
helps to cause the belief, but not in the right way to yield justification. A second is-
sue is what to say about cases of overdetermination, in which there are two or more 
causes for the belief in question, each of them sufficient to produce it, but only one 
of which involves the reason in question.

13. Again, “deviant” cases are possible.
14. See Kitcher, “The Naturalists Return,” pp. 61–62, for a discussion of this 

point, though he would not approve of the label that I have used. But Kitcher seems 
to concede that the acceptance of conceptual psychologism by itself fails to contrib-
ute very much to the overall case for naturalism.

15. The term is Kitcher’s. See “The Naturalists Return.”
16. The main source for these arguments is Quine’s famous paper “Two Dogmas 

of Empiricism,” reprinted in Quine, From a Logical Point of View, 2nd ed. (New York: 
Harper, 1963), pp. 20–46.

17. In “Two Dogmas,” sections 1–4.
18. See the discussion of many of these concepts in chapter 5.
19. In other writings, Quine and his followers do offer more substantial objections 

to the concept of meaning, though still ones that are very hard to take seriously, 
especially from an intuitive, common-sense standpoint.

20. The term “a priori” is in fact not claimed to be part of the circle, nor could 
such a claim be plausibly defended.

21. In chapter 5.
22. See “Two Dogmas,” section 6. There are two other possibilities for such an 

argument that are worth mentioning. One is Quine’s famous argument for the inde-
terminacy of radical translation, which some have taken to be an argument against 
the a priori. Both this argument and its relevance to the a priori seem to me too 
uncertain and problematic to be worth considering here. (See my book In Defense of 
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Pure Reason [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998], § 3.5 for some further 
discussion.) The second argument is one that Kitcher rather tentatively attributes to 
Thomas Kuhn, which has to do with the conflict between allegedly a priori knowl-
edge of principles of reasoning and actual scientific practice. See Kitcher, “The 
Naturalists Return,” p. 73, and my discussion in “Against Naturalized Epistemology,” 
Midwest Studies in Philosophy, vol. 19 (1994), pp. 293–95.

23. The logical point here is that if we know that if P, Q, R, and S obtain, then T 
will obtain, the failure of T to obtain shows only that one of P, Q, R, and S is false, 
but does not by itself tell us which claim is the mistaken one.

24. I also think that Quine is wrong that claims justified a priori would have to be 
impossible to ever rationally give up—see the discussion in chapter 5 and, for further 
elaboration, my book In Defense of Pure Reason, §§ 4.4–4.6.

25. I have formulated the argument in terms of a reason for thinking that the be-
lief is true, rather than in terms of the belief’s being (epistemically) justified, because 
I do not want to bring the controversy between externalist and internalist concep-
tions of justification, considered in the previous chapter, into the present discussion. 
My view is that the result arrived at in the text is enough to constitute epistemologi-
cal disaster whether or not the beliefs in question may be said to be justified in some 
other sense of justification that does not involve our having a reason to think that 
they are true.

26. For a response to this argument, see Kitcher, “The Naturalists Return,” p. 90. 
He argues there that the naturalist should simply reject the global skeptical chal-
lenge that gives rise to this problem as unanswerable and so, he seems to suggest, 
illegitimate. But it does not seem to me that this response will do. While this sort of 
answer may be appropriate for some skeptical problems, the issue of whether and why 
we ever have any reason to think that a conclusion that goes beyond observation is 
true is far too fundamental and inescapable to be dismissed as some clever dialectical 
trick. It is quite true, of course, that it is part of the naturalist’s own position, or so 
immediate a consequence of it as to make no difference, that the skeptical problem 
posed above cannot be solved, but an explicit endorsement of this consequence does 
nothing to make it less catastrophic or less self-defeating.

Chapter 12: Knowledge and Skepticism

1. Here you might find it helpful to revisit those earlier passages, using the index 
as a guide.

2. Some views of the latter sort, for example those that challenge supernatural or 
occult beliefs of various sorts, seem to be not only plausible but often clearly correct. 
It is important not to lose sight of the point that a completely general refutation of 
any sort of skepticism, in addition to being obviously extremely difficult to accom-
plish, would itself clash very strongly with common-sense intuition, since there are 
many beliefs that people actually hold which seem unjustified and thereby not to 
constitute knowledge.
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 3. Skeptical views of this sort are sometimes formulated by denying that the be-
liefs in question constitute knowledge, where the underlying assumption being made, 
sometimes not very explicitly, is that knowledge itself requires conclusive justifica-
tion—that is, that the strong conception of knowledge is correct.

 4. Actually, of course, the brain-in-a-vat hypothesis is not quite one where the 
believer has the same evidence we have even though all of his beliefs about the exter-
nal world are false, since the existence of the brain and the vat (and the computer) 
are enough by themselves to make some very general beliefs about the external world 
true. (Think about this.) But it comes close enough for present purposes.

 5. Presumably I must also put all this together and competently deduce Q from 
P on that basis. (See the discussion in John Hawthorne, “The Case for Closure”, in 
Matthias Steup and Ernest Sosa (eds.), Contemporary Debates in Epistemology (Ox-
ford: Blackwell, 2005), pp. 26–43, especially pp. 27–30.) I will take the satisfaction 
of this further requirement for granted throughout the present chapter.

 6. This obviously assumes that there is no a priori reason, such as the one sug-
gested in chapter 7, for thinking that the representationalist explanation of my sen-
sory experience by appeal to a common-sense material world is preferable to skeptical 
hypotheses like the BIV hypothesis in a way that would make the nonskeptical view 
more strongly justified on the basis of that experience.

 7. For example, in Roderick M. Chisholm, Theory of Knowledge, 3rd ed. (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1989), pp. 6–7.

 8. See Chisholm, Theory of Knowledge, 3rd ed., the work cited in note 7 (which 
is only one of Chisholm’s many discussions of the problem of the criterion).

 9. Both reprinted in Moore, Philosophical Papers (London: Allen & Unwin, 
1959). References in the text are to the pages of the reprint of this volume published 
by Collier Books (New York) in 1962.

10. Though Moore admits (Philosophical Papers, p. 148) not to be able to give a 
proof that he is not dreaming, his reason is that while he no doubt has “conclusive 
reasons” for asserting that he is awake and so not dreaming, he is unable to say ex-
plicitly what those reasons are. The idea seems to be that he has an implicit grasp 
of those reasons that suffices for justification, even though he is not at present able 
to formulate them explicitly. Think for yourself about whether this is a tenable and 
plausible position.

11. The originator of this sort of response to skeptical arguments was the British 
philosopher Thomas Reid. See Reid, Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man, ed. Ba-
ruch Brody (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1969; first published in 1785).

12. I count Descartes’s own views as simply an early and relatively inadequate 
version of the general program of traditional Cartesian epistemology. The other main 
view not mentioned explicitly in the listing above is coherentism. As construed in 
the discussion in chapter 9, coherentism is simply a version of traditional epistemol-
ogy that attempts rather quixotically to get by with only the a priori part of the 
Cartesian foundation and, not surprisingly, does not succeed. But it is worth noting 
that Quine’s view is sometimes regarded as a version of coherentism and that a par-
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ticularist view could also take a coherentist form, as indeed could some of the other 
views yet to be considered. I would suggest that this adaptability is a weakness rather 
than a strength of coherentism, suggesting that the basic conception of coherentism 
is too sketchy to provide much of an epistemological view by itself and so needs to 
be supplemented by one of these other views in order to amount to anything very 
definite. A further possibility that this suggests, one that I am also inclined to accept, 
is that the widespread but seemingly rather superficial appeal of coherentism results 
from the fact that it has so little real content of its own as to allow it to be adapted or 
co-opted in these very different ways: this would explain why there has been so much 
rather vague sympathy with coherentism but so few developed coherentist views.

13. The main recent proponents of a rejection of closure have been Fred Dretske 
and Robert Nozick. See Dretske, “The Case against Closure,” in Matthias Steup and 
Ernest Sosa (eds.), Contemporary Debates in Epistemology (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), 
pp. 13–26 (which also includes references to his earlier discussions of this issue); 
and Nozick, Philosophical Explanations (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1981), chapter 3.

14. The paper-mâché hypothesis is not, of course, a serious skeptical hypothesis, 
since it would be easy to exclude it by examining the supposed tree more closely. 
It functions as a skeptical hypothesis only in the limited context where the issue is 
whether I can know that there is a redwood tree on the basis of visual experience 
alone from some distance away. But of course we do normally think that we can have 
justified beliefs and knowledge on that sort of basis.

15. Both Dretske and Nozick offer versions of this account, though I will not be 
concerned here to describe their views in full detail.

16. The fullest account—fuller than you may want—is in David Lewis, Counter-
factuals (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1973). Briefer summaries are 
widely available.

17. Most clearly in Hawthorne’s discussion in “The Case for Closure,” cited in 
note 5.

18. It should be noted that the term “contextualism” has also been employed in 
fairly recent times to refer to a view quite different from the one to be discussed in 
this section. This second contextualist view is one that has sometimes been pre-
sented as a further alternative to foundationalism and coherentism. It holds that 
the regress of epistemic justification does not move in a circle or go on infinitely, 
but also does not terminate with basic or foundational beliefs as understood by the 
standard versions of foundationalism. Instead, it terminates with beliefs that are ac-
cepted in a particular context as requiring no further justification, beliefs that are, as 
it might be put, “contextually basic.” Appeal to these beliefs is adequate for dealing 
with the “local” epistemic issues that arise in such a context; and it is part of the 
contextualist view that more “global” issues (such as those posed by the epistemic 
regress problem or by other general issues like the problem of induction) are the in-
vention of philosophers, are never raised by ordinary people in natural contexts, and 
have no imaginable practical import. Such global issues, including those posed by 
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skeptical hypotheses, simply need not, according to this brand of contextualism, be 
taken seriously. For more on this view, see David Annis, “A Contextualist Theory of 
Epistemic Justification,” American Philosophical Quarterly, vol. 15 (1978), pp. 213–19; 
and Michael Williams, Unnatural Doubts (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992).

19. For a suggestion in this direction, see the discussion at the end of chapter 3 of 
this book; and also Earl Conee, “Contextualism Contested,” in Matthias Steup and 
Ernest Sosa (eds.), Contemporary Debates in Epistemology (Oxford: Blackwell, 2005), 
pp. 47–55. The debate between Conee and Stewart Cohen (a leading proponent of 
contextualism) in this latter volume is one good place to go for more discussion of 
the contextualist view.

20. Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1979).

21. Though it is hard to be very sure about this because Rorty’s accounts of the 
two arguments (Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, chapter 4) are both extremely 
sketchy and not very close to what either Sellars or Quine explicitly says.

22. Indeed, Rorty sometimes seems to repudiate the whole idea that conscious 
mental states exist at all, preferring to focus on what a more traditional philosopher 
would regard as their linguistic manifestations.

23. He also describes this view as the “crucial premise” of Sellars’s and Quine’s ar-
guments (Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, p. 170), but this is an extremely 
dubious claim.
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Glossary

Many of the concepts expressed by terms in this glossary are ones about 
which many philosophers have doubts or misgivings: as to their ultimate in-
telligibility, their application to the world, or both; I have not, for the most 
part, attempted to take note of such doubts and misgivings here.

abduction See explanatory reasoning.
adverbial theory The view that when we immediately experience qualities 

or features, what is happening is not that we are directly aware of objects 
of some sort that actually have those qualities or features (the sense-data 
theory), but instead that we are sensing or experiencing in a distinctive 
manner, one that accounts for the character of the experience and is best 
characterized by an adverb. Thus when I have an immediate experience 
of red, I sense or experience redly, but there need be no object that is 
actually red.

analytic/synthetic A distinction pertaining to the structure of a proposi-
tion, claim, or statement. The fact that a proposition is analytic is often 
offered (especially by proponents of moderate empiricism) as an expla-
nation of how it can be justified or known a priori. As Kant defines the 
distinction, an analytic proposition is one of subject-predicate form whose 
predicate is included in its subject, either explicitly (all tall men are tall) 
or implicitly (all bachelors are unmarried); while a synthetic proposition is 
one that does not have this sort of form, one in which the predicate is not 
contained in the subject. Other accounts of analyticity have been offered 
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in an attempt to account for the apparent a priori status of propositions 
that do not clearly fit Kant’s definition. Of these, the two most common 
are (a) that a proposition is analytic if it is a truth of logic or transform-
able into a truth of logic by substituting correct definitions for some of its 
terms; and (b) that a proposition is analytic if it is true just by virtue of its 
meaning (and, in both cases, otherwise synthetic). Here definition (a) is 
a fairly obvious generalization of Kant’s definition, which would include 
the propositions that fit his definition, but also propositions like either it 
is raining or not raining. Definition (b), on the other hand, is more vague: 
just how does meaning account for truth? (If it means only that anyone 
who understands the proposition can see or grasp immediately that it is 
true, then it is not clearly distinct from the definition of a priori, making 
it circular to attempt to explain a priori justification or knowledge by ap-
peal to analyticity.)

a posteriori See a priori/a posteriori.
a priori/a posteriori This is a distinction concerning the reasons or justi-

fication offered for a claim. A posteriori reasons are reasons based on or 
derived from experience; thus “a posteriori” means the same thing as “em-
pirical.” A priori reasons are independent of experience. According to ra-
tionalism, these reasons derive from rational insight or rational intuition, 
operating independently of experience, while moderate empiricism says 
that these reasons are in some way available independently of experience 
but do not depend on rational insight.

argument from illusion (sometimes also called the argument from halluci-
nation or from perceptual relativity) An argument for the view that what 
we are directly aware of in normal cases of perception is not an externally 
existing material object, but instead something mental like an idea or a 
sense-datum. The crucial premise of the argument is the claim that the 
character of our experience does not in itself indicate whether we are hav-
ing a veridical (true) experience or not. The object of direct awareness in 
a case of hallucination is clearly not an external object (since there is no 
object at all); in a case of illusion, the real object is very different from the 
experienced object and so is apparently again not what is being directly 
experienced; and in a case of perceptual relativity, the external object 
cannot have all of the features that are experienced under varying cir-
cumstances, and so cannot be what is being directly experienced in all of 
these cases. But if the external object is not what we are directly aware of 
in such cases, and there is no experiential difference between the veridical 
and nonveridical experiences, then, it is argued, the immediate object of 
experience must be the same in all of these cases—and so cannot be an 
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external material object. The argument from illusion is thus an argument 
against direct realism.

basic belief Another term for a foundational belief (see foundationalism): 
one that is justified but whose justification does not depend on inference 
from other beliefs.

behaviorism The view that bodily behavior is in some way fundamental 
to understanding mental states. Logical behaviorism is the view (a version 
of materialism) that mental states are reducible to (nothing more than) 
behavior and dispositions to behavior. Methodological behaviorism in psy-
chology is the view that the proper way to study mental states is to study 
behavior (as opposed to appealing to introspective reports). These are 
distinct views, and it is possible to accept methodological behaviorism 
without accepting logical behaviorism.

belief The mental state of accepting or assenting to a particular proposition 
that is the content of the belief. If this acceptance or assent is actually 
present in consciousness at a particular moment of time, the belief is oc-
current; if it takes the form of a standing disposition to assent if the issue 
is raised, the belief is dispositional. (Obviously most of the beliefs that a 
person has are merely dispositional at any particular moment.)

brain-in-a-vat hypothesis The skeptical hypothesis according to which the 
subject of perceptual experience is merely a disembodied brain, floating 
in a vat of nutrients that keep it alive and functioning, and fed electrical 
impulses by a computer that cause it to have experiences of a sort that 
seem to reflect a normally experienced world.

coherence The property of a body of beliefs whereby they fit together 
smoothly and allegedly lend justification to each other. Coherence is 
standardly viewed as involving such things as logical consistency, in-
ferential relations of various sorts, and relations of explanation. Precise 
explications of coherence are difficult to give, and there is none that is 
widely accepted.

coherentism The view, an alternative to foundationalism, according to 
which all justification derives from the internal coherence of a person’s 
body of beliefs, rather than from any basic or foundational beliefs. A strict 
version of coherentism should be one that avoids any foundational appeal, 
but there are views that are sometimes described as coherentist that seem 
to still involve foundational beliefs that are only weakly justified. (Con-
trasting term: foundationalism.)

concept A mental entity or element that gives a person the ability to 
think about a certain kind of thing. For example, to have the concept of 
electricity is to be able to think specifically about electricity. Both the 
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nature of concepts and how the mind comes to have them are matters 
of controversy.

conditional proposition (or just a conditional) A complex proposition (or 
claim) having the form if A, then B, and expressing a kind of dependence 
between the two component propositions A and B. The first part of the 
conditional (the A part) is called the antecedent, while the second part 
(the B part) is called the consequent.

contextualism As the term is most standardly used in recent epistemol-
ogy, contextualism is the view that the level of justification required 
for knowledge varies from one context to another, being relatively 
low in normal contexts and much higher in contexts where skeptical 
concerns have been explicitly raised. (The term “contextualism” is also 
sometimes used for the view that attempts to solve the epistemic re-
gress problem—and thereby avoid the choice between foundationalism 
and coherentism—by appealing to beliefs that are acceptable without 
further justification in a particular context, even though not basic or 
foundational in the standard sense.)

contingent See necessary/contingent.
contradiction, contradictory A contradiction is a proposition that is 

necessarily false just because of the logical properties of the proposition 
itself, with the clearest case being a proposition that explicitly asserts and 
denies the very same thing (today is Tuesday and today is not Tuesday), 
often referred to as an explicit contradiction. (An implicit contradiction is a 
proposition that can be turned into an explicit proposition by providing 
correct definitions for some of its component terms: John is a bachelor and 
John is married.) Sometimes the term “contradiction” is used loosely to re-
fer to any necessarily false proposition (in which case being contradictory 
could not explain necessary falsehood). Two individually noncontradic-
tory propositions contradict each other if and only if the conjunction of 
the two is contradictory (in which case the truth of either one is sufficient 
to prove the falsity of the other). The principle of contradiction (sometimes 
also referred to as the principle of noncontradiction) is the logical principle 
that a contradiction can never be true.

deduction Logically conclusive reasoning in which the truth of the prem-
ises guarantees the truth of the conclusion. (Contrasting term: inductive 
reasoning, in the most general sense.)

dialectic A term used to describe the characteristic structure of philosophi-
cal reasoning and argument, involving problems or questions, views or 
positions on those problems, arguments for those views, responses to those 
arguments, replies to those responses, and so forth; and also arguments 
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against those views, responses to those arguments, replies to the responses, 
and so on.

direct realism (also called naïve realism) The view that the direct or im-
mediate objects of sense perception are common-sense physical objects 
(and that these objects have at least largely the features they are perceived 
to have). (Contrasting term: representative realism.)

empirical Depending on sense experience (understood as including intro-
spection). If a claim or statement is empirical, then the justification of 
the claim depends on sense experience; if a question is empirical, then the 
correct answer to the question is determined by sense experience. (See a 
priori/a posteriori.)

empiricism A view that emphasizes the cognitive role of sense experience. 
Concept empiricism is the view that all concepts (or ideas) are acquired by 
abstraction from sense experience. Justificatory empiricism, on the other 
hand, is the view that all claims (or, in some versions, all claims that are 
not analytic or mere definitional tautologies) must be justified by appeal 
to sense experience. (Contrasting term: rationalism.)

empiricism, moderate The version of justificatory empiricism which holds 
that while there is both a priori and a posteriori (or empirical) justifica-
tion for claims, a priori justification pertains only to claims that are ana-
lytic (or are tautologies)—so that there is no synthetic a priori justifica-
tion or knowledge. (Contrasting terms: rationalism, radical empiricism.)

empiricism, radical The version of justificatory empiricism which holds 
that there is no a priori justification for claims of any sort—so that all 
justification is empirical. (Contrasting terms: rationalism, moderate 
empiricism.)

epistemic closure The principle or thesis according to which if (a) a person 
knows some claim P, and (b) P entails some further claim Q and the per-
son is aware of this entailment, then the person also knows Q.

experience, immediate See immediate experience.
externalism The view that what justifies a belief need not be cognitively 

accessible to the believer: need not be something of which the believer is 
aware or even could be aware. The most standard version of externalism 
is reliabilism. (Contrasting term: internalism.)

epistemology The philosophical study of the nature of knowledge and of 
how it is acquired and justified.

explanatory reasoning (or inference) Sometimes called an inference to the 
best explanation or an abductive argument, this is a form of reasoning in 
which one concludes that something is (probably) the case because it is the 
best explanation of something else that one believes to be true. Astronomers 
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used this kind of argument when they argued that there was a ninth planet 
beyond Neptune: the reasoning appealed to the fact that there are per-
turbations in Neptune’s orbit, claimed that the best explanation for such 
disturbances in Neptune’s orbit was the existence of another planet, and so 
concluded that such a planet probably exists (the planet—in some quarters 
no longer considered a planet—that we now know as Pluto).

foundationalism The view (a response to the epistemic regress problem) 
that there are beliefs whose justification is independent of that of other be-
liefs and that the justification of all other beliefs depends on inference from 
these foundational or basic beliefs. (Contrasting term: coherentism.)

generality problem The problem (for reliabilism) of deciding the right level 
of generality for specifying the belief-forming process whose degree of reli-
ability is supposed to determine the degree of justification of a particular 
belief. The problem arises because any actual belief-forming process can 
be described at many different levels of generality, whose reliability will 
often differ widely.

idealism The metaphysical view that reality consists only of minds or 
spirits and mental contents. This means that there are no independently 
existing material things. Instead, what common sense refers to as material 
objects of various kinds are nothing more than patterns of ideas or experi-
ence. Phenomenalism is a version of idealism.

illusion, argument from See argument from illusion.
incorrigible See infallible.
immediate experience Experience that is direct in the sense of involving 

no element of inference or suggestion.
indubitable See infallible.
inductive reasoning The sort of reasoning (also called enumerative or in-

stantial induction) that infers from many specific cases (many cases of A 
that are also cases of B, and perhaps also some cases of A that are not cases 
of B) to a general claim formulated in the same terms (where there are no 
exceptions, that all As are Bs; or, where there are exceptions, that some 
specific percentage of As are Bs). More generally, any sort of reasoning 
where the premises provide good but not conclusive support for the truth 
of the conclusion. (In this more general sense but not in the narrower 
one, a case of explanatory reasoning would be an instance of inductive 
reasoning.)

infallible A belief is infallible if it is arrived at in a way that makes it impos-
sible for it to be mistaken. (Beliefs about immediate experience and about 
simple a priori truths are often thought to have this status.) Two other 
terms that are often used to indicate this same status are indubitable and 
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incorrigible, though strictly “indubitable” should mean “incapable of be-
ing doubted” and “incorrigible” should mean incapable of being corrected 
(by someone else or perhaps even by the same person). In these strict 
senses, it seems possible for a belief to be either indubitable or incorrigible 
(or even both) without being infallible.

insight, rational See rational insight.
intentional content See intentionality.
intentionality The general property of being about something that is pos-

sessed by some but not all mental states and also by language. A thought 
concerning polar bears is an intentional state (because it is about polar 
bears), whereas neither a free-floating state of anxiety nor a sensation of 
redness or pain is about anything. (A sensation of redness is a sensation of 
a certain distinctive kind, but is not in itself about anything.)

internalism The view that what justifies a belief must be something that 
is cognitively accessible to the person in question: something the believer 
is aware of or at least able to be aware of. (A somewhat different version 
of internalism—mentalism—holds that justification must depend on or be 
supervenient on the mental states of the believer; this would differ from the 
version of internalism that appeals to accessibility by both (i) allowing justi-
fication to depend on mental states—if there are any—of which the person 
is incapable of being aware; and (ii) not allowing justification to depend 
directly on necessary truths or external physical objects, even if the person 
is able to be directly aware of them.) (Contrasting term: externalism.)

introspection Direct, quasi-perceptual awareness of a person’s own con-
scious states of mind.

intuition, rational See rational insight.
justification In epistemology, a reason or basis for thinking that some 

claim or view is true.
justificatory empiricism See empiricism, justificatory.
knowledge The proper definition or analysis of knowledge has been a matter 

of ongoing controversy in recent philosophy. According to what is often 
referred to as “the traditional conception of knowledge,” knowledge is 
belief that is both adequately justified and true. (Thus a lucky guess, even 
if true, does not count as knowledge.) According to the strong conception 
of knowledge, an adequate level of justification must guarantee the truth 
of the belief; according to the weak conception of knowledge, an adequate 
level of justification need not guarantee truth but need only make truth 
highly likely or probable. One problem with this standard definition, 
raised by Edmund Gettier, is that there seem to be cases where all three of 
these conditions are satisfied, but which do not seem to be genuine cases 
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of knowledge. Intuitively, these are cases where the belief is true, not in 
the way that the justification would suggest, but in some accidental or 
unexpected way.

logical behaviorism See behaviorism.
logical positivism A philosophical movement of the early to mid-twentieth 

century dominated by a scientific outlook, which advocated both moder-
ate empiricism and the view that only claims that can be verified by sense 
experience or else reduced to logical tautologies are meaningful.

moderate empiricism See empiricism, moderate.
naïve realism See direct realism.
naturalized epistemology In the strongest version, advocated by Quine, 

the view that traditional epistemology should be abandoned entirely and 
replaced by a psychological study of the causal relations between sensory 
stimulation and belief. Quine’s version of naturalized epistemology seems 
to eliminate the normative or evaluative dimension of epistemology 
entirely, but others have more recently advocated epistemological views 
described as “ed” or “naturalistic” that attempt to retain a normative di-
mension while still focusing on knowledge as a natural phenomenon to be 
studied in mainly a scientific way.

necessary/contingent In the strongest and most common sense (logical or 
metaphysical necessity), a necessary truth is a proposition that could not 
have been false, that is true no matter what the actual course of events 
in the world happens to be, that is true in any possible world or situation 
(and a necessary falsehood is a proposition that could not have been true). 
In contrast, a contingent truth is a proposition that is true but might have 
been false, one whose truth or falsity depends on the actual course of 
events in the world, one that is true in some possible worlds or situations 
and false in others (and a contingent falsehood is a proposition that is false 
but might have been true). For example, true mathematical claims (such 
as 2 � 2 � 4) are necessary truths, as are the various truths of logic (such 
as either today is Tuesday or today is not Tuesday); while claims like Barack 
Obama is president in 2009 or the population of the United States is larger than 
the population of France are contingent, as are most other ordinary claims 
about the world. Contingent events are events described by contingent 
propositions, and so events that might or might not occur. (For a related 
but weaker use of these terms, see necessity, causal or nomological.)

necessity, causal or nomological A grade of necessity (and contingency), 
weaker than logical or metaphysical necessity (see necessary/contingent), 
that results from laws of nature rather than laws of logic and metaphysics. 
A proposition is causally or nomologically necessary if it could not have 
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failed to be true without altering the actual laws of nature that govern the 
world, and thus is true in any possible world obeying those same laws of 
nature; while a proposition is causally or nomologically contingent if both 
its truth and its falsity is compatible with the actual laws of nature (and 
thus if it is true in some possible worlds obeying those laws of nature and 
false in others). The same terms are also applied to the events described 
by such propositions. For example, the gravitational attraction between two 
bodies varies with the square of the distance between them is causally or no-
mologically necessary (but not logically or metaphysically necessary, since 
there are possible worlds with different laws of gravitation). Whereas 
many ordinary claims about the world (it is not raining today, there are pine 
trees in Washington state, gold is more expensive than lead, and so on, and so 
on) are contingent in both the causal or nomological sense and the logi-
cal or metaphysical sense. (Anything that is logically or metaphysically 
necessary is also causally or nomologically necessary: if there is no possible 
world in which it is false, then it follows trivially that there is no possible 
world with the same laws of nature in which it is false.)

phenomenalism A version of idealism which holds that the common-sense 
material objects of our experience (things such as tables, trees, and moun-
tains) are really nothing more than systematic patterns of sensory experi-
ence—what John Stuart Mill calls “permanent possibilities of sensation.”

possible A proposition is possibly true, in either the strong logical or meta-
physical sense or the weaker nomological sense, if it is not necessarily 
false in the correlative sense. A situation or event is possible in one of 
these senses if the proposition describing it is possible in that same sense. 
A possible world is a world whose complete description is possible in one 
or the other of these senses (thus there are logically or metaphysically pos-
sible worlds and causally or nomologically possible worlds, with the latter 
being included in the former).

primary quality/secondary quality Primary qualities are those qualities that 
any object must have, no matter how much change it endures or whether 
it is being perceived or not: for example (according to John Locke), size 
(extension), shape (figure), motion, number, and solidity. A further claim 
is that our ideas or perceptions of primary qualities accurately depict their 
nature as they exist in objects. Secondary qualities, on the other hand, 
are mere powers (causal capacities) of the object to systematically produce 
experiences in us (experiences, for example of colors, sounds, tastes, and 
smells), so that there is no quality actually in the object like the one that 
is represented in our experience. Thus, for example, a ripe apple genuinely 
has the distinctive shape and size that we experience it to have, but it does 
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not have any property like the red color we experience (though it does 
have some property—presumably some combination of the primary quali-
ties of its surface—in virtue of which it systematically causes experiences 
of red in creatures like us).

proposition An abstract object capable, in virtue of its meaning or content, 
of being true or false. A proposition is what is expressed by a declarative 
sentence and, on the most standard view, can be expressed by many differ-
ent sentences from different languages; for example, the sentences “Snow 
is white,” “Das Schnee ist weiss,” and “La neige est blanche” all express 
the same proposition. Propositions can also be entertained in thought in 
various ways: believed, doubted, desired to be true, feared to be true, and 
so on. Any act of thought that has a proposition as its object or content is 
called a propositional attitude.

radical empiricism See empiricism, radical.
rational insight The alleged direct or immediate grasp, without any appeal 

to experience, of the truth or necessity of a proposition. (Also referred to 
as rational intuition.) According to rationalism, such insight is the basic 
source of a priori justification and knowledge.

rational intuition See rational insight.
rationalism Broadly, the epistemological view that reason is a significant 

source or basis for knowledge (in the most extreme versions, now rarely 
if ever held, that it is the only such source or basis). As with empiricism, 
there are two main versions, one pertaining to the source of concepts 
and the other to the source of justification. A rationalist view of concept 
possession says that some or all concepts are innate. A rationalist view of 
justification says that some (a moderate version of rationalism) or all (an 
extreme version of rationalism) justification derives from rational insight, 
rather than sensory experience. Since the a priori justification of analytic 
claims does not require rational insight, this means that, in opposition to 
moderate empiricism, justificatory rationalists hold that some synthetic 
claims can be justified a priori.

realism A metaphysical view holding that things of some specified sort ex-
ist on their own, independently of human perceivers or knowers. Versions 
of realism have been held with respect to material objects, universals, 
moral properties or truths, theoretical entities in science (such as elec-
trons), and many other categories of things. (Contrasting term, as regards 
material objects: idealism.)

reliabilism The most widely held version of externalism, according to 
which a belief is justified if the cognitive process that produced it is 
reliable (that is, produces a high proportion of true beliefs). This is a 
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version of externalism because justification does not require that the 
person be aware that the process is reliable or, still less, have any reason 
for thinking that this is so.

representative realism (also called representationalism or indirect realism) 
The view (held by Descartes, Locke, and others) that external material 
objects are not directly or immediately perceived, but that our seeming 
experience of such objects is instead mediated by an experience of men-
tal entities or states (called “ideas” by earlier philosophers and “sense-
data” by more recent ones) which (a) are caused by material objects and 
(b) represent or depict or resemble them. The justification of our beliefs 
about the external material world is then viewed as depending on an infer-
ence from the character of our ideas or sense-data.

secondary quality See primary quality/secondary quality.
self-evident The property a proposition has when its very content provides 

a compelling reason to think that it is true. Once one understands a self-
evident proposition, one can see clearly that it must be true, and that 
seeing allegedly constitutes a good reason for believing it. Self-evident 
propositions are the alleged objects of rational insight.

sense-data (singular: sense-datum) The direct or immediate objects of 
awareness in sense experience, according to those who reject direct real-
ism on the basis of arguments like the argument from illusion. (Locke 
and Berkeley speak instead of ideas, or more specifically of ideas of percep-
tion.) Sense-data are usually viewed as mental entities, but some philoso-
phers have regarded them as in themselves neither mental nor material 
(though still the objects of mental acts of awareness or apprehension).

skepticism The view that knowledge is unattainable. One can be a skeptic 
about knowledge generally or only with respect to knowledge in some 
limited domain (for example, a skeptic about God’s existence or about 
morality). Skepticism can be held to different degrees and for widely vary-
ing kinds of reasons.

solipsism The view that the only things that exist are the mind and the ex-
periences of a single person, the one from whose point of view the claim is 
formulated. Solipsism is not really a view that anyone advocates (to whom 
would they advocate it?), but instead a pitfall into which philosophers 
sometimes fall by advocating other, more general views that lead to it.

sufficient condition See necessary condition/ sufficient condition.
synthetic See analytic/synthetic.
tautology Originally a proposition that is true by virtue of trivial repetition 

(such as tall men are tall). More generally, a sentence that is true in this 
trivial way or whose denial is either contradictory or leads immediately to 
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a contradiction (such as either it is raining or it is not raining). Sometimes 
the term is construed so broadly as to include all analytic truths, but more 
commonly it is limited to those that are especially obvious and/or trivial.

testimony The general source of belief that involves statements or other 
indications (such as gestures) deriving from other people. Direct speech is 
the most obvious form of testimony, but the category also includes all of 
the various sorts of written communication.

theoretical reasoning See explanatory reasoning.
truth The metaphysical relation in which a proposition or claim that is ac-

curate or correct stands to reality. This is most naturally taken to involve 
a relation of correspondence or agreement or accordance between the 
content of the proposition or claim and the corresponding part of reality 
(the correspondence theory of truth). But alleged problems with the cor-
respondence theory have led some philosophers to propose various other 
accounts of truth, such as the coherence theory of truth (for a proposition to 
be true is for it to fit together with other propositions in such a way as to 
make up a tightly unified and cohesive system), various pragmatic theories 
of truth (for a proposition to be true is for it to lead to practical success of 
some specified sort when believed or applied), and others.

universal An abstract property or feature, such as redness or triangular-
ity or justice. Philosophers have disputed whether universals (a) exist 
independently of the concrete things (particulars) that are instances of 
such properties (Platonic realism, the view held by Plato), (b) exist only 
in their instances (Aristotelian realism, the view held by Aristotle), (c) ex-
ist only in the minds of people who conceive of them (conceptualism), or 
(d) do not really exist at all, but are merely an illusion created by the use 
of words (nominalism).
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